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Martin, I was wondering if you could tell me a little bit about what you did after you
left school, how did you decide on what you wanted to do next?

MW: I had a long talk, there was a – I had a biology master who was rather
interested in his pupils particularly, I remember talking to him about careers. And my
own view was I wanted either to be a physicist or an engineer. And he – I remember
he described his views of what a physicist and an engineer did, and that made me
come down heavily on the side of being an engineer. In that school I hadn’t got the –
none of my family are interested in this thing at all. My father was a civil servant, and
my brothers were all, and sisters, were all doctors, and nurses. I knew I didn’t want to
be any of those. And I didn’t really see the difference, much difference between
being an engineer and a physicist, but I chose engineering, partly because I was never
any good at mathematics, and you’ve got to have mathematics if you’re going to be a
physicist, and there are branches of engineering, such as I took up, where you can get
by get by without.

So with that idea of wanting to an engineer, where did you go next?

MW: I – we’re the sort of family where everybody’s been to university, and that was
the done thing to go to university after school.

AW:

But actually the war came just as you finished school, didn’t it?

MW: Yes, yes, it did. But I chose to go to Cambridge University, because it just
was then much better than Oxford at engineering, I think Oxford’s come up a long
way since actually, but Cambridge engineering had a particular – it was very
comprehensive, and it was a big department, and lots going on. So I chose that, but as
Audrey says, I was interrupted for three years I think it was, or was it four years? I’ll
have to work that one out, by National Service. Because I became eighteen in April,
it was the month the war started –
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AW:

Stopped.

MW: Finished, the month the war finished. April 1945 I should think. I’ve
forgotten your question now.

I was wondering what you did after deciding you wanted to be an engineer?

MW: Yes. Well I got called up pretty soon.

Called up to do what?

MW: I lived in Great Milton, and the nearest call up station was in a town called
Thame, I don’t know if you’ve ever heard of it. I got my papers, would I report to the
signing off – signing up office in Thame. It was a funny old room in a very old house,
and a very old man sitting at a very old table. It wasn’t at all what I expected, I
expected a rather slick signing up approach, it wasn’t that at all. Nice old man. I
walked in, he sat me down, and he said, well – he said, ‘You know, you’re coming up
now, getting called up now, you’ll be given a number, from the time you’ve done it,
and nobody knows how long it’s going to last for, but it’s always announced in the
papers when your time has come to be released.’ And then went straight on and said,
‘Are you navy, army, air force?’ And I said, ‘As long as – none of those appeal to me
very much, isn’t there anything else?’ He said, ‘Well, there’s the merchant navy,’ and
I said that didn’t appeal very much. And he finally said, ‘Well you could go down the
mines.’ And I said, ‘That’s for me.’ [Laughs] I can remember, I don’t think I
thumped the table, but saying that, and he was amazed this man, he said, ‘We’ve
never had anybody who wanted to go down the mines [laughs].’ I’m not in no way,
what’s somebody who doesn’t want to go into the armed forces, didn’t want to fight,
what are they called? Conscientious, I’m not a conscientious bloke at all, but it was
after the war and I could just imagine, and I’ve always been rather against the sort of
funny activities we had at school, putting on uniforms, and doing a bit of a square
bashing, it bored me stiff. And the idea of – I had visions of people dotted all around
the world sitting outside barracks waiting to go home, and it felt rather boring. So I
thought the mines sounded – I didn’t know anything about them, but it – actually my
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brother had, he was a medical student, and during his medical training he had to spend
a few weeks in industry, and he had gone into the coal mines and come back saying
what fun it had been. And I had no hesitation about saying, I rang him saying, ‘Well
that’s the first time anybody’s said that to me.’ [laughs]

[05:20]

Anyway I got put into the – the only choice I had was where I went, which coalfield
in the end, which actual mine you could choose, like you could choose if you went
into the army, which regiment, or whatever it is you’re going to. You can’t change
once you made that choice. So I chose to go down to the South Wales coalfield, and I
chose a particular mine. Not at that time, I had to choose that later, which I did, I
found out a little bit about the different mines and I was told for goodness sake –
when I went down and talked to somebody about them, they said, ‘Chose a mine with
a pithead bath otherwise you’ll find it difficult to get digs, get good digs, you’ll come
home black and have to sort of wash in front of the fire,’ you know. It’s not so easy,
if you can come home clean, you can imagine that was a very useful tip that. So
mines it was, and I went home and I was – a few weeks later I got a letter saying I
should report at the – I don’t think they were called Bevin boys at the time. You
report to a certain mine where they had a training session set up on a mine with all the
people going down the mines, at that time there were about thirty of us together. I
think we went and lived down in a little hostel, and we were taught what mining is,
and what we – looking at safety of sites and things, and so on.

What else did you actually learn? And what do they actually teach you when you
become a miner?

MW: They taught very little, very little. They should have taught more because I
soon found that in all sorts of ways you can operate more efficiently. The haulage
system for getting the coal out and so on, the – it wasn’t too bad. It was very oldfashioned the mine I went to in Wales, it was just like that, they were in the mine
setting your pit props, there were different thickness of seam. I spent most of my time
in Wales in a seam that’s about six foot, which meant I wouldn’t walk freely because
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of the things on the roof, I was ducking my head, but you could walk. And it was
myself and an elder miner, one of the original miners was there, I was allocated to
him. And we had about ten yards of a coalface that must have been about fifteen
blocks with a miner and a boy, and each of them on the face as we moved forwards.
And I was just told to do what I – do what I was told by my senior man I was
allocated to. He was a nice, nice character. Very old, I mean I finally soon managed,
I should think I was responsible for at least two thirds of the mine we both got out,
because I was young and fit, and he was getting on a bit. And we just had a coal face,
you can imagine, a black wall sandwiched between a stone floor and a stone ceiling.
And it comes out in big chunks the coal, it doesn’t come out in little bits, or dust, or
anything. It’s got seams within it going in different directions, the real art is to have a
very sharp pick and to see where these seems are, and get your pick in then you
loosen one of those. And you can hit it, hit the coal with your pick and according to
the sound it makes you know if that’s solid or whether it’s become dislodged and is
loose. So the art is always find which are the loose bits, and pull that out, those out.
When they’re pulled out the pressure of the earth on the seam makes the ones that
were hard, it sort of cracks them lose. It’s quite a different sound. If you have a
really big stone, you can feel it, you hit it with a shovel, and the thing rings. If it’s a
very small thing it doesn’t ring, a small thing you hit. So that when – coal is really
actually to be pulled out of the coal face, it didn’t – you can tell, it’s very easy with a
pick, you just – we had a rather light pick, it was only about that long [indicates size].
Very sharp, it’s quite unlike the sort of pick you would use in your garden, with a
detachable blade. So we could take the blade out, oh, anyway we got up to the top of
the shaft and threw it into a bucket and they were sharpened up overnight. So you
come in with a – you want a really rather sharp one, so that if you see a crack which
you think is going to separate one chunk of coal from the main body, you’ll get your
pick into that crack and lever it out.

[10:02]

What’s it actually like being underground?
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MW: Dark [laughs]. It’s warm, it’s sometimes smelly, not very often. It varies
from place to place. I mean, they’ve got to produce a good stream of fresh air down
there. And they usually do, often it’s dusty if somebody pulls a great big fall of coal
dust upstream from you, or the dust comes through. It’s usually, the pits I was in
were warm, the ground is just that much warmer down there, we were about 1,000
feet, and I forget quite what it goes up. But you can see, you just wear shorts, I think
it’s trousers I wore, and there was kneepads. I mean you didn’t wear anything on the
top half, because it was always quite warm, sometimes hot, it varied a bit. What was
your question?

I was just wondering what it was like underground, and what sort of sounds are
there?

MW: Well if there’s nobody around, again I’m slightly different to some of my
other boys, you were never meant to be left alone anywhere in a seam, for very good
reasons I think, for safety reasons if anything goes wrong you want two people
around. I was a number of times left alone to give the next shift, or somebody on the
next shift, some particular message if something happens. I spent – not often, I think
half a dozen times I spent three quarters of an hour or so on my own down there. And
that’s when you really can hear the movements in the earth, if you sit silently you can
hear the ground shift, moving about. Because between the coalface, and a way past it,
you build – you bring down quite a lot of stone too, and you build walls at the back
onto which the roof subsides. That must be of the order of fifteen, twenty feet, and in
that fifteen feet, the roof is absolutely solid over the coal, and it begins to break up
and makes noises, and then it settles on the sort of pads of stone – stonework that you
build behind you.

AW:

You had pit ponies, don’t you?

MW: We had pit ponies in there, I mean it was that old.

What sort of tools did you actually have?
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MW: I had – you have a pick, and you have a thing, I don’t know what it was called,
it was the equivalent of a shovel, but it was actually a scoop as well, that wide
[indicates size], and that long. It’s like a very big dustpan, very, very big dustpan, and
you could push it. This is where I was filling up a tub, I mean it was that old, a horse
would bring along an empty tub of – that we had to fill. We used to lift it up, turn it
off the rails, we left – one place we had own little tunnel, made it wide enough to tip
the empty one into this, and the horse would turn round and back up to the full one,
and then tow it away. And then we tipped it back on the rails and pushed it up so. It’s
very obvious, very simple, and very – haven’t changed much in 1,000 years [laughs].
Then we had these scoops, which I say were like big dustpans, they were about that
wide.

A couple of feet then?

MW: Yeah, about eighteen inches. And they came up at the back and up at the sides
with handles. And if you pulled coal out of the – with the old pick, it fell on the
ground, you would then pick up any sizeable lumps and throw them into the tub. It’s
getting out the small coal, and thus you simply push this underneath and scrape what
it was on it, and then lift the whole of that and tipped it in. But that is very easy face,
you see the coal is parting from the stone ceiling, sometimes it doesn’t and it sticks,
and you have to actually hack it to separate it from the stone. No two seams are alike
in – just what the coal is like.

[14:15]

Was the work hard?

MW: Not particularly. I mean, the miners say they shift twenty tonnes of coal a day,
but we didn’t there because we had to pick it off, but then a mine I went to
subsequently up in Derbyshire where there’s a coal face, pick props, and during the
night a coal cutter went down and undercut the coal by about six, seven feet. Then
before we came in of a morning somebody went down and blew it away, drilled a
hole, and had a bit of gelignite there and blew it away. So really you had just a great
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big heap of coal, and filling twenty tonnes of coal onto a conveyor you can do in a
couple of hours, without it – sweating very hard. People, they love to say they’ve
sweated their guts out, or – in fact many people finished their day’s work in about
three hours and spend the rest of the time gambling or talking to their friends. It’s not
all that hard work. There are some. People who didn’t work on the machinery, the
coal cutter, I did that for a while once when somebody was ill, I was put onto that.
That was hard work, cutting – driving a coal cutter. It’s a horrible job.

What is a coal cutter, I’ve never heard of it.

MW: Oh, gosh, it’s a machine that stood about that high, that wide.

A couple of feet.

MW: Six feet long, it was powered by compressed air, which came down in a pipe.
And it had a big arm, which went around, rather like a chainsaw, a forester with a
chain going round a blade. And this blade, the depth of the cut you wanted onto the
coal, usually six, seven, or eight feet, a long thing with instead of the little cutters that
you had on the – for cutting wood, it had a little holder and you put in a tooth which
had a cutter on it so you could sharpen them up and all. And this went – the night
shift I think it was, used to run this cutter the whole length of the face, that’s all they
did, and then they went home. The three shifts, you could start with that, they cut it,
and they produced what came out, a lot of small coal which came out with a blade,
blades went around with a great big cutters. So they left a whole line about that high
of fine coal that had come out like sawdust or coal dust. So when we went in in the
morning, if you were on the day shift, your first job is to put that all on the conveyor
belt, that’s a horrible part of the job, all this dust, and you haven’t got much room to
begin with because it’s come up. And the seam I was working in up in Derbyshire
was about four foot, three foot six, four foot seam, and that took up probably nine
inches to a foot of that. So you got in somehow and cleared the place down until you
got onto the floor, and then you had to shovel all this dust onto the conveyor belt until
you had your whole place clean and tidy, first sort of thing, then you moved into the
coal that had been blasted down, and you have further to throw it back onto the
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conveyor belt. It was up in Derbyshire, I think we got out I should think at least ten
times as much coal per person per day. It was very hard work, there was a lot of
noise. It was a lower seam, I know it was pretty miserable up there. I so enjoyed it,
but I could what – I put per person as probably twenty times what it was in Wales,
where we just had moved, advanced our face maybe to a couple of feet per day, but
the atmosphere wasn’t too bad. Didn’t have any blasting, or very, very little,
occasionally we did. And it was sometimes, I mean you can see there it’s quite fresh
air, there’s no dust in it. If you pull a large chunk of coal out it makes a cloud of dust,
and all the people down stream swear at you, but it’s happening all the time.

Did you enjoy it, mining?

MW: Well, you know, half of you can be enjoying something and half of you could
be saying, when is this going to finish. I enjoyed it as an experience, but often you
were very uncomfortable, or too hot, or tired, or whatever. You do that at the same
time, so I would say it’s pretty good hell when you really think about what you’re
doing. But equally I enjoyed it because, you know, you could see the larger picture,
and I sat there and learned an awful lot about mining, and how people work and why
they work. And how you should get on with the fellow men, and all that sort of thing.

How did you get on with the other miners?

[19:20]

MW: I was there with a friend from school, so both of us talked in what they used to
call high highfalutin accent. I never learned to speak with a Welsh working miner’s
thing. They were always laughing about us. They saw we could both work as well if
not better than them very often. So then we were respected for our mining activities.
I enjoyed it, it was totally different form of life that I’d ever had before, and it was
fun. And I was always interested in geology, and sometimes the roof would be
covered in fossil tree trunks and so on, which I’ve still got some upstairs in a box,
haven’t we?
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AW:

Probably, yeah.

MW: So –

[0:20:04]

Whilst Martin was underground mining, what were you doing, Audrey?

AW:

I was probably at Cambridge, because the National Service for women, call up

for women, stopped at the end of the war dead. And so I didn’t have to go and do
National Service, although I am six months younger than Martin, so I was a big later
than him. And I went straight to Cambridge after school. And it was a terrific three
years, I enjoyed it thoroughly.

What did you study?

AW:

I studied natural sciences tripos part one, botany, zoology, bio and organic

chemistry, they were half subjects. And at the end of that I was pretty sure I was
going to get married, not to Martin, to my first husband, who was doing the same
courses I was at the same time. And he – because I was going to get married, I
wanted a wider education, not to go and do a part two, which goes deeper and deeper.
So I then changed to English literature, and did a two-year course in one year,
galloping from Chaucer to the present day in one year, which was great fun [laughs].

MW: Cambridge is much better at letting you switch around, much more than
Oxford somehow.

AW:

Yes.

MW: I only found out later, I was very glad I’d been at Cambridge, ‘cause I
switched around like Audrey did.
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AW:

People kept asking me, what are you going to do with that? And in fact I think

it was about the best training possible for being a director of a scientific company.
Because I think that the Cambridge, in those days, English in those days, was Leavis
and people like that, there was a lot of literary criticism and you had to really think
what you thought about things, and it was very good preparation for being a director
of anything, because it was more exacting than reading natural science actually, which
was more memory based I suppose. And you had to – I had a very good tutor in
natural sciences, and –

Who was that?

AW:

She’s called Peggy Brown, Peggy Varney, she married the professor of

biology in Oxford later. But she was super. And she used to – we used to have really
deep discussions about things like, you know, life originate on shore or in oceans, all
this sort of thing we used to discuss quite deeply. Flinging ideas around which was
tremendous.

Why did you decide to study natural science in the first place?

AW:

Well I had been going to be a doctor but my two sisters were doctors already,

or on the way to being doctors already, so I thought, well, I think I’ll just do biology.
And I had a very influential teacher at school, who taught us biology and she was the
most exciting teacher there. And we got very interested in it.

[23:00]

MW: That goes for me too, we had a very good physics master at school.

AW:

I think they’re really very influential, these people.

What were their names, in both your cases, the teachers?

AW:

Joan Kemp, was the name of the one who taught me biology.
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MW: I can’t remember my man’s name.

AW:

And I kept up with her, I think she’s still alive. But she wasn’t – I mean she

was only about six, seven years older than us, yes, having gone through university
but, yes.

What do you think in both cases made them good teachers for you?

AW:

They made it exciting, and they enthused us in it.

MW: Yes.

AW:

I don’t know quite how they did it.

MW: Well they were interested in what they were teaching.

AW:

They treated us as almost as equals when we got into the sixth, and used to

take us on expeditions. And do a lot of discussion.

[24:10]

When you actually studied natural sciences, which bits of the course did you enjoy the
most?

AW:

I enjoyed – I enjoyed evolutionary biology, it wasn’t biology then. I mean,

nowadays it’s all cut up completely differently, the courses, but then it was definitely
botany, zoology, biochemistry, organic chemistry. I enjoyed biochemistry, we had, I
can’t remember the name of the tutor, but we had a very good tutor for that. I enjoyed
zoology I think more than botany, though botany was quite fun, there were only four
girls in the class, my year, and we had a lot of fun. It was a wonderful time to be in
Cambridge, there was 6,000 men and 600 women in Cambridge at that time. And so
we had a very good time, I mean [laughs], went out as much as you wanted to, and so
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on. And I had some very good years in Cambridge. Cambridge had something called
a long vac term at that time for scientists. It was six weeks in the middle of a long vac
you went up to Cambridge, this is one reason why it was easier to do the English
because I went up for that and, you know, studied the English really hard for that six
weeks before term started, you know, because I hadn’t done it before since O level,
sort of level.

MW: Well I know Audrey’s tutors or teachers there, there was a man who was
renowned for teaching people to think of the real meaning of each word, and to get
them in the right order in a sentence. And Audrey’s picked up on that, and whenever
she writes now, or whenever she corrects anything I’ve written, she’ll always say,
‘Well what do you actually want to say in this sentence, what do you really mean?’
It’s a very analytical way of writing, and she’s got an art of making it analytical so
that it’s correct, each word does its job, no more, no less. But it reads quite nicely too,
there was a particular man there you had, didn’t you, on –

AW:

Leavis.

MW: Leavis, yeah.

AW:

Yeah, Leavis probably. But it was very analytical. Cambridge English was

quite analytical. I remember one of my tutors giving me a poem to assess, and say
what I really thought about it, and so on. I picked it to pieces and sort of thought
about it very carefully, and handed in the essay. And she sat there looking at what I’d
said, and she said, ‘I think it’s the most wonderful poem in the whole English
language’ [laughs], I’d carefully being trying to pull it to pieces. But at least it made
you analytical.

I was going to ask, how you actually made that transition from being trained as a
scientist to actually learning English literature? Was there a change in mindset
involved, or was it just a different form of analysis?
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AW:

I think it was probably a different form of analysis. I’ve always enjoyed

literature and poetry, and English at school, and history I enjoyed too. And I think
that science – well I always a bit of an all-rounder, so I don’t think I found it too
difficult that.

[27:47]

MW: When I want to write a difficult letter to somebody, say I want to start up
something new and I want to explain what it’s about, I’ll write a letter and I give it to
Audrey and it comes back about three quarters of the length and much clearer. That’s
the end product of this. I’ve never had taught that, I mean I’ve learned a great from
Audrey, and I think she looks that each word does its job and no surplus ones, no
verys, no, you know. It comes back easy to read, and you feel at the end of what she’s
written that you know what she was writing about.

AW:

There are these three rules of literature, that you should always use the active

voice when you can, not the passive. You should use the Anglo Saxon word rather
than the classical word. What’s the third one? Yes, be very – don’t use too many
adjectives. If you use all three of those you’ll find it’s a certain discipline that helps
quite a bit.

Did you enjoy – which half of the course did you enjoy the most, the science part or
the English bit?

AW:

English was fun, you know, lots of fun. The first part – although was

stringency in it, there was a rigour I think they call it. No, I enjoyed it all actually. I
wanted a wider education.

How different was the teaching from the English on one side and the science on the
other?

AW:

Well I don’t think it was that very different. I mean, in the English was one

tutor used to – someone – there was three of us in those tutorials, and one of us used
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to produce something and read it out, and the others had to decide what date it was,
and who it was, if they knew who it was. And we did manage, it was rather fun, and
you got the feel very much of which – what date things were written, what century
they were written in. And that was fun, but – and analytical again too. And of course
I enjoy words, I’ve always enjoyed words and beauty of words, and writing and so on,
poetry.

You’ve talked a little bit about how the English was taught, but how about the science,
was that also tutorials, or did you have to do –

AW:

That was tutorials, yes. And of course lots of lectures in sciences and

practicals. And I was in Girton, which is out of Cambridge, so we cycled in every
day. We had, it was very time of austerity after the war, ‘46 to ‘49 I was in
Cambridge. And we had – there was something called the Girton waiting rooms in
the middle of town where we had our lunches. If we had lectures in the morning with
practicals in the afternoon, we used to go there for our lunches, which was really
rather nice, relaxing in the middle of Cambridge.

[31:01]

What was your social life like when you were at university?

AW:

It was fairly full [laughs], because as I was saying, with so few girls – so many

more men. And the men, most of them had come back from the war, you see. It was
only a small percentage of them would come straight from school, because they had to
do National Service unless they had some problem or other, and couldn’t do it. And,
you know, they were very mature, much more maturer than we were, and I think it
was quite an exciting time for us to have these maturer men around. And, yes, I mean
there were lots of dances and things like that, it was after the war, and things were
opening up, even if we were – the food wasn’t all that wonderful [laughs]. I know we
used to have something called Namco, which was National Milk Cocoa, and each
term we had a bag of this in our room when we arrived in Cambridge, and you were
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supposed to mix it up with hot water to make a drink at night, because everything was
so rationed.

Was rationing still happening?

AW:

Oh, yes, long after the war actually. I can remember it ended about ‘52,

rationing.

What sort of things did you find hard to get hold of?

[32:20]

AW:

There used to be a queue every Friday outside the one shop that did cakes that

weren’t rationed.

Did rationing affect you in the mines, Martin?

MW: No, we got an extra ration, I forget what it was. I think it was about a quarter
of much extra, what the national average, we got about a quarter.

AW:

Manual labourers, yes.

MW: Yeah. I don’t think miners were the only people who did, I think certain
activities you were expected to use more calories and you were given more to use.

AW:

Farm labourers were too.

MW: It was a matter, what was the question you –

I was just wondering if rationing was an issue with you as well?

MW: No, we got extra something on the ration, so in one sense we were quite
popular in getting digs.
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AW:

Bread or potatoes, or something.

MW: Something like that. No, I think it was sugar we got more of, good energy,
something like sugar or butter.

I think I’ve read cheese somewhere.

MW: It could have been. Actually, wait a minute, I don’t think cheese was rationed
was it?

AW:

Oh, yes, it was. Yes. Something like four ounces a week, or two ounces.

MW: We did get a bit extra, and so our landlady would use that, it was much easier
for her to cook dinner for us. And the other thing I chose a pit that had this head
baths, so we could get our sandwiches, we didn’t have to cut them at home, which
makes life a lot easier. That’s off the case, you’re talking to Audrey.

Why did you decide to change from science to English?

AW:

Because I wanted a wider education. And my fiancé was going to do – was

doing a part two in zoology, and thought I’d leave him on his own doing that.

[34:15]

AW:

And so I did English. You know I was treating Cambridge as a general

education really, because in those days we didn’t always have to have jobs, to begin
with I thought I might finish up teaching as one often did as a girl. But you followed
your husband in those days, and got whatever job you could wherever he was.

Where did you meet your fiancé?

AW:

Where?
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Yes.

AW:

Probably over the bench doing biological things. We were on the same

course.

What was his name?

AW:

Andrew Buxton.

Why did you choose English literature over some – getting a rounded education or
not something else?

AW:

I liked English literature. There was someone else I knew who’d done it –

exactly the same as I did the year before, who’d changed from science to English
literature, and said how much he’d enjoyed it. And so I thought, well that sounds a
very nice one to do, so I did it.

Do you have any memorable teachers from that time?

AW:

Tutors, yes, Ms Bradbrook in Girton, I’ve forgotten her first name. That was

on English. And science, well Peggy Varney was very interesting on science.

What was she like?

AW:

Peggy Brown she was in those days. What did she look like? Again not that

much older than we were [laughs]. A lot of fun, a good zoologist.

Were there any other women on your course?

AW:

Yes, there were quite a few in biology, I think about sort of – I suppose eight

of us, something like that, eight or ten of us. And quite big classes altogether with the
men.
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Were your teachers mainly men or women?

AW:

Mostly men I think. I’m just trying to think who – what women there were

then. Miss Bradbrook, she became the head of Girton later. I can’t remember being
lectured to by women. Yes, there was one, I’m trying to think of her name. I can’t
remember it.

Why do Miss Bradbrook and Miss Peggy Brown –

AW:

Peggy Brown?

Why do they stay in your mind?

AW:

I’ve known Peggy ever since, she married the professor, she only died last

year, I went to her funeral. But she – and she came out to Uganda when I was living
in Uganda with my first husband, yes.

What was she like as a teacher?

AW:

Oh, she was good, she enthused us, and she challenged us, and made us think.

Could you describe what a typical class was like being taught by her at Cambridge?

AW:

There were two of us in a tutorial with her. My friend, who I still know, was –

she was very good but she wasn’t quite as imaginative as I was, and we – so we used
to sort of – I used to liven things up, and we used to discuss all sorts of things in it
about, you know, all these arguments, protective collaboration, all these things, and
what came first, and these extraordinary evolutionary things where you need two
things to evolve at the same time to be able to – like the parasitic moths, and things
like that, parasitic on spiders. And everything’s got – evolve at the same time in order
for it to work. So how did it happen, you know, this sort of thing we discussed.
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What do you think you enjoyed most about being at Cambridge, there was a lot of
different things going on?

AW:

Lots going on, it’s the life, I did a bit of acting in something called the

mummers, that’s right, not the footlights, the mummers, and we did a few plays, and
so on. I did that in my first year. I also did play hockey and I swam for Cambridge,
but that’s not a very big – when you think we were only 600 girls, it’s not many to
choose from to make a team, so if you’re moderate you can often get in a team.

[39:00]

Had you had much thought about what you wanted to do after Cambridge? You
mentioned teaching as one possibility.

AW:

Well that was way back, I was thinking of that. Well, I mean I was going to

get married, and which I did, a month after I went down, my husband was called
Andrew Buxton, and they’re a tribe the Buxtons, a huge family. And then we were
going to Uganda where he was, he was a biologist. And where he was going to work
at the Virus Research station in Entebbe looking at the mammals, he was a
mammalogist on – at the Virus Research Institute studying the monkeys that were the
alternate hosts for things like yellow fever. He was studying monkeys in a nearby
forest. And also sort of going around visiting the various other areas, well I was
pregnant by then with the person you met in the next room, which is Robin. And so I
didn’t get to go on many of these journeys with him. And then after we’d been there
eighteen months, there were various problems in the Virus Research Institute, it
became a problem area with two factions developing. And the – everyone said that
the director, who had been fairly new when we got there, had just retired from
somewhere in the Sudan, and had actually retired, and wouldn’t let anyone do any of
their work, wouldn’t spend any of the money they needed to do to get out and do
things. And there was a man there who had worked on the groundnut project in
Tanzania, which had made incredible losses, I don’t know if you’ve heard about that?
No. Anyway he obviously was pretty crooked, and he – the director had got him in as
the sort of administrator, and things were really rather difficult. And at that point we
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suddenly were told that we had to change our employment from Uganda Government
to East African Community, which was being formed at that time. And the East
African Community, we could leave at that point, without any deleterious effect. And
Andrew at that point was offered a lectureship at Makerere University in Kampala, so
we went up to Kampala. But six months into that the family was hit by a
poliomyelitis, and my first husband died of it, and Robin had it quite badly, and I had
a six week old baby too, our daughter, Sarah, who’s back in England now. She’s been
in Australia quite a lot lately, she’s back in England now.

[42:10]

AW:

So I came back to England, lived with my parents in law, and we concentrated

on getting Robin well, giving him two and a half hours of exercises a day. Well I was
allowed him home almost immediately because my sister was a paediatrician, and
she’d – he’d gone into her old professor’s ward, and he’d actually visited us in
Uganda bringing various things from my sister for the baby.

How do you treat a child with polio in the 1950s?

AW:

Well when they’ve recovered from the acute phase, the damage is done by

then, and you just work all their remaining muscles as hard as you can to make up for
the ones they’ve lost. They’ve lost the nerves going to them. And so, yes, actually a
great friend of family was a very good physiotherapist who she undertook his – his
physio and his treatment. She had been at Great Ormond Street so they trusted her
completely. And she used to come in every day, she came in twice a day to begin
with after we got him home. And then, I mean, I knew fairly quickly that he was
going to be able to stand, because they thought to begin with that he’d never walk at
all, only I had him across my lap, he was twenty months old, and tickled him, and he
kicked his legs up backwards, and that means the gluteal muscles are working. And I
told my sister and she said, ‘Well we won’t tell the prof yet, but it’s a very good sign,’
[laughs] you know, sort of thing. And of course the whole thing was getting what’s
left back, getting as much as you can back. And at sixty, sixty plus, he’s still walking,
which is pretty good. Though he’s got a very odd walk.
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It sounds a very busy period for you, how did you actually cope yourself?

Well I was getting my parents in law who had an old family nanny who cooked and
did things, and so I could spend a lot of time with Robin. My mother in law sort of
took – would take Sarah out in a pushchair, in a pram, or whatever. So it was quite –
they lived at Gerrards Cross, it was quite an easier background to be able to deal with
it.

I’m sort of thinking back about, you know, images of polio in the 1950s, and was
thinking about those, the iron lung, was there ever any stigma attached to having a
child with polio?

AW:

No, I don’t think there was any stigma, no.

MW: Never thought of that.

AW:

No, there was no stigma as far as I know. Never met any. I mean, when we

got him walking in callipers he would fall over quite a lot, but he knew how to pick
himself up always.

[45:12]

AW:

That’s really how I met Martin, because actually he came to stay with us at

Gerrards Cross, because he knew my sister in law in Cambridge, you see. And he
came to stay at Gerrards Cross, and I took – being an engineer, you know, he’s quite
interested in Robin’s problems. And I wanted to – with these stiff callipers he
couldn’t ride a bicycle, and I wanted him to ride a tricycle, be able to ride a tricycle in
order to get strength back in his knees, and as far as was available to get back. And
Martin, between us we devised a special sort of calliper, which is in two halves with a
hinge between, so he could hinge it. Why they wouldn’t let him have a hinged one
before, because his knees went right backwards like that [demonstrates], and so we
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devised a pair of cross straps like that, so they were tight when his foot was straight,
so it held him like that.

MW: His leg was straight, and his knee was straight.

AW:

His knee was straight, yes. It pressed against the knee with a pad on it, and

when – when he bent his knee of course, it went floppy so he could bend his knee.
And we did this and took him to the prof in Great Ormond Street, who said, ‘Okay,
we’ll let you try for a bit,’ [laughs], you know, and he could then, you see, use a
tricycle, and get riding a tricycle.

And you came up with this design between you?

AW:

Yeah.

How, where do you start?

MW: It was a hinge, which they’ve been using since Greek times I suspect [laughs].

AW:

It was his engineering.

MW: Because nobody had ever thought of putting – making this bit down the leg in
two bits, with a hinge.

AW:

Well they do, they do, but it wasn’t for walking in, it was entirely so that

people – so that when people sat they could sit with their legs bent.

MW: It’s more or less the same thing though, wasn’t it?

AW:

Yes, except that for that it doesn’t have the stresses and strains on it as it does

if you were walking in it.

MW: No, no.
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AW:

And Robin was quite a sort of active lad, although he had polio, and he was

constantly damaging these things. And I’d had to ring Martin up and he’d come down
the next weekend bringing some more materials.

MW: I was studying at the Royal School of Mines at that time, and they had
workshops in the basement, so I could get hold of sections of metal, and tools and
forges and so on, very fortunate.

AW:

Out of hours he used to go and do things, and make them. He had about two

pairs of these callipers in the end so that we could keep one going [laughs].

MW: But they had to be very light.

AW:

Aluminium tubing.

MW: Like an aeroplane, it’s got to be light and strong, and the things are always
conflicting.

AW:

And once he got – once we had this bending ones, he could actually start

getting, other than when he was doing his actual exercises, he could be getting
exercise.

I’ve got a few questions I think I need to ask you both, just to sort of bring you both
into the same place. Before I go any further, I was just wondering if you could just tell
me a little bit more about what it was actually like living in Uganda.

[48:30]

AW:

Living in Uganda? Oh, it was colonial days then.

That’s what I was asking.
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AW:

Yes, we were living in Entebbe, which is a very beautiful place, very green,

and red fir, green bananas, you know. It’s an idyllic sort of country in many ways, in
those days people – well it was a long time ago, ‘50 to ‘52 we were in Uganda. And I
was rather busy having babies during that time. But you went to lunch at Government
House, and you had to do the right thing, and all that sort of thing.

What is the right thing?

AW:

Well you have to know which knives and forks to use, and all that, how on

earth do you tackle a pomegranate or something like that for dessert, you know
[laughs]. And it was also, well there were quite a lot of civil servants there, British
civil servants. In fact the journey out was really quite a marathon, we went out by
flying boat in January ‘52, by the Sunderland flying boat. And it was in January, and
the first night – we were supposed to spend the first night in Sicily, but we couldn’t
land in Sicily because there was a swell, and we couldn’t land in Marseilles, because
there was something else, I don’t know, a snow storm or – and we landed on the west
coast of France in one of those big marine lakes. You couldn’t – they were very slow,
you didn’t – they weren’t pressurised, you couldn’t go about 10,000 feet, and there
were always being storms in the way. The next night – we got as far as Sicily the next
night, and then the next night we got to above Luxor actually, and had to turn back to
Alexandria because there was a sand storm on. And we were fourth day on the way,
we weren’t meant to be, it was meant to be three, and we got all the way through to
Entebbe from Alexandria the next day [laughs]. So, you know, it was quite a journey.

What’s it like on board the Sunderland flying boat?

AW:

Very comfortable, you know, there was an upstairs and a downstairs, there

was a bar upstairs and you sort of lounged about, and sat in easy chairs [laughs]. It
was very steady, unless it was going through a storm. Yes, it was quite fun. But then
Uganda itself was pretty colonial, you know.

I don’t know.
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AW:

The club and all these sort of things. And they had – we didn’t really belong

to the club. It was a bit of the – the Virus Research Institute wasn’t right in the
middle of town, it was a mile or so out, and we – so it was our own sort of community
to some extent we used to see. And we – then we joined in things like they used to
have a pantomime at Christmas, I remember being a chorus girl in a pantomime lineup, doing all sorts of dances and things, quite fun [laughs]. But as I say, I was pretty
busy having babies. And of course we had servants there, you have a cook and a
houseboy, and an amah, an ayah, they call them there, amahs in China, ayahs in
Africa.

What sort of interaction do you have with the local community?

AW:

Not an awful lot. There were a lot of Sheikhs and Indians there who

considered themselves the half way ups, you know, and had a lot of the shops. The
ordinary people, but of course you had interaction with your servants, but it was a
different relationship with them being the servants, even if you were terribly young
coming from England, as I was. And they were quite fun. I remember sort of trying
to teach them to make some pudding or other, and inside of turning it out right, I
turned it out on the floor, and they couldn’t stop laughing for the rest of the day
[laughs]. But –

Did you enjoy life in Uganda?

AW:

I suppose I did to a certain extent, yes. I did a bit of incredibly sewing in those

days, because I didn’t have a job, but with the children I was fairly busy, yes. But I
had an arma [ph] to take them out for – in the pram for walks. Makerere was a bit
different, it was a nice community in the university, the white community. But we
were only there about six months before terror struck.

Do you think having lived in another country for, you know, a couple of years early in
your life has any sort of long term effect?

AW:

Remember I was born in China, lived there till I was eight. Yes.
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I was thinking [inaud] as well actually.

AW:

My family sort of took it in their strides I think. No, I don’t think there’s any

long-term effects, I mean you’ve always got a bit more experience. I love Africa.
We’ve spent quite a lot of time in Africa since then too, because Martin’s brothers
were all in Africa. And so …

Shall we take a short break?

AW:

Okay.

Because we’ve been going nearly an hour.

End of Track 1
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I was wondering how your mining career actually progressed. Audrey mentioned
before something of a work to rule issue.

MW: Yes, that’s a fairly minor thing in the whole thing. I mean, it progressed, I did
two – two years, two and a half years in South Wales, which I really enjoyed. And I
went up to see what modern mining was like, there was a thing called the control of
engagement order. When you joined up you had a choice of where you were going to
go, but you couldn’t move. And the control of engagement order came up, it must
have been 1946 or ‘47, somewhere around then. You could actually choose, and I
chose – thought I’d go and see what a really modern mine was like after the Welsh
one. And went up to a place in Derbyshire, and it was absolute hell. I mean, we got
out twenty times as much coal per person I think, it was all mechanised, and it was
really miserable. I had rather miserable jobs, I had to bike four miles, do all the
business of getting into pit clothes, get my breakfast and normally down in the shaft
by half past six. I’m not a late riser anyway, but that was going a bit far the other
way. And I came home at the end of the day pretty worn out. And it really wasn’t
very enjoyable, I didn’t complain a great deal at the time but it wasn’t the sort of fun
experience that the Welsh one was. That was all really. I was there about a year, best
part of a year I think. And then you saw the odd demobilisation number, it was
always printed in the papers. I was, I forget, 107 or something, and came out and I
packed up and left.

I was just wondering as well, how did the older miners who’d been doing it as a
career actually take to you Bevin boys being sent there?

Not all that well, because most of them didn’t like being there, it was a bad start for a
relationship. Personally I got on rather well, I did – I did enjoy it. But most of them
either didn’t like the mining, or didn’t like the working, or they’d been sent there
because they were meant to go to the army, and were sent back. They all had rather –
actually I never met – I don’t think I ever met a Bevin boy who liked it as I did, or
appreciated it. Even if you don’t like it, because it’s pretty uncomfortable and hard
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work, and all that but in a separate bit of your brain, you can say actually I’m learning
something that’s quite fun, even though my leg hasn’t recovered from last week’s
whatever, and so on. You know, you can do two things at once, and long-term it’s the
appreciation side that remains in your memory. And I lived at one stage with a – I
had digs with a, what’s it called that, what’s it called that trade? A man who
massages you.

AW:

That was, yeah, that was later.

MW: Yes, well I said at one stage I – and he used to –

AW:

Philip Gamble.

MW: Philip Gamble he practised?

Physiotherapy?

MW: Yes. It was really.

AW:

He looked after people’s feet basically, but –

MW: He was a paediatric one, he actually was very good on your whole body. And
from his sitting room he could see me walking in when I came back at the end of a
shift. If I was limping a bit he’d say, come on get on the table [laughs], and he’d sort
of work over me, and put me right. But you did get knocked around quite a bit
physically. I found it tough, I survived it but some people – I don’t think most Bevin
boys – just felt a bit of a grudge, they’d much rather be in the army amongst young
men and round to the pub in the evening and so on. They didn’t somehow make close
bonds with the local people as I tried to, and enjoyed it as a result. I’ve forgotten
what your question was.

[04:15]
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I was wondering how your mining career actually progressed, but one second though
–

MW: Tried it in the end, they were so badly run the mines, terribly badly run. They
were so inefficient. I always rather like things that are looked after properly and run
efficiently, and I thought, here’s a chance to go in and make it all much better. And I
got a Coal Board scholarship, they paid for me all the way through our university.
And they paid for me for four years at Cambridge, and two years at the Royal School
of Mines, and then I went into the coalmines, went back into them, and I was put on
the bottom run of the ladder, I’ve forgotten what it was called, but –

AW:

Shot firer.

MW: Shot firer.

AW:

Learning to be a shot firer.

MW: And I slowly came to feel that it was such an enormous problem, the Coal
Board with how many, 150,000 people, and the history of – big great history of
behaviour, and I just felt it was too much to cope – to look forward to. And to try and
move. So I left, and a series of accidents I finished up in the physics department in
Oxford.

[05:30]

And what did you see as being the problem with the mines?

MW: I think the management was very – with some notable exceptions, I must say,
the management was very untrained, both in the technology – both in technology and
in man management and organisation. The relationships were all wrong in the mines,
the men and the foremen, the foremen and the – I’ve forgotten what it’s called, the
man who was in charge of the mine, on each shift there’s a man. And then it was all
private when I went in, they were privately owned. I was there on the day when the
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Coal Board was formed and so on. But that merely meant that – I think it was
probably better under the old people who actually knew quite a lot about mining, the
mining companies. I visited the family that owned the mine I worked in.

AW:

It was in Wales, wasn’t it?

MW: In Wales, yes. And it got nationalised, and the men were all the same, and
many people running it were the same. I don’t think the people at the top in London
really knew what the problems were, you know. And it was a decaying industry, it
was all going down slowly. All very depressing.

What difference did nationalisation actually make from your point of view as someone
who was working in the mining industry when it happened?

MW: Very little, same men, instead of some bureaucrats in Hobart House,
somewhere down in London, it was – no, it was the other was round. In the early
days when it was private, you’ve got local mine managers who are foremen who were
people being promoted upwards and became the boss, very little on industrial training,
man management, technology, the sort of things that you take for granted for anybody
that’s going to be an official operational position, they’re trained for it. There is was
just who was available when the last man died or something. It was really very
people were not trained for the job, there were exceptions, there were some good
people, but by and large the management was very primitive. And what you read
about mills in the old days in middle England where industry started, it’s really rather
like that I felt. Human relations were very bad. There was nobody there who realised
they were bad I think, there was no attempt being made. And I felt in the end I was
just up against – I remember sitting and thinking day after day, and thinking what
would I do if I’d been – if I was thirty, thirty five years old, and in charge of
something, what could I do? And I just felt the whole thing, the mines that were
running down, coal was coming less important, we were importing more, nuclear was
coming in, and all these things. I felt this is just a dying industry, it’s died, except for
those miners drifts near Swansea where those poor people were killed the other day, I
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mean mining is virtually dead now. I’m glad I got out quite frankly, although I
learned a lot in it, human relations, and what not to do in many cases.

[09:15]

On the subject of learning from it, what did you do in your four years at Cambridge?

MW: Did I?

What did you do in your four years at Cambridge?

MW: Oh I – I messed it up a bit. I came out with what I really wanted to be in, so –
but I went up to read – I really didn’t know what I needed to read. I thought I wanted
to read engineering, but I was told I couldn’t because I hadn’t done some qualifying
examination before I went up. I suffered a little bit, I loved my family dearly but they
knew nothing about technical training, and science, and so on. And I went up and
said I wanted to read engineering, they said, well you haven’t taken the qualifying
examination, which you have to take before you could go to the university in
Cambridge. I just didn’t know this, they said, ‘Well you’ve got to do that, so why
don’t you do natural sciences to begin with and then change over later.’ And then
they put me in for natural sciences, and I found there were no natural sciences I was
really much good at. I went in for physics, I’m not cleverer enough, no mathematical
enough for physics. I enjoyed the – one or two other subjects I did.

AW:

Geology.

MW: Yes. I did geology, and I did – I’ll remember in a minute what it was. Rather
passed time for a year until I got into the engineering school, then I then started
enjoying it all again. But even then having missed a year you can’t – I couldn’t do a
tripos as they call it at Cambridge, because that’s got to be done in three years, and
there was no way I could get the final, so I did a pass degree in engineering, which
suited me much better because it’s not – I’m not at all good at mathematics, and that
part, for which the Cambridge degree is rather famed for. But they have a second
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degree, not an honours degree with all sorts of subjects, which were much more useful
to me. They had management courses, they had a much wider spread of courses. It
was really there that had been started by somebody who wanted to train the sons of
industrial magnets, so that when they took over they could have a broad spread of
ideas, it was really rather clever. It was called engineering studies, and had a rather
bad reputation, because it wasn’t very, what’s the word –

AW:

Prestigious.

MW: Prestigious, or difficulty. I learned about trade unions, and I learned about –
almost it touched almost every side of engineering likely and in trade union, and that
just suited me.

AW:

You got a first right through.

MW: Well it was really awfully easy, and the people, the other people on it were
indeed the sons of established competent engineers who just wanted to learn a bit
about – they were going to drop into their father’s shoes, and they wanted to learn a
bit of engineering. It’s been dropped now, they don’t do that, they think it’s much too
intradignous [ph]. But it suited me down to the ground.

What part of it did you enjoy the most?

MW: What part of? Oh –

AW:

Drawing?

MW: Yes, I enjoyed drawing, I’ve always enjoyed drawing.

AW:

Engineering drawing.

MW: I enjoyed the geology side of it, and did quite a lot of – engineers call it
something different, don’t they, geology. It’s more or less the same thing. You
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know, learning about foundations, and dams, and railways, embankments, all those
things, which I thought fun. Rather little on electricity, which interests me but I’m not
very good at it, bit of thermodynamics, you know, all the standard subjects, and quite
a lot of drawing, which I always liked drawing.

[13:15]

MW: Most engineering works, everything, you finish up with people who can
sketch, say this is what I want, or interpret a drawing. It’s very useful being able to
draw, and understand engineering – engineering drawing from a technical point of
view, you look at – you can twist things on a drawing, and look at the side on the top
and so on. It’s always interesting, you know. It’s like you probably like doing
crosswords or something. I mean, it’s not a talent, it’s just your brain happens to give
you a certain ability in that. I can do that.

Had you done much drawing before?

MW: No. I don’t think I had. I found it came easily to me. Things like that I’ve
made once. I sketched it, I can sketch that on a piece of paper so you’ll see it very
quickly and easily.

Metal key with the holes in it?

MW: It’s no great shakes, it’s nothing very special. It does happen to be one thing I
do [laughs].

What do you actually see in your mind as it were when you’re doing technical
drawing of something like that?

What do I see in my mind? I see the finished product.

In its entirety?
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MW: Yes. And it’s cuts, and what it looks like from the side, and so on. I’ve got
this – my father in desperation, finding activity for me in life, sent me to a school in
London where they – I spent a day answering questions and so on. And they wrote a
confidential letter to my father [laughs] afterwards, he had a good laugh at it. But he
said the one thing they said I was good at was –

AW:

Mental manipulation.

MW: Mental manipulation of shapes, which actually was, I think is true.

AW:

I’m sure it is.

MW: You know, you don’t appreciate what your – some of your qualities are until
you meet somebody who hasn’t got them, and you wonder why they can’t do this.
There’s nothing clever about this, but I can manipulate a shape in my mind and draw
it. I think going quite good for designing per se, well I have I suppose designed quite
a lot.

AW:

You certainly have.

MW: I made the first MRI machine. I did the drawings of what that machine should
be, which there are now I don’t know how many thousand around the world.

Have there been any other times when that ability to think in three dimensions and to
sketch something from the end of it have come in handy in your career?

MW: Very much so in building work. I mean this place, for example, each house
we’ve had I’ve been able to sketch from things we wanted to modify, and we’re doing
something now, we’re going to start off this weekend. I can sketch a modification of
a building, which isn’t there, just in the eye. It’s easier to me, and a lot of people say,
‘Where did you copy that from?’ And I say, ‘I didn’t copy it at all.’ But it’s not a
very valuable thing, if you ask a question, I can give you the answer. Where else did
I, what was your question?
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[16:30]

I was wondering where else in your career that ability to just draw something from
your mind actually has come in handy?

AW:

Designing magnets is all about that, wasn’t it, from the beginning?

MW: Yes.

AW:

Yes.

MW: Yes, it was.

AW:

Yes.

MW: We started Oxford Instruments with me designing the actual equipment that
we were going to make, and Audrey –

AW:

Doing what little admin there was.

MW: Yes. I say, well we’re going to need a thousand metres of such and such a
wire, and she’d find out where we could get it from and order it, and –

AW:

You probably knew where to get it from because you worked in the Clarendon

back then [laughs].

MW: But you know it was a very good fit. When people ask me – I haven’t been
asked actually for a year or so, but I have given a lot of talks on how we started
Oxford Instruments and so on. And people tend to say, a question I’ve been asked
many times is, ‘What was the most important thing you did at the beginning that made
it such a success.’ I try and look wise and clever and they expect me to say I studied
something or other at such and such a university. And I say when I married the right
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girl, because you need – most people in their early days in any job go home to a wife
who knows nothing about it at all, not even interested most of them. Whether you’re
a solicitor, or an engineer, or linguist, or whatever. You know, we were both very
interested in getting this company off the ground. I was and you became so.

AW:

I had my scientific background too.

MW: Yeah.

AW:

I mean, not detailed science, but a scientific background.

Interesting that you both got the same start of a scientific background as well.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Yes.

Of natural sciences.

MW: Neither of us are brilliant at science.

AW:

We’re not scientists, but we’ve got a scientific background.

MW: Yeah.

[18:31]

AW:

And English of course helps with the writing enormously. I used to do all the

writing for the company, for a long time actually.

Do you think you both actually gained anything else from your university educations
that came in handy later?
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AW:

Well for me it was this analytical business which helped – I’m sure helped

ones judgement, and things like when you’re a director and trying to look at the
situation, when you meet difficulties, you analyse them.

MW: For me it was really just the technology that I learned. I suppose there are
other things you benefit from, but I did learn technology which I’ve used ever since.

How did you actually take to life in Cambridge, it seems a long way from being down
a mine in Wales?

MW: I worked very hard. I started off doing naturals sciences and was actually
miserable, particularly in the mathematical and the physical side of it, partly because I
hadn’t done any for about three years, and I think everybody – all sort of people
coming back from the war so they took nine months before they could start learning
again. And partly because even though I hadn’t been away in the mines, I don’t think
I wasn’t – I’m not a mathematician, I can’t do physics very well. But the practical
side of engineering I could do. So what did I do in Cambridge? I worked pretty hard,
and I had a lot of good friends. I’m not amongst the – I’m not a great drinker, or I
didn’t run after all the girls, and I didn’t – I was very solid on my work, and I had
some very good friends, who remain good friends now.

Anybody who you remember in particular?

MW: Yes, I’ve got two friends, one of whom we keep up with, there were three of
us all called Martin, we all shared a house once. And the one was Martin Dent, you’d
call him a literary –

AW:

Well earth sciences.

MW: No, Martin –

AW:

Martin Dent, ah, historian I should think.
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MW: Historian, yes. He went out and became – in the foreign service he looked
after –

AW:

Colonial service to begin with. Yes. Yes.

MW: Colonial. Then there’s another one called Martin Dent.

AW:

Brunt.

MW: There were three of us called Martin. Martin Dent who was soil scientist –

AW:

Brunt that one.

MW: Yeah, Martin Brunt.

AW:

Brunt.

MW: I keep up with him now. Not much in the way of other friends.

AW:

Well Lucy, your friend Lucy, my sister in law.

MW: Yes, but we’re family, but I’m connected with the my brother through the
Buxton family in which you married into too, and I knew –

AW:

Buxton married a Wood, before I married Martin.

MW: My wife married some distant cousin of your first husband Michael.

[21:40]

MW: And I’ve always had an interest in forestry, which goes back a long way, and
that’s what I’m spending a lot of time on now.
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What’s the attraction?

MW: At school for instance I disliked the – you know what I mean by the corps?

AW:

The military side.

MW: The military side, activities of students, at school I always – I just didn’t like
square bashing, and so on. And I persuaded the headmaster to let me start a thing
doing forestry in the neighbourhood, it’s a complicated story. But the school owned
quite a big forest and it had been taken over by the army and used as a shooting range
for the war, in a sort of chaotic state. Said, ‘I’m not much good at square bashing and
I don’t like it anyway, can I got and spend the time trying to get the school forest in
order,’ and he agreed to it. And I got another friend to do the same as me. And I’d
always had this interest in forestry, and I’ve now recently, or not fairly, two or three
years ago, started a new, what do you call it?

AW:

Charitable trust.

MW: Charitable trust on forestry.

What’s the attraction?

AW:

Trees.

MW: Yes, that’s the simple word, I guess. Always have liked trees and forestry,
I’ve spent a lot of time going on forest expeditions, forest camps, and so on. It’s my –
probably my main hobby, it was.

AW:

Must be, I know Kent, when your parents lived in Kent, they had a wood,

twenty acre wood was it?

MW: Something like that.
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AW:

Yes, and you did a lot of work in that wood, bringing it round after the war.

Because they moved just in ‘46 or something, soon after the war.

MW: When we decided to move out of Oxford eventually, bought this house. We
looked for a little wood, and we bought the wood, you can see it, 100-acre wood we
bought.

AW:

In a trust we’d already started, it was called – now called the Earth Trust, it

was then called the Northmoor Trust, and we – the wood came first. Because in fact it
was endowed with Oxford Instrument shares, couldn’t do anything until the company
had a certain value, and just about the same time as it was going to have value, the
wood came up, this one came up for auction. So we bought that, I mean at that time
we were thinking vaguely that we’d move out of Oxford one of these days, children
were fled and so on, and stood on the hill there after the auction, after we knew we’d
bought it, and said, ‘Wouldn’t it be lovely if one of those houses came up in three or
four years time.’ And that was in June, and by Christmas the house next door was on
the market, and Robin who’d moved into manage this, was told on the grape – heard
on the grapevine that the people here wanted to sell. We managed to persuade them
they really did want to sell. But couldn’t move in very quickly, because we had an
elderly relative, Robin’s grandmother living with us in Oxford, yes. And so –

MW: I’d always been interested in forestry. In the early days we used to – I was
born in a place where a lot of old trees, and my father in his retirement, and I, and my
brothers, we used to cut them down, just sort of rather part of my blood, forestry. And
we started this new foundation now called the Sylva Foundation.

AW:

S-y-l-v-a. And if you have Latin.

MW: Yes. Sylva is the Latin for –

AW:

Wood.

MW: A wood, or timber. I think it’s for wood.
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AW:

No, it’s wood. Yes. Sylvan Glades, Shakespeare talks about Sylvan Glades.

MW: How did I come to talk about –

[25:40]

I was wondering what your social activities were in Cambridge as well, your interest
in trees?

AW:

You did conservation volunteers with Lucy, didn’t you?

MW: Yes, I did a bit of that. I didn’t have many – I don’t think I joined any clubs in
Cambridge.

AW:

You taught your own – one of the talking clubs.

MW: I think I taught the mummers.

AW:

I was in the mummers.

MW: I didn’t – I don’t think I got as much out of Cambridge as a lot of people did. I
mean, I enjoyed it, and I learned a lot, but as a social event I didn’t appreciate it like I
think some people do.

Why do you think that is?

MW: Why that is? Just me I think, I was not a very social person really in some
ways.

AW:

You’re a very social person now.
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MW: By necessity rather than inclination. I mean, I was very interested in
engineering, and I spent a lot of time, worked rather hard there.

Were there any particular aspects of engineering you were interested in?

MW: Aspects of engineering?

Hmm.

MW: [Sighs] I’m much more interested in the mechanical side of things than the
electrical I suppose in a very general way. I’m interested in mechanics, engineering
covers lots of things, but I was interested in mechanical things.

AW:

You weren’t so bad at electrical things, I mean in the Clarendon.

[27:30]

MW: No. When I decided to get out of the mines I came back home to Oxford for a
weekend, and talked to my mother and father about it, they lived in a village quite
close to here at that time, and they knew so many people in Oxford, and had always
been there. And to cut a long story short, I went and saw the professor of engineering.

AW:

Alexander Thom.

MW: He said he would give me a job, they wanted a young engineer. And then I’d
gone home and gave in my notice in the mines, a couple of days later he rung up and
said, he was very sorry but the university chest, that’s the administration of the
university, had told him they hadn’t got any money for the job. But if I was prepared
to tutor a few students, and teach a bit of drawing and drawing class, he thought he
could keep me alive until I got a proper job. And he also said go and see somebody in
the physics department who was a friend of mine. The casual way things happen in
college, he said, ‘I had lunch with a friend of mine in the physics department in my
college at lunch, and he’s looking for a young engineer.’
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AW:

This was after we got down here.

MW: Was it?

AW:

Yes, it was after we got down here.

MW: I went and saw this man in the physics department, we hit it off quite well, and
I reckoned I could do the job as he wanted. He was in charge of the high magnetic
field – in charge of a branch of physics which needed high magnetic fields, and all his
students were spending half their time designing and making equipment, he thought if
he had a young engineer to do it, they’d spend more time on physics. And he took me
on.

AW:

I mean, the end of the interview on the first day, he said goodbye to Martin, I

think we’d better just see the other candidates, and we had – Martin hadn’t realised it
was an advertised job at all [laughs].

MW: No, it was a great meeting of mind, he was very different person from me. But
it was funny, we became very good friends. He was an Hungarian Jew who came
over to get away from the Germans, Germany.

Is this Alexander Thom?

AW:

No, this is Nicholas Kurti in the Clarendon.

MW: Nicholas Kurti.

AW:

Alexander Thom was in the engineering school.

MW: Nicholas Kurti, K-u-r-t-i, from Budapest, he’d got out, came over. And he
was in a sense more British than the British, he was so grateful that we’d offered him
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solace so to speak. He was terribly progressive anyway, he was a great help to me,
and told me what to do, and that’s why I spent quite a few years in the university.

AW:

Yes, because when Martin started Oxford Instruments, he – well before he

started it, he said to Nicholas, ‘Suppose I start a company to do this work that the
Clarendon was doing for other people at the time.’ And Nicholas said, ‘What can I do
to help you?’ But he also said, ‘I want you to go on working here for the next ten
years.’

MW: Life was much simpler in those days.

AW:

Which he did.

MW: I was designing magnets, that was the main thing that caused long delays in
getting physics done, that people couldn’t get this high magnetic fields, and thought
an engineer could do it.

AW:

He was quite right too.

MW: He was quite right, I could do this. And he got about ten research students,
and I made magnets for them. And when they left, got their degrees and went
somewhere else they wanted more and bigger magnets, and I started – I said if you
write and say what you want, we’ll design it and make it in the Clarendon Lab for
you. This began to grow, not far, you know, two or three cases this happened, and the
professor said, ‘That’s all right, you get them to send enough money we can pay for
the technicians and so on.’ And it really began to get bigger and bigger, and the idea
came to me, because I’d had an idea, something I haven’t told you about. I’d had a
terrible period in industry when I was very young, I was fifteen, and from that day
onwards I’d always thought I’d like to start a company myself. And this was the first
occasion where something – and I was almost running a company, I was – orders
were coming in from these ex-students saying can you make this for me, which is sort
of parallel to an industrial practice. And when it grew to an extent that they were
getting two or three at once to be made in the physics department on the machine in
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the way of other things in the university, it suddenly dawned on me this is possibly an
opportunity of getting a little company going. I asked my professor, and his reply
was, ‘What can I do to help you?’ which is so different from nowadays.

What was the terrible experience in industry as a boy?

[32:30]

MW: Yes, when I was fifteen years old in the middle of the war, I was on holidays
at home in Great Milton, round the corner here, just messing around at home. My
sister older than me had been out of the land army, she’d been taken into the land
army as her war job. She’d hurt her back, sent home, but although she’d got a lot of
plaster around her back and all that, it didn’t stop her from having to work, and she’d
been sent to work in a little factory near Great Milton. And when she was leaving,
she was better and had to go back to farming, the foreman in her place she was
working said, ‘Do you know anybody else can take over?’ It’s very difficult for a
factory to get people to do the work, they were all sent to the army or whatever. And
she said, ‘Oh, I think my little brother might do it, at least during the holidays.’ So I
went along, and I was put on, it was a little thing, very like a Victorian factory with a
steam engine in one corner of the workshop, and shafts going along in the roof, and
belts down to the individual machines. I wish I’d got a photograph of it, fabulous
place, run incredibly badly, and I had a position at the age of fifteen on the production
line. My first experience of real work in a sense of going to work, with lots of people
going to work and knocking off, and knocking off time and so on. Anyway I went in,
there was a line of people, and I always had this enormous machine, and I was given
bits of wood, curved bits of wood, which the next man up the line had cut out to a
certain shape, put in the pile there. I picked it up, and drilled five holes in it through a
metal former, put it on a this bit of metal, I started to get them in the right place. Put
them on that, then the next man carried on, it was a production line. And it didn’t take
me more than half a minute or so to realise you could do two at a time, and then I
finished, I could do three in the end. So that by eleven o’clock on the first morning I
had run out of the great mountain on my left, there were people getting rather upset
about this, I’d thrown the system. And I had to take it really easy because I just was
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waiting till they came. At the end of the day I was told that the foreman wanted to see
me, I thought he was going to say good chap, you’ve made the business more
efficient. Instead of which, I remember it absolutely, he never looked up, he was
writing – writing something on some paper, and I just walked in. And he never
looked up, he said, ‘Yes, you Martin Wood, well your sister was over eighteen so we
paid her eleven pence an hour, and you’re under age so you’re going to get,’ and I
forget the figures. It was about half, never looked up. And I went home feeling – I
had never had – I had about twenty seconds of training how to use this big dangerous
machine, I had about another twenty seconds to be shown what I’d got to do with it,
I’ve tripled the production rate my first day. And I go to the office and I’m told I’m
going be half pay, you can go and you’re not even interested in looking at me. And I
can remember walking home absolutely furious. And when I felt I’d like to start the
firm and do things properly, employ people. I’ll give you a paper, did I give you a
paper I wrote about this? Well I mention it in the paper anyhow.

AW:

It’s in the book.

MW: I’ve always, it makes me sort of shudder when I think about the – just how
inefficient and bad industry was then. Dangerous, inefficient, unpleasant, every bad
thing you can think about it. No attention from management to praise people when
they did well, encourage them. It was – that was my reason for wanting to start my
new company.

[36:59]

This brings me to two questions, one a brief one, an aside really, I was wondering
about mining, was that dangerous?

MW: It was potentially – there were two dangers, one was there was a possibility of
hurting yourself or other people, it was always with you, but it was quite obvious,
things like welding tools with other people around you, not putting up pit props when
the roof needed it, or you heard the roof needed, that sort of danger which you could
control. And then there was – ultimately there was other dangers I suppose, like
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whole roof falling in, or something. Really the dangers were more like if you’re
building a – you don’t want that lump of coal to fall out on your foot, that sort of
danger where you’ve just got to be alert, not dangerous. Well it is dangerous and it
isn’t dangerous. It’s dangerous but anybody can get by. I never hurt myself once in
the coal mines. I think that’s true.

AW:

You’ve had bumps.

MW: They always get bumps and things, yeah.

AW:

There was a time when you almost got blown up, wasn’t there?

MW: Yes, I was almost, but I didn’t.

What happened?

MW: I shiver a bit when I think of the occasion. It will take two minutes. A mine –
I used to work and spend most of my time in Wales about a mile from the bottom of
the shaft, and you can imagine if you think about it to get fresh air you have two
shafts, suck out – usually they suck air out of one shaft which is given up to that
entirely, and then air goes down the shaft, and then go down and cold one comes up.
So it was a complete circulation. There are lots of little roadways underneath in the
mine, and occasionally cross places to the other shaft with lots of doors in it so you let
the air out, draw it in anyway. For some reason one of these places where there was a
– if I can do it almost on the tablecloth. Let’s say if there’s – that’s a road I was
walking along, we all walking along, there’s another road off here. A big stone had
landed, fallen out of the roof, and was in the middle of this, and it was in the way. It
was only a return airshaft, so it didn’t – had no use except as it was a return airshaft.
They’ve got this big stone landed, it’s about, smaller than this table, yes, about half
the size of this table. And my – the boss had said to my foreman, could you go and
get rid of it, blow it up one day when you’ve got time. And he said to me, ‘Let’s go
and get rid of this stone.’ I think we finished early, perhaps it was a Saturday or
something. One of – no, not unwritten, I suppose it’s probably written loud and clear,
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that you – if you’re going to explode something you’ve got to have somebody going
down any track going to that point, somebody must go round pass round the corner
and see that nobody comes that way. And in this case where they’d got, I keep trying
to find the bit of tablecloth that shows it, but there was a track here and there was a
way off, and the stone was in where they met. And me and my foreman, I think he
was, I was just a boy, he called me and said, ‘Will you come with me.’ And we went
down, saw this stone here, we arranged to meet somebody else who was going to
bring the explosive, and the equipment for firing it all. And when we got there on
time, maybe we were a bit late, I don’t know, didn’t see him around anywhere. I sat
on the stone, my other man sat somewhere around there just waiting for them. And
about ten minutes later the guy who set this all up was coming to explode it appeared
absolutely white in the face, absolutely shaking [laughs]. And I think he sort of said,
just get off that stone and walk away, or something. And you found afterwards that
he had wired it up, he’d drilled it, he put an explosive in the stone, and wired it up,
gone round the corner, come back, seen there was nobody coming either way and
gone back and turned the thing to blow. In that interval we’d come down, I was
actually sitting on the stone, and I’d broken the connection with my boot, my leg, I
just kicked it, so that it didn’t go off. And he came back and saw me sitting on it
[laughs], just didn’t know what to say. And he looked down and saw what had
happened. So that was the nearest squeak I’ve ever had, sitting on the stone with a big
charge in it.

AW:

[Laughs] You couldn’t see that it had a charge?

MW: I didn’t know, you were carrying a lamp, you don’t –

AW:

It was dark anyway, yeah.

MW: Well I mean it’s pitch dark and you’re carrying a lamp, I didn’t see a little
thing like that, I wasn’t looking for it. I saw a big stone, looked around he wasn’t
there, I think anywhere we were early or late, he said let’s sit down and wait for him.

Do you ever get superstitious working in an environment like that [laughs]?
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MW: No. Never. Never. That was the nearest I came to a serious accident. I never
really had damaged myself at all, I’ve still got ten fingers, got various scars where you
cut things, yourself, and get coal dust in it, you’re left with a –

AW:

Oh, miners always have blue scars, you’ve got one on your forehead, haven’t

you?

MW: Up there somewhere.

AW:

Yeah.

MW: So, no, I think if you know what dangers are, what things fall out, can fall out
of the roof, bits of iron leaning against something can fall out, you keep your eyes
around you, just a matter of sizing up the surroundings, and if there’s anything
dangerous avoiding it whilst doing something. And I’ve never had any accidents in
the mines, occasionally got a bit of something hit. I don’t know, I mean – actually
most accidents in mines, those in the Welsh one, were are all to do with the transport,
little trolleys going along, people getting hurt by them, much more than on the coal
face.

[43:45]

What took you to the Royal School of Mines after you finished your engineering
degree?

MW: I was going to go back into the mines, and try and reorganise, make them
safer, better, more interesting, more efficient. Golly, there was a big job to be done
there, but I just felt first of all that it was probably too big a job, it would take me
fifteen years to get to a position where I was beginning to do anything. And secondly
it was quite obvious that the use of coal was going [coughs] down, and it’s gone down
consistently now, as you know, to practically nothing. We import coal, we get 19,000
tonnes of coal arrive in Didcot every night, mostly from Australia. British mining
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that’s people driving enormous great bulldozers round on the surface. That’s
probably quite dangerous too actually, detail, you can get hurt on the sort of operate
[coughs]. There’s no mining of the sort I used to do in England. There’s metal
mining in places as we know, like in Chile, and in these things take place, but I don’t
think anybody mines coal underground that I know of.

AW:

The Chinese probably do.

MW: Maybe they do.

What did you actually learn at the Royal School of Mines?

MW: Yes.

AW:

It’s part of Imperial College.

MW: Well I learned the technology of mining coal, and the different systems of
mining shafts and the machinery that you used. And we did a bit of sort of
elementary engineering and physics, how to calculate this and that, and the other.

AW:

More drawing.

MW: A lot of drawing, how do you organise a shaft, organise a mine in a way of
making sure that various places all over the mine have got enough fresh air, and safety
and so on, running of a complex – it was rather a good course I did in the Royal
School of Mines as part of Imperial College. Still operating now I think. The Royal
School of Mines – coal mining was a minor side of the Royal School of Mines, so
training people in mining to go in the mines all over the world, metal mining, and so
on. Coal mining was a part of it, but I would say it was more like a quarter of the
course on coal mining.

Was it a practical course, or –
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MW: Yes, very.

Theoretical one?

MW: No, it was very practical course.

What sort of practical activities?

MW: Well we were sent to various mines, and worked for a bit on them. Learned
about electrical machines, there was quite a lot of practical work on electrical
machines. A lot of practical at how things run, bearings, trucks. And we learned
quite a lot – it was mostly, frankly it was mostly metal mining, the Royal School of
Mines. But it did coal I think, coal was about a quarter of the course, the rest was on
all the different methods of metal mining, which is quite different from coal mining, it
doesn’t occur in seams.

[47:00]

And this was about the time when you met as well you mentioned.

AW:

Oh –

MW: Yes, it was actually.

AW:

I think you were still at Cambridge when we met, weren’t you?

MW: No, I don’t think so.

AW:

You were there ‘48 to ‘52 in Cambridge.

MW: I think we were there, I don’t think we met –
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AW:

We may not have met until the next year, yeah. Anyway, Royal School of

Mines.

MW: I only had a girlfriend who was your current –

AW:

My sister in law.

MW: Sister in law.

AW:

Lucy.

MW: And we met through that.

AW:

Yes.

MW: Not at university or anything. We had a – each had a – I was at one stage I
was rather interested in rubbing brasses in churches, if you know what that’s all about.

No.

MW: You know churches, many churches have on top of tombs they have a brass
with a carving of the man who’s buried there. And if you lay a piece of paper on it,
stick a piece of paper firmly on it, and rub it with a kind of wax, you can get an
impression of it, in black and white you get a picture. I rather enjoyed doing that, I
don’t know who taught me how to do it first.

AW:

Lucy was doing it with you, wasn’t she?

MW: Yes.

AW:

When you came to stay that weekend at Gerrards Cross.
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MW: I somehow my, your sister in law was doing it, I met her. And we never met
at Cambridge, I don’t think I ever met you.

AW:

After that I came to Cambridge for a party, you had a party on the banks, I

came to.

MW: Did you?

AW:

Hmm. I don’t know if you were still there, or you’d gone down by then.

MW: We didn’t meet at Cambridge basically.

AW:

Yeah.

MW: We met by family connections after both –

AW:

It was basically because he had to do National Service and I didn’t, so we

weren’t at the same time. But –

MW: I had a friend of your – the family with whom you stayed after your husband
died, you went and stayed with the Buxtons.

AW:

Yes, I lived with the Buxtons, yes.

MW: Then I made friends with the Buxton girls at Cambridge.

AW:

With Lucy Buxton, yes.

MW: And we met like that quite incidental to – we did overlap for a year, but didn’t
know each other.

AW:

Yes, that’s right.
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When did you actually start going out?

AW:

During that time, sort of those two years, you’d come and stay at Gerrards

Cross.

MW: Yes.

AW:

I’d go to concerts with you.

MW: The thing which really made me did things, met together, were these callipers
that I made.

AW:

Yes, they really made us work together.

MW: Sort that calliper out.

AW:

Yes, I wonder if I can find it still.

MW: And we got on well, and the rest history.

What did you like about each other? I always find it interesting to ask people seventy
years after they first met, what first attracted them to each other?

MW: I liked Audrey as somebody who apart from mental and sort of academic
qualifications, she was very good with her hands. I think I was more attracted by her
hands than her face to be honest with you.

AW:

[Laughs]

MW: She played the piano, which is one of my real arguments with her, that she
never kept up her playing the piano, she was rather good at it.
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AW:

Always so much to do. Yes. What did I like about him? He was pretty

handsome [laughs] in those days. We had quite a bit in common, both been to
Cambridge, well he was a practical person, I like practical things. In fact I think I was
the odd job man at Gerrards Cross at that time.

MW: Yes. Because Audrey’s quite, well, you can see how things should be done,
quite practical, much more practical than most women, even though you hadn’t
studied it.

AW:

We went out a bit. You came for weekends.

MW: I was keen to go up.

AW:

Someone I knew at Cambridge who – called Geoffrey Chandler who I knew

when I was in Cambridge. After I came back from Uganda I went out with him two
or three times, and he used to come and stay at Gerrards Cross. And it was a weekend
when both Martin and he were staying at Gerrards Cross, Lucy was there and I was
there. And my father in law said, ‘I don’t know which of you young men is visiting
which of these young women,’ and we’d done that, you see, Lucy married Geoffrey
and I married Martin [laughs].

When did you actually get married?

AW:

We got married in 1955.

MW: I was still mining then.

AW:

I married a miner, yes.

MW: Up in – Audrey’s father was a Methodist minister, and he married us, he had –
his church was up in Whaley Bridge in Derbyshire. We went up there and got
married, and he married us in fact.
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AW:

Yes, he married us. And – I mean, the children didn’t remember their own

father at all, obviously one was tiny when her father died. And Robin was twenty
months, and he didn’t remember that at all, so Martin was the only father they’ve ever
known.

What was the wedding actually like?

AW:

What was it really like? Fairly low key affair.

MW: Very low key.

AW:

We had a big party, your family gave a big party a week before on the

Saturday, they were living then down near Tunbridge.

MW: There were sorts of restrictions on life then, you couldn’t travel very much,
you couldn’t get any money to go abroad for instance, and eventually we were able to
get fifty pounds or something a year.

AW:

It was fifteen pounds when I was at university.

MW: Was it, to go abroad?

AW:

You were allowed fifteen pounds a year.

MW: In foreign currency.

AW:

In foreign currency. The main reason for getting on the swimming team,

because you could go abroad to have swimming matches, because then you were
allowed to, you see.

I think it would be good to move on to Oxford Instruments next time, but to wind up
today I was just wondering if you could each of you describe yourselves, just give me
a little sort of portrait as it were of you at this point in your life.
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[53:35]

AW:

You can start. At this point in our lives? How we are now?

No, how you were back then, just when you first got married and before Oxford
Instruments had started?

MW: After we were married, we were very busy, Audrey had – had two children
from the day we were married, one of whom needed rather more attention than a boy
normally needs. I was – we were married like – no, I was a miner still then, wasn’t I?

AW:

Yes, I married a miner. We were up in – soon after we were married.

MW: I was living in Ashby-de-la-Zouch. And –

AW:

With this, with a man who –

MW: Dwarf –

AW:

Dwarf –

MW: Physiotherapist, extraordinary man, very nice.

AW:

Yes.

MW: Lovely man. I had had digs with him, and we got on like a house on a fire.
And when I got married he – it was almost unbelievable that he had a bungalow in –
on the edge of Ashby-de-la-Zouch, with quite a bit of land, and he had – used to keep
a lot of chickens, and he moved all his chickens into one coup, and he looked after his
chickens beautifully, lovely houses. And he converted and cleaned one of his chicken
houses and he – so he’s not married, never had been, he’s a dwarf, very strange man,
very nice man. He went and lived in the chicken house and let us use his bungalow.
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AW:

We had the house. We had an au pair because we’d had an au pair – I’d had

an au pair with the children in Gerrards Cross, and she came up with us.

MW: So there were four of us, and him.

AW:

Five, there was two children.

MW: Yeah, five.

AW:

Four in the family, and the au pair, yes.

MW: And he and I had got on very well before. And he said, ‘I’ll modify the
chicken house and go and live there, and you can have my bungalow.’ It was
extraordinary when you come to think of it.

AW:

And then during the summer he sort of saw these people married, and having a

good time together, and decided he’d get married after all [laughs].

MW: Yes, he had a nurse in London who he’d wanted to marry, but didn’t know
quite what to do or say, or how to go about it.

AW:

He’d known her for about thirty years or something.

MW: Something like that. And he said, ‘I think I’m going to ring her and ask if
she’ll marry me,’ so I got out one evening and she said, yes, and they were married in
like two weeks, so extraordinary story.

AW:

And we moved out.

MW: We had to move out then.
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AW:

He found us a place down the hill with another lady. We had – I think we had

one room upstairs, and two rooms downstairs that this lady gave us. I think it was just
by the railway line, there was one train a day that he children always wanted to watch.
And the funniest thing was going down this hill we had a sort of funny little, what was
it, a Morris car or something, and we had a put-you-up, because that’s the only way
we managed in the bungalow, and it’s the only way we’re going to manage down
there. And we put one end of the put-you-up in the boot, which was quite small in
those days, Martin’s holding one end of the sofa and I was running, driving very
slowly.

MW: I was doing the running.

AW:

And the people each side were sort of pulling their curtains aside [laughs] and

looking at this spectacle of us moving house. But anyway –

MW: So Audrey married a miner without at that time any particular, I don’t think – I
don’t know if you knew I was thinking of not mining for the rest of my life.

AW:

We weren’t when we first – when we first married, you weren’t. But it was

really – I was making you porridge and putting it in the thermos overnight, which –
because he had to get up about five or something, and we didn’t see each other too
much, because he was back in the evenings.

MW: I worked awfully hard, I had to bicycle four miles and go through the pithead
baths and change from reasonable clothes to ones working clothes, get my pithead,
and get to the pit shaft by something like six thirty, or six fifteen. Absolutely daily, it
was at a certain moment in time they switched from pulling people up to taking coal
up, and they were never allowed to do the same – if you weren’t there on time you
missed that shift. It was quite a strain. I don’t think I ever missed one actually. But
made family life quite tricky that.
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AW:

And then you got quite depressed about it, you know, whether you could – you

did get advice from someone else about it, and they said, went down to London and
talked about careers with someone.

MW: Yes.

AW:

And they said they were quite sure it would be all right to move out of the pits,

because of course they’d paid for all his education. And they said it would be all right
to move out of the pits, because people did this all the time, moved from place to
place.

MW: Yes, I felt, I was rather ratting on them, you know, they’d paid for six years of
university, and to go and work for them again for one year, two years.

AW:

Eighteen months, something like that.

MW: And then quit, seemed rather bad to me. And I went and saw the director of
education in the – that part of the coal business. The man was terribly nice, he said,
‘You’re all right, we’ve educated you, we’re part of a national system, and if you go,
you can make a good career of it.’ Which relieved me a lot because I did feel rather
bad about they’d paid for six years of my university, and I only worked with them for
–

AW:

A year and a half.

MW: A year and a half. And then started at Oxford, started my career in Oxford.

I think that seems a great place to stop for the day on a conclusive note.

End of Track 2
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Why do you like very cold weather?

MW: I find it stimulating, hot weather I always look for deck chair. Cold weather I
look for a pickaxe or a spade.

How about you, Audrey, do you like cold weather or hot?

AW:

Well I like the sort of crisp weather with the sun. I don’t like the normal

winter weather with sort of grizzle, and fog, and cold. I’m a bit of a hibernator.

End of Track 3
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Track 4

MW: I’m wittering. We have a – we started an organisation called –

AW:

Sylva –

MW: Sylva –

AW:

Sylva Foundation. I think you may have talked about that.

MW: Sylva, and your classical education, you’ll know what it means in Latin.

AW:

Didn’t he talk about that last time?

I think he mentioned it, but –

MW: Sylva is the Latin for wood. And we started an organisation to become
interested in various ways –in forestry, and called it the Sylva Foundation. I was
talking to the manager of it this morning, went over.

AW:

It’s Monday, yes.

MW: We’ve given him space in a barn where they’ve got the boss and one – two
and a half underlings. And he’s eyes – he’s got his eyes firmly set on becoming if not
having a very direct influence on practically everybody including the Forestry
Commission that does things to do with forests in England, just as I was to speak
aloud, at least having a building. We happen to have a framework, a very old building
on a bit of vast land, and we give it to him and let them develop it. The forests, there
are a lot of people interested, but never could get to grips with it somehow, the right
papers, and read other people’s papers, and having meetings and so on. We like to
feel a little bit more positive about that, but he seemed to have got the Forestry
Commission’s interest in this new institution we started with this man as its boss, and
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he thinks the building that we’ve got, completely empty, we’ve owned it for how
long?

AW:

Ten, twelve years.

MW: At least.

AW:

Or more.

MW: Completely empty, a big building. He wants to move out of his slightly
cramped premises here on the site, and develop a little bit of it to make a slightly
better space for his work, and he thinks it might become a sort of national forest
centre where he’d have the organisations, have a bit of a school, have places where …

AW:

A sort of enterprise centre for people using wood.

MW: What’s it called? I can’t remember the word, it begins with M, the young
people you take on to learn their trade, what are they called?

AW:

Apprentices.

MW: Apprentices, might have a lot of apprentices there, finish up with working, and
become really quite a national centre. He’s very pleased about it.

AW:

Yes, he’s always ambitious, I think I have to say.

MW: Well I told him to write it all down this time before he asks us for any money
for doing any. Write his ambition down so at least we can know what’s in his mind.

What’s your actual hope for the Sylva Foundation?

MW: I’d like to do just that.
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AW:

It is really not only to plant trees, it’s aiming to change the British wood – well

recover the British wood culture, because we import five or six, the fifth or sixth
largest import is timber, and we’ve got lots of woods, but they’re all hopelessly
managed or most of them.

MW: A lot of waste land that isn’t planted.

AW:

And he wants to – he’s working with – they’ve got something called Myforest

who are almost all on the internet. You’re not recording it, Tom? You are. Oh. On
the internet, and they’ve got lots of people register their property. Now they’ve got
10,000 hectares now registered, and they haven’t been going all that long, under this
thing called Myforest. And they get – the Forestry Commission does a free survey of
the woods that are registered, saying what should happen to them. And they’ve got
sort of – they do it all on computer, all the other trusts we’ve started have sort of
worked with locally first, and then moved from that to maybe nationally. But this one
sort of started straight off on the computer, and it sort of immediately become
nationwide, if not worldwide, they get people registering forests in France, and places
like that. It’s very odd. I don’t suppose –

MW: You’re a computer nerd I’m sure. If you look up forest, forestry –

AW:

Myforest.

MW: Myforest.

AW:

All in one word.

MW: And see what they’re doing. It’s very interesting.

AW:

The Sylva Foundation, you’ll get them too.
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MW: Very interested.

I will look that up. We talked about your interest in forestry last time, but I’m just
wondering, I’ve got interests in all sorts of things, I don’t necessarily act on them.
Why did you actually become interested in launched the sort of foundation?

MW: You’d better answer that one.

AW:

That’s for you.

Well, both of you really, it’s –

AW:

Well he was thinking about going into forestry at one time in his life, and it

sort of – the coin came down on the side of engineering, so now he can do both.

MW: Yes, I’ve always been interested in forestry, I was born near here, a village a
few miles away. When I had to retire – my father was much older, I was the youngest
of a big family, he’d retired by the time I grew up. And we used to do a lot of – on
this old farm we lived on, did quite a lot with trees, and planting, and cutting them
down, and so on. And at school, that was another major factor, I was at school,
Gresham School, and we – there was a thing called the corps, always in those days we
were expected to sort of do very elementary military training like a bit of square
bashing, putting a uniform on, and it bored me to tears. And I got permission from
the headmaster to look after some local forests, go and – instead of doing the corps. It
was slightly embarrassing because I told a good friend of mine who happened to be
the head of the corps that I was doing that, and he said, ‘Well that’s a good idea, I’ll
join you.’ And he want to the headmaster and asked him, you know, it turned out it
was so much more popular what he’d given me permission to do that other people
wanted to do it too, and he had to draw the line, said, ‘It’s Martin Wood only’
[laughs].

Is there any sense that forestry is like engineering? Are there any similarities?
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MW: Not much. I mean, what engineering I know is slightly helpful, I mean I know
how to get forest trees out of the forest, and slightly more practical. There’s nothing
serious about it, but I know what size cable you need, and what size tractor you need
to haul all the way around. You know, those sort of practical things. And then at
school the only way of avoiding being in what was called the corps –

AW:

Yes, you just said that, yeah.

MW: Was to go into forestry.

[07:25]

I suppose we’d better go back to I think a point in the 1950s that we’d left off on last
time, and Martin, you described starting work at the Clarendon Laboratory.

MW: Yeah.

I was just wondering what exactly was it you were doing there?

MW: It was designing and constructing electromagnets. I went first to find a job, I
went to the engineering department and the man said he hadn’t got anything for at that
moment, although he said I’ll keep you in life and limb till you get a job because I
need some students tutored, and I’d been tutoring students for the first year I was here.
But when I went across to the physics department, it happened that they needed an
engineer to design and make and run a high magnetic field section, and they wanted
an engineer, they could have chosen someone who’d got some experience in this. I
think that I was on the – came on the doorstep, and I saw the man in charge and we
got on very well personally, and he hired me. In fact it was one of those funny
situations where towards the end of my discussion with him, and he was joined by the
head of the department, they called it off, ‘I think we’ve said enough now, because
we’ve got to see the other candidates later this week.’ I had never known it was an
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advertised job, and I just turned up a few days before and they were going to talk to
me.

AW:

But they’d obviously decided to hire you at that point actually [laughs].

MW: They may have done, but I didn’t know that it had been an advertised job. I
was told by the professor of engineering that they were looking for a young man to do
this design work and – in the physics department, and I went over. But as luck would
have it I hit it at a time when they really wanted to do this job.

How much did you know about –

MW: How much?

How much did you know about magnetism before you started?

MW: Practically nothing. No, I had an interest, I’d done physics a high, what’s it
called?

AW:

High school certificate it was then.

MW: High school certificate. I mean, I knew that if you put a current down a wire
you get a magnetic field around it. And I didn’t know much more than that really.
But there are lots of very good books on the subject, including one written by the man
who started the Royal Society, wasn’t he?

AW:

Oh, Faraday you mean?

MW: Yes, Faraday wrote a good book of magnetism.

Did you find that –
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AW:

I don’t think he started it, but he was the director at one time, wasn’t he?

MW: Some of his papers we – when he was around people didn’t realise that putting
current down a wire generates a magnetic field in the neighbourhood, he was the
person who – very odd business I haven’t quite got to the bottom. Maybe you could
ferret this out. Faraday had a strange complex in his mind about things happening in
circles, and when he was – because I think he started at a very, very junior position,
he was something in a boot makers company. And he came into contact with the head
of the Royal Society, very odd sort of mixture like that. And so he began to get
interested in his free time from making shoes –

AW:

It was the Royal Institution, wasn’t it?

MW: The Royal Institution, not the Royal Society.

AW:

Yes, yes.

MW: It was the Royal Institution. To reading some of the odd things he found
laying around the Royal Institution. This is Faraday, wasn’t it? Yes, it was
extraordinary. He started knowing nothing about science, or anything, and just
working in a shoe repairer shop. And happened – the director of the Royal Society
used it for having his shoes repaired, and somehow became interested in it, and
worked out became director of the Royal Society himself, or the chairman of it.

AW:

Yeah, I’m sure that is –

MW: The Royal Institution, not the Royal Society. That’s what?

AW:

I’m sure it’s all written up somewhere.
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MW: I’m sure it is, yes, but it’s a very nice way, little coincidences a man who’s
obviously got a mind, an interested mind doing a very menial job, made contacts, and
developed as he did.

[12:11]

Was Faraday amongst the things you were actually reading?

MW: No.

When you were first –

MW: No. No, it wasn’t.

To most people, the idea of a magnet, you know, they just think of the horseshoe made
of metal, what is an electromagnet?

MW: What is?

What is an electromagnet, just briefly to –

MW: Well you get a magnetic field from a chunk of iron by having all the atoms
pointing in the same direction. Well you can either do that by using what they call the
metal of a permanent magnet. There are certain types of iron in which the orientation
of the atoms is fixed, or is pretty well fixed, and you can take a chunk of such material
and put it in a pulse, a very high field on it, and it forces the atoms to face one
direction, and then they stick there. That’s how you make a permanent magnet. It
then goes on, you don’t have to have an electro current, because all the atoms are set
so that they’re in the direction where the rotation of the electrons around the magnet
builds up to a compound, electron the whole thing, and it becomes a magnet. You’ve
played with dozens of them no doubt. Or you can take a bit of what they call soft iron
where the iron …
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AW:

Atoms.

MW: Atoms, or molecules, are not really fixed in a rigid framework, and if you put
in a electric coil around them, put some tubing through the wire, they will line up so
that the magnetic field add up to something outside. So electromagnets are either very
soft iron with an electric coil, or very hard iron in which it’s been pulsed to bring all
their things in line where they stick. And –

AW:

The electromagnets that you were designing were solenoids without iron in

middle.

MW: If you want a really high field, you find that – you might think the
electromagnets are the yolk of iron with a couple of coils on it, and a gap there in
which you get an magnetic field, that’s the commonest type of magnet is. If you go
on and try and design more and more powerful magnets, you find in the end, I mean
iron gets in the way, you just want the coils, very big current through it.

AW:

And there’s a maximum field you can you get with an electromagnet, it limits

you, and they were going beyond that.

MW: Yes, once you’ve got all the iron atoms pointing in the same direction, you
can’t go any more. And then if you want to get a higher field you put on electric
coils, which generate a field themselves, and the iron gets in the way, so you get rid of
the iron and just have a very big coil. And it then gets hot, you need to cool it, and it
becomes a complicated thing, a big electric coil cooled with something or other. And
the physics department in Oxford wanted to get higher fields than they had before,
and they wanted a young engineer to design and operate, they had a two megawatt
generator, they could take power from this. And they wanted somebody who’ll
design the magnetic coil, and the magnets themselves that produce the field in the
right shape and size, and was cooled by water. We had a 100 tonne water tank on the
roof of this lab, with pumps that circulated this water through the magnet. And a big
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generator which circulated the current through it. And it just became a distraction to
the physics people who wanted to do physics in a magnetic field. So the boss was
looking for an engineer who would sort of take charge of the engineer side of the
business, and I just breezed in at that moment.

It certainly sounds a lot more complex than the sort of magnets that I am used to.
How difficult are they to actually build at this time?

MW: To build, well you see what I mean? You can – a magnet can either be a piece
of iron in which all atoms are pointing the same direction, in that case you’re looking
for a pretty iron of a type where the molecules don’t float around in different – get all
settle at one direction, and you pulse them once in the company making it.

AW:

But they’ve got – that field is limited to a lot lower than the electromagnets

with iron inside them. But –

MW: But that’s one way of making a magnet, use a type of iron in which the atoms
are pretty well fixed and pulse it once, make it like the shape you want for the magnet
field, put it in a big electric current, pulse it, and thereafter it produces a magnetic
field of that shape. But if you want a high, very high magnetic field, the most
efficient way is to forget iron and simply have a big electric coil, and a big current.

Are these –

MW: And that’s what they were doing in the physics lab.

These bigger electric magnets without the coils, were they difficult to make? Or how
do you make them for that matter?

MW: Well you get bits of – you machine up – do you have a piece of paper I can
use? I can draw it better than I can describe it. [Papers rustling] I mean, if – what I
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think you would very likely think of as a magnet is something like [pause] – you’ve
got a magnetic field there. That is in iron.

A horseshoe sort of shape.

MW: And you can make that stronger by winding a coil on it.

AW:

Faraday did that, there’s a picture in my book.

MW: Yes, picture of that. So you either have – there are two routes to this, one is
you have the iron in which the iron molecules are very rigid, and you put a coil on it
like this, and pulse it once, so they all – all the molecules line up. Thereafter you get
a – they stay there and that maintains a magnetic field in that gap. Or you have the
opposite, you have a bit of what they call soft iron, where the molecules can move
around on, and put a coil on it. So when you put the coil on they all line up and you
get a magnetic – there are two different routes.

Yes.

MW: For a child’s toy where you don’t want to have electric currents particularly,
they give you a bit of a iron with a gap in it, and they pulse it in the factory, and that
stays as a magnet forever. If you want a very high magnetic field, you do this, and
you build it really complicated sort of thing, and have a big electrical generator that
uses the current.

And this is the sort of thing that you were building?

MW: Yes. I was building those things.

AW:

Without the iron you were building.

MW: Without the iron.
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AW:

It was entirely without the iron.

MW: Eventually if you get to very high fields, you find you can get a higher field by
getting – using the space where the iron would be for more electric thing, electric
currents.

AW:

And they tended to be cylindrical rather than horseshoe.

How much engineering do you have to do to build one of those? I understand the
scientific principles, but I’m actually just wondering what you actually have to do to
actually practically realise one of those.

MW: I’ll show you. I got some upstairs that – the things I used to make. A coil like
that, that’s a coil which had a lead from the middle, and a lead from the outside, plus
or minus. Put electric current and that produces a magnet.

AW:

Field through the middle.

MW: A magnetic field through the middle, that’s a very simplest, the coil. If you
put – what Faraday learned if you have a wire there, and you put a current through it,
he suddenly found that if he got a compass with a needle close to it, the current
produced the field. That was a total new aspect of science, he was the first person in
the world. The people who used magnets first were ship-owners who found that if
dug up a stone in a place somewhere in –

AW:

The Pyrenees.

MW: Israel – what? It’s in Israel, it’s inland. There’s a place called, it’s got a name
that’s somehow connected with this. It’s a mountain made of rather magnetic iron
that’s –
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AW:

They called it lodestone, didn’t they?

MW: What?

AW:

They called it lodestone.

MW: Yes.

AW:

It’s a magnetic stone.

MW: In a ship they got a bit of this stone, hung it, and that told them where north
was. They didn’t understand magnets, magnetic fields, anything, but they knew that
this stone, there was quite a business going on, cutting bits of this mountain out
somewhere in east – eastern Israel, for doing this, called lodestone.

And you were doing this work at the Clarendon Laboratory?

MW: I wasn’t cutting lodestone [laughs]. That was an easy way of doing the job.

[22:20]

MW: No. In the Clarendon, the physicists, the department where I was working,
which was – there were three Europeans. There as the head of it who was a – they
were all actually German I think. The head of it was pure German, he was an Alsace
Jew, they were all Jewish because they got out of Germany in the ‘30s. An Alsace
Jew, the head of it, the professor.

AW:

Remember the name?

MW: Simon, what was his first name? I think –

AW:

Sir Francis Simon, yes.
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MW: Francis Simon, Franz Simone. And he had two colleagues, one was called
Mendelssohn.

AW:

Kurt Mendelssohn.

MW: Kurt Mendelssohn. And another was called –

AW:

Nicholas Kurti.

MW: Nicholas Kurti, who was –

AW:

He was Hungarian.

MW: K-u-r-t-i.

AW:

He was Hungarian, yes.

MW: Kurti, he was also Jewish. And they all came out of Germany in the late ‘30s,
and the head of the Clarendon Lab was a German called –

AW:

Simon?

MW: No.

AW:

Lord Cherwell.

MW: Cherwell, Lord Cherwell.

AW:

Who was Churchill’s adviser on science.
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MW: Very fortunate that connection. He was a physicist and for some reason he
was very well connected politically and socially, everything, he was a German, but
he’s been brought up in England, he was brought up as an English person, had always
– racially he was actually German. He was very well placed in England for what in
effect came from creating jobs for the Jewish physicists who knew were running into
trouble in Germany. He used to travel around Germany, he was English so he used –
although he’d got a German blood in him.

AW:

Lindemann was his name, wasn’t it?

MW: Yes, Lord Lindemann. And when he found some really bright Jewish scientist
in Germany, he’d say, ‘Look, when you’re too uncomfortable here, give me a ring and
I’ll see what I can do for you in England.’ And Oxford went through a sort of – I
think a lot of Oxford, current Oxford people, you may not think this is true, they went
through a sort of peak of activity like that, of effectiveness if you like of the scientific
– the physical science in Oxford when they got this importation of the peak. I’ve got
a statistic in mind, but something, so I think German – German scientists did well
over three quarters of the world’s research in physics before the war. And of that
seventy-five per cent, again about I think more than seventy-five per cent of that
seventy-five per cent were Jewish. So when they lost, all the Jews came out,
Germany lost fantastically.

AW:

There’s a book called Hitler’s Gift, which is all about the Jews who came

over. The Jew scientists, the Jewish scientists who came over.

MW: A scientist Nazi who was close to Hitler and understood the scientific thing,
mentioned to Hitler apparently, as tentatively as he could without having his head
chopped off, he said, ‘Look, the number of Jews leaving Germany because of our
policies is damaging German science here.’ To which Hitler is supposed to have said,
‘Well if we have to do without science for a few years, so be it.’ And there’s
Germans who now say they still haven’t recovered from the loss of that tiptop
scientists, most of whom were Jews.
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And Nicholas Kurti was one of these?

MW: Nicholas Kurti.

AW:

Yes, although he was Hungarian, he was working in Germany.

MW: Because he’d been driven out of Hungary by persecution of the Jews in
Hungary, and went to Germany, which at that time under, what was it called? The,
there was a – for some years in the early ‘30s, late ‘20s, early ‘30s, there was a
Government in Germany, very sort of progressive, thought to be very progressive.

Weimar Government

MW: Weimar.

AW:

Republic.

MW: Republic, yes. Unfortunately it didn’t – I mean, I think it had a lot to be said
for it, I don’t know much about it, but it didn’t rearm Germany as was necessary.

AW:

Well I thought they were working hard to rearm Germany.

MW: Yes, they probably should have stayed there, I wish they had, but I don’t think
it got industry going when Hitler came along and built the roads and got industry
going, and produced jobs, and everybody was marvellous in the early days.

AW:

They had that extraordinary inflation, didn’t they?

MW: Yeah.

AW:

It was partly why Hitler came to power.
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MW: It was called something Republic, it was called, wasn’t it? But this man who
was chairman, a professor of physics in Oxford, called –

AW:

Which one, Simon or –

MW: No.

AW:

Lindemann.

MW: Lindemann, he had been a professor for some time, but he was very well
connected politically for some reason.

AW:

You said that.

MW: I did, yes. He was able – he being German, or half German I think he was,
travelled in Germany, he saw what Hitler was doing, so he let it be known to some of
the key scientists that he’d find them jobs in England if they were ever wanted to
move.

[28:08]

Did the people you talked to in Oxford, Nicholas Kurti for instance, ever talk about
having gone through all that?

MW: No, they don’t. And in fact somebody I know in Oxford now, or his son, I did
know, I met his father called Krebs, Professor Krebs, K-r-e-b-s.

AW:

He’s Lord Krebs now, isn’t he?

MW: You what?
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AW:

He’s Lord Krebs now, the present one, the son. Yeah.

MW: A tremendous man, Lord Krebs. I knew his father Krebs who was one of the –
he’d come out of Germany. And he told me a few things about it, absolute – these
people were so traumatised about what was going on in their own country, it’s hard to
imagine I think, that they never – I asked the junior Krebs who’s head of one of the
colleges now, ‘I suppose you learned a lot about things in Germany from your father.’
He said, ‘Absolutely nothing,’ his father wouldn’t say a word about the thing. He was
so traumatised by it that it just wasn’t done. And I think my boss to some extent did
that,

Could you describe what Kurti was actually like to me please?

MW: Oh, he was a lovely man, wasn’t he?

AW:

Absolutely lovely.

MW: He’s a delightful man.

AW:

He had a series of programmes on television called The Physicist in the

Kitchen, because he was a great cook too.

MW: And he was really a delightful man. You know, very clever, he was
Hungarian Jew, who had gone to Germany to get away from anti-Jewishness in
Hungary. The Weimar Republic, did we –

AW:

Yes, we talked about that. Yeah.

MW: We got the Weimar did we? Yes, he went there, because that was – Germany
went through a very sort of –
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AW:

I don’t know about his good period, because you got that awful inflation,

didn’t they?

MW: Yes. I don’t think they knew how to run the country, but from a scientific
point, I mean there was no political problems like came out with Hitler. Kurti, very
clever man, and he had two friends, one was called Franz Simone, he was alsace Jew,
who became Sir Francis Simon, and the other one was a Kurt Mendelssohn, who was
a Jew. And they all had been working together in Berlin, and they all escaped and
came over and worked – they went from Berlin I think Hitler, German government,
not particularly Hitler, asked them to go to a place called – in Poland.

AW:

Wroclaw?

MW: Wroclaw.

AW:

Yes, it would have been Breslau in –

MW: Breslau was the German name for it.

AW:

It became Wroclaw when it became Polish.

MW: And I think it was Hitler had asked them to go to Breslau to start a science
institute in Breslau. If it wasn’t Hitler, the Republic just before Hitler came. They’d
gone there, so this man who was the leader of them, Simon, Franz Simone, went and
he took his two sidekicks, one of which was Nicholas Kurti, and one of which was
Kurt Mendelssohn with him. And they started up and got the Institute going in a town
called Wroclaw in Poland, and it was going. And then of course the Nazis came
steadily more and more, and more to power, and the chief who was the head of it, the
three of them, Simons, Simons’ wife I knew, she told me that after he had died that
they had been –
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AW:

I thought he’d been there a bit longer, I think that story’s about Mendelssohn,

isn’t it?

MW: No, I think it was Simons, but it’s not so interesting to you, but if you were
given the opportunity to – they got a lot of money for building a really big institute
there, and all was on paper looked wonderful. But the Nazis were creeping in the
whole time, and I think they were very shrewd people, they saw what was happening,
got increasingly uncomfortable. And there’s one story, I think she told me herself,
that when they were beginning to talk about going to – coming to England, because
this man in Oxford would always say to them, ‘If you want to come, I’ll find a place
for you,’ he didn’t push it any more than that. And the head man who came over here
to run the department at Oxford said to his wife, ‘What would you think about moving
to England?’ to which she’s reported to have said, ‘Rather today than tomorrow,’ you
know. It got very, very hot there. And they did move in time, they cut up all the
equipment they’d made to operate in Poland, put in suitcases, and came across with a
proper visa and by train through Germany, and came here. Early enough it was sort
of –

AW:

It must have been about ‘35.

MW: ‘36, ‘35.

AW:

‘36, yes.

MW: When they were allowed to, they wouldn’t have been allowed to a couple of
years later, they came in and set up in Oxford and started what – we weren’t allowed
to do –

AW:

When the war started that was.

MW: Yes. The war started and that set things back a bit, because they were German
nationals, they were all sent off to the Isle of Man. But they got back, it’s an
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anachronous story, is it? They came back and they did some sort of – they were
allowed to do a little bit of physics research, the Clarendon Laboratory became a place
for the, was it the hydrogen bomb, or –

AW:

It was the early work on separating uranium, and they were allowed to do this

because it wasn’t really war work, you see [laughs].

[34:36]

MW: But they became the absolute centre of a thing that in the end finished the
Japanese war anyway. But, well, it goes on and on, it’s an interesting place, the
Clarendon Lab.

Could you actually describe what the Clarendon Lab was like to me?

AW:

It was flourishing.

MW: Yes, I can. It’s a bit of history that you ought to latch onto sometime, because
there’s an organisation called the Clarendon Institution or something like that.

AW:

But that’s nothing to do with when you were working there.

MW: No, no, it isn’t, but it comes to it. The Clarendon Institution, when Lord
Clarendon about 250 years ago died, they decided –

AW:

Left some money, didn’t they?

MW: Left a vast amount of money, it was decided that they would give the money
to Oxford University to found a school of equitation, this was 250 years ago. And for
some – I think the lawyer for the Clarendon Foundation died shortly after that
decision’s been made, and it was never put into effect. And about 200 years later
some junior – that would have been in about the ‘30s I should think, 1930s, saw that it
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hadn’t been put into effect, and wrote to note to the committee, or whatever who runs
the Clarendon and say, ‘Look, this was decided 200 years ago and never put into
effect, the money is still sitting here, they’ve got their funds, what do you want to do.’
And they decided that they should do what they originally decided and it was to give
the university a lot – what had become a lot of money to found a school of equitation.
Now you’re classical education will tell you what equitation is.

AW:

Horses.

I was thinking, this is horses.

AW:

Yeah [laughs].

MW: So they wrote a letter to the university, sorry this is miles away from all of
what you’re talking about.

AW:

Yes.

MW: But I’ll finish that story quickly. They sent, wrote to Oxford and said, ‘We’ve
got this sum of money,’ which was back then a very valuable amount of money, ‘And
the rules say we should give this to you to found a school of equitation.’ And I don’t
know what they say, are you happy to receive this?

AW:

The university asked if it could be possible be changed, and they could

possibly be having a school of physics.

MW: Yeah, some bright lad in the university said, wrote a tactful letter, and said,
‘Life had changed, and students were not so keen to learn how to ride horses, they
wanted to do physics.’

AW:

And it was passed, so –
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MW: It was passed. So that was how the –

AW:

How the Clarendon Lab.

MW: Why the Clarendon is called the Clarendon, from Lord Clarendon who gave
the money many years earlier.

AW:

And I suppose –

If not quite for the same reason.

AW:

It was the Clarendon Press that gave the money for the university press. The

Clarendon Press it was then.

MW: You know, this would make a good story, wouldn’t it? They’d love this in the
Oxford Mail. I don’t think many people in Oxford know that. I don’t knew where we
learned it.

AW:

but I think Tom wants to know about your work, actually, your actual work in

the Lab.

[37:55]

I’m just wondering what it’s actually like there. I’ve never been to the Clarendon,
I’ve no idea what it looks like.

MW: Well it’s rather like going into a slightly old fashioned hospital with corridors
and rooms off them with beds, but now they have bits of apparatus.

AW:

Equipment. But it was flourishing. I mean at that time because they could

only use the generator at night in the winter anyway, they – you know the lights were
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blazing out through the night, and people were having a great time there. It’s quite a
community working there at night.

Why could they only use it at night?

MW: I think you must say something first, what really made the Clarendon flourish
was these German Jews.

AW:

Yes, absolutely.

MW: Who were absolutely top scientists. Germany was so top in the world in
physics, you wouldn’t – I could give you the statistics if I looked them up. They did
something like fifty per cent of the world’s research, the Germans.

What were they actually like to work with when you arrived?

MW: Well the Jews absolutely wonderful. I mean they were – they’re more British
than the British, they’d been saved by being in England, and became very, very
British.

AW:

Anglophile.

MW: Very pro British, wonderful people to work with. And very – very clever,
very bright, and also very easy to get on with, weren’t they? They weren’t
highfaluting at all, but they were incredibly bright.

AW:

Nicholas Kurti used to cycle down the Banbury Road every day from his home

to the lab. We’d meet him going along, until he was quite old.

MW: I mean they were actually only Kurti and Simon and Mendelssohn, the three of
them, that I had things to do with, they were only three of about thirty German
scientists working Oxford who’d come over. I mean I only – there was lots of other
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groups, and Oxford had a flourish scientifically in a way I don’t know how you would
categorise it. But there was a sort of blip towards the end of the war, for ten years
after the war, fifteen years after, and all these German scientists coming from the most
scientific country in the world, settled in Oxford and Cambridge, and there were some
other towns. But Oxford because the professor of physics was German, Lindemann,
Oxford had – was top of the list.

AW:

And it was an exciting place to be at that time.

MW: Yes.

AW:

The Clarendon.

MW: Oh, yes, it was a wonderful place where these really top scientists, well
international scientists were. That has steadily sort of died down, they’ve obviously
grown old and many – most of them have died. And it’s now just one of the top
places for science in England.

AW:

But the Clarendon had its own workshops at that time, didn’t it?

MW: Yeah.

AW:

You used to make all the equipment in the workshops. And the boss of the

workshops, what was he called, I’ve forgotten? But you worked with him quite a lot,
you designed the equipment and got him and his technicians to make it.

MW: They had their own workshops, everything – equipment they wanted for the
research in those days was special stuff, you couldn’t buy it anywhere.

AW:

Was Joe Milligan the head of the workshops there?

MW: Yes, head of the low temperature workshop.
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AW:

He used to do the early work in Oxford Instruments too. Because he’d retired

by then, so he came in whenever we wanted him.

MW: Now I – the end of the story, I don’t know quite why I’m telling you the story,
but the historical part in a sense, my job is to make high magnetic fields in the
Clarendon Lab, which I did for the research people in the Clarendon Lab. And then
people elsewhere, other universities, said could you design or make a magnet for us?
And I got the permission of these three top people in the Clarendon to do so, and we
did it all in the – I spent time on it, and got the workshops to do it. And that grew,
and that grew, and that grew, until eventually I went to my boss and said, ‘This is
getting too much for the Clarendon Lab, would you be happy if I started a company to
do this outside the lab so it didn’t keep interfering with lab work, all this work for
outside.’ And that’s where Oxford Instruments came from.

[42:00]

MW: So…

What were you doing while Martin was at work in the Clarendon, Audrey?

AW:

Well I used to go in sometimes with him with a notebook to take down, if you

wanted to run the generator and see that it was working all right, and he’d read off
various readings, and I’d take them down in a notebook. Usually at night, almost
always at night.

Why at night?

AW:

Because that’s when they were allowed to use the generator, you see.

MW: Too much power, we had to – in four winter months we could only use it from
seven at night until seven in the morning.
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AW:

It took – it was a generator for how many megawatts? Twenty or something.

MW: It was a two-megawatt generator, but Oxford was running on its own power
station, which was twenty megawatts. So we had ten per cent of the Oxford power
supply in this machine, so we were only allowed in the winter to work at night. And I
used to work in the daytime, I used to ring up the man running the Oxford City Power
Station.

AW:

Through the grid.

MW: No grid then, we had our own power station. And say could we turn on our
generator or not, and if it was – and if it was a cold day in a winter, he’d probably say
no. But I don’t think he ever did. But I had to do that so that so that – occasionally he
was getting near the limit of power for the city, and I switched on, all the people used
to say the lights all went dim [laughs]. But, no, it was all – all friends.

So you were actually operating the equipment as well as designing it then?

MW: I was operating the electrical system for generating the current, and the watercooling system for cooling the magnet. Yes, that was it.

AW:

You designed a new lab actually didn’t you about six workstations in it.

MW: Yes, we had a lab with about six workstations.

AW:

With a magnet in each little room.

MW: With buzz bars from the generator coming down, and cooling water pipes
coming in. But we’re a million miles off what you want to talk about.
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No, I was actually just wondering, did you know much about what they were using
electromagnets for?

AW:

Yes, probably.

MW: Only in very general terms because I’m not a physicist in any way. But the
objective actually was to reach low temperatures. The top professor, the man who
came from – of the three people who came, the top one.

AW:

Simon.

MW: Simon, his thing that stimulated his work was he wanted to push environment
around whatever sample people might like to put in it in several ways further than
they ever had to make them colder, be in a higher magnetic field, and what was the
last one? Colder, higher magnetic field, and a higher pressure. It didn’t have much to
do with pressure, but he wanted to get colder than anybody else had, but he
succeeded. Clarendon have the world record for a long time for the lowest
temperature. And we didn’t have the reputation for the highest magnetic field, there
are about half a dozen other magnetic field labs around the world who actually had
higher fields than we did.

AW:

They had a more – a better source of power, didn’t they?

MW: But I like to boast that the magnets we made well we had sufficiently much –
we used the magnets for getting the low temperatures, and I’m not going to tell you
how, but I think we managed through that better than anybody else. So where we
hadn’t got the same amount of power, we actually got to lower temperatures than
other people did.

What was the actual significance of the lower temperature?
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MW: Nothing. Those three bosses had no worldly wishes to do anything that was
useful at all, they just wanted to find out new facts in a world that nobody had worked
in before.

AW:

Blue skies.

MW: Blue skies.

AW:

But you want to – people throughout time have been wanting to study effects

of different influences on different materials, and these influences are very
fundamental influences, cold, magnetic field, and pressure. And I mean you read
right through, you know, the man coming on this who did – discovered
superconductivity, and all those people who were trying to get the – find out what
happened to metals, the conductivity of metals as they got colder, and colder, and
colder. And it was just one of the things that everyone was trying to get to. And they
wanted the influence on all sorts of other things as well as just metals, these different
–

MW: But my boss of the three people, their objectives was to get further in colder
higher pressure, and so on, than anybody else had just to see what happened. It was
pure research. I mean, I always feel the word pure research was designed for their
work. They had no question of making faster cars, or aeroplanes, or microscopes or
anything. They just wanted to see what happens if you push this a bit further.
Interesting –

Did you enjoy working there yourself?

MW: Oh, it was wonderful, wonderful.

[47:35]

What did you enjoy about it?
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MW: Well they were such nice people, I mean it’s the quality of your colleagues is
what really is the biggest factor in whether you’re enjoying work.

AW:

They were achieving, weren’t they, they were achieving all sorts of great

things. You were achieving, you had just developed a new sort magnet.

MW: Yes.

AW:

That no one had made before.

MW: Yes, you know, we made – it wasn’t very difficult, it just hadn’t been done. I
think what we were doing was all that difficult, but we did push technology in a
number of ways. But now to push technology in any way, any minute amount, is
almost impossible because you find America or Japan, or somebody, or the Germans,
are doing it, spending ten times the amount of money and doing it better and quicker.
Then we were the top lab in the world doing this. And it was exciting, as such. There
were other labs in America and Japan, and Germany and so on, who used to come and
see what we were doing, to learn about it.

AW:

Well a lot of students used to come over for a year to study, so that actually is

how our first sort of list of customers developed, because Martin knew all these
people, and they knew what was going on, they knew what other people were doing,
what Martin was doing in the company and so on.

MW: And these three German people, German Jews, they just felt knowledge is
something free for all humans and anybody who came I was told time and again to tell
them everything. No secrets.

[49:10]

What was the new form of magnet you developed?
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MW: I –

AW:

You need to know more about magnets I think to be able to understand that.

MW: No, I can tell you, answer that fairly easily. We had a two megawatt
generator, but it’s a lot of power, two megawatts when you think of what an electric
light bulb and so on. Well before I came there, all they designed were magnets that
used, in terms of two megawatts, they used about a tenth of it, 200 kilowatts, or
possibly a bit more. Because that was already more than they had before, and they
could do a lot of physics in that, and they got heavily into the physics. But they didn’t
use the generator for getting the magnetic fields that they could get, if you took an
engineering point of view, what’s the highest field we can get from a two-megawatt
generator. So I spent quite a lot of time designing magnets that would take much
more power, and give much higher fields. And it sounds simple that, but when you
get into it, it involves a lot of rather original technology, so that’s what I spent my
time doing, it was great fun. We didn’t kill anybody, but they were highly dangerous
laboratory.

What sort of dangers?

MW: It gave me a feeling, if something is sufficiently dangerous, and obviously
dangerous, it’s actually quite safe, because everybody can see it’s dangerous and they
have all attention on not killing themselves. Now because we have a law about safety
regulations, I think most labs are much more dangerous but nobody bothers, they
think it’s safe. And in those days we were sort of stepping over buzz bars with God
knows how many megawatts going through them, but we never had an accident, never
once.

AW:

Well not after you got there, but before you were there, it had a hydrogen

explosion.
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MW: Well, no, it wasn’t an explosion. We used quite a lot of hydrogen, and a
research student had a vessel a bit bigger than that wall, a vacuum cleaner with liquid
hydrogen in it, and it caught fire at the top, and it was burning happily. And
everybody understood what hydrogen did, and he – I wasn’t there, it was before my
time, but he – there was a particular corridor everybody had coffee in in the morning.
And he came, and what he wanted to do with this, had in his hands, with this vessel of
hydrogen burning, wanted to just get it out of doors and put in on the yard somewhere
where it would burn out, and if it exploded it exploded, it didn’t hurt anybody.

AW:

But the generator had had an explosion.

MW: And the story was, I wasn’t there at the time, he just called out ahead, ‘Just
stand aside and let me walk through.’ And all the people who had coffee in the
corridor just stood aside and let him walk straight through, down the stairs, out into
the yard, and he put it down, came back, and had his coffee. Except for sort of telling
a story to a non-scientist, nobody bothered, because they knew what had happened,
they knew he’d done exactly right, perfectly safe.

AW:

But they had had an explosion before you got there?

MW: They had.

AW:

Yes, in the hydrogen generator.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Or the hydrogen they needed for the, he’d got a little tiny helium generator

there, helium liquefier which was sort of built by some of the physicists, always
amazed that that worked.

MW: Yeah, it was an interesting place.
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How much did you have to do with Martin’s work at this time, Audrey?

AW:

Not much. I remember coming back – one of the sorts of magnets that they

tried to bring in from what they were doing in America, was not really suitable for the
parameters of the generator, but it was flat plates with a lot of holes through. And I
remember coming back from shopping and finding Martin inside the playpen with one
of these magnets, and a very fine file going through – trying to make these holes
bigger while our son was roaming around the rest of the room outside [laughs].

Did you work from home much?

MW: No, not much, just occasionally. I didn’t have much room in the lab to begin
with, later on I had a workshop more or less dedicated. But to begin with we didn’t.

AW:

If you hadn’t got much room in the lab, you’d probably have much more peace

to do a thing like that at home.

MW: Yes. Yes.

[53:43]

When did Oxford Instruments actually start?

AW:

1959. I can’t give you a date because it sort of wasn’t an actual date I think,

because –

MW: That was when I said to the man, Nicholas Kurti, I said there are lots of people
outside wanting magnets, is it all right if I design them. And he was perfectly happy,
he wanted to spread his technology, give them anything. And allowed me to in the
laboratory – I actually made some magnets for other laboratories in the Clarendon and
then that got too big, and the machines got held up by other people in the workshop –
in the research community said, ‘These workshops are for us, not for Newcastle
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physics,’ or something. And that was – it got quite hot, quite heated at one moment.
And I went to the prof and said, ‘Look I’ve got to start a company.’

AW:

I think you said this, yes.

MW: Take it out of the laboratory.

Where did you actually take it to?

MW: My cellar.

AW:

Well, yeah.

MW: And a little workshop at the bottom of the garden.

AW:

We just sort of sort of drifted into the company as you might say, because

Martin did one or two jobs, he did a consultancy job outside for Hillman Cars, and
they had a magnetic clutch and they couldn’t get it to work. They were finding they
had a huge number of rejects, and Martin – a friend of his was running it at that time,
and asked him to come over and have a look and see what he could do. And you went
over and did a bit of health – oh, no, not health and safety, you sort of time and
motion study, didn’t you?

MW: Yeah, I did. And it was quite interesting, because I’d never done it before or
since. I couldn’t see why some were working and some weren’t, so I decided to do a
standard, what do you call it, I just –

AW:

Time and motion study.

MW: Looked at everything that was happening, because they were going through a
cycle, which took about half an hour doing various things, and it started again, and
started again, and sometimes it worked and sometimes it didn’t.
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AW:

This was a magnetic clutch.

MW: I thought there must be – I don’t know what it is, something happening
differently. I just sat there and wrote down exactly what was going on, and [laughs] it
was extraordinary, because I found the only difference between when the one is –
systems that worked on the system didn’t was when the man running the thing
stopped after starting it, and lit a cigarette. And it was that pause of having started the
thing going, and then two minutes left it operating while you light a cigarette,
something was happening inside which made it work or not work.

AW:

It was getting powder, they had to put powder in between the plates, and if the

powder got right to the middle, it worked, if they switched on something else before
the powder got to the middle, it never worked.

MW: Funny.

And this was your first job as Oxford Instruments?

AW:

It was one that he asked you to do, we sort of said, well, we could call that

work by Oxford Instruments.

MW: It got registered as Oxford Instruments’ job?

AW:

Only in my sort of number, job numbers as A1 or something like that.

MW: That was a time study thing entirely, I couldn’t see – I’d just sort of watch it
for a morning, and write down everything that happened, and whether it worked or
not. And this thing came out quite – it stood out when it was written it down and
listed, every time the man in each cycle, which took about half an hour I suppose, so I
must have gone through about ten cycles in the a morning. Every cycle time he lit a
cigarette it worked, and I realised, it suddenly dawned on me, well that things were
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happening inside while he lit a cigarette that made it work, and if he did it straight
through it didn’t.

AW:

But you asked me when Oxford Instruments started. Martin was asked to do

designs on one or two things, designs for magnets, it was not for the magnets so much
as the equipment for lifting and then raising or lowering, and so on. And so there’s a
little bit of consultancy, and one or two bits of equipment to begin with. And then
when we got this – the first big order, which was for Royal Radar Establishment in
Malvern, that was for ones very like the ones he had been doing in the Clarendon.
And then we sort of – as soon as we started to send out invoices and things, we had to
have a name so we called it Oxford Instruments. But we weren’t allowed to register it
as a limited liability company at that time, because there’d been a previous Oxford
Instruments before the war. And that had been run by someone from the Clarendon –
from the university, from the physics department, but had never got anywhere, and
closed down long since. And two years later we were allowed to register it as a
limited liability company but for the first two years we operated as Oxford
Instruments, well Martin was operating under the name of Oxford Instruments.

Do you think that having the Oxford in the title of the company has been helpful?

MW: Oh, it made the company.

AW:

Very important. Well I wouldn’t say made it, but it’s been very important for

reputation.

MW: For several reasons, for a start everybody almost all around the world knows
the name Oxford and Cambridge. I mean they – I can remember in trains in Russia
people sort of saying, you know, ah Oxford [laughs]. So the name is important.
Name per se is important but Oxford physics was one of probably say ten or twenty of
the top physics labs in the world then. So that combination of Oxford.
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AW:

And Cambridge – Cambridge Instrument Company we looked up to, and sort

of in a sense it was a – copying them, that was started by one of the sons of Charles
Darwin, Cambridge Instrument Company, we thought it was sort of – we’d like to call
this Oxford Instrument Company, it started off being the Oxford Instrument
Company, yes.

[1:00:06]

What were your initial hopes for the company?

AW:

I don’t think we had much in that way. We sort of –

MW: Very limited.

AW:

We were interested, I suppose we were entrepreneurial. We thought it would

be fun to have a go and so on, and was answering a need more than anything.

MW: Yes, it wasn’t a star in the firmament we were trying to reach, which was
doing month by month –

AW:

Satisfying a need.

MW: Satisfying an actual need.

AW:

Until superconductors came along, which was two years after we started,

which was tremendous value to us, because there we were, we knew the market for
high magnetic fields. We’d been making high magnetic fields, there were hundreds of
little companies making electronics, but almost no one doing anything to do with high
– high magnetic fields. I mean, lots making little solenoids and things for valves in
cars, but no one was making high magnetic fields. And, you know, so there we were
it was right in market when this new development, this new breakthrough came in
America.
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What difference did superconductors actually make for the magnet business?

AW:

Well there was a huge installation in the Clarendon. And when we started the

company our worldwide market was probably about ten places in the whole world
which had the equipment, had the sort of minor power station, minor waterworks
needed to run these great big things to get the high magnetic fields. And when the
superconductors came along, what you needed was a thermos flask, a super thermos
flask of liquid helium, and a – Martin used his car battery for the first test of our first
superconducting magnet, car battery with a rear stat, and various meters of one sort or
another. And every university could afford that sort of thing, and the magnet would
have been most expensive thing, the superconductors. I mean the material we bought
at the beginning cost as much as gold, gold was a controlled price at that time. It cost
as much as gold [laughs].

MW: Yes, I think I wrote a little paper about this, but I think it’s, if I remember
rightly, the first magnet we made, I’ll show you, I’ve got it upstairs now. We made a
field for four kilogauss which would have recurred something like 350 kilowatts to
produce if it wasn’t a helium, there we did it with a – my car battery. Just running it –
I went downstairs in the lab, got the battery out of my car, came upstairs when the
magnet was cold, connected it up, and it produced a field which I say would have
taken 300 or 400 kilowatts, if it was not superconductor.

So actually keeping it really, keeping a superconductor really, really cold limits the
amount of power you need then to runt he magnet?

AW:

You don’t need any power once it’s going, we shut it off.

MW: That’s called a superconductor. Its resistance is zero.
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AW:

When you have got the power in into the magnet, from the outside circuit, you

then put a switch across at the top of the magnet, it’s still cold, a superconducting
switch, and it goes on flowing indefinitely.

MW: As long as you keep it cold.

AW:

As long as you keep it cold.

MW: It flows forever, and ever, and ever, and ever.

AW:

As long as it keeps cold.

MW: That’s what super conduction is, it’s not low resistance, it’s zero resistance.

AW:

It’s no resistance.

How do you keep it cold?

MW: Keep it in liquid helium.

And where do you get your liquid helium from?

MW: You can buy gaseous helium and you liquefy it.

AW:

The Clarendon had this liquid generator, helium generator, which made two

litres an hour. And when the company began, which was – I mean when the company
began we didn’t need helium because we were just making these big proper magnets,
but once we started to try and make superconductive magnets, they let us buy a little
bit of helium from them if they’d got any to spare. But it sometimes held up the
production of – testing of the magnets for ages. And we decided this was not – as we
grew, this wasn’t good enough, and we – ‘61 was the discovery of, well the
development, the breakthrough in superconductors. And ‘62 we wound our first
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magnet. By ‘64 we were very much needing to have liquid helium and we decided
that well, British Oxygen produced it, but it was very expensive, it – they wouldn’t
deliver it to you, you had to go and fetch it from London. And by the time we got
home whatever we had had evaporated away and that sort of thing. Although it was
in containers, it was supposed to keep it there. We decided that we would buy our
own liquefier, set up a different company, a sister company called Oxford Cryogenics.
Buy our own liquefier and deliver liquid helium all around the country to our
customers, so they could buy our magnets as well. And we did this, and this is a very
expensive piece of equipment, a semi automatic helium liquefier that came from
Boston, and the man who invented it was a professor from MIT. And we bought this
thing, and it arrived, and we started doing what we called a milk round, round the
British universities delivering liquid helium. And woke up British Oxygen no end
[laughs], there was a bit of competition after that. We eventually sold out some years
later to Air Products, but by then there were two sources and they were being much
more efficient. So we didn’t have to be gas producers which we didn’t particularly
want to do, liquefied gas producers. But it served its purpose.

Who important was having that supply of helium to the development?

AW:

Vital.

MW: Absolutely vital. We couldn’t have done a thing without it.

AW:

And nowadays we don’t use liquid helium, everything happens within the

system.

MW: You can make the cold without using liquid helium. It has to be cold at the
same time.

AW:

It has to be the same temperatures, but it all happens with various compressors

and things like that. But do it right inside the equipment, it’s incredibly complicated.
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[1:06:30]

I’m interesting as well, once you started up a new company, where do you get the
financing from for it?

AW:

Well, I mean, the actual company didn’t need much finance, the liquefier did.

But the bank lent us the money on the security of the equipment, can you believe that
happening nowadays? No way. A piece of equipment like that, we did buy a second
liquefier actually, but we bought that one second-hand.

MW: The director of our bank couldn’t spell the word, it was just –

AW:

It was as different world.

MW: I just – I don’t know exactly why, I couldn’t answer your question. I don’t
suppose they thought very much about it.

AW:

It was an asset you see, an expensive asset.

MW: A small company, we didn’t have a reputation neither good nor bad, we were
just there. We had been – my family had been – it was a funny little bank called
Drummonds in Trafalgar Square, still there now. My father had been – had his bank
account there as a civil servant, so had we. So they probably knew, if it meant
anything, me and my father for some years. But they never investigated, they never
made any investigation as to what – and this machine costs us a lot of money, about
the order of £15,000, which in – what year was it?

AW:

I can probably tell you what it cost, it would be in the book, but I’ve forgotten

for the moment.

MW: I mean £15,000 is a hell of a lot of money to us in those days.
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AW:

Yes.

When you were talking to your bank manager, how much do you think he actually
understood about what you were doing?

AW:

Nothing, nothing.

What sort of reaction did you get from them?

MW: A lot of interest, we knew they were – my father had banked there, we’d
banked there, always banked there.

AW:

And we still hadn’t –

MW: Always. I think we basically always had a good sort of solid basis behind our
bank draft, the highest we’d bought our house.

AW:

On a loan, couldn’t get a mortgage because it was leasehold.

MW: And Audrey’s quite a good talker to bank managers. I think they were
intrigued, I think they believed that we said, Oxford is Oxford. We gave them certain
references to what had been done in the laboratory. And they believed it all.

AW:

But we grew, we grew entirely on overdraft.

MW: I think they honestly felt quite good to be in a position to help it. It wasn’t a
question of I am God, I’ll shell it out to some parasy [ph]. I think they enjoyed,
thought it was interesting what we were doing, and were happy to be part of it.

AW:

And we did grow on overdraft.

MW: Is that right, Audrey?
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AW:

Yes, we grew on overdraft, which they won’t let you do nowadays. Mind you

our house was completely mortgaged, everything we owned was mortgaged to the
company to the bank for the company. Yes. People don’t like doing that nowadays.
I suppose we were always terrible optimistic it was all going to come right.

I was going to ask, how do you actually feel about starting a new company?

AW:

How did we feel?

What was the emotion you were going through as you start something like this in the
early days?

MW: We were too busy to have much emotion.

AW:

I mean, well yes, you always wanted to start a company.

MW: And we always –

AW:

And we didn’t know much about it.

MW: Absolutely knew it was going to work. And worked hard and made it work.
We didn’t think, or worry too much. Went to our old bank, Scottish bank,
Drummonds Bank in Trafalgar Square.

AW:

Part of the Royal Bank of Scotland I think. And they were quite different

from what they are like nowadays [laughs].

[1:10:32]

When you said you had to work hard, how hard are we talking about here?
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AW:

Well Martin used to work – worked in the university for ten years after we

started the company. And that meant that it overlapped quite a lot, the work, and the
Clarendon benefited from the work of the company because they – we had a
superconducting magnet long before they had any. And they were all terribly
interested in this. And that’s why they welcomed up into do the test down in the
Clarendon and so on, on the magnet. Which was pure R&D that magnet, we’ve still
got it. But, yes, Martin – Martin used to do the design of the magnets.

MW: I think the route of it all, Audrey, those three Germans, actually I say there
were three, and there were three, but we were only two that were very active, which is
Kurti and Simon. Mendelssohn –

AW:

Well Simon died not long after you got there.

MW: What?

AW:

Simon died not long after you got there.

MW: Hmm … maybe.

Were they supportive once the company had got up and running?

MW: Yes.

AW:

Oh, yes.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Went on being supportive.

MW: Gave a talk to the company on physics in Oxford. Yes, they were very
supportive of the company. They had motives which were really rather different to
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the sort of motive people have today. They wanted to see – I mean, the more magnets
we made and sold, the more sort of work they were interested in would be carried on
around the world. That was a great spur to whereas people would now say it’s
competitive, and you’re telling other people your ideas.

AW:

Also Europe at that time, or in the ‘30s anyway, had been much more inclined

to – I mean the universities from industry were not so separated as they were in
England. In England – in Oxford people used to feel that Martin – getting your
fingers dirty, you know, in industry. There’s that story of one of your colleagues who
once said to – when – you introduced yourself as the engineer here, or something like
that, who said, well he’s not really an engineer, he’s an applied physicist. That was
okay you see, but an engineer wasn’t. [laughs]

How did you find that people actually treated you when you were working in the
Clarendon?

MW: I think they treated me well. I mean –

AW:

You were just one of the colleagues, weren’t you?

MW: That was Ron Hill did that, I was surprised at him actually.

AW:

Yes, yes. But the idea of – you see Oxford had had this problem in the ‘30s.

Did I tell you about that before? With Mr Owen who became the head of –

MW: I’ll take this off and go and get you a magnet from upstairs. Can I just –

[1:13:15]

AW:

Mr Owen in the ‘30s was wished on the university by the government who had

an institute I think it was called of agricultural machinery. And they wanted to get rid
of it, and they asked Oxford to set up an institute of agricultural machinery. And so
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Oxford did, and the government also found this man to run it, this man was called Mr
Owen. Now Mr Owen from the word go got his own finances and the institute’s
finances completely muddled up [laughs]. And he set up a company in Eynsham,
with the permission of the university, to exploit some new process that he said he’d
invented for processing sugar beet. And he got other people in there with him, and
eventually these other people said this doesn’t work, and they sued the university for
something like £90,000. Now £90,000 was way over the government grant for the
university in those days, this was in the ‘30s. And the university for years they had
this hanging over them for many years, it might have been in the ‘20s that they – that
they were first sued. But they couldn’t – when professors retired they couldn’t
reappoint, all sorts of things, they were short of these funds. And the whole thing was
eventually settled, I think just not long before the war when the government paid ten
per cent of the – well they paid what money was due, I think they settled it at ten per
cent. The university didn’t have to pay very much. But by then the man was in jail
anyway because he was a complete conman, and had conned another company
beforehand, Caterpillar or someone like that had – he’d taken them for a ride. But
they were suddenly frightened at anything to do with companies being set up from the
university. And I think that this folk memory of what Mr Owen had done to them was
still quite active because people thought it was an extraordinary idea to set up a
company.

[01:15:33]

AW:

You know, his friends sort of supporting him, they knew what he was trying to

do, it wasn’t sort of – the main purpose wasn’t making a lot of money, it was sort of
answering a need. And I think all our lives we’ve tried to answer needs. Forestry
[laughs].

Could you actually define what that need was to me?

AW:

What the need was?
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Yes, how did you find out there was a need?

AW:

Because they kept asking the university to make things for them in the

university workshops, in Clarendon workshops. And they’d come down and sort of
picked Martin’s brains for what the – how they should set up the whole system and all
these things. And he was quite happy to do that, except he had his Clarendon work to
do. And that’s really why he sort of suggested he started a company. But of course,
he – I don’t know, I think he’d had ideas at the back of his mind about how a
company should be run for a long time. It was very much with a view to involving
the people in the company. And having them be part of the whole thing. I think we
did that all along. We were very early in getting the employees to have shares.

What did you actually think about starting a company? So far you’ve sort of
explained it as Martin in the lab, but you’re involved here as well, what do you think
about all this as it’s happening?

AW:

I was very happy about it, I thought it was great fun to start something new. I

mean, my family’s history is very much of doing things, new things, and going out
and doing what needed doing, and so on. And I thought it was rather fun to learn
about something new. I mean, I was a bit stuck with children, I wasn’t doing a job
then. I had taught myself to type by then, so I could do the letters and so on, and all
that sort of thing. And I had a family, in those days one didn’t do a job so much if
you had a family.

How do you actually balance the doing office work at Oxford Instruments, and having
a family?

AW:

Well that time the Oxford Instruments work went on from our study in our

house, so that wasn’t so difficult, as long as I remembered to go and collect whoever
needed collecting from school. But I had a mother in law living in the house too, and
she used to go and do that sometimes. Yes, when I say a mother in law, because I had
two mother in laws in the house at one time or another.
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Right. I’m interested, where was the company actually based at first? So you’ve got
–

AW:

In our house. And we – when we started actually making things much it was –

we had a shed, we build a shed at the bottom of the garden to do this. It was a
completely residential area, the chairman of planning lived opposite. So when this
man, this retired technician used to come along and do a few jobs occasionally, I
remember one day when we had the – the wife of the chairman of planning to tea.
And in the garden I think it was in the beginning of summer, and I saw Joe coming
and I went down to have a word with him, and said, ‘Joe, you’re the gardener, if
you’re asked any questions’ [laughs]. Anyway he – he was quite amusing that man.
He did us a lot of good. He was very inventive, he had invented one of the original
machines to wind fishing tackle around strips of copper to make the earlier magnets in
the Clarendon. And we borrowed that machine, and he used to work it, and when we
did our first few magnets from the garden shed. It didn’t make much noise, of course.

How big is this garden shed? Can you actually describe what it’s like and what it’s
like inside to me?

AW:

There is a picture in the book. I’ll tell you what it is, it’s half a post-war house

that got shipped from America.

One of the prefabs?

AW:

Prefabs. Half one of those, we bought one of those when they were beginning

to pull the prefabs down and build proper houses. We bought one actually and they
had very good floors, and good – we didn’t use the whole design, we did a long strip
which was half the house with a slopping roof like that in the corner of our side
[demonstrates], we had quite a bit garden in Oxford. And it was very well insulated,
much better than most English houses at that time. It made a very good workshop.
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I was interested as well in what sort of things are you doing at Oxford Instruments at
the start?

AW:

At the start? Run the whole administrative side, trying to keep records,

learning about magnets. I used go to the lectures and things. If we were at
conferences, going to conferences, at the very beginning. When we – the first time
we displayed anything I suppose was about ‘62 when we had our first magnet on –
superconducting magnet on display, but all the paperwork, papers and pictures and so
on were of the copper magnets, and the copper magnets were, that’s one that’s had an
accident. That’s ones from the university.

[1:21:17]

AW:

But this is – I was telling you about this winding machine which wound this

fishing line round and round the copper strip. The one Martin invented was an edge
wire strip that went all the way up like this, up the magnet, first one, and then little
gaps, and then the next one a bit bigger, and then up again the next one, like that. And
–

Could you actually describe what that looks like for the tape for me please?

AW:

They call this a pancake, it’s strips of copper wire about three quarters of an

inch or an inch wide, fairly thin copper. I wouldn’t call it wire, it’s copper strip,
copper strip, and this machine that invented by the technician would take that
particular wheel of that and wind this fishing line, fairly fine fishing line, round this
strip and roll it up in a pancake. We always called them pancakes, and you have
about four or six of these in a magnet, and they are electrically – I think they go in one
way and out the other. And then we put these, there’s a former in the middle which is
usually made of – that one’s made of metal, we introduced doing them, or Martin
introduced doing them out of fibreglass so that they were non-conductive. And this
would have a pretty strong fibreglass case around the outside, so that it wouldn’t have
– because there’s a bursting strain. That one has obviously suffered.
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Several of those things go up to make one big electromagnet?

AW:

Yeah, six probably.

MW: Six. And this would take power from this big network generator, and the
water would be pumped through it from the –

AW:

You see it could go through the gaps, the water.

MW: We had 100 – a 100 tonne water tank on the roof, and pipes come down, and
pumps are pumped in through.

AW:

That had to be demineralised water, you can see why –

MW: It was the sort of engineering element of this that my – this boss, Hungarian,
who run extremely effectively. But he didn’t want to spend all his time doing
plumbing, and the research students, they were all right at it, but they really wanted
somebody who’s trained as an engineer and spent his full time on it.

What’s the relevance of the fishing wire?

AW:

To make gaps between so the water can go down. And also you don’t want to

– the different layers touching each other.

Why?

AW:

Because it shorts.

MW: This is not due to me, this actually was a Frenchman designed this. But by
just winding copper, nylon around, if you look at an area like that, you see it separates
each – all over here. Each coil of copper is separated from the next one by the nylon,
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so it acts as an insulation and the current has to go right, can’t go straight across, and
it provides a gap for the water to go through. It’s a very, very simple way of doing a
very difficult job.

[inaud] you the camera I see.

MW: This was the very first superconducting magnet in the world, where we got
this wire, you can see if you run your finger over it you feel it’s sort of –

Very fine.

MW: Very fine wire. In fact you can see a bit of it where it’s coming up at the back
there, you can see.

AW:

It’s not quite the first.

MW: What?

AW:

Not quite the first. The Americans were doing little magnets, tiny little

magnets, smaller than that, all the time as they tried to develop materials.

MW: Yes. In your book? Where’s your book?

AW:

There’s one in the next – you’re linked up. There’s one in the next room.

I think there’s one in my bag, actually I’ll just pop this on pause.

MW: Is there?

AW:

Be careful about claiming it’s the first in the world.

Oxford Instruments’ first at least.
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AW:

Certainly first in Europe, first outside of America. And they were mostly just

little development things, you know, sometimes just a ring.

MW: What am I looking for?

AW:

What were you looking for?

MW: I don’t know.

[1:25:44]

MW: Oh, I know.

How do you actually make one of those?

AW:

These or those?

This first electromagnet, superconductive electromagnets.

AW:

Well you have a former, which is two plates and a tube between them, tube on

the inside where you can have a magnetic field. And then you have a winding
machine which is rather like, you know, running a spindle on a sewing machine. You
wound the wire to and fro but you have to get it exactly accurate, and it mustn’t be
tangled around this – this is extraordinary that it achieved what it did, because the
wire in this, it’s called niobium zirconium for a start, which was the first they
developed that you could actually buy. And it has no copper in it, but it has nylon
insulation on it. Now I think this is absolutely the limit of what you can do without
copper, because what happens is that the current, if there’s any sort of fault or
anything, the current jumps from one to the next, and it’ll go into copper, so it can
travel for a bit in a copper and then go back in, which is a superconductor.
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MW: That magnet, that magnet is that.

You’re on page 23.

MW: And I hold it, this is this vessel, the double – it’s like a –

AW:

A thermos flask.

MW: Thermos, and a double one, and it’s being lowered down because the inside
one’s, is holding liquid helium, and I just slowly lowering it into the liquid helium.
I’m holding it with nylon threads onto this hooks, three hooks, nylon threads. I’m
holding and I’m just lowering it very slowly so that it cools and the gas coming off
and it goes in.

How difficult was it to make the first one?

AW:

Very.

MW: If you are neat with your fingers, it’s easy, if you aren’t neat, it’s impossible. I
mean it’s not difficult, but –

AW:

You had no – no way of designing it, other than, you know, you had to

extrapolate from this sort of thing.

MW: All you’ve got to do, I found a bit of brass tube one end of our workshop, and
a bit of this stuff, plastic, and I glued it on with – the two bits on with araldite. And
then I threaded the wire on. I have a little coil-winding machine, which is where you
put the wheel of wire on the lathe and let’s say back here I had another reel which I
could wind it. And you just turn one, and you have the reel on which the wire is
sitting, got a break on it so you can get some tension between to pull it fairly tight.
And you sort of move it sideways. I mean, it’s just like cotton, cotton reels, nothing
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special about it, it’s wire and it’s bigger, but it’s – there’s nothing very secretive,
nothing secret at all about it.

When do you first switch it on?

MW: When? It’s in your book, you’ve got a copy of it.

AW:

It was April.

Is it just a case of switching it on, or do you do anything with it?

AW:

Oh, no –

MW: I mean, I had a switch, my circuit would have the magnet, a variable
resistance, and a switch, I think that’s about all that was in it. And probably an
ammeter. And you put a high resistance in the circuit so when you switch on nothing
happens much, then you reduce the resistance slowly, and a current begins to go
through the magnet. Very, you know, it’s only sort of fourth form stuff.

Once the current’s going through the magnet, what do you do then?

MW: Stare and gap, and wonder.

AW:

Well see the resistance has been under zero.

MW: Yes, had a metre, which said what current – what current was going. I wasn’t
measuring the field, I was measuring the current. And I was measuring the resistance.
So as I put more current in, the resistance stayed the same.

AW:

It was when you were cooling it that you saw the resistance go down to zero,

wasn’t it?
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MW: Yes.

AW:

Cooling it in liquid helium.

MW: Yes, I had a pool of liquid helium and I had that magnet on the string, so as
you lower it down, and it’s getting colder, the resistance just like in most things if
they’re cold, they have a lower resistance. This was just the same until certain a point
it just disappeared, that was the exciting thing about the superconductor. Now what
am I looking for in here?

AW:

I can’t remember what you were looking for. But it was quite – we had to be

very careful not to over tense it, because if he’d broken it, we didn’t know how to join
superconductive wire in those days. He hadn’t developed superconductive switches
yet, that was later, that was the superconductive switch later.

MW: Here’s another magnet, not this one. Another magnet.

Page 42.

AW:

Quite a lot later.

MW: And here you see the wire going off, there’s going to be another reel on
another shaft, and you have a break on it so you get a little tension on it, and you wind
this one. And really the skill comes in in getting them evenly, if you run your finger
over that.

Over the wires on the magnet.

MW: You see it’s not like a cotton reel or wires anywhere, they’re wired very
carefully, turn by turn, side by side, the next wire, so that when I’d got about thirty,
fifty layers there, the top is still absolutely smooth. That’s just – it’s not difficult, it’s
being careful, very, very careful on each turn.
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How long does it take?

MW: Well that one I remember doing it, and at the very end when I’d wound it and I
was just finished, this piece, that joint came off, and this came out, and the whole
thing just sort of flops. And it was sort of about midnight I was in the workshop at the
bottom of the garden, and I had to very carefully unwind the whole thing back onto its
spool, so they didn’t kink it or break their wire. Because it was the only bit of wire in
Europe. I got it back onto its wire, put this on and stuck that much more carefully so
that it didn’t – next time I did it, it didn’t happen, and here we are [laughs].

[1:32:30]

Where does the wire come from?

AW:

We bought it from a company called the Wah Chang Corporation in America.

It was a man working for the Wah Chang Corporation who’d been at university with
two of the people researching on this superconnectivity at I think the Bell Tel
laboratories, Bell Telephone laboratories in America. And they kept ringing him up,
saying, you know, we’re rather excited we think by these different alloys or
intermediate compounds that are superconducting, and we want you to try and make a
wire for us. And we’d like you to try and make a wire out of niobium and zirconium,
can you do that? And he said, ‘Well actually I have got some niobium zirconium
material, which we are using for shielding a reactor,’ and he said, ‘I’ll take that bit of
it, and draw it into wire and let you have it and see.’ And they a had a bit of iteration
between them, and trying this and that, and the other, and they came in the end to
selling this one which was twenty-five per cent zirconium, wasn’t it?

MW: Yeah.

AW:

That’s right, twenty-five per cent zirconium, because niobium was too soft,

niobium by itself it’s a superconductor, but it doesn’t go very high fields. And
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niobium zirconium is much better. If you put thirty-three per cent it’s even better, and
it becomes so brittle that it’s quite hard to use. Whereas this was a compromise
material, and nobody knew about copper and things called flux jumps and things like
that in those days. And so we bought this, it has nylon insulation on it, so turn to turn
it doesn’t –

MW: An awful lot of luck went into this.

AW:

Yes, a lot of luck. And the material too, because that worked beautifully first

time, and after that we put a bit in the New Scientist and people started coming to our
door and writing in wanting them to design them magnets and make them magnets.
And we eventually ordered another five pounds of the material, five times as much
that, and it came and it wasn’t nearly so good as this one. If this had been as bad as
some of the others, we might not be here now.

MW: Yes, it was luck that we were given a bit of wire. Wire’s divided into very
fine filaments, what you look at –

AW:

That’s elementary, that’s not the early wires.

MW: The early wire wasn’t, but all the wire we make now –

AW:

Is single filament, the early ones.

What was the magnet used for once it’s actually made?

AW:

Research, largely.

What by you, or by somebody else?

MW: Not by us, we don’t – there are all sort of experiments. I mean, you can – on
materials you can heat them up, you can see how hard they are, cold they are, how
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they let light through, whether they take electric currents. It’s just one of the
properties of materials. My original bosses, those three men, they were just interested
in seeing what happened if you increased – you reduced the temperature, increased
the magnetic field, those are the two things that – they did do some high pressure
work, one of them was very interested in diamonds, got a lot of money from South
Africa for work on high pressures. But I didn’t have anything to do with that, that’s
Mendelssohn. No, Simon, the boss –

AW:

Simon.

MW: Simon. They was so good, and so far head of that time, they could get money
from anybody, because they were doing new things. Bodies that weren’t involved but
were trying to support research.

Such as?

MW: Institute of Physics, there were one or two companies that gave money to the
Clarendon Lab, I don’t think there was such a thing as the government infrastructure,
didn’t really exist then. But they used to write to companies and say, we think if we
did this with a bit of copper, we could something to it, we’d like to employ a research
student for £700 a year for three years, and if we had £5,000 for expenses, and let you
know what we find out. You know, it was terribly efficient actually, because they
were really good people, and I think they were recognised as such, and companies
coughed up money like this.

Shall we take a short break?

AW:

Okay.

End of Track 4
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Track 5

I was wondering if you could tell me a little bit about how the company actually
started growing?

AW:

It really grew from that little notice about three inches by about two and a half

inches in the New Scientist talking about the magnet we’d made, and what it did, and
the field it had got to, the announcement we put in. And we started getting letters
from all over the place. And that was in April ‘82 – sorry, ‘62, and by Christmas we
had something like four orders and about another twelve or fifteen enquiries for
superconducting magnets. And well it really grew from there, and from there for the
next I don’t know how many years, it was a matter of running hard to keep – to try
and stand still. Because we didn’t really have enough money, we weren’t making
profits, but we were growing very hard, and I think you call that over trading. And
we didn’t realise what over trading was in those days and we were living on money
borrowed from the bank. Fortunately in ‘85 we did move from our first – our first
buildings which we took, which we went into when we got back from America in ‘61,
after that conference, which was an old stables and slaughterhouse up in Summertown
in Oxford. And in the meantime we’d been fitting it out as a workshop, very simply,
and because we didn’t know before we went to America of course that we had to
come back having decided to go into superconductivity. But from there it grew, and
we started taking people on. We took on our first full time employee in February ‘63,
before that it had just been a retired technician from the Clarendon, Joe Milligan.

What was he like?

AW:

Oh, he was great. But he was – he used to be quite infuriating where he

ordered things, because he used to make these sets of – make up the sort of basic part
of the electronics, and he’d tell me all the things I had to order. And then I’d find that
he’d tell me to order to so many of this, and a different number of that, and different
number of the other. I said, ‘Well why different numbers?’ He said, ‘Well you see I
like to have extra of that one, then when I begin to make the next equipment, I’ve got
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some in reserve,’ but not for all of them. There was no logic in it at all as far as I
could see. But he was great. And – but the first full time employee called John
Rackstraw, he unfortunately killed himself about twenty years later – no, less than
that, about ten years later.

MW: He had a motor smash.

AW:

He had a motor smash. And but he was very good, and he came from Harwell.

A lot of our first employees came from – had been ex-Harwell apprentices.

MW: About the first ten I should think were ex-Harwell employees. And they were
skilled –

AW:

They were apprentices from Harwell.

MW: Not phased by high technology and –

AW:

Yes. And the number three we took on I think was – had been in the

Clarendon, he’d – I don’t think he’d retired actually.

MW: Jeremy?

AW:

No, no. Vernon Brook.

MW: Yeah.

AW:

He’d been in the Clarendon. And then we took on Frank Thornton who was

our first MD, who became our first MD, at the time he was just, he was managing
design and manufacture, and he knew something about superconductivity, he’d been
working on it in another company.

MW: He has a degree in physics.
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AW:

He’s a physicist, yes.

MW: First person with a degree we took on.

AW:

And he – he was really running it for a while. I’d looked after the accounts

and ordering, invoicing for a bit, and then we got in a part-time secretary who did
some of that. And the stores, there’s a funny cupboard upstairs in these stables and
slaughterhouse, and trying to get them always to write down when they used, when
they took tube, or when they took this, or that, or the other from the stores was an
awful job. And when we’d been going up there for about a year, I suddenly
discovered they brought in a new offices act, and they said it was going to be like the
factory act, and you know, you had to register. I hadn’t realised you had to register as
the factories act. I looked up all the details about this, and nobody told me that you
had to register [laughs] as a workshop. And I looked up the details somewhere or
other, and I found that we were liable to so many pounds fine for every day we’d been
working without being registered. So I rang up the factory inspector who’s in
Reading and said, ‘Can I come and see you?’ And it was somewhere near Reading
University. And I went up and knocked on his door, and put my head round the door.
I don’t know what I looked like, I must have looked sort of distressed or something,
because he said, ‘Come on in, I’m not going to shoot you’ [laughs].

MW: You’d put on your sort of Sunday best.

AW:

Probably, yes. And he was very nice. We talked a lot, he had seen the first

liquefaction of helium in Bristol, it was done in Bristol. There was a liquefaction of
helium in Oxford first under Mendelssohn, but he’d seen the first in Bristol. And he
was very interested in what we were doing, fascinated. And he said, was talking all
about the universities, and how bad they were about health and safety and so on, and
so forth. And he said, ‘Well thank you very much for coming, and I’ll come and see
you soon.’ It was great [laughs], no fines, no nothing.
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[06:13]

Could you describe what the factory was like? You said it was a slaughterhouse.

AW:

It was a stables and slaughterhouse, yes. It was a very nice building, it’s now

been taken over as a architects office. It had I suppose about four rooms downstairs,
some communicating with each other. Three rooms one end.

MW: Describe the layout first. It was behind a row of houses where one house had
lived in by a butcher, had bought I suppose a bit of land at the bottom, went across the
bottom of several other houses. And built a stables on it, and it had a slaughterhouse.

AW:

That went right up to the roof, the slaughterhouse, which was quite useful for

us.

MW: It wasn’t very big. The total volume would be about half a council house,
something like that.

AW:

Well a bit more than that I think.

MW: Perhaps a whole council house.

AW:

I mean, there were at least three rooms downstairs.

MW: And a yard outside.

AW:

And a loft over those three rooms, and we put a ladder up, a staircase of some

sort up. And it had, you know, the sort of stable door you get – the sort of door you
get upstairs where they heave in the hay, the hayloft. It was a hayloft above the
stables. And we had –
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MW: There was a yard, and to begin with we just erected the stables and the yard,
and had a stable door going out onto the road. Later we rented the ground floor of the
house.

AW:

Yes, we did.

MW: Or the whole house.

AW:

The ground floor of the house I think, part of the house anyway we were

allowed to rent. But we had – we had caravans as offices, and we – they couldn’t get
in under the entrance which was a sort of – it was a sort of doorway – a roof over the
entrance, and so we had to get a crane in to lift the caravans over into the yard. We
had two of those, that’s where the offices were in the caravans.

What sort of things were actually inside these three rooms in the old slaughterhouse?

AW:

Benches for people to work on, to make equipment. And lathes –

MW: Drilling machine.

AW:

Two or three lathes, one drilling machine. Upstairs was the drawing office, by

this big window, which used to be a big doorway for letting the hay in.

MW: Big flat table, which had drawing boards.

AW:

And testing.

MW: What?

AW:

We’ve got a wonderful picture somewhere of testing upstairs, I think it’s in the

book, from under the slope of the roof. They were testing with liquid helium, it’ll be
very near the beginning [laughs].
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MW: [Looking at photographs in Magnetic Venture p.30]. Here.

AW:

There’s the caravan.

MW: Caravan coming in.

AW:

Offices arriving.

MW: That was the roof, the door in was there underneath.

It’s a very small door.

[09:10]

MW: It was a small door, couldn’t get a caravan through, so we lifted it over the top.

What sort of things are you both actually doing in this set up that you’ve just
described?

AW:

Well I’m ordering things, keeping records, I am doing the PAYE, for my sins.

MW: I’m probably still working in the university.

AW:

And going to the post office at the other side of the road to buy this, these

stamps, the national insurance stamps, which it was then. And providing the petty
cash.

MW: We got a lot of support from people. One of the sort of things that I feel was
unlikely to happen, but – well you can tell, when you found that we’d only got on loo,
and you’ve got to have two, male and a female one in a factory. I remember the man
said, you said something that people could go round the corner to the local library and
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use the ladies’ loos, and he said if you put a stack of pennies on the windowsills so
they can use the library, that’ll do. That sort of –

AW:

He let us off. We were going to move at that time, you see, and so he did let

us off from that. Yes. [Laughs]

So if you’re doing the admin side of it, what’s Martin doing at this time?

MW: I was working in the university.

AW:

And designing the magnets still, until Frank Thornton came in I suppose the

autumn of ‘63 that was, that he came.

And who was actually building them?

MW: I showed you that, getting the caravan in.

AW:

These first three employees.

Right.

AW:

Vernon Brook was workshop manager, John Rackstraw was a very good

technician, and there’s a second one who actually we got rid of.

MW: Those are the premises, I thought there was. Now, there was a house out here,
a row of houses, one of them had a gate at the bottom, and you went into this yard,
and they’d built or converted this building opposite. So there’s a row of houses going
there, and then this yard, and then two floors and ours. It was – did us very well,
because it was so close to the university, I mean it was a mile I’d say. About a mile.

AW:
did.

About a mile. I was also writing the literature and doing what marketing we
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What marketing did you do?

AW:

I went right through the volumes of the two-volume book called the The World

of Learning, picking out all the physics departments.

MW: In the world.

AW:

And sending out –

MW: There weren’t so many then. There were a good many, but not, you know,
nothing fantastic, probably two or three hundred.

AW:

Single sheet brochures to all of them. But I must say I didn’t really need to do

all that much to begin with because there was so much word of mouth in this world.

MW: And we got a paper published on when the first superconductive magnet was
made in New Scientist published it. I think it’s right round the world then, so
everybody knew we were doing it.

[12:19]

Who did you actually get into superconducting magnets in the first place?

MW: Well we got into magnets before superconductors came along, and the use of –
when you need a very high current for a magnet, and you haven’t got a
superconductor, you need a generator, you need a lot of equipment. And there were
only about ten labs in the world, and only about three or four that had – could get high
magnetic fields. You need a lot of electric current. And it wasn’t until
superconductors came long that it suddenly became widespread because there you
could use a car battery and get quite high magnetic field of it, it suddenly spread like
wildfire when superconductors came in.
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How did Oxford Instruments actually get involved with superconductors?

AW:

Well we were at this conference at MIT in 1961, and this conference had been

set up before anyone knew much about the new superconductors. And Martin was
giving a paper and there were five our of the six sessions I think were on generating
high magnetic field the old way, like Martin was doing.

MW: My paper was on that sort of thing.

AW:

Martin’s got a paper in the publication there, and then they put – tacked on an

extra session on the Saturday morning on superconductors.

MW: On the Friday.

AW:

Well maybe it was on the Friday afternoon.

MW: And Saturday. I mean, it was meant to finish on Thursday and they extended
it for a day and a half.

AW:

It was only one session. Anyway we – it was at this session it became clear to

us that superconductors were the future way of generating high magnetic fields, and
we were talking about it in the plane, and you had to leave before that session
finished. Because we had a flight to catch, and there were a lot of other people on the
flight from Oxford and so on, people we knew. And two people in front of us were
discussing this and saying it’ll never come, liquid helium’s much too expensive. And,
you know, it will never happen. And we were saying secretly to each other, well, you
know, if it’s needed, liquid helium would probably become a bit cheaper. And then
that evening we were on the Metro in New York, on the underground in New York,
and it was then and there that we decided to try this new technology, before we got to
our friend’s house where we were staying in, where did he live? Brooklyn, that’s
right. He lived in Brooklyn at the time, and on the way there we made this decision,
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which was quite bold because we were only two of us in the company at that time.
And of course it stayed two in the company until we took our first full time employee
in February ‘63.

[15:15]

How do you actually go about recruiting staff at first?

AW:

We talked to people, talked to people in Harwell. I don’t think we advertised

that one did we, we might have done.

MW: I think our first ten employees, or plus or minus two, all came from exHarwell apprentices. And we actually came in for a wee bit of criticism from
Harwell, taking all our apprentices.

AW:

All the technicians. But it was a very good – they had a very good course.

MW: I can remember that criticism, it came saying, I think it was more that we had
taken them all, but they admitted they’d much rather they worked for us than went
onto the production line of Morris Motors, because they’d been trained and skilled in
– I think the idea was they thought perhaps some other company should employ them
too.

Spreading around.

MW: Yes, I think –

AW:

But there weren’t many –

MW: It was fairly lighthearted criticism, certainly humorous.

AW:

There were very few high tech companies around at that time.
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MW: Yeah. The apprentices all knew each other too, it worked very well.

AW:

They went and got companions of theirs to come and join us, you see. If they

knew we needed someone else.

[16:31]

I was interested, I’m interested in what your relations are actually like with the people
who are buying your products. So let’s say I’m someone who wants to buy an
electromagnet in, sorry, a superconducting electromagnet in about 1965, and I come
to you saying I want a magnet. What happens from that point on?

AW:

You will meet a production – you will meet a project engineer, and you’ll talk

it through with him. He’s probably a physicist himself, although he’s called a project
engineer. And he’ll talk it through with you, and he’ll design it, and he will send you
the design and tell you how much it’s likely to cost. And you’ll be horrified, because
they always think you can make things cheaper because laboratories don’t count their
time, they don’t count their time properly. And they just add up all the materials I
need, and say that’s the cost. But then he will sort of be with you all along that man,
if you decide to buy, the workshops – it’ll sort of take its turn in the queue and
workshops will make it. You hopefully, in 1965 you probably get it late because we
had too much on, and some of the things we say we can make we haven’t made
before, and sometimes it’s quite difficult to get them to work properly.

[18:03]

AW:

And we don’t do – for years we tried and tried to standardise some things, and

it was very difficult, getting standard things, because physicists always wanted
something different. It was easier when it came to the – a bit later when we were in
nuclear magnetic resonance magnets, NMR, and they were mostly used by chemists.
And the chemists are not bothered about how it works, and whether they can make it
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themselves, or not, they just want a box, they want something that will work. So
they’re happy – much happier to take a standard one. And then things were easier. I
think we grew over – we grew a lot over the NMR magnets. But we also had a
contract with Harwell for developing the Helium-3, Helium-4 dilution refrigerators
which were called the Harwell dilution refrigerator. This is the dilution of Helium-4
and Helium-3, or Helium-3 and Helium-4?

MW: I wouldn’t go into too much detail.

AW:

No. Anyway –

MW: A man at Harwell had had the idea. I don’t know if he built the first one, or
did we help him.

AW:

No, he didn’t build it. He just – he was theoretical. Heinz London he was

called, and he had this idea and Harwell wanted to develop it. And Harwell actually
came along to see Philips of Eindhoven –

MW: A firm in Boston, what’s it called?

AW:

I’ve forgotten its name.

MW: Philips of Eindhoven, there’s a famous company in Boston, and us.

AW:

And Oxford Instruments.

MW: Which we thought was rather amusing.

AW:

Minuscule compared with either of the others. But they decided they wanted

to develop it with someone close at hand, who obviously had some fairly high
technology anyway. And so they did, and it was a development contract, and it was
quite generous, and paid some overhead as well as paying of the work being done.
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And when we had in the ‘60s, we ran into a period when there was a superconductor
famine, when the people making the superconductor changed some parameter on it,
and it was pretty disastrous. Most of the other companies trying to make
superconductor magnets went bust at that point because they changed this – some
parameter, and the – it meant that the magnets worked at first, and then you shipped
them, and if they’re still on the ship, if they stayed cold they were all right. But if
they were put on the shelf for a while, they deteriorated in some odd way that nobody
quite got – could get to the bottom of. And so –

MW: What they call a room temperature chemical shift, some bit of the complicated
chemistry changed slowly just because it sat there at room temperature.

AW:

And, you know, it did our – it was terrible for our accounts, and we could have

gone bust then, but in fact the Harwell development contract helped us, and we had
quite a lot of orders for cryogenic equipment without magnets, so we could do those.
And these orders were sort of piling up with all the cryogenic side ready, but not able
to do the magnets, because we hadn’t got any superconductor to work properly. We
got a lot of bad superconductor, which we could use for the lower ones and redesign
in order to make them bigger, but they wouldn’t reach up – you know, we could
somehow get round it a bit, but not fully.

So sort of making smaller much powerful magnets then?

AW:

Yes.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Yes, getting a lower field than we should have got. And then who came in,

was it IMI who came in then with niobium titanium, I think it was.

MW: It probably was.
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AW:

Niobium titanium, IMI came in with this new niobium titanium.

MW: IMI was a metals division of the ICI.

AW:

Imperial Metal Industries, a separate company now.

MW: Yeah.

AW:

And they – you getting into trouble?

Just adjusting.

AW:

And they came in with this new material, which was brilliant. And we got all

of that waiting equipment off and made terrific profits for three months, on the basis
of that we got in permanent finance, because we hadn’t had before that, had any
permanent finance. We’d been living on overdraft, and family money, you know, but
we really hadn’t got a proper funding base.

What were the biggest difficulties you actually faced?

AW:

That was one of the very difficult times.

[23:00]

AW:

And then the next difficult time was in 1970 when our previous managing

director who’d been out early one, left us, said he wanted to have his own company,
which he’d already set up in electronics. But actually we were pretty sure he was
going to go and compete with us, which he did, quite quickly, Thor Cryogenics it was
called. And that was a very difficult time. Because he’d left things in such mess that
we could easily have gone bust then. I think if we’d known how bad they were, we
would have gone bust, but we didn’t.
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MW: If what?

AW:

If we’d known how bad they were we would have gone bust, but we didn’t.

But we got in an extremely good new managing director called Barrie Marson, who
was absolutely the salvation of the company. He was a really good manager, he’d
done it before with a division of another company.

MW: Give me that book, I’ll show you. Go on.

AW:

And he – he was a bit of a pessimist, [laughs] it’s a good thing he didn’t know.

MW: Which wasn’t bad for us, that was him. He had worked in Kent.

AW:

Kent Instruments.

MW: Electronics, Kent Instruments, it’s quite a big company, and he had looked
after a small division.

AW:

He’d built it up from scratch.

MW: He knew about small companies, he was dead honest, nice guy.

AW:

He was very good.

MW: And he knew how to motivate people in a small group within a bigger
company, which he was exactly the right person at the time.

AW:

Yes. Whereas the other man could not have taken us that much further I think.

Then he went, so really he did us –

MW: He was an entrepreneur without scruples, so having learned what he did about
this subject, and we were the only company, more or less the only company in the
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world, he thought he’d go off do it better than us, so we’d go bust and he’d have the
field. He didn’t realise, what didn’t he realise, that – well we found out that he was
doing this long before he thought we would, so he hadn’t done very much. Some of
the people he’d taken he’d led to believe that we were running the company very
badly, and we were going to go bust, and they’d better go with him. Suddenly they
realised that wasn’t true, and they left him. Did any of them come back? I don’t
think they did.

AW:

Well one or two came to us from him, I’m sure if any of that lot came back.

MW: But his plan didn’t work out for a number of reasons. And of course that was
quite a lot of worry at the time, a lot of worry.

AW:

A lot of competition for years, you know, undercutting us.

MW: Still is.

AW:

Not really, that’s Jeremy Good, that’s another one.

MW: Who?

AW:

That’s Jeremy Good’s company is the problem at the moment. I suppose the

tail end of that company went into magnets.

MW: The sort of company like ours you’ll always find you don’t really understand
the problem of running a business, they see we’re making a few mistakes, so they
think they can go off and do it better. Sometimes they can, I mean, there’s no one
answer to it. But in fact we managed to put right all our problems, they have run into
problems, so in the end we came through it all, and some of them have got operating
better companies, that’s okay, but their hope was that we’d go bust and they’d take
over the business.
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AW:

You always get people coming up and spinning out, going out and doing other

things. And it’s not a bad thing, in general, I mean it’s horrible at the time if it’s your
managing director, but he took all the discontents with him actually. He took all the
discontented people with him, and we’d cleared the decks because I think we were
overstaffed at that time, certainly overstaffed for the money we had. And we’d got in
this man –

MW: And of course when that happens the people who stay double their efforts to
show that they’ve made the right decision, we’re gong to stay, we’re going to make
this work, we’re going to do that guy down. For all the sort of unpleasant
motivations, start working.

AW:

Yes.

[27:22]

Were there any other staff who were particularly important to you in this very early
period of the business?

MW: Well there was one who was an ex-Harwell apprentice who was extremely
good, and he went and killed himself in a motor accident.

AW:

That was the first employee, yes.

MW: Oh, you mentioned that.

AW:

Yes.

MW: That was a really – the fall out of that –

AW:

Was quite a blow.
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MW: Was quite serious.

AW:

That was before Frank went off, wasn’t it, yes.

MW: Any other staff?

What made him a good employee?

AW:

Very good technically.

MW: Very good with his hands.

AW:

And he could work out how to get round a problem.

MW: He was very good with people, he did good at everything. And he was a nice
guy, full of fun. It really knocked a large hole in our company when he disappeared.

AW:

Yes. There was one man who was very good at computing, he was very good

for the company. He used to have a line to the Culham computer I think it was,
wasn’t it?

MW: Who was that?

AW:

Eric Gilbert.

MW: Yes.

AW:

He had a line to the Culham computer, they used to keep open all the time,

we’re allowed to use the Culham computer. In the very early days Martin used the
university computer to compete magnets, but then he had to go in with a bit of – with
a bit of tape, punched tape, with the programme on it, and punch in another tape with
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the parameters he wanted. And then come back the next day and maybe he’ll have an
answer, you know.

What sort of things do you actually use the computer for, Martin?

AW:

Designing magnets.

MW: Well, if you have a coil, a single wire going around, it’s fairly easy to
compute, I couldn’t, but it’s fairly easy to compute what magnetic field you would
produce per ampere you put in the coil. And if you’ve got a thing like this, you can’t
put every single wire in separately, you have to put the main parameters in, and then
you get into not very difficult, difficult for me because I’m not good at mathematics.
But you’ve got to have a computer, and you’ve got to have a programme that says, if
you’ve got a coil in a diameter, length, out of diameter and so on, it tells you what the
field that will produce if you’ve got a common current, density, all through the
winding. That’s really what it does. If you give the overall parameters of the area
you’re going to put a coil in, it tells you what field you get a the centre and all the way
down the centre line.

AW:

But there was just –

MW: Not difficult computing, I couldn’t do it, but I mean other programmers only
took about a foot length of tape as we had with the holes in, it was punched.

AW:

Punched tape thing.

MW: Punched tape input to the computer, and we had this one foot or so which was
the programme. We then with sellotape stuck on another bit, which had the
dimensions of the magnet we were thinking to make so the computer looks and said,
and churned out the field you get per amp in that shape. You know, it was very
elementary stuff.
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AW:

But it was in a whole house, a Victorian house in Southparks Road.

MW: And one university computer.

AW:

Full of valves, and it was air conditioned because it was so hot with all the

valves and so on. And it was just the one university computer in those days, and of
course –

MW: Now every person’s probably got three himself. The whole university had
one.

AW:

And each one you have on your desk now, or on your lap now, is much more

powerful than that great big thing. It’s –

How important was having that computer access?

MW: Oh, very important.

AW:

And access to Culham later too.

MW: I mean if somebody said I want a field of so much for my sample, and I want
to have a diameter free for equipment leads and things going to it, we then designed
and so the equipment, completely design the whole coil. And we’ll find out what
current supply he’d got in his laboratory. But you had to know these few things round
the sample, sometimes he’d say I want to be able to shoot things at it in the equatorial
plane, and then you’d have the coil and it gets split, well then we could compute the –
use the same computer, you say what you get form the two halves, and so on. You
know, life would have been impossible without that computer.

AW:

I think so, yes.

MW: I did once actually work it out in my – not in my head but –
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AW:

Your slide rule?

MW: With a slide rule. I hope we’ll come across that notebook, because I can
remember it, visualise it completely in the notebook with – there’s a formula of what
it is, and I worked it out line after line, and came up with the other side and worked
out hat field we’d get. Now it’s all done by computer, but I’d love to see that
calculation again. It took me a day or two, but I had the time then.

[32:20]

Once the company’s actually growing, and you’ve got the employees, do the things
that both of you were doing change?

AW:

I think up to 1970, or when did you leave – it was ‘69 you left the company,

left the university, wasn’t it?

MW: I did more selling.

AW:

And I did a lot of the publicity, I did a lot of the publicity work, and I was

company secretary. And, yes I did all the writing for the company, if there was –
needed an application for planning permission, anything like that, or an application
for an award, I’d do all the writing for that. We got the first Queen’s Award in ‘68.
We’ve had about fifteen since then [laughs].

What was the first Queen’s Award for?

AW:

It was for the dilution refrigerator, and for a hundred 10 Tesla superconducting

magnet.

MW: Right, both things together?
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AW:

We didn’t have – there were no forms in those days, you just had to make a

case, and everyone else was making cases about this big [demonstrates], you know,
the other companies applying. Ours was really quite slender.

MW: We had many advantages by being the first in the business, and being at
Oxford, and being under these German Jews. It all gave us a sort of presence, people
felt if we wrote anything it was probably worth reading, and they believed what we
said. Whereas upstarts who might be a research student who’d gone through this lab,
and got a junior job somewhere up in York University, and tried to earn a bit of
money on the side, he had a big fight to win, whoever he was, you know, he had to
make it and make his way. It wasn’t easy. But I could still use the facilities in the
university, and people knew that.

AW:

He could go and consult people informally.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Too, over technical things, yes.

MW: So it had advantages.

What difference did winning the Queen’s Award actually make?

AW:

It gave us a profile.

MW: Credibility.

AW:

One of the two smallest – companies to win that, I think there were two the

same size, we only had fifty employees. And … you know, we were all over the
newspapers. Because in those days the Queen’s Award was big publicity, they hardly
bother with them nowadays, but they were then. It’s still got occasion, because the
Lord Lieutenant comes and gives it to the company, and all the people have a bit of a
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beano, and it’s fun. Oxford Instruments now of course has so many different groups,
and different groups get it at different times. But they’ve had a lot.

Why did you leave the Clarendon eventually, Martin?

MW: Erm … several reasons actually. One thing I got a bit bored with the subject,
just making the magnets there. Secondly, when superconductors came in, the use of a
big electromagnet, two megawatt magnet decayed so it was just about winding
superconducting magnets. And I had an assistant who was very good at that, and did
that in the lab, it’s an extremely boring job. And he could do that. And I was – I
mean although I was in the physics department, I was called a senior scientific officer
or something, I didn’t teach, I didn’t lecture. I’m not a physicist, I’m very much a
hands on engineer. I used to do a little bit of helping in the practical labs for the
students, but I wasn’t very good at it. And it just seemed a very obvious thing, a bit of
progress to make.

AW:

And the company needed you. I mean, the company was growing and it

needed Martin back. He’d been working, moonlighting to some extent I suppose
you’d call it before. They were very much interdependent, his work was very –

MW: I did a bit of work for the university afterwards, I used to travel a lot to Japan,
that’s a different story. But we’ve always had very close relations with Japan, still
have. And I did a number of things for the university in Japan. In a way – really in
the way of, what could you say?

AW:

I’m not sure what you did for the university in Japan.

MW: They were – the Japanese then anyway, before America had really come onto
the scene, they thought a lot about British science, and they were very much proBritish. They’ve never been all that pro-American because they dropped the bomb on
them. You know, they’ve got some antis on that front, which they probably wouldn’t
speak about.
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AW:

Pro-British, yes.

MW: But they were rather pro-British, and I was always looked after extremely well
when I went round, and they would rather buy a British thing than an American thing
if the odds were about the same. And I helped them in England to some extent when
occasionally they came over and I gave them introductions to go and see so and so in
York University, it was a personal sales business in a way.

AW:

The company had little contact with the university, and –

MW: We were never, I was never considered as a company salesman, I was
considered – Oxford Instruments, oh, it’s been thought of slightly different. I think
now it’s thought of more as a company, it’s bigger. But in those days we were
thought off as an offshoot of the university, which we were.

AW:

And it’s still a very ethical company.

MW: Yes.

AW:

And the way they treat the staff, and that it’s a good place to work in, and

nowadays sort of companies ask to be taken over by us. There’s a German company
that didn’t want to be taken over by someone else, and asked to be taken over by
Oxford Instruments, partly because Oxford Instruments have such a wide cover
around the world, and distribution, and maintenance sort of section and so on, that it –
it’s a very good company to be in.

MW: A German company, and you wouldn’t believe what its name was, it’s Verycold-Gesellschaft or something, Very-cold. They’ve got about five people, and they
suddenly found that – well for one thing there was another German company, one and
only, not our only, but our major competitor, he’s bigger than us, is a good company
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except in its personal relations, and it makes good products. It’s twice as big as we
are.

AW:

But people don’t like working for them.

MW: People don’t like working for them, because the bosses are very sort of
autocratic, and German, you know, in the worst sense of the word German. And …
why am I saying this? Well there was one company that came to us and said, ‘Look,
you’ve got to take us over because we’ve been having to deal with this other company
that looks as if they want to take us over.’ A German company said that to us.

AW:

That this Very-cold company, yes.

[40:10]

When abouts was that?

MW: Last year.

AW:

Last year I should think, yes.

On the subject of personal relations, I was wondering what are personal relations like
at the start in your new company, the first decade or so?

MW: Well, with the exception of this one person who was our first employee,
became MD and then went off and started his own company, and one other man who
later went off and worked for him, Nick –

AW:

Nick Kerley, yes. Well he was, you know –

MW: Our relations have always been very good.
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AW:

Well there were a few that went – he went off, he took about five people off

with him, some of whom we were very glad to get rid of [laughs], frankly.

MW: That’s saying it a bit hard, but we weren’t sorry to get rid of anyway.

AW:

That’s right, yes. It sort of gave more opportunities to those who were left,

because they were senior people.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Paid quite a lot.

MW: Some of which left him and started their own companies later.

AW:

Yes. Colin Hillier, who’s always been a friend. Yes.

MW: What?

AW:

Colin Hillier, who’s always been a friend, yes.

Do you have any idea of what the atmosphere was like early on at Oxford
Instruments?

AW:

Busy [laughs].

MW: Very busy, and quite matey.

AW:

Everyone’s Christian names always, and we very early on had staff

shareholdings, the senior technicians, we had a rights issue at some point in about –

MW: We made it a condition of joining the company they became shareholders.
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AW:

This was, not until the ‘70s, Martin.

MW: Wasn’t it?

AW:

No. I think.

Why did you think that was important?

MW: Conditions within the company, I wanted them to feel part of it, and they
wanted it to succeed. Quite simple, and it worked.

AW:

We haven’t got views on being sort of capitalist, a strong capitalist. We’ve

never thought of ourselves as capitalists, but I suppose we are in a sense. But I don’t
think we went into it to make money, we went into it because something needed to be
done, and then once we’re in it, it’s like that Chinese proverb, if you’re riding a tiger
it’s hard to get down.

What did you actually enjoy about it once it was running in that first months or so?

AW:

Competitiveness, you know.

MW: You what?

AW:

Competitiveness, we wanted to be the best.

MW: We like to see it operating.

AW:

Flourish.

MW: We liked being the best, we liked seeing our customers doing well with our
equipment. We’re interested, you know, interested in the work they were doing. That
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has faded to some extent, it’s so big we just don’t know what they’re doing with it
really.

AW:

Well we still have some projects which are individual projects that are not

standard products. And we went round the company not long ago, and there were all
sorts of new things there which looked rather exciting, didn’t they?

MW: Yes.

AW:

Just specific things being made for one particular experiment.

Which brings me onto another question, do you check up on this equipment once it’s
actually been installed in somewhere like Harwell? Or do they just sort of take it
away and you never see it again?

MW: I think that’s fairly near – we don’t see again until it goes wrong.

AW:

Unless it goes wrong [laughs].

I was just wondering is there an ongoing relationship?

AW:

Well there’s an ongoing relationship very often, but –

MW: Sometimes there is, there used to be. I think there’s less now than there used
to be. There used to be an ongoing relationship because we would supply famous
scientists with it, and know what they were doing and what they were experimenting,
and the results. And we always sort of interchanged information with other people
saying, well, it’s no good having such a big magnet, the last bit doesn’t help you, you
can have this one, it’s cheaper for you, and it’ll do just as well. You know, we could
interchange like that. If not put them in touch with other.
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AW:

And we still have to do quite a lot of sort of customising of standard

equipment for particular experiments.

MW: I think we’ve now got sort of you could say – I think the chief exec if he was
in on this, he’d say that – he’d sort of smile and say, well that was the early days. So
it becomes less important in general because we make things which we have tested in
principle much more, so we know they’re going to work, and they do work. And so a
lot of our products are sold and there’s very little human relationship coming into it.

AW:

There probably is through –

MW: If the thing goes wrong, or if it’s sold through say one of our Far East agents,
they’ve probably got a closer connection. It’s not quite – there was a time when
everything we sold, we knew the person, what he was doing, that’s diminished, but
still exists. And I mean, we get customers writing in saying, ‘Well I’m coming in on
sabbatical, I’m going to be working in Bristol for six months, can I come and see
round the company,’ that sort of thing happens. It keeps it live, I don’t think we’re
actually the people to ask that question.

AW:

No, we’re too far out of it now.

MW: Occasionally I hear around the side that it exists –

AW:

We go and ask questions.

MW: Today, but in a slightly watered down way.

[46:05]

I think we should probably look at wrapping up, it’s getting rather late. But I have
one final finishing question. I guess we’ve talked up to about 1970s today, I was just
wondering if just to finish you could both I guess describe what each of you is like,
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and Oxford Instruments itself is like in about 1970. Just give me a little snapshot in
time as it were.

MW: You say we’ve worked up to 1970?

I think we’ve covered the first sort of ten years or so, haven’t we?

MW: Yes, well a lot’s happened since 1970.

I’ll be back. [all laugh]

MW: Forty years. Well what was your question again?

AW:

What were we like in 1970. Struggling in 1970. It was the year that the chief

exec went off, and we were back in managing the place. Martin was doing the people
and the technology. I was doing the accounts, and the financial side, and the legal
side, and keeping the creditors at bay. And we managed to get through it, and we got
this new MD.

MW: I think the staff, it created a chasm between the staff that stayed and were
horrified at what they found had been going on, stayed and were very supportive and
did everything they could to keep things running. And there were those who left,
which we knew less about.

AW:

We didn’t see them.

MW: No, but there was at least one who left and he didn’t realise quite the
implication of his leaving was going to be, and he very rapidly got disillusioned with
a man who had started off and gone – he didn’t come back to us, but he indicated his
feelings for us, and actually started a small little company. A wee bit in opposition,
but not that damaging, indeed he’s still running it and he remains quite a good friend,
and he didn’t realise quite the implications of what he was – I mean they were told,
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the man who went off was told that, what was it, all the things they said about us. A
lot of rather damaging things about us.

AW:

Yes, what did he say about us? We were elitist, we – I don’t know what else

he said about us.

MW: Well basically –

AW:

We were going to go bust, he said.

MW: Ultra-capitalists, we just didn’t care about the people, just wanted to make a
profit, that we were going to go bust. Anything he could think of, however untrue,
which helped the people he was talking to they’d better go along with him than stay
with us. And when they realised that wasn’t true, quite a lot of people, quite a lot of
those who went with him didn’t somehow feel they could come back to us, but went
to other jobs, we’ve been in touch with ever since.

AW:

He did recruit one or two new people, who were quite excited to begin with, to

his company, two of them came to us after a bit.

MW: Who was, who’d been to his company?

AW:

Yeah.

MW: Did they?

AW:

Tim Cook and – and what’s the other one called? I’ve forgotten his name.

How did you two feel?

AW:

Uhm?
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How did you two feel when all this happened?

AW:

Oh, pretty desperate, couldn’t sleep, you know. It was a really difficult time.

MW: Made us ill.

AW:

He was accusing us of –

MW: We’ve both got fairly good constitutions, but it was a terrific strain.

AW:

He was accusing us legally.

MW: Grossly let down, it was really bad.

AW:

Of doing various things. He said we promised this, and that, and the other,

and we hadn’t fulfilled it, and …

MW: He took our drawings, went around scratched a few things out or copied them,
but I think he actually used some of our drawings.

AW:

And that actually saved us from any legal action.

MW: Selling to others and saying – and saying all sorts of wrong things about the
company, that we’re going bust and we’re doing this, and they’d better buy from him.

AW:

We found out what he’d taken.

MW: Very naughty, and we felt pretty sour about it.

AW:

But we found out what he’d taken, and our lawyer wrote to his lawyer, asking,

you know, saying that he’d gone off with this, this, and the other, and the other lawyer
was jumping up and down and made him return things as quickly as possible, you
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know. But we went to counsel, our lawyer took us to counsel, he said, ‘Well, you
never know how it’s going to turn out in law, some people you might win, you know,
if he’s competing against you, but on the other hand some judges think that what
someone has learned during their time in a company, is part of, you know, their life
and they should be allowed to use it.’ So we just decided to forget it and get on with
the business of running the company.

MW: Yes, you get on with your business, run your business, who that – and he went
round saying we were all going bust. So basically our lawyer said, ‘Just show them
that he’s wrong, and once he’s been proven that he’s wrong, he’ll begin to lose
credibility,’ which he did. And it made him go into a rather more desperate measures
which made it worse. You know, he dug his own grave a little bit. He went and lost a
daughter in tragic circumstances too, which … changed his life a bit and his wife was
distraught about this, as you would be. And that happened at a time which, you know,
looking at it coldly you could say helped us, he had more – those problems, which one
wouldn’t wish on anybody but they did happen.

Shall we call it quits for the day? It’s –

MW: Okay.

AW:

Okay.

It’s a very long day I’ve made you both do actually, so thank you both very much.

End of Track 5
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Track 6

The point at which we left off last time, you were discussing the rather glum situation
you found yourselves in at the start of the 1970s, after the defection of your MD. I
was just wondering, how did you actually go about improving the situation from
there?

AW:

Well the MD went off with about three or four other members of staff, the

senior ones. Later we found that in fact he’d cleared off the discontents away with
him, so it was really a blessing in disguise in some ways. But at the time it was not,
we didn’t see it that way. But there were a lot of people left, and a lot of very loyal
people left. And Martin took over the – managing the people and the products, and I
took over the finances, and so on, entirely. And we got through, we had to fight our
way. I remember having long conversation on the phone with people, the tax people,
who were trying to press us for corporation tax, which we were supposed to have paid
the year before, and I found we hadn’t paid. But we hadn’t been paid by people in
Holland, a government department in Holland, they were terrible at sitting on the
bills, and not paying us for months and months. And I went through all this long
rigmarole to the tax man, and he said you must pay up. And so I started it all over
again and went through the same rigmarole again by the end of which he said, well
pay as soon as you can [laughs]. It was a difficult time, but it was lucky being two of
us actually, one person alone facing that is much worse.

MW: This is a message about starting up companies, one person, a man let us say in
this conventional society, starting up a company with a little wife at home who
doesn’t know anything about it, it’s much more difficult for him, can’t go home and
discuss problems and that sort of thing, makes a big difference that.

What do you think you valued in each other most at this difficult time when you were
both running the company?

MW: Audrey’s very good at keeping the books, keeping within the law.
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AW:

It’s not so much keeping the books as sorting out the finance problems, the

overall finance problem. We had a bookkeeper still, but it’s the legal side.

MW: I would design the equipment we were making and organise, and making of it,
and selling of it. But companies often go to the rocks, because they haven’t got –
haven’t got either a spouse who could take that over, or enough income to pay for
somebody to do it. You know, we were right at the beginning.

AW:

But also you managed the staff, which was the most important thing, to keep

the staff –

MW: When we had a staff.

AW:

Facing in the – well, we’d got quite a lot of staff then in 1970, in fact we had

too many staff, we had 100.

MW: As I say, I was talking about when you really start a company but.

AW:

In 1970 we were overmanned, and you – I remember there was one extremely

clever man who worked for us, a scientist, and he came to Martin, had a scheme for
running the company, and decided he wanted to be chief executive. And we could see
that he hadn’t got it in him to be the chief executive.

MW: Who was that?

AW:

That was that man who went off to America, Williams.

MW: John?

AW:

John Williams, yeah. He was very clever.
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MW: Nice guy.

AW:

But –

MW: Yeah.

AW:

But it would never have done with him doing that, but he went on working on

what we were doing.

MW: I think with my human side, and Audrey’s knowledge of the law, what you
could do and couldn’t do, we sort of got through some of the barriers that effect
people that are missing on one side or the other.

AW:

We were lucky in that we had a family member who was a solicitor who

looked after us, and had done from the beginning. He was actually a brother in law in
law, a brother in law of a brother in law, but very much in the family. And he never
sent us bills until he knew we could pay them, which was very good. And of course
brother in law was the accountant, and so that made life easier.

MW: He didn’t send us bills for ages.

AW:

And they helped us through a lot, he held our hands a lot, the solicitor, and

knew what we should do. He took us to counsel to see if we’d have a case against
Thor, the other lot, because they’d gone off with our this, and that, and the other, and
set up in competition against us. And we went to counsel, and counsel said, ‘Well
you might win, you might not win, courts are very – don’t like depriving people of
work from the knowledge they’ve acquired in the previous job,’ and so on. So we just
decided not to do anything, get on with it, and get on with running the company,
because I think anything legal takes so much time and effort, and so we just – we
hadn’t got time to do it anyway.
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It sounds a very – you know, a family business in every sense from what you actually
say.

MW: Yes, I mean, the accountant was my brother in law, and the lawyer was his
brother in law I think, wasn’t it?

AW:

That’s right.

MW: Both very family – both absolutely correct legal and proper, almost proper.

AW:

No, it was all proper. Obviously they backed us very strongly.

MW: I mean, if there was a big income tax bill to pay, they’d [inaud] nobody will
bother you till next year, if you don’t pay, that sort of thing [laughs]. So we got a bit
of help there.

[06:00]

I was interested, we talked about sort of founding the company last time, and your
first few employees. Now we’re at a stage where you’ve got 100 of them, where did
that growth come from?

AW:

How did we get there?

Yes.

AW:

Well Frank Thornton did grow the company fast. I mean, it came from the

superconductivity, because we had so many orders, and we were doing so much on
that that we grew really fast. I think we grew, well we grew too fast, we were running
out of money all the time, and growing on overdraft. And I think as we talked last
time probably 3Is came in in ‘67, ‘68, and invested in the company. Did we not tell
you about?
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No.

AW:

That was the first time we nearly went bust. That was because of this famine

in superconductor, because the people making the superconductor, the firm was taken
over, the firm in America who was making the superconductor we used was taken
over. And somehow they tweaked some of the parameters in how to make this stuff.

MW: Thinking they were going to make it easier and quicker.

AW:

Make it better. And in fact what happened was they made this stuff, it worked

beautifully when we tested it, but there was something about it. If it was kept cold all
the time in liquid helium it was all right, but once they put – someone ended that
experiment and put it on the shelf, and then tried again later, it deteriorated.
Something deteriorated when it was kept at room temperature.

MW: There’s a room temperature phase change.

AW:

It was very difficult to nail this down.

MW: A detail of the structure inside modified itself at room temperature just
spontaneously. Very difficult to pin it down, but we did in the end.

AW:

Anyway, we – for months we couldn’t ship any magnets, all the rest of the

system was waiting there, you know, the cryostat and the electronic equipment
waiting there to go for orders. And for months, months and months, we couldn’t, we
had to change our accounting period, because the end of about September we just
didn’t know what our stock, you know, was worth, all the magnets were half made.
And we’ve changed it, it went eighteen months to the next March. And in March a
new superconductor came in from Imperial Metal Industries, IMI, they’d been
working on this new stuff called niobium titanium.
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MW: Metals –

AW:

Imperial Metal Industries.

MW: From ICI, they had more and more in metals, and it was so different from
chemistry they formed a different company.

AW:

A separate company.

MW: IMI. Very good people.

AW:

And once that came [clears throat] – that came, we were able to get these three

– these series of things waiting to go out, to get them finished and out quickly. And
so instead of making losses, that three months up to June we made very good profits.
And at that point we knew – we’d known for some time we needed more finance, and
we had a flirtation with the people who we bought –

MW: Superconductor from them, Air Products.

AW:

Air Products, yes. They weren’t superconductor people, but with Air Products

we had a flirtation and that didn’t come off for various reasons, which is quite an
interesting story.

[09:26]

AW:

But 3Is eventually invested in us, and with this three months good trading, and

the problems in the past, and so on, they came in and put some money in as preference
shares, and some as debenture loan. And I think half and half, what did they put in?
£40,000 was it?

MW: Sorry, I’m thinking of something different. Do you know what 3I is, why it
was called 3Is?
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I was about to ask you who 3I were.

MW: Industry, innovation.

AW:

Investors in industry.

MW: Investors in industry, that’s right.

AW:

Yes, but it used to be – the ones who invested in us were actually TDC, which

is Technical Development Capital, and they were taken over by ICFC, who were
Industrial and Commercial Finance Corporation. I’ve got their history if you want to
look at it.

MW: It’s sort of semi-government sponsored technology companies, the
government wanting to get something going, and help these things get going. I can’t
tell you these, Audrey.

AW:

It was financed by the banks, but the banks were fairly gentle shareholders of

ICFC.

MW: And were being pushed by the government to do this.

AW:

There was something called the Macmillan gap, in the ‘30s there was a

committee, a Macmillan committee which identified this gap over funding between
the early stage, and being on the stock market or something like that, that was called
the Macmillan gap, and 3Is, as ICFC, was set up to fill that gap. And they were very
good –

MW: Very good.
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AW:

Investors, they were patient, they didn’t demand that you exit like modern –

modern investors tend to do, that you sell out or go on the stock market quickly, or
anything like that.

MW: They didn’t demand a dividend even.

AW:

They had their preferred dividend when we had any money, but you can’t pay

it when you’re making losses. But they were very good, and actually when we floated
in ‘83, they said that we’re the best investment they’d ever made.

MW: The slowest to pay a dividend ever, but when you did pay a dividend it worked
out that we were the best people they’d ever invested in. That was very typical of our
company, because it’s such – so clear basic science, and you can’t make a profit
quickly. They recognised that, and they were government backed, and they just got
on and on and on helping us. Anyway it came right, they were over the moon, and
said so.

How did you get in touch with 3I in the first place?

AW:

Actually our accountant brother in law had done quite a lot of ferreting early

on and had talked to people, but they weren’t interested then. But I also had an uncle
who knew the chief exec of something in the city, who knew the chief exec of ICFC,
as it was then. And … I don’t know, I think we’d got several approaches from several
directions we approached, and when we sort of made an appointment to come and see
them, they knew quite a bit about us. I remember we sat in one of the parks, was it
Green Park or St. James’s Park, in deciding how we were going to say things. And
we went in, the two of us, and by the end of the meeting they said, ‘Well we’ll back
you, we’re going to send someone down and we’ll do something for you.’ And so
they sent someone down.

MW: There was something sufficiently esoteric about the company in those days,
we were doing things that nobody had done before, didn’t see where we were going to
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make a profit, but people find it attractive, the story, when you’re talking to them.
Absolutely not the sort of thing that they’d die for, or to make profits, but they didn’t
want to let us down. Very good. We were treated well.

[13:30]

AW:

I think that – when was it we changed banks in a hurry?

MW: That was a wee bit later, not much though.

AW:

Was it, I’ve forgotten.

MW: What bank, what was it?

AW:

But there came a point where we were terribly, I think it might have been

earlier, where we were very pressed for money, and we were living on this huge
overdraft, and sort of bumping up against the limit. And I was having to send – no, it
must have been about 1970, because I was doing cash flows, and we were – we were
sending – I was sending the cash flow monthly to the bank manager, I was rather
careful not to pay things until it had gone, and that sort of thing. But he – the bank
manager in London, he got really cold feet about us in the end. He’d lent us an awful
lot of money secured on things like the liquefier, and on the building, the building was
all right, but on the liquefier. And he got fed up and he sent someone along to the
board meetings, this man, he was a sort of lawyer I think, wasn’t he, he sent along to
board meetings. And he – or he might have been an accountant.

MW: He may have been both.

AW:

And this man, he one day said, Martin said – we were trying to arrange

another meeting for a week down the line, and Martin said, ‘Well it doesn’t really
matter if you can’t make it, because you’re not actually on the board.’ And he said –
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MW: He stood up sort of like that, I can remember. He let it be known, I can’t
remember the words, that he was there from the bank to keep an eye on us.

AW:

And he was – normally acted as a receiver.

MW: Normally acted as a receiver, yes.

AW:

So this set bells ringing, and Martin –

MW: I rang up our lawyer, who was a brother in law. And he said, ‘Get a new bank,
today if you can, because if they want to put you in the hands of a receivers you’re
done, but can you do it now.’ And we did, what was it called? I don’t remember the
bank.

AW:

Midland, yes.

MW: Midland Bank, who – and it was one of those times when we were on the up
again at that moment, well potentially, I mean whether infrastructure was there, but it
was – the last man didn’t look at any – when we said the next month is going to be all
right, he just –

AW:

Didn’t believe us anymore [laughs].

MW: So we went to the Midland Bank and he said, ‘I’ll give you two years.’ I
forget quite what we showed him. But they told us that, so we then went to the bank
and said we’re changing the bank before he had written to the receivers [laughs].
Maybe only hours, I mean it was a very narrow thing.

AW:

It was quite narrow.

MW: They were always very nice to us personally, but they just had enough, they
weren’t difficult.
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[16:31]

I’ve got to ask, you mentioned pretty well convincing the bank, Midland in this case,
convincing 3Is, what are you actually telling them that’s so – so good?

MW: My story was that we – superconductivity was going to change the world.
And we were the first people in on it, and it was all going to be fine. They didn’t
know what superconductivity was, I had to explain it to them, and –

AW:

‘67.

MW: But it took longer to come, that’s the thing.

AW:

In ‘67 when we had that awful time with the bad superconductor. The

problem had been then up to then it had been that we were growing too fast, we
should have had permanent finance before that, but didn’t have. We were building
entirely on bank overdraft. We were overtrading, and we – we didn’t have enough
money for work in progress, you know, for building things up. Capital things, that’s
all right, they go on your balance sheet, but you need to – you need more finance for
that.

What do you mean by overtrading?

AW:

What do I mean by overtrading? Trading on too narrow a base of finance.

You hadn’t got enough working capital.

MW: There’s a banker’s phrase there, a regular banker’s phrase there, overtrading.

You mentioned that there was a good story in why the floatation with your customers
didn’t happen in about 1970, what was it?
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AW:

Floatation with our customers?

You mentioned that before the deal with 3Is, there was another possibility.

AW:

Oh, yes, yes. Air Products, they weren’t customers.

Sorry.

AW:

We were buying from them. We were buying [inaud

],

did we? No.

MW: Yes, we were buying from them, they’re an American company, a good
company. They made the superconductor which we used.

AW:

No. Air Products didn’t make superconductors.

MW: What did they make?

AW:

They made liquid gases, we probably got nitrogen and things like that from

them.

MW: Yes, and helium.

AW:

I think we’d sold them Oxford Cryogenics by then, we probably had, yes.

Oxford Cryogenics was the company we set up in ‘64 to make liquid helium, and
deliver it round all our customers.

MW: To liquefy helium.

AW:

Liquefy it, yes, you can’t make helium. To liquefy it and take it round in a

milk round round our customers so they could actually use our magnets, because they
couldn’t very well buy magnets unless they had a supply of liquid helium. And
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although British Oxygen made it at that time, it was very – did I not talk about this
before?

You mentioned, yeah, but not this part of the story though.

AW:

I see, yeah.

You mentioned the liquefier and the business behind it, but not this part.

AW:

Yes. And Air Products, we’d sold to them, we sold Oxford Cryogenics to

them, and they wanted to take over Oxford Instruments. And we talked quite a lot
because we were in rather dire straits, this was before 3Is came in, and must have
been sort of mid – about ‘70, no, ‘66, something like that, ‘66, ‘67. And they came
along and they brought the man who founded Air Products and chemicals with them
onto our site, at Osney Mead into the caravan where we had our offices, and all that
sort of thing. And this man, he’s called, it’s in the book, his name, Leonard Pool, I
think his name.

MW: Yes, that’s right.

AW:

Leonard Pool, that’s right. And he –

MW: Went on to–

AW:

He walked around a bit, and he said, ‘You don’t want us to invest in you, he

said, ‘We’d actually wreck you, we’re much too big,’ he said. He said, ‘Don’t worry
if you think we’re getting bankrupt, we went bankrupt quite a bit,’ but he’d started
before the war.

MW: He said they went bankrupt three times.
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AW:

But he said, ‘We always, we didn’t know where we were, so it didn’t matter.’

And he said, ‘We paid the staff in shares when we couldn’t pay them in cash’
[laughs], and they did jolly well out of it later. But that didn’t actually stop there the
thing, because we were in rather a dire strait at the time. I remember we went up to
London really to sign the documents, the heads of terms, with Will Penfold, our – the
brother in law accountant. And we talked to them for sometime, and then it appeared
that they had a different idea than we had as to what was happening to debt. Because
we thought that they would, you know, come in paying off all the debt. And they
thought that we were to pay off the debt beforehand, which was no way we could
have done that.

MW: Almost an American English thing.

AW:

Yes, I think it was, it was a way Americans and English see differently about

this. And anyway that caused a pause in the negotiations, we broke it off for the
moment. And I think it would have gone on later had we not then got this invitation
to go and see ICFC, which was much better deal.

MW: You know what ICFC stands for?

AW:

Yes, we’ve just talked about it, Industrial and Commercial Finance

Corporation. And on Friday at that meeting in Downing Street, I asked about if there
was anything comparable to ICFC nowadays, because there was one that sounded a
bit like it, a government organisation, which I’ve forgotten its name. But they said it
wasn’t quite like it.

How important was that government help to actually –

MW: How?
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AW:

Not really government help, it was independent ICFC, it was a company, a

corporation. Yes, it was very important, and they had someone who sat on in board
meetings who was really helpful.

MW: Yes, he did. New Zealander.

AW:

All sorts of people sat in our board meetings.

MW: They were very good, ICFC.

AW:

And David Ellis was one of their people at one time.

MW: Yes, yes.

AW:

And he later become a director of Oxford Instruments.

MW: I remember, Bevan [Interviewees probably meant Ted Barker] wasn’t it, the
New Zealander, very helpful.

AW:

And we had an American on it –

MW: They were all on our side, they wanted us to succeed, they weren’t put there to
close us down. Wherever there was any room for helping us, sort of borderline, they
always fell on our side, they were very good.

I’m interested in – we’ve talked about you starting with this little company that
doesn’t sound like it does need a board, and now you’ve got a board. Were do you
actually get a board, who do you decide to recruit?

[23:28]
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AW:

Well it was just the managing director, and Martin, and me at that time. But it

was a board, I mean we have proper meetings.

MW: We found a man who we made managing director who had, he came out of
Cambridge didn’t he, studied at Cambridge.

AW:

That was later, Martin.

MW: Was it?

AW:

Yes, that was Barry Marsden later. But this chap – that was in 1970, after

Frank Thornton left.

MW: Right.

AW:

We got this very good man, Barry Marsden.

MW: The first one was very good.

AW:

He was very good until he got too ambitious, and wanted to run everything,

yes.

What was Barry Marsden like?

AW:

Barry Marsden was very good indeed. He built up a division of Kent

Instruments from scratch and to about 100 people, so he knew about small companies.

MW: He liked small companies, and Kent had got too big for him somehow.

AW:

And – but he sat in on the main board of Kent, and so he knew how big

companies worked too. And he was very good, I mean he was going to be the
architect of our recovery and so on.
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MW: Yes, he was.

AW:

And quite soon after he came we went in for – we went into medical

electronics as well, we brought up a tiny little company which actually Martin and I
had started some time before called Oxford Electronics.

MW: Yeah, just there.

AW:

And that was – it was at the behest of someone working for the Medical

Research Council who did the first cassette tape recorders for measuring physiological
parameters.

MW: Still got one somewhere, haven’t we?

AW:

I expect so, yes. And you wore it in your pocket.

MW: That size, about that size [indicates size].

Size of a [inaud] recorder.

AW:

Smaller than that, you wore it on your belt.

MW: And you could measure your – was it up to then, it was extraordinarily
obvious once we’d done it at their request, recorded your heart beat was the first
thing. And before then the only evidence that a heart man would have, you know, out
on his desk, his bench, and hook things onto you and that’s the information he had.
What really mattered was how you behaved. I remember him telling me about
women when they’ve got a fuzzy glass front door, the door bell rings, and they see a
figure behind it, what happens to their heart, that’s the sort of thing that this thing
would tell them.
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AW:

You wore it for twenty-four hours you see.

MW: In sleep, waking, odd moments in the day, missing a bus, and they could tell
so much more about what was actually wrong with your heart than when you laid out
flat on a bed, and somebody clipped something onto you. It was so obvious
afterwards.

AW:

And this is a proper recorder with a little motor in it, and things like – and

gears of course, it had to be geared down a long way to last twenty-four hours. And
there were machines we made to read this too.

MW: There’s an American one which was like a small suitcase, which at least you
could carry around, there were lots of them used in America.

AW:

It was reel to reel, the cassette recorder. Little cassettes hadn’t been in very

long.

MW: Literally it was about that size, and you carry it on your belt and forget it.

Sort of like a personal stereo for medical information?

MW: Yes, yes.

AW:

Yeah, something like that, yes. And then when later we did it for the brain as

well, EEG [Electroencephalography], and other parameters. But that really saved our
bacon in the ‘70s when there was a dearth of orders for – ‘70s were a terrible decade,
terrible inflation, and if you have long term projects, and you’ve put them on a fixed
price basis, gosh they get eroded, what you get for them gets eroded by inflation. But
these were sort of much quicker and they were new, and so we were selling lots and
lots of them. I don’t think we did very well, I think we were always going wrong, but
then it was quite early days of this sort of thing.
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MW: Saved our bacon.

[27:48]

Who was the person from the Medical Research Council who approached you?

AW:

What’s he called?

MW: We have – a very good in came from Charles Fletcher, wasn’t it, started in,
medical.

AW:

Yeah, but it wasn’t him.

MW: No.

AW:

This was someone who’s working in Oxford, what was his name? I’ll

remember it, it’s in the book [laughs]. I can look it up.

MW: What we did have was a personal friend, and actually a family friend, high up
on Medical Research Council and we kept close with him, and he was useful if you
wanted a bit of medical advice, so who should we go to to this man, he was a great
help from time to time. Great supporter, I mean he didn’t know anything about
business, but he sort of supported us for personal family reasons. Now where we’ve
got to?

AW:

Have you got your recorder on?

Me or Martin?

AW:

Martin.
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Martin has, it’s there. How did they actually interest you in going into medical
recorders, it does sound a little different from your magnet business.

AW:

It wasn’t the same company then, you see, it was this little company called

Oxford Electronics. So there were two little companies, one called Oxford
Electronics, the other called Oxford Medical Devices, but I think we pushed them
together, because this was the only good device that came out of either. It was
supposed to be picking up any ideas from around the place, including the medical
round the place, which is how we picked up the technical. When Oxford Instruments
was short of products, because it wasn’t able to sell magnets, because things were
very difficult in the early ‘70s, and universities didn’t have enough money, and that
sort of thing.

MW: The Medical Research Council came in and helped us.

AW:

And also Barry Marsden wanted more products, so he took this over.

Was it a quick success?

AW:

Yes.

MW: Immediate success, yeah.

AW:

Yes, I mean –

MW: The only other mobile recorder that somebody had was about the size of an
attaché case, an American thing, you had to carry it around with you. It was called
mobile, but when we made a thing this size –

AW:

This was ambulatory, you could wear it on yourself.
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MW: Play tennis in it, and you know, that sort of thing we had. It helped us a lot,
that. What did we do with it in the end?

AW:

We sold the company in the end. Well, a long time on, I mean we sold it I

should think in the early 2000s, didn’t we? Yes.

MW: I was trying to think the moment of silence then when I went and helped
Hillman in Whitney.

AW:

Yes, you talked about that before.

MW: Did we?

AW:

Yes.

With the magnetic clutch, wasn’t it?

AW:

That’s right, yes.

MW: Yes. I’d forgotten we talked about it.

[30:40]

I was interested as well in talking about the difficult conditions in the 1970s. Did you
ever have any problems with things like strikes, the three-day working week, other
conditions at the time?

AW:

The three-day working week, we weren’t allowed to have electricity. Our

staff was very loyal, and they were all working hard together. But when we weren’t
allowed to have electricity that was a bit difficult. People had plenty they could do on
their benches, but just occasionally if they wanted to put on –
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MW: And our factory was in the same electrical –

AW:

Circuit.

MW: Circuit as the –

AW:

The local sewage works.

MW: The local sewage works, they had to keep that working, so we weren’t allowed
to but we put it on for an hour or two in the evening.

AW:

We put it on just occasionally if someone had a bit work that was absolutely

essential.

MW: There were lots of things ready on our lathes ready, and we switched it on and
they did it.

AW:

Just for a very short time [laughs]. I know the receptionist had a particular

thing she had to say over the tannoy [laughs], but I don’t think anyone –

MW: If anyone was coming she had to shout out a call for somebody and all the
machines would be turned off.

AW:

But I don’t think many machines were on at once, we were fairly good. Yes.

Did you have any problems with strikes for instance, as well?

AW:

We never had a strike, did we?

MW: I’m trying to think. No.

AW:

I don’t think so. I don’t think we had much discontent at all.
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What was the complete shortage of electromagnet orders you mentioned, why did that
happen?

AW:

Conducting magnet orders. I think –

MW: Was it like a superconductor?

AW:

I don’t think it was like a superconductor at that time in the ‘70s.

MW: Like the materials one you mean.

AW:

I think – I think it was more than no one was ordering them from the

universities, they weren’t getting money, they weren’t getting grants for this sort of
thing.

MW: Yes, that was it.

AW:

We were selling largely to universities in those days, and to national

laboratories, and they just weren’t getting as many grants.

MW: But fortunately by then we were already becoming fairly international, and
went on getting orders from America or Japan or something.

AW:

But I think it was fairly widespread this problem, it wasn’t just the UK.

MW: It was more of an international trend, but we did have a very wide market.

AW:

And we were also of course making dilution refrigerator, which I think we’ve

talked about earlier.

The Helium 3.
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AW:

The Helium 3 Helium 4 dilution refrigerator, yes. I suppose we went on

selling those to some extent. But again those were mostly for research, so that was
probably flagging.

[33:20]

I was wondering as well, how did you actually start expanding abroad?

AW:

Oh, right from the beginning. I mean, about our third order was for [inaud].

MW: That was really from – because I’d worked with this man, for this man,
Nicholas Kurti, who was a Hungarian Jew, and it was – the little group I worked for
was very international, they were doing work of international fame. And they, you
know, when I said I wanted to go down to France see if there were any people there,
he always said, oh, go and see so and so in Grenoble, so and so in New York.

AW:

But also a lot of these people spent time in Oxford doing post-doc work or

were taking their doctorates there. And so we knew a lot of the customers
beforehand.

MW: Often we knew more customers aboard because of the Clarendon Lab was
very famous internationally, and it was a very high standard, and a lot of English
people were sort of finish off in Birmingham or Exeter, or something. The Clarendon
was full of foreign people which we got to know like that, indeed some very good
English people there, but an awful lot of foreign people because of these German
Jews.

AW:

We met them all at conferences too, there were high magnetic field

conferences and low temperature conferences all over the place.
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How much work do you actually have to do to actually sell an electromagnet to
somebody, a superconductor electromagnet to someone in about 1970 say? I
remember Martin was saying last time that once he’d finished work at the Clarendon,
he did a lot more work selling. I was just wondering, you know, what’s actually
involved in selling?

MW: Simply saying what specification they could have, they didn’t understand
much about superconductors, certainly not the details of winding magnets. But it’s a
question of say, I want in a diameter of a certain size into which I can put my
specimens, and I want a certain field in it, and a certain energy of the field, and they
left the rest to us, we designed it. They didn’t know anything about winding magnets.

AW:

There wasn’t much alternative for them really at that time, until Thor was set

up, and then Thor of course came and bid against us at a lower price.

MW: We got quite a lot of people, I don’t know if I can think of one or two. The
people leaving the Clarendon Lab and going getting jobs in America, or Australia, or
something.

AW:

Or other university in England.

MW: We were the only people doing it so that they didn’t really ask how we made
it, we just told them what the specs were, and if it was right they would order it. They
didn’t really look into how we made it.

AW:

They wanted a price, and then they went out to get a grant to do it, or applied

to their government for money for doing this work, and buying this equipment. And
that often took a long time.

MW: I think the fact that I had worked, and probably was in a fact working in the
Clarendon Lab helped a lot in, what’s the word? What we said. Mainly what was
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going on in the Clarendon, what magnetic fields, so they knew we knew what we
were talking about, and trusted us.

AW:

In ‘69.

MW: My boss was an immensely popular man around the world.

[36:50]

AW:

Did we talk to you about going to Australia on sabbatical leave in ‘69?

No, you haven’t talked about that.

AW:

Oh, right. Well we went off to Australia in ‘69 and we left Frank Thornton in

charge with – and brought in a couple of other people to be directors in our absence.
Martin actually flew back in the middle to make sure everything was going all right.
And we – he was going to leave the university at that point, and he –

MW: This was sabbatical leave we’re talking.

AW:

It was sabbatical leave.

MW: Ten years I’d worked for the university, so I was due for a year off, and we
went to Australia.

AW:

You took off six months actually. And we went, actually we went across

Siberia on the railway with the family, and Martin was giving a talk in Novorossiysk
in the science city, gave a talk on superconducting magnets. And then we spent a
time in – three weeks in Japan choosing an agent. Up till then people had been selling
our things in Japan but as distributors rather than agents, they bought the stuff from us
and sold it on, you know, or they got orders and then passed it on to us. And we went
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around all over the place with the scientific attaché from the Embassy in Japan, he
took us round to various places.

[38:14]

AW:

Did I tell you the story about [The following section is closed for 30 years

until April 2043: Track 6 [00:38:15]

No.

AW:

Here’s one that probably shouldn’t become public.

We can put it away for thirty years.

AW:

This man took us to

[The following section is closed for 30 years until April 2043: Track 6 [00:38:24]
and we went in and he spoke fluent Japanese and introduced himself in Japanese, and
introduced us. And we sat down with these people and Japanese ladies brought us tea
and so on. And we were talking, and talking about the company and what we did, and
–

MW: I think he was the scientific attaché.

AW:

Yes, he was the scientific attaché.

MW: At the Embassy.

AW:

Yes.

MW: And Englishman.
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AW:

Our search for agents. And then suddenly they all got up, and bowed and

walked out. Didn’t know what had happened. And we went out with, left with this
attaché, and when we got outside he said, ‘You know what happened, they suddenly
realised I could speak Japanese, and they were discussing how they could get hold of
our technology without having to pay for it’ [laughs]. And they were so embarrassed.

MW: They just walked out, and we never saw them again.

[39:22]

AW:

Anyway, we went to the people who’d been selling stuff for us for years, and

that was run by an Englishman – no, he wasn’t an Englishman, he was Japanese but
he’d been brought up in America. And so he knew what we would – you knew what
he meant by what he said, which wasn’t always the case with Japanese. And we
decided to fix him up as our agent anyway. And he did us very well, for a long time.

When did you learn Japanese?

MW: What?

When did you learn Japanese?

AW:

I don’t know Japanese.

MW: Neither of us can speak at all.

AW:

They all speak English in Japan.

So who on your side at the meeting knew Japanese?

AW:

Oh, this scientific attaché to the Embassy.
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MW: He brought us there, and we were talking English.

AW:

We were talking in English and then they stopped talking in English, and

talked to each other in Japanese you see, and that was when they started saying things
that we shouldn’t hear.

MW: Well you didn’t see they were embarrassed, they just got up and walked out,
and we never saw them again.

AW:

Bowed and walked out, yes.

Were there any other memorable occasions on your trip to Japan at this time?

AW:

Erm … we met quite a few people in Japan we knew. There was one

professor who we’d known in Oxford, he’d been in Oxford, we were staying in some
hotel in Tokyo, and he came to see us in the hotel and he said, ‘You can’t stay here.’
We’d got four kids with us you see. And he said, ‘I’ll fix you up in the International
House.’ So there’s this wonderful place called the International House of Japan,
which is a sort of academic club, and from people all over the world. And he put
Martin up for a member, and actually he’s been a member ever since, and we stay
there whenever we go to Japan, it’s very nice. It’s got a lovely garden. It’s got desks.

MW: It’s a club, international businessman’s club, and academic club.

AW:

But he put us up there, which was very nice. And –

MW: When the Americans broke up the Japanese family events in Japan, I think it
was the bottom, the Mitsui.

AW:

Mitsui.
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MW: Had an office with an enormous garden, right in the middle of, or close to the
middle of Japan, actually in the middle of the red light area.

AW:

Tokyo.

MW: And the Americans took it over and gave a third of it or something to this club,
which is still there now, we always stay there when we got there. In the middle of the
red light area, it’s great fun.

AW:

Raponki [ph]

[42:07]

What was it like visiting – where was it in the Soviet Union again?

AW:

Novorossiysk.

MW: Which is the capital of Siberia.

AW:

We spent quite a lot of time behind the iron curtain actually, in the ‘70s we

went to selling in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Russia.

MW: Hungary.

AW:

Hungary, yes. We used to go on trips because when Barry Marsden first took

over, I think he thought – I don’t think he liked having husband and wife directors sort
of looking over his shoulder at all. So we went off to do quite a lot in setting up
offices and selling and so on, set up the offices in France, and went and sold behind
the Iron Curtain, and went to exhibitions behind the Iron Curtain and things like that.
But we knew a lot of people from behind the Iron Curtain because they’d worked in
Oxford you’d see, they’d been academic, they’d come over to do doctorates or a bit of
work.
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MW: In those days you have to get an invitation from your end, you couldn’t just go
to the Embassy and say, I want to go. It had to be either through an international
meeting, or by invitation. And we could always get invitations. People used to come
over and work in the Clarendon, and I used to write and say can you invite me to
come to something or other and they did, and then we would travel. Once you get
behind the Iron Curtain you can go anywhere.

AW:

Not in Russia, the USSR.

MW: Not in Russia, that was another barrier, yes.

AW:

I know there was once that we got to the frontier, and we had the letter of

invitation, and I suppose we’d got visas. But we got to the frontier and we were told
you can’t go any further, you haven’t got the right bits of paper. And we said, ‘Well,
we’ve got this letter of invitation.’ And they said, ‘Well that’s not what you should
have.’ He said, and we eventually, it was a sort of KGB man who kept saying you’re
going to have to go back, you can’t stay. But the head of the frontier of post came
down eventually and said, ‘I know these academics, they do slip up on some of these
things.’ He said, ‘I’ll put you up here for the night, it’s just as good as the new tourist
hotel and in the morning I’ll ring up to this place’ –

MW: To the man that we said had invited us, but we had nothing to show for it.

AW:

We brought his letter.

MW: Had his letter did we?

AW:

We had his letter. ‘Ring him up and make sure it’s absolutely genuine, and

then we’ll let you go.’ Which they did.

MW: So we slept in our car.
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AW:

No, no, they gave us beds.

MW: Did they?

AW:

It was as good as any tourist hotel really.

MW: Oh, I remember, yes.

AW:

Yes [laughs]. And then the next day we went on to Karkov, and Professor

Verkin who presumably was the one who slipped up. We were there for a week, we
put on an exhibition, it was hard to stay sober there because they’d take us out to
lunch every day and they’d take us out for dinner every day.

MW: Yes, we had an Austin A40 van, which we set up to pull our equipment of
Oxford Instruments.

AW:

I think it was a transit van by then, it was the yellow transit van. A40, that was

earlier. Yes.

MW: Well it was an A40 I think. But it was a big yellow van.

AW:

Ford transit.

MW: And we had a shelf we made about that much from the top so we could creep
in and sleep at the top if something really went wrong, like we had a puncture in the
winter up there or whatever.

AW:

It was winter we were there, you know, November.

MW: Yeah, we unloaded all the equipment, it was great fun.
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AW:

But we were given an enormous hall for this exhibition, and everything came

out of this one van, so we had to sort of spread it. I remember sitting on hotel floors
on many occasions sort of creating literature. Up to 1970 I wrote all the company
literature, and we travelled with Letraset and things like that so that I could do
displays.

Sorry, Letraset?

AW:

Oh, you wouldn’t know about it nowadays because of computers. It was a sort

of press on letters.

MW: Rubber things you could put the letters in and stamp it.

Did you meet many business successes behind the Iron Curtain?

MW: Not a lot.

AW:

They wanted to buy things, but they weren’t always able to get the funds.

They’d buy most of the things off the stand as a rule, but we couldn’t – we didn’t sell
things in Karkov because we were going onto Moscow with an exhibition, which we
set up in the, what’s it called, the Lebedev Institute.

MW: Yes.

AW:

And we – Moscow was different.

[46:52]

MW: They didn’t make us much money, I sort of rather enjoyed it, going there, and
we made – a lot of top Russian scientists used to come to the Clarendon Lab, say
come back and I’ll organise an exhibition for you. So we had space organised in one
of our top laboratories, and it all fitted in to our expansion into a world market for our
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products. But compared with say going to America and putting an exhibition on in
Atlanta or something where you made a lot of money.

AW:

Doesn’t cost a lot, mind you.

What sort of reactions did you get from Russian scientists?

MW: Oh, they were always so welcoming.

AW:

They always wanted the equipment, yeah.

MW: They wanted – they wanted contact with the West.

AW:

Yes.

MW: They were all shut off.

AW:

They all spoke English, all the scientists over there.

MW: Took us out to dinner and got us drunk with the vodka they poured into us, it
was –

AW:

That’s the UK, yes.

MW: No, it was fun, I mean life was rather boring for them frankly, they couldn’t
travel, they couldn’t do this, they couldn’t do that, having us coming out having an
exhibition, it was a change, you know.

AW:

I remember at the end when we were clearing up, you know going to the

USSR in those days you had to know exactly where you were going to be each night,
and you’ve got these permissions and everything else. And we were due to be at –
which comes first, Minsk or Smolensk?
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MW: Minsk.

AW:

Minsk.

MW: I think.

AW:

Oh, that’s on the road from Moscow. And we sat right in this laboratory and

we were discussing them buying the equipment off the stands and this of course took
a long time, they got this sort of man from the equivalent of the Board of Trade along
to talk about it, and allow them the money on this, that, and the other, we negotiated
away. We came to an agreement, and then a rather sort of acidic sort of professor
said, thumped the table and said, ‘Now we’ll drink to this.’ But he brought out a
bottle of vodka, and he brought out laboratory beakers because they didn’t have
glasses, and he sort of put quite a lot vodka in each laboratory beaker, and here’s to,
you know, here’s to this, that, and the other between the Lebedev Institute, and
Oxford Instruments. And I was sipping away at my glass – my laboratory beaker of
vodka, and he thumped the table and said, ‘If you want to do business with the
Russians, you must learn to drink with the Russians.’ And I said, ‘I thought ladies
were allowed to sip.’ And he said, ‘Sex doesn’t come into it,’ he said. So I drank
down my vodka but I couldn’t stand up for about half an hour [laughs]. So it’s quite –
you suffer quite a bit from this.

MW: I think what you might get from this, it was actually quite fun, it wasn’t all just
what percentage are we earning on our – we both enjoyed doing it. I mean those
Russian trips we didn’t make much money on them.

Did you get much sense of what science and technology was like in the Soviet Union?

MW: Oh, yes.

What impression did you get?
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AW:

Well they were very good in Karkov, they had – it’s a low temperature

institute, and they did a lot of good things. And in fact Oxford Instruments now
employ several people ex-Karkov.

MW: Still now.

AW:

Yes. Who are very good. I mean we knew they were good.

MW: Their trouble is they were so slow. You know, in England it’s much slower
than America. In America something new crops up, somebody discovers something,
there's science all around it you can do, and people, buy cryostats to it, a few months
later it gets over the Europe, and a year or two later it happens in Russia. And most of
the exciting science has been done. It’s rather disheartening for them. And they liked
to buy cryostats [ph] from us that enable them to keep up with international science.
Because there weren’t any companies like us making equipment, they either made it
themselves, which is difficult to get the materials, or they just read what the
Americans were doing. But they used to sell everything that we took to exhibitions,
even if they couldn’t get money to buy things from England from the quotes we gave
them, the organisation would almost always say you can buy all equipment that’s on
the stand. And that helped them a lot.

Did they always pay in cash, or trade offsets, and that sort of thing involved?

MW: No.

AW:

I do remember being paid in petrol in –

MW: In Karkov.

AW:

No, that was in Poland.
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MW: Poland, Breslau. Breslau. Hadn’t got any cash, so they filled up our car with
petrol.

AW:

I forget what that was for, it may have been you giving a talk or something.

MW: That was something like that.

AW:

Yes.

Did you have any other memorable trips to other countries?

AW:

I expect so. I’ll have to think of them. When we went across the Trans-

Siberian railway, we – and stopped at Novorssiysk, well we didn’t stop, we started at
Novorssiysk because we’d had to fly before that because we went down south. We
went down to Georgia, to Tbilisi where there was various scientists, that was quite
fun, because we went round the university there. There was a lady who was
irradiating brandy to make it age. Did we tell you that story? No. In the university
she was great fun. She said, ‘I’ll give you some of this brandy,’ she said. ‘I had it
irradiated which ages it very quickly’ [laughs].

How did it taste?

AW:

Fine.

MW: They’d been given a reactor by the Russians.

AW:

They couldn’t think of anything better to do with it.

MW: And she climbed up on the top of it. And I asked her what research she was
doing and she said something like that, well more important than that, we’ve put our
brandy in, and she had a bottle of brandy, lowered it down the middle of this big
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magnet and said, it’s very good for ageing brandy quickly. I don’t know if it was or
not.

[53:10]

You mentioned that you took your family on this trip as well. How big is your family
by this point?

AW:

Four children we had, yeah. We lost a daughter a few years ago, from cancer,

but we had four children then, yes. And they were between eight and eighteen when
we went across the Trans-Siberian railway. The eight year old, she was a child who
didn’t need much sleep, so she very much kept up with all the others perfectly
happily, but she was always having her head patted, because they love children in
Russia, and being given sort of soft toys, or this or that [laughs]. There was one
occasion we had to fly into – we went from – from Moscow we went down to the
Ukraine, we sent to the same lab again, this Karkov lab, and then we went from there
to Tbilisi. We had to fly from Georgia, to Novorossiysk because they’d got – no, they
went to Samarkand, didn’t we. They went to – we went to Tashkent and Samarkand.

MW: We flew there from Georgia, it was quite a bit distance that. Over the dessert
area which they use to sending out their rockets. So we had to fly there so we
couldn’t see what was on the ground.

AW:

We flew from Tashkent to Novorossiysk, during that journey Martin took

some photographs of the churches of Tashkent – not Tashkent, yes. As we got rose in
the air, and then some busybody reported him to the stewardess who took his camera
away and said, you know, you’ll be interviewed when you get to Novorossiysk. And
the poor in-tourist guy sat with me and the four children while Martin was hogged off
to have questions asked.

MW: Did I?
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AW:

It took ages, yes. You eventually again met the head of the place, and once

you meet the head of the place it’s all right.

What did they actually ask you?

MW: What was I doing, because they were reported that I was taking photographs
on the aerodrome of –

AW:

Tashkent.

MW: Tashkent aerodrome of things I shouldn’t take photographs of. And I said I
knew what I should take photographs of and what I shouldn’t, and I didn’t take any
photographs that I shouldn’t. And after about half an hour, I don’t know, I said well
take the film out and develop it then. And as soon as I said that, you know, they were
pretty well all right. And in fact what often happens, after we’d been talking, they
were expecting to find that I had done something naughty and report me to the senior
man. But after about an hour they said they – they went and got the senior man, he
came in, great big man in a grey uniform, he was much nicer, and it all got much
easier, and I told him me could take the film out. You were sitting –

AW:

I wasn’t all that worried, I didn’t think they were going to put you inside with

a wife and four children in tow [laughs].

Did you ever meet any other security problems?

AW:

On the Trans-Siberia railway as we got to – well as we went along, when they

get on trains in Russia they – I don’t know if they still do, but they used to get into
their pyjamas and dressing gowns straight away.

MW: Long train – long train journeys.
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AW:

These long train journeys. And stay in them all throughout the journey. Now

this was six days journey, towards about the fifth day, I think they were getting out
before we were. But there were some men along who sort of passed the time of day in
sign language to us.

MW: In their pyjamas.

AW:

In their pyjamas, and Martin was sort of taking photographs of the

countryside, and they kept pointing to things and telling you to take photographs of
them, did they?

MW: Yes. You go along the Chinese frontier and they said, ‘That’s China there.’

AW:

Take a photograph, you know, which Martin did. And then when we got to

the other end and they got out of their pyjamas again, they came out with all sorts of
brass all over their shoulders, they were quite senior officers.

MW: We having previously been told to take photographs, but don’t take
photographs anywhere near the frontier. And there was these senior people saying
that’s China, photograph it.

AW:

[Laughs].

MW: There we are, lots of fun and games you have in those days.

[57:43]

AW:

Then we went to Japan and spent three weeks in Japan sort of choosing an

agent and going round quite a lot of customers too, before we went down to Australia
for our sabbatical leave, where Martin did a lot of work in Monash University on
helium refrigerators, wasn’t it?
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MW: Yeah.

Where’s Monash University?

AW:

Melbourne, it’s one of the Melbourne universities. One east, in the east part of

Melbourne.

MW: There are about five universities in Melbourne now I think, it’s a big town.

How did you take to live in Australia as a family?

AW:

Great.

MW: It was lovely.

AW:

The children went to Nunawading High School which they thought was rather

good on their UCAS forms later. Yes, they enjoyed it.

MW: They gave us a nice house, the university gave us a nice house to live in, in
east Melbourne.

AW:

Boxhill. Thame Street, Boxhill, except they call it Thame Street, Boxhill.

MW: Yes, we had a good time there. It was the professor of the department was
from – originally from Nottingham, and I knew him when I was working in the
Clarendon, and he said would I come out some time and start them off on low
temperature work in the department. So it was all very easy, and matey. Worked out
well.

How did you actually start them off with that work?
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MW: They bought a cryostat from the company, a bit of equipment which we made
here, and took out with us. And then I explained to – they’ve got some very good
workshops in their university, I took it all to bits so they could see how it was made,
and it set them off, and they’ve never looked back I think from that. I said I’m not a
physicist, I’ll make the equipment, if one of your physicists says what he wants to
measure, and I’ll make equipment for him. And they took my thing to bits more or
less and saw – and we were given a very good technician who from thereon made
similar things for other people. It was a very successful trip I think, that.

AW:

We came back across the Pacific and up the West Coast of America, visiting

various laboratories and things on the way, and a lot of fun.

Shall we take a short break as we’re an hour in.

End of Track 6
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Track 7

I’ve been meaning to ask as well, we talked quite a bit about financing, how much
were are you charging for Oxford Instruments equipment and services in about
1970-ish?

AW:

Probably too little, though Barry Marsden, when he came in he knew more

about pricing, so he probably got the prices more exact. He didn’t know mind you
know about high magnetic fields and low temperatures. He knew about electronics,
that had been his doubt about coming into the company but we managed to persuade
him that the management side was –

MW: Did us so much good taking on an electronics man now too. Well we charged
– to fix a price for a quote we’d see what are the cost of the materials going into it,
how long it’s going to take, and put an overhead on it. And we undercharged grossly
for some years until more experienced people came in and sort of, I don’t know, put
the prices up a hell of a lot more.

AW:

Though we did make profits from very early on because we had quite a low

cost base to begin with, until we started growing people fast.

I’m wondering as well, and you’ve mentioned sort of share deals and things like this
before, did you ever think about selling out in this difficult time?

AW:

Only the time when we were talking to Air Products and Chemicals, that time.

It’s more getting people to invest in.

MW: We never wanted to sell out. We always had a sort of a faith without much
reason for it, that it was going to be a great company in the long run, and we didn’t
want to sell out. So we struggled on and on and it took a long time to come good.
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AW:

In I think it was ‘73 I think, we took over a division in British Oxygen, they

had a division called superconducting magnet division, didn’t they?

MW: Yeah.

AW:

And they’d been competing with us for not that long, a few years, but they

were – they were making awful loses. And they’d got a much bigger cost base of
course, and so we bought that division, partly to stop their competition because they
were a nuisance, and British Oxygen could stand a lot of losses which we probably
wouldn’t be able to. And we bought it, I think they had twenty per cent of the
shareholding to begin with, didn’t they? Because we hadn’t got any money so we
bought it for shares, and then a year later we took over Newport Instruments. I can’t
remember which way round it was. We took over Newport Instruments, which was
an old friend, he’d been in the Clarendon in the war I think, he had worked in the war
in the Clarendon, the man who ran it who had set it up.

MW: Newport Instruments.

AW:

He was –

MW: He just wanted it to be taken over to carry on employing the same staff and
making the same things, you know. Very sort of aristocratic.

AW:

Do you remember what he was called? Should do.

MW: It’ll come to me in a minute.

AW:

It will come in a minute. But he – he was very gentlemanly, he was quite a

rich man. And so we bought Newport Instruments for another sort or twenty per cent
or whatever it was of the shares. I think that was the point in which we – it was after
3Is had come in, they’d had about twenty per cent. It was at that point that we lost
control of the company, because before that Martin and I had control of the company,
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we had the majority of the shares. But we went under fifty per cent at that point, we
were very thankful to do so, because we had been through such difficulties in the past
that we were quite glad to share it, because –

MW: Who did we share it with?

AW:

Well I think by then it was –

MW: Air Products?

AW:

By then it was 3Is, or ICFC, I think possibly Newport came before British

Oxygen. It’s in the book. Newport and the BOCDL, somewhere along that line we
lost our control. As I say we we’re quite glad to do it, after all we felt very
responsible for the sort of bread and butter of all the people working in the company.
And, you know, we wanted to – we were happy to lose our shareholding as long as the
company survived and went on employing people like that.

Does your role actually change when you stop being the majority shareholders?

MW: No.

AW:

No.

MW: No, it didn’t.

AW:

We’re still the largest shareholder, but my – through that period, up to when

we floated, as company secretary I was very careful to keep the outside bodies in
balance. And they kept – when it looked as if we were going to be, you know, turned
out into a great company, and this, and that, and the other, they wanted to buy shares,
and this, that and the other. They first wanted to sell and then they wanted to buy, it
was quite a messy time in the – I suppose that was about ‘80, ‘81. And yes, Ian
Boswell, that’s the name of the man from Newport Instruments was Ian Boswell.
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And he wanted to sell because he was retiring to the Isle of Man, I think. And he
wanted to sell half his shares, and offered them – offered them at a particular price.

MW: He wanted to – see he was a sort of Victorian gentleman who wanted the firm
to carry on as it was, and he wanted the new owners to respect some of the technicians
and so on that were in the company and he trusted us.

AW:

And that was when we took it over.

MW: That’s when we took it over.

AW:

But later when we were – when he wanted to sell part of his Oxford

Instruments shares, which he had had in exchange for Newport Instruments, he sold
them to staff at what everyone felt was quite a high price, but when we thought about
it later it was clearly a low price. And only – I think we sold them largely to staff,
didn’t we? I think he had to offer them and I don’t think the others took them up at
that moment.

[06:32]

MW: He had a secretary, who was a very pompous sort of lady who felt as secretary
to the chairman she was like next nearest to God. And I remember she said to, now
what was it? Something to me about – she explained that who was it? They had in
this company we bought, had got three restaurants, three eating places.

AW:

Three canteens, it was a small company [laughs].

MW: Three canteens. And she explained to me who was allowed into this one and
that one. And I remember saying to her, I mean there was nothing I could say more
than when we take over there is going to be one and everyone goes in, and she was
horrified. You know, I knew she couldn’t say anything but there was nothing else,
she couldn’t do anything I mean–
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AW:

We’ve always been egalitarian. It was always Christian names in the

company, right from the word go.

Is that still the case as it grew?

MW: Oh, yes.

AW:

Oh, yes.

MW: Still is.

So why did you decide to buy Newport Instruments?

MW: They wanted to sell it to us.

AW:

They were making magnets, but not the same sort as us, they were making big

iron core electromagnets. Not the solenoids like we had made at the beginning, and
they were also making some quite good equipment, magnetometers for measuring
magnetic fields. They had curious divisions, they had –

MW: They were selling low field magnets, iron magnets with a coil around them,
with very, you know, with a battery you could produce a low magnetic field. And it
fitted perfectly well, we were making high field ones and they had low, it all –

AW:

That fitted all right.

MW: It all fitted very well.

AW:

They made components too, there was a division called Newport Components

and there was a strange division called caravans.
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MW: Yes, they used to make –

AW:

It was some historical reason that the family had been involved in coach work,

and this had gone onto caravans. And I know our then finance director took over
directing this caravan bit to push it for two years, and then sell it, which he did very
well. But I know at one stage they were making a caravan that was for an Arab prince
to take around with him, sort of as a law court. Two caravans one for sleeping in, and
the other as the law court. And the one for sleeping in had a seven foot wide bed and,
you know, all these things [laughs]. The company was terribly tickled by this, there
was a lot of jokes around the company. But that got sold off quickly, because
obviously it wasn’t core business or anything like.

MW: But the owner was just getting old, and he was of the type that he’d built the
firm, made the firm, employed people, and he wanted to look after. You know, we
were the only people he thought he sold it to us, he didn’t mind what we pay for it, as
long as the men he had were looked after, he trusted us to do so. Funny sort of sale,
doesn’t happen often but that’s the way it was.

What did the company actually add to what Oxford Instruments was already doing?

AW:

Magnetometers, actually we’re still making one of the pieces of equipment.

MW: We still make the –

AW:

NMR, the desktop NMR for testing the – testing all sorts of things, like the

humidity of – I mean, how much water there is –

MW: Grain there is in wheat.

AW:

In grain and things like that.

MW: Still make those.
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AW:

We still make those, they are selling well. I mean they are considerably

updated but it’s–

MW: He was good in his day but he knew that his company was out of date, and
getting worse out of date. And it would be difficult to sell, he was getting old and
retired to the Isle of Man with his wife. And we were the only sort of people he felt
safe to sell his company to. He didn’t charge a lot for it.

AW:

Well his shares.

MW: Yes.

AW:

At the time I suppose it wasn’t, but he did very well later of course after we

floated. Even with the half he didn’t sell earlier, and they went largely to staff.

[10:48]

You mentioned that the company started getting involved with, was it Medilog
equipment, in the early seventies? What was the next big technology that takes you on
from there?

AW:

I don’t think we did much else in medical equipment, other than ambulatory

monitoring. We went into various types of physiological monitoring.

MW: Did we?

AW:

Yes, blood pressure.

MW: I think the biggest thing, technical advance the company made into
nanotechnology, which we are now one of the leading companies in nano making
equipment for research in nanotechnology.
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AW:

We did actually, we took over companies in – dear I shall have to read the

book to remember when we did these things.

MW: I don’t think nano comes into it, does it?

AW:

Well in a sense plasma is getting that way, isn’t it? We took over a company

called Plasma Technology Limited, and – which has done very well. It’s in Bristol
actually, outside Bristol, and we took over another one called Link, which was part of
a big engineering group, and we bought both of those, not for shares there for money I
think. And they both made dreadful loses for about three years. And then they
became the best performing parts of the whole group, it has a way of happening that.

[12:28]

I was wondering when you got involved with NMR?

MW: Yes.

AW:

Oh, NMR came very early 2004. This man Rex Richards, who’s a famous

guru, he’s professor, he was vice chancellor and the university and one time. And he
was a great – he’d worked in America on NMR and worked on it in England.

MW: Audrey, you should stop before there’s a – it’s MR, nuclear–

AW:

Oh, NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance. Not MRI, but NMR.

MW: Because that’s what it became, MRI.

AW:

Well later yes.
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MW: When it became, you hear people talking, I’m going into an MRI machine or
something, they’ve dropped the nuclear because people wouldn’t like it, but it was
actually MNRI. So from NMR, which was a university branch of science, people
doing research on all over the place, it turned out that you could use this physical
technique for measuring – well it became into body scanning, turned into it, didn’t it?

AW:

Yeah, but in fact it’s, I think I called the chapter, magnets for modelling

molecules, because you can model molecules, you can analyse molecules, where the
bits stick onto different carbon atoms or whatever, with NMR because you have –

MW: It wasn’t a million miles from that to imaging.

AW:

It’s resonance, you know resonance, everything’s got resonance. You know in

your radio will pick up, something will resonate to the same wave length.

MW: It’s a wave.

AW:

So it’s – you flood – you have a thing in a magnetic field, the higher the better,

the more sensitive, and you put another field across it of a different sort, and the
atoms will resonate – the atoms of different things will resonate. And you get a peak
in a graph of what’s there, and what’s resonating. And also by various special
techniques you can find out where they are, where they’re attached to the carbon
atom, or the nitrogen atom, or what have you. And it’s chemical analysis really.

MW: This is the first step towards imaging.

AW:

Imaging is largely the mapping of water molecules, of hydrogen molecules in

the body. Because there are different densities in different bits of the body, and that’s
what – why you get a map and why it’s – that is what it is basically.

MW: The obvious thing is there is much less in bones, so you can pick out a
skeleton very easily, if you’re looking for hydrogen molecules everywhere. The
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skeleton stands out as a place where there aren’t any hydrogen, and in fact there is a
difference between your blood and your muscle, and your this and your fingernails.

AW:

All your tissues are different, yes.

MW: So you finish up with an imaging machine.

How did Oxford Instruments actually go into this line in the first place?

AW:

Of NMR? Way back, because we made high magnetic fields, you want high

magnetic fields for NMR, you want a very uniform magnetic field, extremely
uniform. You know, not varying by one part, ten the eighth?

MW: Ninth.

AW:

Ninth.

MW: Yes. And the professor of chemistry here in Oxford, who is still alive now, I
talk to him occasionally. He used magnetic resonance for his research in chemistry,
and he then saw, together with some people up in Nottingham University, saw that by
emphasising one part of this technique you could get into the imaging business. And I
can remember doing this down in our company and using some of our magnets, and
pull out something with a sort of vague image of something like a caterpillar they’d
hung down in the middle of a magnet. And that’s where imaging started, and you
know what it is now.

AW:

Hydrogen, whereas NMR used in chemical analysis is quite a few molecules,

different molecules which resonate. They don’t all resonate, all molecules, it’s where
they’re uneven. And it’s different numbers of – well I won’t go into the chemistry.
But NMR is very useful tool, and it’s used in testing as well as research and analysis,
and everything like that. And Oxford Instruments was in it very early, I mean we
worked with Rex Richardsons, who is this professor, we worked with him developing
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magnets, we started with quite a modest one, and you measure that by the hertz, 270
megahertz. Hertz is the cycles per second. 270 megahertz is what the magnetic field
is inside that it would resonate at, and then we went up to 360, and as you go up in –
and it depends on the strength of the magnetic field, which must still be extremely
uniform. And as you go up it gets – you can see more, you can get much clearer
graphs, they are more separated, the peaks in the graphs. And we built a series of four
or five systems for him getting ever higher, and he’d publish the research he’d done in
it, and other people would come in once he’d published the research and buy the
similar equipment from us. And in fact it was our main business in the ‘70s I’d say,
once we’d got over this first hiccup. And we worked then – we didn’t make the
whole equipment, we didn’t make the spectrometer side of it, we just made the
magnet and the electronics for the magnet. But we didn’t make the spectrometer,
because a lot of people had been making spectrometers, because they had used –
they’d done this – used this equipment with other magnets without, with non
superconducting magnets. And so they had all the spectrometer side of it already.
And there’s a company Bruker in Germany, was buying magnets from us to put in
with their spectrometers. And there was a company, Varian in America, and there
was another, what was it called? I’ve forgotten. Nikolai. And they were both
spectrometer companies, and they were buying our magnets. And through the ‘70s,
Gunther Laukien, who’s the head of Bruker.

MW: In Germany.

AW:

Was trying to take over Oxford Instruments, we were trying to fend him off,

and he played tricks with us. We had a great big order from him, and he was going to
call off the magnets, you know as he wanted them, he was going to call them off from
the order, but the price was sort of fixed which wasn’t very comfortable in the ‘70s. It
was probably one of the errors we made. But then he’d stop calling them off entirely
so we had nothing going through for a bit. And no one else was ordering them
because it was a difficult time, the ‘70s. And we were very glad of the medical
electronics at that time.
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MW: He was a real absolute bully, he had his reputation, which was that he was the
youngest U boat commander in the last war. I went to see him once in his office, he
was a terrific showman, he wanted to show off his power to everybody. Big man,
rather stout, and I remember going to his room, and in his office there was a glass
table about half the size of this with a hole in the middle, and a glass table lower
down. And on the lower table was a revolver, and I remember sitting down at this
table, and the first thing he did was to lean forward through the hole, pull up the
revolver, and put it on the top table, [laughs] extraordinary. Just his way of –

AW:

Trying to bully.

MW: Yes, trying to bully.

How did you go about fending off Bruker?

MW: Because we just refused, they wanted to – they did everything short of actually
saying we want to buy you, we’ll buy you from this price. They did everything they
could.

AW:

They did say they wanted to buy us, time and again.

MW: Did they?

AW:

Yes, yes.

MW: Well we just said no, and we’re still competitors, a good company apparently.
This man had three sons, and they’re the same bullies as he, and they’re doing quite
well in America and it’s a good company, but –

AW:

They made very good equipment, but people hate working for it.

MW: Yes, they hate working for them.
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AW:

I mean there was one company that came to us, it was a German company

with the extraordinary name of –

MW: Quite recently.

AW:

Quite recently, yes. The extraordinary name of Very-cold, a German

company. And Bruker wanted to take them over, and they came to us and said please
take us over instead, so we did because they had some things that were very
complimentary to our equipment.

MW: There we are.

[22:20]

I was interested as well, you talk about Rex Richards developing the imaging
technology.

MW: Yes.

AW:

It wasn’t so much Rex Richards, it was more Andrews, professor – no, it was

Professor Andrews in Nottingham, but he wasn’t the main one. The one that got the
Nobel Prize was –

MW: Peter.

AW:

Peter Mansfield. Sir Peter Mansfield, yes. And he and someone in America

called Lauterbur, got the Nobel Prize for MRI. And Peter Mansfield deserved it, I
know we made – I remember we made a MRI magnet for him before the
superconductor ones. We made several, quite a few copper solenoid ones before we
made the superconducting ones. Because it was a whole bubbly thing, you know, it
was quite difficult. We hadn’t made any superconducting magnets that big before,
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and we made this magnet, shipped to him and he tried it out on himself [laughs]. It’s
in the science museum now that one. We had it painted red, but he’s painted it yellow
because he thought it was less threatening.

Did you have much personal involvement with Peter Mansfield and the experiments
he was doing?

MW: Quite a bit.

AW:

I think some people in the company did.

MW: He’s still alive.

AW:

We meet him from time to time, we know him.

MW: Cantankerous.

AW:

Yes.

MW: I’ll show you the pictures.

Martin.

MW: What?

AW:

You’re attached.

[23:58]

We were talking about the prototype NMR machine?
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MW: Yes, that’s the prototype, from which – this is just copper windings in there,
and the man slid in on his back on a plank. And that worked all right, and then we
managed to put the whole thing into something very cold, oh, that was the next one.

AW:

That’s still copper.

MW: That’s still copper.

AW:

But it’s better.

MW: Eventually it becomes that.

AW:

If you want an anecdote? This one had an interesting anecdote, we sold one to

a clinic in Geneva, and they kept saying it’s not working properly. And our people
went and said it seems to be perfectly all right.

MW: Getting a fudgey picture, the picture was always going wrong.

AW:

And in the end they found –

MW: We had it back here, didn’t we, and tried it, it worked.

AW:

We put it back it seemed to be all right. And in the end they found it was the

trams which were a complete circuit around –

MW: Geneva, round the centre of Geneva.

AW:

And when the trams started off you got a surge, because if it’s a circuit you see

you get a magnetic field of sorts inside, and these things have to be very homogenous.

MW: Being horizontal like that, if the vertical field changes a bit. They were very
cross with us they were.
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AW:

So they had to put a cage around it or something like that.

MW: And we proved it was all their own fault they were still cross with us [laughs].

I was wondering if you could, you know, for somebody who hasn’t got the book in
front of them, just describe what those NMR imaging machines actually looked like.

AW:

Well there was four coils of wire horizontally, you can think about what wire

looks like when I arrives in a great big coil –

MW: Two or three feet down there.

AW:

With gaps between them, three feet from the diameter. And actually the

person had to go between the two central coils, because there was two smaller ones at
each end, or one at each end, I should say. And then a pair nearer the middle, and the
body had to go in between those horizontally and not down the hole, and later when
they put them the other way up, you went down the hole in the middle.

When did that change to putting them into that, you know, the sort of doughnut shape
we know that you slide into the middle of the circle?

AW:

That’s a superconductive magnet, as soon as you needed cryostats to keep it

cold, they had to have a cryostat all around the magnet. And so that’s when – we did
the first whole body superconductive magnet anywhere, and this was in 1980, and
there’s a picture of in there, Martin, I don’t know quite where. It’ll probably be, that’s
it.

Page 116.

AW:

With John Woodgate.
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MW: That’s the – and don’t forget he made some of those around the coils. We had
four arranged that so the field is fairly homogenous over the central part where your
stomach was under there investigating.

Page 113.

AW:

The professor in Aberdeen set up a little company, and we gave him the rights

to make them. I mean, I think it was his idea to begin with but we’d developed it.
But we gave him the rights to make them, but I don’t think he sold many though.

MW: That’s the next one was where the person could lie and it was rather less
uncomfortable to get into that.

AW:

That was made for Nottingham, that’s the one that Peter Mansfield tried it out

on himself.

MW: And then that is simply it’s got superconducting coils inside it, so it has to be
in a cryostat to keep it cold.

AW:

And that’s the one you see but it’s got still more equipment – not equipment

but casing .

MW: That’s what you go into when you go into a modern one –

AW:

It would have a lot of casing around it.

MW: It just has casing around, you don’t realise it’s actually a solenoid. But that’s –

Just in case someone didn’t have the book with them, would you mind describing what
that last one looks like.

MW: There’s me in one.
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AW:

Well they must know, people must know what a MRI machine looks like

because it’s always coming up on television.

Possibly.

AW:

They all look much the same, it’s a great –

MW: You know, they don’t, Audrey, because they are now sort of built in to a side
of a room they don’t realise there is a coil in there.

AW:

Right.

MW: I had one the other day in the Radcliffe.

AW:

Well it’s a bit like a barrel on its side. Except that it’s – the two sides are

parallel, it’s like a big barrel on its side, white, and it’s got several layers of metal on
the outside because it’s a cryostat where – because it holds helium and nitrogen, and
things like that, liquids. Then inside is the place where the patient goes. The patient
slides in and out, and then all the electronics is usually kept in another room, with a
glass panel so they can look out from there.

Do you ever get, you know, excited at some of the things that Oxford Instruments are
actually developing?

AW:

Yes, yes indeed. Nano computers is what – they’re not actually developing

nano computers, but they’re developing the environment in which people do research
on nano computers, which is extremely low temperatures and high magnetic fields
which is right down our line. So we’re selling quite a lot of dilution refrigerators for
this with a magnet attached.

[29:35]
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How did you feel about MRI machines when they first started coming in using Oxford
Instruments’ magnets?

AW:

Very exciting, I mean there was always Oxford Instruments magnets from the

word go.

MW: I suppose we were rather proud of it, but pride isn’t a very nice attribute.

AW:

I think we had pride in achievement.

MW: Yeah, we were very pleased at what we’d done was becoming useful.

AW:

It makes us feel warm to feel how many people sort of say to us that they’ve

depended on MRI for all sorts of diagnosis, and this, and that, and the other. The
doctors who say they always use MRI for what they are working on and so on.

MW: Only one thing, you know what MRI stands for?

Magnetic resonance imaging?

MW: Yes, when it comes from –

AW:

Nuclear magnetic resonance.

MW: Nuclear magnetic resonance, and when the medical profession took it up, they
said we’ve got to drop the nuclear or nobody will go in it [laughs].

AW:

They didn’t realise that everyone has a body full of nuclei.

Were you ever surprised by some of the ways that Oxford Instruments technology
ended up being used?
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MW: Yes, I think. Yes.

AW:

Yes. I mean, it was one – it’s been used in – something rather like an MRI

magnet has been used up the Amazon, two hundred, two – a long way up the Amazon
for separating ores.

MW: And for, yes, for getting, what’s it called, that very white ore –

AW:

For getting china clay.

MW: China clay –

AW:

Getting iron out of China clay.

MW: China clay, and you only need a tiny amount or iron, and all its rusting and
colouring in paper if you want white paper. And so they use magnetic system for,
they pump the ore in a solution through the magnet, and it gets pulled off at some
point so that it comes out pure white. I mean the paper is white because – I think it’s
a [inaud].

AW:

That was quite surprising that.

MW: A lot of paper, and a lot of paper whitening material is passed through
magnetic fields to get the iron out. You only need a tiny percentage of some iron ore
and it’s yellow. That’s one of its uses today, isn’t it? On a big scale use nobody
thinks about it but it’s there.

[32:11]

I was wondering in the 1970s were you still doing much design work yourself?
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MW: Er … well I suppose I have to say no.

AW:

Not much but you were occasionally. I remember you contributing on a

number of occasions when there was some big job that they were puzzling over.

MW: What was that about?

AW:

Loads of big jobs, talking about it there was a – I suppose the one from

Grenoble was after that. I think some of it, where you talked to people, you did sort
of design not on an – not on an envelope but on a pad with clients when you were
doing selling.

MW: I did quite a lot on that Grenoble magnet, one of our most serious accidents.

[33:04]

AW:

Faults. Well it wasn’t entirely our fault.

MW: No, it wasn’t. It was a very big important magnet and we were asked to
design for Grenoble. And we made two mistakes, one was not somehow insure our
product. So that if something really went wrong and people were damaged, we had
insurance. We just hadn’t got any insurance we supplied. It either is that we took for
granted the word we were given to a certain amount of data about what we’ve got to
design. And some of it had been produced by a very famous Frenchman, who was
head of the CNRS. He designed this and we accepted this, and used it as a basis for
our work. And he was wrong, and our equipment went wrong as a result, and the
French begged us not to say whose fault it was [laughs]. He was such an important
man in French science, like the head of the SRC or something like that, you know,
done this work. Very clever man, but he had actually just made a mistake, everybody
does, and we made a magnet which it had an accident then.
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AW:

It didn’t have an accident, but we never got it to feel. We never got it going

properly.

MW: And the French begged us not to say what had caused it and they got rather
nasty about.

AW:

There was one man that got rather nasty, everyone else was trying to calm us

but –

MW: I mean there is nothing to gain by being nasty, we couldn’t – there was no
way, it was a very big magnet worth many millions of pounds, we couldn’t have just
made another one. And they had – they had made a fault and we should’ve seen it, so
there was fault on both sides. And they wouldn’t – the man who had made the fault in
France wouldn’t admit it, but I had to go out to Grenoble and talk about it and they
admitted to me they knew he had made a fault. And they were not going to – they’re
not going to make us – make another one free of charge with a fault put right that was
the key things cause they would’ve practically turned – made the firm broke. So they
just accepted that – what happened? We didn’t make another magnet, did we?

AW:

No, we didn’t, I think we settled. I think we did pay up a certain amount but

not as much as we were afraid that we were going to have to at one time.

MW: And it was going to be so expensive that they gave up that little bit of research.
The funny thing is that the fact – the thing that really put it wrong was the fact that
Grenoble has thunderstorms, lightening strikes, almost every day because of all the
mountains around. There’s something about it, just got this terrific amount of
lightening. And we had to make the magnet, so if there was lightning which would
surge, sudden magnet field produced, it wouldn’t hurt the magnet. And the
Frenchman told us how to do it. It was quite a difficult calculation and he was wrong.
And he was a rather famous Frenchman, he was head of Science Research Council, it
shows you sometimes that he could do a bit of work and he got it wrong.
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AW:

I don’t think it did go pop, Martin, I don’t think anybody dared use it.

MW: No, nobody dared use it.

AW:

We tried to – tried to sort of remedy it, but I don’t think we could remedy it

enough.

MW: No. It was one disaster after another. And we went down and got a little tiny
pad down in the South of France, and we went down there for a holiday, and I got a
telegram the next morning saying we had to go up to Grenoble and face all these
people and explain it, and get a – try and get an amicable result. Which we did
because the Grenoble people, the top people in Grenoble, did not want an argument
with Oxford Instruments.

AW:

No.

MW: We’ve done a lot of good work with them before and expected they would in
the future. And they said–

AW:

We’d made a great deal for them, the labs there in Grenoble are absolutely full

of Oxford Instruments equipment.

MW: But there was the man who had made the mistake there who wanted to say that
we’d done something wrong, which we had, but there was fault on both sides.

AW:

He was one difficult man, I think he was something to do with administration

so he was being very protective.

MW: There we are, we have these little problems sometimes.

AW:

But, you know, it did lead to us tightening up a great deal on how we took

orders, and, you know, how we – contracts.
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MW: Yes, it did.

AW:

And getting the legal side of contracts absolutely right. I think they’d

accepted a condition – we had – some were some of these people who had grown with
us since about 1963, ‘64. And they probably met – you know, they’d grown up in a
way making smaller equipment where it didn’t matter so much.

MW: We had to put in a clause, if you remember, the order, we said we guarantee
the magnet for five years –

AW:

And if it goes wrong –

MW: And if it goes wrong –

AW:

We’ll put it right, and guarantee –

MW: Put it right for free and guarantee it for another five years.

AW:

And that was an impossible thing to have accepted and –

MW: The foreman who accepted – who’d written the spec, agreed he’d made a
mistake and we’d made a mistake in not having these things looked at properly,
legally. In the end I went down there, and the French people said, ‘The last thing we
want is to break relations with Oxford Instruments,’ and we came to a settlement
somehow.

[38:58]

How important are the reoccurring customers, people who keep coming back to you
like Grenoble?
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MW: Oh, very important.

AW:

Very important, yes. They always want the next thing on, for the next

experiment on with something different. So they come back, and back, and back, the
bigger laboratories, yes. And the big laboratories can usually afford to buy our
equipment and they don’t have to go for the cheaper ones.

MW: We’ve got to particular – I’ll tell you a slightly funny story about Grenoble,
which is the – what is the big French magnet laboratory, and it was frankly a German,
the Germans built their own there, but it’s a very big laboratory, very famous. And
one magnet we made for them, quite a heavy thing, about this size, a lot of copper in
it.

AW:

Back in the ‘60s this was, early ‘60s.

MW: What was his name who took it down there for us?

AW:

Michael Black.

MW: Yes, we got him to deliver it, we had a van. And we had a sculptor friend who
said to me, ‘Oh, that’s going down to Grenoble, why don’t you let me drive it down,
because I’ve got to go down and collect some rock from somewhere in France, some
very special rock. I want to borrow your van, I’ll drive it down there.’ So we let him
do this, he drove down. He turned up at the laboratory in Grenoble, incredibly scruffy
as – you know, sort of typical art sculptor uniform so to speak. Turned up, saw the
man at the door, and said, ‘I’ve brought a thing down to give to Professor –

AW:

Véel.

MW: Véel, I think it was. And the man at the door said, ‘Oh, fine, just drive in here
and I’ll get somebody out to take it out.’ And he said, ‘I’ve got to give this to
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Professor Véel ,’ who was a sort of God in physics in Grenoble. The man said, ‘You
can’t – I can’t go and get Professor Véel.’

AW:

Oh, Néel, Professor Néel, that’s it.

MW: Néel, N-e-e-l, with an accent somewhere. And this friend of ours, who was a
sculptor dressed as sculptors – as you imagine sculptors said, ‘Sorry, I’m not going to
leave this until I’ve got the man non the form and he signed it,’ which is quite right,
we’d given him the forms. And normally the sort of man at the door at the bottom
would sign for it. Anyway, he was absolutely adamant, and eventually this man on
the door said, ‘All right,’ and gave in, he said, ‘I’ll ring up Professor Néel and say so.’
And he boundly sort of said, ‘There’s a very strange rough and ready driver from
Oxford Instruments who’s got a magnet and he won’t leave here until you sign for it.’
And Professor Néel was a great man who saw a bit of humour, and he said, ‘Well
send him up to me.’ And he went up and this sculptor of ours got on like a house on
fire with Professor Néel who invited lots of other professors in, and made a great
thing about partying the announcement of this magnet had arrived. So we always had
a sort of – ever since then had a sort of reputation that – a friendship fundamentally
with them, more than just handing over an ordered good.

AW:

It’s a very big centre for low temperature, and high magnetic field research in

Grenoble. It’s got a lot of – it’s the second scientific city in France, apart from Paris,
it’s the next one. There’s several laboratories, big laboratories.

[42:35]

MW: There we are.

I was wondering as well, had you reached the point yet where you’re manufacturing
standard products that people just buy as they ask for them?

MW: Yes. We do a lot of that.
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AW:

We had done for some time actually.

MW: Oh, yes. I mean, we pride ourselves on making the biggest and best, but
there’s only one biggest and one best, lots of people can do very good research on
lower spec equipment which we make.

AW:

We still do custom designed equipment, because we like to keep – it helps us

to keep up with the latest things if we do that.

This is a question I’ve actually been wondering about as well, say the 1970s is an
example you’ve talked about going into medical equipment, NMRI, MRI machines.

MW: Yes.

Sort of innovations, and yet I wonder how you actually sort of balance the need to
innovate with the bread and butter products that make you money? How do you do
it? How do you carry on making money at the same time innovating?

AW:

We try and – we try and – certainly in the early days we innovated on our

customers, and certainly made – well not at the very beginning maybe, but later we
made money on that.

MW: Well a man –

AW:

If we didn’t want a piece of – an order, we’d sometimes double the price and

still get the order [laughs].

MW: Nuclear magnetic resonance business, which was very much pioneered by a
professor at Oxford, a professor of chemistry.

AW:

That’s Rex Richards, we’ve been talking about, yes.
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MW: I mean, he ordered a certain, you know, 200 megahertz magnet, and published
work in it, other people bought 200 megahertz magnets, and he bought a 300 one.
You know, the top people get pushed up if they wanted to do original work.

AW:

We did sell a lot through the ‘70s to Bruker and Nikolai, these NMR magnets,

and they were standard. Nikolai, because they were to go in standard spectrometers, it
was OEM business, which we don’t really like in the company, but that’s what we
were earning the money on in those days. And Varian. And eventually we had an
agreement with Varian to make all their magnets, and then Varian took over some
competitors of ours in Oxford who were starting to make their magnets, and sort of
several removes, a few of the relics of Thor were making magnets called Magnex.

[45:22]

You mentioned a few academic contacts in passing, Rex Richards, Peter Mansfield, I
was just wondering could you give me an idea of what they’re actually like in the
1970s?

AW:

What they were like?

MW: Well Rex Richards was a chemist in Oxford, did all his life here, he grew up in
the chemistry field, professor of chemistry, grew, and grew, and grew, he became the
vice chancellor of the university in the end. He was a great man, and if he walked in
the room now, you’d think he’s a very simple ordinary man, but he’d obviously got a
sort of brain that could do lots of things, different things. He could be vice chancellor
of the university, he could also be professor of chemistry, and discuss how we make
great magnets, he’s a great man, he’s still alive down in Cornwell he’s retired to.
What was your question?

AW:

What were they like.
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Well can I actually follow up –

AW:

He was a friend.

MW: Yes, a very good friend.

AW:

Very good friend, yes.

What sort of actual interaction do you have with him over the development of NMRI?

AW:

He used to come down to the company with his academic dress, when he was

vice chancellor with his tabs and everything else, in his academic dress, to see how his
things were going before rushing off to his next meeting as vice chancellor. He was a
lot of fun.

MW: We were friends, and we’d either go up – I mean in a case like that, he’d have
a lot of his senior research people would be in charge of the all the details of the
project, and we’d go up into his laboratory and discuss or they’d come down to the
factory and discuss something. Just occasionally the top man would come in. It was
always very, almost always as far as I can remember, very open and friendly on a
personal basis. We knew the people were using it.

AW:

Our senior staff had pretty good academic qualifications, we had a lot of PhDs.

And I remember one person came to the company, took a job in Oxford Instruments
because they thought – they came from somewhere else, and they thought it was a
way of sort of getting into Oxford and maybe they’d soon leave to have a job in
Oxford University. But after they’d been with us a while, they – he said to us later he
felt it was much more interesting than any academic job would have been because he
had so much contact with so many experiments going on. Because they got to know
about all these experiments going on because they had to design equipment for it.
And they got to know these scientists and people as friends, and quite a few of them
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since become sort of fellows of college, or not exactly fellows, or visiting fellows, or
something like that at colleges. And – because they’re high calibre people.

MW: Yes, he said that if you go to university research, you’re given a problem, let’s
say while you’re supervising, you sort of narrow it down to the absolutely everything,
[inaud], and if you knew things, you write a thesis and so on. Whereas if you, as an
engineer, or project engineer, we used to call them in the company, you were in fact
making equipment for lots of different people, and your mind expands in a way, he
said this. It’s Peter Hanley said this to us when he – he didn’t get a job in Oxford,
came to work with us, and about two or three months later, he said, ‘I think it’s a
much better job than I was trying for in the university,’ he came clean on it.

Did you ever had any problems recruiting staff?

MW: What?

Recruiting staff in the ‘70s, was it ever a problem?

MW: I don’t think it was –

AW:

I can’t remember the ‘70s. I mean, there have been periods when we couldn’t

get enough well qualified people, and particularly technicians, good technicians.

MW: There was one occasion we were, in a laughing way, we were criticised as –
Rutherford lab, we had a lot to do with –

AW:

Harwell, Harwell.

MW: Harwell. And they have a Christmas dinner we also used to go along to there,
invited to their dinner. And I remember some of the senior person in Harwell saying,
‘Trouble we have in our workshops is that as soon as we’ve trained a –
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AW:

Technician.

MW: Now what’s the right word for a technician?

AW:

Technologist? An apprentice?

MW: Apprentice, ‘Whenever we’ve had an apprentice, as soon as they’ve gone
through that apprenticeship they always go and work at Oxford Instruments, and we
can’t get them back again’ [laughs]. That sort of humour, he had a point though.

AW:

Except that –

MW: And we were growing very fast, and they were local people living locally got
apprenticeship in Harwell, just the job for us, you know.

AW:

But they did later find that if companies like Oxford Instruments were around

they could get their things made as cheaply as employing their own staff in their own
workshops, several places had found that, and probably better because these people
were highly trained to that sort of equipment.

[50:30]

Could you talk a little bit more about the MRI machines, it’s one of those
developments that really made the news, it’s one of those very recognisable things.
You seen in Casualty for instance today on TV, everywhere.

AW:

Yes.

What did you think the future was going to be for this new technology back in the
1970s when you first got involved with it?
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AW:

I think the point at which we thought it was really going to take off was once

we started on the whole body one. I don’t think I knew much about those ones that
went – those copper ones. I knew that Mansfield was doing his development research
on these things, but once we got into the superconducting one, and results started to
come out from Hammersmith where that one went to Hammersmith, although we did
it on spec, Hammersmith bought it. And we soon realise it was very important. And
we did actually wonder quite a lot from time to time as to whether we’d do the
electronic side of it, the spectrometer side of it. But again, you see, the big medical
companies, GE, GEC, Siemens, Hitachi, whatever, the big medical companies,
they’ve got the market and hospitals – they’re the people hospitals will go to for
equipment, not a tiny little company in England. As it was, you know, we were
making ninety-nine point nine per cent of the magnets for MRI in the world at that
time, we knew it couldn’t last. Because who’s going to depend on a small company
in Oxfordshire forever for their equipment in competition with all the other big
medical companies? We grew terribly fast on MRI, we floated actually because of
MRI, because we needed a lot of money fast to develop it. And built a factory – but
we were always running to stand still as you might say with MRI because we were
selling so many of these things. And Siemens – in the end you know we sold – we
did a joint venture with Siemens because the other people did as we had expected, did
manage to make their own magnets, GE and Siemens, and the other companies.

MW: And Phillips.

AW:

And Phillips, yes, Phillips was making their own magnets, having been buying

from us for ages, you see. But we eventually – Siemens were making some of their
own, but they were making very complicated ones, over complicated, and it was
expensive. It cost them less to buy them from us than it was to make them in their
factory in Germany. So quite a lot less. So they eventually did this joint venture with
us, and closed the German one down. We had developed a new type of magnet called
an active shielded magnet, the problem with these big magnets is there’s huge
magnetic field there, and at the beginning they found the problem came with cleaners,
and people like that who – anything made of iron used to go and stick onto the magnet
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if it was on. And the surgeons used to go alone with their scissors in their pocket,
which would fly out and into the magnet. And the stray field was quite strong around
these magnets, they had to – some of them they built away from the hospital. I think
the one in Radcliffe, at the JR, is built away from the hospital, isn’t it, because of that?

MW: Is it?

AW:

In a separate building. Or they had to put a great big shield, you have iron all

around. But we developed a way of what we call active shielding, which you have
two magnets, a little outside magnet going in the opposite direction from the first
magnet, which cancels out the stray magnetic field. They take more wire, they take
more material, and they’re a bit bigger, but it became absolutely essential for people
to have that. We’ve got the patent of it. Actually there again our people probably talk
too much, because Phillips patented it a fortnight before us, but some years later they
found that what Phillips had patented just simply wouldn’t work, it wasn’t achievable.
And so ours was reinstated, we probably – got extra years for that too.

[55:08]

AW:

That was in America I think.

Did you actually get to see the early MRI machines in operation?

AW:

You were in that one, that was a slightly different machine.

MW: We got a lot of publicity like that, and the Queen Mum.

What’s actually happening in that photo?

MW: Well it’s running, the magnet.

AW:

It’s a very low field, mind you.
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MW: On the way out – you know, they don’t smell, they’ve got no colour, magnetic
fields, and I suddenly thought if I got a dog – a chain, an iron chain, it would pull it in,
you could feel it, there was something there. Otherwise you can’t see you, you know.
And I remember I handed it to the Queen Mum and she turned round to the people
who were here, there were a lot of people listening and what, ‘It’s rather like taking
the corgis for a walk in the park,’ was the expression that got sort of all in the press.
That was – we had a, there was an annual do in the Royal Society of new equipment,
and we put one of our magnets in it.

Do you have any other memories from the early MRI days which stick in your minds?

AW:

We made – we made some equipment, it was a bit like MRI, it looks like MRI,

but actually it’s spectroscopy, rather than imaging which means that you can use it
with all sorts of different molecules, just like NMR, only you can put a body in it too.
And the one in the university where they were doing research on this, the cleaner went
in when it was on, and her floor polishing got stuck on the side of the machine.
There’s a photograph of it in the book.

MW: I can’t see it.

AW:

And just shows how strong the field it in it. That was before its time, it didn’t

– I think it’s coming now, but that was a long time ago, and it was – it really didn’t
sell, that equipment, I don’t know why it didn’t sell, but it didn’t.

MW: You’ve got to be really careful. And there was another case where a surgeon
went over somewhere near the magnet, and the scissors went out of his pocket, shot
into the magnet at the speed of light. And there was somebody there. I don’t think
anybody was hurt but –

The following section is closed for 30 years until April 2043: Track 7 [00:57:42end]
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End of Track 7
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Track 8

I suppose when we were talking last time, you know, you’d sounded quite in the
doldrums at the start of the 1970s, but you’ve talked about a lot of changes that have
happened, new things you go into over the course of the decade. But I was just
wondering if you could give me an overview of how the company actually grew over
this period. You talked about a lot of the detail of it but I haven’t quite got a since of
–

MW: Look round to the historian .

AW:

I’ve probably got a graph, shows you how it grew over the ‘70s. But –

because I did each decade separately. Yes, there we are, 1971 it had a turnover –

MW: Push it over this way.

AW:

£500,000, and then 1980 it had a turnover of –

MW: Didn’t grow much in those years.

AW:

Well those were very difficult years, just after Barry came in.

The start of the ‘70s.

AW:

Start of the ‘70s, yes. And we weren’t getting many orders and so on, and you

see we’re in losses. The black is profits, and in 1980 we had a turnover of £7 million.

MW: Black is profits, and the rest is turnover, yes?

AW:

Yeah.

MW: Yeah.
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AW:

And I think the white is number of people.

MW: Oh, the white thing alongside it?

AW:

Hmm, which I think is that side, pink.

I notice that profits and personal jump quite dramatically at 1975, what happened
then?

AW:

Newport merger in – between 1974 and ‘75.

MW: That’s the staff.

AW:

And the take over of the … no, that’s Oxford Medical moved to Abingdon,

they started growing really hard, Oxford Medical, the medical electronics in ‘75.

MW: Is that what that is, that shoot up there?

AW:

That writing is that, yes.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Medical were making quite good profits. We depended on them very much in

the – certainly in part of the ‘70s. This is sale of the caravan division [laughs].

MW: What is?

AW:

[02:33]

There is – between those two, is sale of the caravan division.
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Had you expanded out of the original little site in the stables and slaughterhouse?

AW:

Oh, long since. In ‘65 we moved down to Osney Mead to a boathouse on

Osney Mead Estate, which was set up for old established firms in Oxford. We
weren’t really old established, but anyway we bought the site actually from the
boathouse people, two thirds of it anyway, and the last third we were able to buy from
Spillers who were next door.

MW: There was an intermediate place on the –

AW:

Oh, you mean the old laundry?

MW: Laundry, yes.

AW:

No, we really had that for Oxford Cryogenics, it was an old laundry where the

college of further education is now on a bit of – one of the bits of the streams of the
river, and – the old laundry, and that was really dilapidated, and leaking in the roof,
and everything else. But we were allowed to take it because it was pending
development of the area, we were allowed to take, and we put this very modern
looking helium liquefier there in this old laundry, which had been the old city laundry
with belt driven equipment and all that sort of thing. The belts were still there, I don’t
think the machine was for operating them, but the belts were still there. And you’ll
find it, Oxford Cryogenics –

MW: I’ll find it, you carry on talking.

AW:

And this modern equipment, that’s where we started doing liquid helium and

delivering it around England, surprising British Oxygen very much because when we
came in with this milk round, we made them much more efficient. And they were
quite gracious about it [laughs] later.
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MW: In the early days if you wanted any helium, you bought a container, 17-litre
container, and you sent one of your research students down to Paddington, across
London, down to BOC and got it filled up and came all the way back, by which time a
quarter of it had evaporated. We started up in opposition, and we said, was it 24
hours, or forty-eight hours?

AW:

Probably forty-eight hours because we had –

MW: You can have it in your lab.

AW:

All around the country we used to deliver.

MW: And we got a charming Scottish girl with a lovely accent on the phone, and it
went like a house on fire.

AW:

Yes, I mean, people in the north of England wanted liquid helium, BOC would

put it on the train for them, and it quite often arrived the other end with hardly any left
[laughs], you know, after the journey, because being at four degrees absolute.

MW: Yes, it’s the sort of thing we delivered to the door and went straight into their
labs, it was so easy, so obvious, but the people in BOC just hadn’t thought about it.

AW:

So we really grew hard through the ‘70s, particularly towards the end of the

‘70s. MNR, I suppose it had come back in that we were then selling a lot more
having gone through this period of starvation of orders from the Siemens, or rather of
call offs from the Siemens, not Siemens from Bruker. And then we were beginning
working on the MRI magnets towards the end of the ‘70s. Because the first
superconducting MRI magnet was finished in 1980, probably started in ‘79.

How do you think that the roles of the two of you actually changed over this decade?
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AW:

I was still company secretary, well that was about all I did I suppose, apart

from being a director still. I stopped doing – writing the literature, actually I used to
do quite a lot of the writing, if we needed planning permission or anything like that
I’d do the writing. And –

MW: Organised the exhibitions, you did a lot of.

AW:

Queen’s Award I used to write all the applications for Queen’s Awards. We

usually got them too. I don’t know how many the company’s had by now.

MW: Audrey’s a good writer.

AW:

About a dozen.

MW: If I want to write an important letter to somebody, I will write it and give it to
Audrey and it comes back two thirds the length, and much better to understand and so
on, she’s has a good choice – I would say she’s a wordsmith rather than a writer.

What about your role, Martin, what were you doing over the course of the 1970s?

AW:

Still chairman, weren’t you?

MW: 1970s. Well I was still working in the Clarendon, wasn’t I?

AW:

No, you’d left by then.

MW: When we came back from Australia?

AW:

Hmm.

MW: I was very associated with it. What was I doing?
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AW:

You were doing a lot of work in the company then, a lot of it on sales, and

marketing, in the ‘70s.

MW: Yeah, I did quite a lot of marketing, I mean we really only existing with you
and me, and some –

AW:

This is the ‘70s remember. We had got sales people then. But you had all

these contacts, they always sort of rang you up and you used to go and see them, or
they’d come and see you.

MW: You’d better ask Audrey what I was doing [laughs]. She’s got a better
memory than me. I had the connections with the Clarendon Lab always, so always
connected with that, so people used to ring me up and I said I’d come back to them,
and went home and got the answer from Audrey.

AW:

No, I mean, you did – in the ‘70s you did some work on design.

MW: On magnets?

AW:

Hmm, still. And certainly went to conferences on design, in the company.

MW: Yeah, yeah. Have you got anything in here that how it grew over the –

AW:

Over the ‘70s.

MW: I knew a lot of the people who were our customers who knew my boss.

[09:00]

MW: My boss in the Clarendon Lab was very well known around the world, and –

Was that Kurti?
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MW: Kurti, yes. Simon who was really the great man had died quite a lot long
before, but there are three of them, Kurti – Simon, Kurti, and Mendelssohn. Now I’ve
just been given the Mendelssohn Award that I’ve got to go and get in Germany later
this summer with three of them. They kept the Clarendon well known in the world.

AW:

Yes, this says that [reads aloud from Chapter 8 of Magnetic Venture], ‘Here I

must track back to January ‘75, the month when Barry Marsden made his last cri de
coeur, over threats of catastrophe from the negative cash flow.

[9:45]

AW:

‘There’d been two general elections in ‘74, early in the year the Labour Party

had taken over government from the Conservatives, but without an overall majority.
Then the second election in the autumn they had won a majority of only three. This
weak government had no – had to propitiate the powerful unions and had expensively
settled the outstanding miners’ strike that had been the downfall of Mr Heath’s Tory
administration. The newly elected Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, was set in place a
social contract to try and limit excessive pay settlements, and wage inflation still
roared ahead. It went up to an average twenty-four per cent in 1974, and reached
thirty-three per cent in mid ‘75.’ You know, it’s a difficult period to try and grow a
company.

What do you think – if you had to sort of highlight maybe one or two key difficulties
over that period, what were the hardest bits?

AW:

I think the cash situation, the money situation was always – Barry’s gloom

came from another wave of superconductor problems. We were always having
problems with superconductor, it’s a very difficult thing, we used to say there was a
certain magic in it, I don’t know. They say it still goes wrong from time to time what
they get –
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MW: Really?

AW:

From factories, yes.

MW: It’s still from a purely scientific point of view, it’s not entirely understood
what makes them superconduct. It’s a very – well the materials get more and more
complex, and in a research lab they work better and so on, and when they go into
production things go wrong with them. Always having trouble with our raw
materials.

[11:35]

Do you ever think about manufacturing raw materials yourself?

MW: We do, we do, we do.

AW:

Oh, we make the superconductor, this was a very complicated thing because

BOC later had an American vice president I suppose in London, and BOC owned a
factory in America called AirCo. It was making superconductor, but it was making a
lot of losses, and not selling much. And we wanted somewhere – it had a lot of
factory and nowhere to put things, you know, nothing to put in this factory. And we
wanted somewhere to do whole body magnets in America. And this man who was on
our board, because he was the BOC representative, as you might say, on the board, he
suggested that we should have a joint venture and take over this factory. So we had
this joint venture, and we put MRI –

MW: BOC in America, America BOC.

AW:

It was called AirCo, but it was a subsidiary of BOC. And we – so we did

superconducting magnets, we made superconducting magnets over there, and they
were making superconductor you see, and kept them cold and delivered them. I don’t
know that they were all that good at making magnets over there, they weren’t so used
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to it as, you know, the people they had over there making them. But they made quite
a lot, they only made one model, I think we made all the rest in England. But the one
model they made over there, and they also had what we called a cold farm, that means
once the magnets are shipped over there, they’re kept cold in this factory, and repaired
in the factory where they’d got the means of keeping them cold and everything else
like that. And we’ve still got the cold farm over there actually, but we don’t make
MRI magnets, because of course we don’t make them anymore, they’re made in our
old factory, but by Siemens now. And we expanded the superconductive wire
business enormously till it more than fills that factory, it needs more space. And
we’re the biggest superconductive wire manufacturer in the world now, and we’re
making it for – we’ve got huge orders for ITER, that machine for –

MW: I mentioned them.

AW:

Oh, yes, that machine, and we’re – and of course we make our own wire, so

we have the best, and they have some very good materials there. And it’s been really
successful that has. We eventually bought out BOC from their half, and so we own it
fully. And it’s been a really good move, but it all happened through taking over
BOC’s division, which we thought was a pretty bad deal at the time, but of course
through that it turned out to be a good deal.

When abouts was the time that happened?

AW:

Well it must have been – MRI machines, it must have been sort of mid-’80s.

[14:35]

I was wondering as well, we’ve talked about a fair few different sorts of job today,
and I was just wondering over the course of the 1970s, you personally, which of those
jobs do you think actually interested each of you the most?
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AW:

Which of those jobs? Well my main job in the ‘70s was as company secretary

I suppose, and doing bits of writing here and there for the company.

What about the –

AW:

Because I was on the board of course.

I was thinking about sorts of things the company was actually making.

AW:

Which interested us? Oh, MRI was fascinating. It was funny about the

dilution refrigerators, because they weren’t doing very well at one point, and Barry
said I think we must close down making dilution refrigerators. And then of course we
got a wave of orders, so we went on making them. And then we came a later time
when we thought – everyone thought, well they’re not doing very well, perhaps we’ll
close it. And then there were some more orders, you know, and now they’re one of
the most important things we do. So, it’s lucky when these things survive. They were
always interesting, dilution refrigerators. We’ve got some competition in it, but
we’ve been at it longer than anyone I think.

MW: I should think we make probably eighty per cent of the world’s dilution
refrigerators.

AW:

There’s someone set up from academia, isn’t there, who makes some.

MW: Yes, in –

AW:

In –

MW: He was in Grenoble, he’s gone up into Holland now.
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AW:

Holland. Holland of course is the where cryogenics really began, where

Kamerlingh Onnes – or superconductivity began because Kamerlingh Onnes
discovered superconductivity in 1911 in Leiden in Holland.

MW: There’s always been a very good department in Leiden working on the
fundamental physics at low temperatures, very good department, nice people.

What do you think of the activities of the company of the 1970s interested you, Martin,
most?

MW: Activities of the company?

Hmm, the sorts of things that you got involved with.

AW:

We were busy trying to make sure Barry wasn’t too pessimistic. Barry was

something of a pessimist, where’s both optimists, and –

MW: It made a good balance actually I think.

AW:

Yes.

MW: Because we were good friends, we got on well. I spend a lot of time
marketing, a bit of selling too.

AW:

And the board was pretty – worked pretty hard.

MW: I’m trying to think, make me want to say what I did sort of every day, or every
week.

That’s a good question.
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MW: Yeah. In a sort of fuzzy way, I think I kept everything together. I knew more
about the actual details of coil winding than anybody else in the company, except the
coil winder, and I would represent some of the difficulties we were having in the
workshop to the board. I had a lot of contact with the clients, and with the workforce,
and I think I understood both better than most other members of the board. And I
tried to keep the temperature down.

AW:

We made – the accounts to March ‘76 show pre-tax profits up by eighty per

cent. And then I say later, ‘Free from immediate worries the board started to
concentrate on the future, and on defining more formalised objectives and structure.
Barry wrote a stimulating paper entitled Where is the Company Going? With his
experience of much larger and older companies, he looked forward to a board
structure more like that in a public company with a majority of executive directors
and fewer shareholders representatives.’

MW: I think we’ve got a copy of that.

AW:

‘Structure of Oxford Instruments has grown up with its history.’ I can’t

remember. ‘Family founders still perform some executive functions, and the
objectives of the other directors and shareholders varied quite a lot. Most were not
seeking straight financial goals, in fact their objectives were generally rather more,
rather remote from the aims of institutional shareholders in the public company of the
late 20th century. The only shareholder in that category, ICFC, would have liked
dividends on ordinary shares, but was not pressing. None of the shareholders wanted
a quick sale of the company for quick gains, BOC wanted to keep a window on the
technology, and Ian Boswell took a very long term view of his investment.’ Now
that’s the sort of situation company wise then.

MW: There were no major fights or battles on the board.

[19:45]
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AW:

We also wanted to share more of the ownership of Oxford Instruments with

the employees, which we felt was – that took us quite a bit getting that through the
board.

What was the difficulty?

AW:

Well they were rather conventional people.

MW: Foreign to it.

AW:

Yes, it was a new idea then, I mean there were very few companies doing this.

Why did you think it was important to do it at all?

MW: I’m a born democrat.

AW:

Share the proceeds. Share the sort of ownership with people had worked – and

many of them for many of years in the company.

MW: They already knew, knew an awful lot about it, when it was a question of what
money we should put into development, or we wanted to get the real detailed serious
knowledge of the company from the people who worked in it, rather than the directors
who tended to have more of a bank manager’s attitude. We were sort of in between
the two.

AW:

We managed to get about five per cent of the shares into the hands of the

pension fund, another five per cent into a trust for employee shareholders, they had to
stay in the trust for three years, the shares, and then they could have them out after
that.

MW: And a lot of shareholders – a lot of staff have shares, in fact I think –
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AW:

And before that, yes, they do now.

MW: I think they now have to be shareholders.

AW:

But in 1968 when we had had to have a rights issue, because we were running

out of money, we did sort of sell shares to quite a lot of the senior – I should think
about a dozen of our senior people very early on at par. And so they did very well out
of those. I mean, years later when they – the company floated they found that these
shares bought them a house [laughs]. These 100 shares at par from 1968.

[21:42]

Where did you actually think the company was going by the end of the ‘70s?

AW:

I think we were all quite confused during the late ‘70s where it was going.

MW: I don’t think I was.

AW:

There were rather a lot of bits.

MW: I just wanted to get bigger, and we wanted it to be a rather democratic. We
were very against the sort of conventional unthinking capitalist. We’d both been
slightly left in our views, well less –

AW:

Middle, actually.

MW: Yes, middle but with a left tendency, which a lot of people in other companies
were simply out to make as much money as they could for themselves or the
shareholders. We were both very interested in seeing the company develop because
of the products it produced. We thought it was a – there weren’t enough, and there
still aren’t enough, high tech companies growing up in England, it was all happening
in California, we wanted to show that we could do this in England. It’s quite a bit of
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sort of – I hate to say, you know, what’s the word? Trying to think of a word which
we’re not quite, but we’re not –

AW:

We were a bit paternalist I think. But –

MW: A bit paternalist.

AW:

No bad thing, I think.

MW: A bit Marxist.

AW:

No, we weren’t Marxist.

MW: Well we weren’t –

AW:

We wanted to share with everyone, yeah.

MW: Yes, we were a bit Marxist.

AW:

No, that’s not Marxist.

MW: Not Marxist, but we wanted the workers in the company to have their – be
involved and to have some of the benefits of our success, which is what I’m trying to
say, which was not easy to follow. There were very few good examples of it in this
country, and our bankers and people like that, they didn’t stop us, but they didn’t
encourage us either.

AW:

I don’t think they understood us. After we floated the city didn’t understand

us.

Do you think that lack of understanding is a strength or a weakness?
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AW:

I’m sure – I should think it had its uses occasionally, but mostly I think it’s a

disadvantage if they don’t understand you. Having investors that don’t –

MW: Yes, I think a lack of understanding is always bad, isn’t it? I mean, if they’d
understood better they might – of course they might have been more strongly anti, I
don’t know.

AW:

Yes, that’s what I was thinking. I mean, look at the bank manager who

financed our helium liquefier.

MW: Yes.

AW:

On the security of the liquefier, never do that nowadays [laughs].

MW: And did it with so little thinking too.

[24:20]

Is there ever actually a moment where you suddenly realise that I’m not running a
small company anymore, I’m running something much bigger?

AW:

We never felt like a bit company, it had a lot of branches. We’ve got this sort

of – two ways companies can go, they can go on, they can centralise and they can
decentralise. We tend to think people were happier as a big fish in a small puddle,
than a small fish in a big puddle. So we had sort – they were fairly separate and then
later – later people came in and decided that it was much more efficient to do it the
other way round, that we seemed to be wasting money on duplication, and so we had
a centralisation. But I did read in one – in one book on management the best thing for
as company was alternative centralisation and decentralisation, and then you always
had something fresh happening.

MW: And breaking up into small bits is the basis of this, you see.
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This diagram on page, just so someone in the future knows where we are, page 103.

MW: Yes.

AW:

That’s the first of the plates.

MW: Now we’re taking on new products, or buying up little firms, but – bringing it
all in as one building, with one set of managers.

So was there ever any sort of guiding overall picture from all these acquisitions and
mergers and things? Or –

MW: No, I don’t think.

AW:

Well clearly medical was not core business, well it’s not our original core

business. I mean at one time one of the directors, finance director, felt that we ought
to stop doing magnets, this was in the ‘70s actually, was he a director? He must have
been. In the ‘70s, and he said he thought we should concentrate entirely on medical
electronics, because it was obviously much more profitable. Of course it’s much
easier to come in, it’s low entry hurdle, and so lots of people came in, packs of
competition there was.

MW: In the medical.

AW:

Within about five years, yes. We made our profits in the early days, and we

went on and developed it more, and it was quite profitable, but in the end it wasn’t
core business, and so we sold it. We never got quite big enough to be a core on its
own.
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I think my final question for today, just to wrap up the whole era really, is why do you
think that by the end of the ‘70s Oxford Instrument had become a success, after
starting the decade in such bad shape?

AW:

Well Barry Marsden was one of the reasons, he was a very good manager.

And he had a sort of depth, a penetration of –

MW: He understood the business.

AW:

Of things.

MW: He understood the product I mean, because a lot of people we’ve had in the
company didn’t understand the product.

AW:

Well he did eventually, but he didn’t to begin with.

MW: No, but he did by the end of the ‘70s, he did.

AW:

Yes. And he understood business, and the need to make money as you might

say. The commercial, he was more commercial than we had been in the ‘60s, and I
think all along new people coming in tried to make it more commercial. Our current
chief executive, Jonathan Flint, he’s made it much more commercial, and sort of taken
out the things that weren’t going anywhere, you know, and concentrated very much
on a few areas.

MW: Now you want more of an answer, say the question again?

AW:

Why were we so much more successful at the end of the ‘70s. We got our

teeth in MNR and MRI, and they were – MNR was doing very well then, and MRI
was just beginning.
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MW: I don’t think we had any trouble from the banks, they’d seen us come through
this, I think they all felt there was something in Oxford Instruments that it’s got a sort
of very solid base, or solid centre.

AW:

Well by the end of the ‘70s, yes.

MW: Yes. We’d had a lot of acclaim from scientific bodies one way or another, it
had become a sort of name that was good and stable, and still innovative, because it
had got a reputation, which it still has now I think, but I think it hadn’t in the early
days, it was a bit freaky in the early days.

AW:

We got Queen’s Awards though.

MW: Yes.

AW:

For innovation and things.

MW: Yes, I think we’d come through a number of difficulties, so people felt
something there that’s rock solid inside.

AW:

I think we batted above our strength, as you might say, but above our – where

you’d normally expect us to be batting for our size. Because we’re in something so
innovative and new.

Good, that seems a pretty solid answer to me. Shall we call it a day, it’s –

MW: Okay.

Thank you.

End of Track 8
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Track 9

I was wondering, after we talked so much about what Oxford Instruments was doing
in the 1970s if you could give me an impression of how the company was at the start
of the 1980s and how that decade was for Oxford Instruments?

AW:

Do you want me to talk?

I do, open question really, it’s a –

AW:

1980 of course we’d produced our first whole body magnet for MRI in the

1980s was a decade of galloping to keep up with demand for [laughs] MRI magnets.
And I think we – we really hadn’t got enough investment and enough people really I
suppose to keep up with it satisfactorily. Although we took on lots of people and we
built a new factory for it.

When did you make the decision to actually float the company on the stock market?

AW:

In 1983 – well we probably – it was the decision was developing through the

early part of 1983 and the point was we needed a lot of money fast to exploit this
terrific opportunity we got in MRI, which is the reason why we floated, we’ve
occasionally regretted it but not always [laughs]. But we did need it and it was just
the right time, ’83 – the early ‘80s recession seemed to be just about over and the –
there was a great popularity for high-tech companies at that moment and so we floated
very well on the stock market. Gosh it was a difficult procedure wasn’t it Martin?
You were involved more than I was as you were on the floatation committee.

MW: I don’t know that it was difficult, it was just that we had to do it, whereas we
were used to running the company and we then had to spend an awful lot of time on
the intricacies of going public. Which was a diversion from our main interests and
main activity.
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AW:

You had to sort of speak the truth all the time absolutely, they’d sort of

question you, ‘Now is that correct, you have said this, is that correct?’ you had to sort
of tick boxes saying, ‘Yes, that is so,’ [laughs].

MW: Yeah, I remember one of the men – we went and sat round a table in a bank in
London, one of the merchant banks who was taking us public, sitting around this table
and I don’t know whether it was Audrey or me asked precisely what do we have to
put in, there was going to be a written something about our company, written,
wrapped up, put in a tube and sank fifty feet down below ground, sank forever. And
… makes you think what you’re going to write on that bit of paper, not many words,
just a few things, and I can remember that discussion going on for ages, just what we
should –

AW:

And writing the brochure, that was a very long winded thing wasn’t it? And

they finally said, ‘Well I think that’s correct but it’s awfully dull,’ and they threw it at
me to try and liven it up [laughs].

MW: Isn’t that why we went off to Grenoble once?

AW:

Yes, I sat in – I sat in a wonderful hotel at the top of a hill near Grenoble –

MW: We used to do a lot of business, manufacturing for an organisation called the
French National Magnet Laboratory based in Grenoble and we used to go and stay in
a little inn up in the mountains [laughs] [inaud]. And that’s where you went to write –
write that thing.

AW:

Hmm, to liven up the bits that were dull, yes.

MW: Further away from normal – they were on the telephone but that was a long –
seemed a long way away. Very peaceful, forests all around.

AW:

Well you were in a conference, I was sitting up in the hotel write [laughs] –
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MW: Were you?

AW:

Yes, working on the brochure, yes [laughs].

What were the key things you were trying to get across in that brochure?

AW:

The excitement of it, that without sort of making claims that weren’t true you

had to – you had to sort of predict to some extent how important it was going to be.
And was already actually because we were already getting lots and lots of orders and
enquiries and things.

MW: Things were understated quite often I remember.

AW:

I can give you a copy, we’ve got – all the remainder ones got dumped on us at

some point [laughs].

How did you feel about selling off parts of a company that you’d built up yourselves
from scratch and –

AW:

We weren’t selling off parts of the company now, we were selling shares into

the company. Well we very – well you mean being diluted?

Hmm.

AW:

Well we were diluted already, thankfully because, you know, you have – carry

such a responsibility when you own a majority of a company.

MW: Yes, we certainly moved from being frightened of selling fifty-one per cent of
the company when we could be outvoted on things and then we found we never ever
were outvoted. If we voted it a blind lot of other shareholders followed along behind
us. I don’t think they do now but the situation is quite different now anyway. But in
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the early days shareholders, people became shareholders because they wanted to join
us in a way, they couldn’t understand what we were doing, what it was all about so
they reckoned that if we were the major shareholders you would only do what was
good for the company and they would follow along and support us. It was I think
they trusted us in the sort of idea – the concept of creating overall a company that was
good and worthwhile so they allowed us to go – go the way we wanted to and follow
when their vote was necessary.

[06:20]

AW:

The only thing we were frightened about was the possibility of bids from

people like Bruker for the company, and we did have a number of outside institutions
investing in us, but we still at that time probably could command at least fifty per cent
of the shares, I don’t say command them but with friendly people, yes, and people
who supported us very much.

MW: As a matter of fact, trickier that Bruker were they never tried to buy shares
through a pseudonym or something like that from us, never once.

AW:

No, they didn’t play that trick.

MW: And they are still very like us, only twice as big, and rather more ruthless but
they’ve the same markets. I don’t think we often compete in the market, I don’t know
why because we do supply the same market.

AW:

I think we do compete a certain amount.

MW: Do we?

AW:

Yes.

MW: Must do actually I suppose but –
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AW:

Hmm, Jonathon was saying we won on technology he thought, I don’t know

what we don’t win on, maybe – and service, we’re good on service too now, because
we’re so spread around the world, we have very good representation and service
organisation right through the world.

What sort of investors did you actually get?

AW:

Oh, hundreds of small ones, thousands of small ones and I should think a

dozen institutions of one sort and another.

MW: None dominant, I think – I think what we’re making, although we’ve been
involved with it all our lives, it’s all very obvious to us, is totally incomprehensible,
ninety-nine per cent totally, ninety-nine per cent incomprehensible. And I think they
just follow us and the time comes when they feel that they like us having a big
majority, and going on to support it because of all the people [ph] who know what’s
what.

AW:

‘Cause everyone knows what MRI is nowadays but they didn’t then, they

knew CT and of course that was part of the blurb in the saying, you know, that the
advantages of MRI over CT scanning and they – that, you know, nowadays CT is –
it’s commodity really and we’ve got out of it because it’s commodity, we’re not good
at this sort of going on and on and on and making small changes to make a thing more
profitable, we’re innovators in Oxford Instruments very much. I say we [laughs], I’m
not longer there but the company are innovators.

What sort of difference to the company does having that extra funding make?

AW:

Oh I mean it was essential at the time, I mean we – we were building this

factory and it paid for building the factory and paid for us – well you know if you’re
[laughs] – if you’re growing at the speed that MRI was growing which you’ll see in
the book you need an extra lot of working capital, a great deal more working capital
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for materials and all these things and we needed that. We were very fortunate in the –
in the fortuitous way we had acquired a company that made superconducting
materials in America, that was really a – we didn’t foresee that at all at the time but
that worked out wonderfully.

I was interested you were talking about the popularity of high tech at the start of the
1980s, can you tell me a bit more about that?

AW:

I don’t know, there was – it – you know, these things come and go on the

stock market, then you have something like the crash, the IT crash in about 2000 and
people are frightened of IT and don’t go into it anymore and after that the – the – and
they were frightened of IT, I think the biotech went up and then that went down a few
years later and nobody would invest in biotech. It just happens all the time I think in
the stock market where everyone thinks that it’s favourable but we did strike at a good
moment when technology was in favour.

[10:50]

We’ve talked quite a bit about MRI scanning last time and how important that was,
I’m wondering were there any other technologies that were important to the company
over the 1980s?

AW:

Well in the 1980s we bought two companies which I think we talked about last

time. We bought the Plasma Technology company, in Bristol, or near there, and we
bought Link Scientific which was part of another company, it was a division of
another company. And they were in different technologies, they were – well Plasma
Technologies obviously in plasmas and in making chips and things like that, they
weren’t making the chips, they were making the equipment with which chips are
made, still are, and Link was doing these analysis systems for x-ray analysis and
analysis on the – electro microscopes. And both of those they had a lot of potential
but made the most dreadful losses for about the first four years under our control and
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then they became the most profitable of the lot when the magnet company sort of
dipped.

And why those two companies in particular?

AW:

Why did we take them over?

Hmm.

AW:

I think Barry Marsden wanted to take something over, and Peter Williams.

MW: I don’t think we saw their long term future –

AW:

Yes.

MW: And were probably ignorant of how long it takes to get started down that road,
how does that ring? That phrase. There weren’t any people ordering the bits and
pieces we were designing and designing and the potential buyers were always saying,
you know, ‘This isn’t quite what we want, we want something a bit more,’ so it went
on year after year without us developing a market. Then when it did come we’d got
really – done a lot of the donkey work and –

AW:

For those things?

MW: Yes.

AW:

Yes.

Well what sort of applications were those technologies used for?

AW:

Well still are used for, analysis, the x-ray analysis, the – back scattering from

x-rays, but there’s the electron microscope, well you can look at the surface of a
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metal, of any material and you can map where the different – so say it’s an amalgam
or a – you can see the areas where the tin predominates or whatever else predominates
and they’ve got these coloured maps and it’s an elemental analysis, it tells you the
elements present. And then later they developed a handheld one, looks a bit like a big
hairdryer which they can – prospectors use that ‘cause this on a battery and they take
it up to rock and – and press the button and the – I suppose it’s x-rays is it that come
out?

MW: Yeah.

AW:

Yeah, x-rays come out and strike the rock and back come the – what is it back

scattering – I’ve forgotten the name, terminology, I’m sure I’ve written about it in the
book [laughs] but I’m not an app expert [ph] so I’ve forgotten the terminology
[laughs]. And from that you can tell what elements you’ve got there, that’s the link
company.

MW: And it gets very practical in times like, you know, if you want – they decide –
the aeroplane designers decide that for instance the propeller must be fifty-five per
cent aluminium, twenty per cent nickel, two per cent iron, something like that, that’s
the alloy we want, and it’s got all the right – when you make a propeller you then
have to see if you’ve got them in the – whether in the manufacturing process the mix,
the correct mix of the elements continues right through every little bit of the metal.
And that means getting something that looks like a hairdryer and get – going over the
machine which shoots electrons at it, looks at the – what scatters, analyses it and you
have a screen so you can literally go at a propeller and move this thing like a hairdryer
in your hand and it – and it comes up on a screen –

AW:

You can read it off.

MW: What percentage it is and it’s got to be a) even all over and b) it’s got to be the
right thing. And that became a tremendous product, the machine that would do that.
Making it dead easy to use, dead accurate, and I think that’s about all.
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AW:

Convenient, hmm.

MW: I mean we managed to convert a fundamental research tool into something a
mechanic in a factory could use, and all that propellers going out he could wave this
thing to tell him if it was right. And that suddenly that took out – took the overall
market sky high.

AW:

There’s also quality control ‘cause you can sort of shine it at paint coming

from china and a toy and find if there’s any lead in there and that sort of thing, and it’s
got a lot of uses, that’s Link. Plasma –

MW: We went from being a very esoteric thing to a sort of analysis of these
materials, suddenly our products had a very wide market, like Audrey says that time –

AW:

‘Cause of regulation, regulation drove quite a lot of the development.

MW: Import people would go over products and as you say see that there’s no lead
in toys from China or something like that and it became – that means that every
importing place has got to have a few of these things and markets shot up.

AW:

And fruit from places abroad, oranges and things like that, they’d test the

surface of the skin to see what had been left on it [laughs] in the way of sprays.

Hmm.

MW: Yes, that was –

With things like these, let’s take the – I’m going to call it an x-ray hairdryer so
[laughs] – the back scattering, how much are you both sort of personally involved in
something like this?
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AW:

We wouldn’t be at all, I mean I only know about it ‘cause I wrote about it and

I had to find out about it [laughs]. Would you be personally involved?

MW: No.

AW:

Only having things explained to us in the factory.

MW: The MD of the time was – had a very good MD and he – he understood the
mechanics, the science of these things, knew how to promote them, we were really
incidental to it, and gratefully so.

[17:40]

Well I was going to ask, I guess the point I’m leading up to is once you have floated
the company it’s not all yours anymore.

MW: Yes.

And I –

AW:

It hadn’t been for quite some time actually, yes [all laugh].

I’m sort of thinking about how your own personal roles in the company actually
change if at all?

AW:

Well I resigned my directorship when we became a public company because I

felt I didn’t understand much about public companies, I understood more about
private companies. I have occasionally regretted it after that because I think I was
good at management by exception, sa when things go wrong spotting them quickly
and I think I’m quite good at that and I think I might have been quite a help at some
points in the ‘80s or ‘90s. But anyway I resigned from that, I still did some writing
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for them like applying for Queens Awards and various things like that. You remained
a director didn’t you?

MW: Yes, erm –

AW:

Well you became deputy chairman instead of chairman.

MW: And Barry became –

AW:

Barry became chairman when we floated.

MW: Yes.

AW:

That’s right.

And were there any sort of key people who were important in the growth of the
company in the ‘80s?

AW:

John Woodgate who ran the MRI section, that was terribly important the MRI

section, it was a cuckoo, you know, it had sort of taken over MRI and he did
brilliantly running that. But it was always sort of running fast to try and keep up.

MW: The support he needed was just how and where and when do you build a new
factory, the market was growing so fast that we were very quick at getting around the
county and finding an empty building and getting the thing going, very quick indeed
at that. Finishing up at the last thing we did was sort of put a sign up and saying who
we were [laughs], you know, we did everything rather backwards, we sorted it out,
got production going and painted the doors and finally put up a sign saying this is
Oxford Instruments.

AW:

We actually had this joint venture with British Oxygen really on the factory in

America, the superconducting factory, we’d taken that on not for the
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superconductivity but we’d taken it on to make magnet – to make a certain model of
magnet over there for the American market and of course that was marvellous because
we had our – the superconductor on the spot and also as they use more and more and
more superconductors the company grew as the MRI business grew. We could supply
our own superconductors [laughs].

I think you mentioned that last time but I was wondering why was it important to
make the magnets in the US at all?

MW: Well there was a big market there and –

AW:

I think we were probably full in Oxfordshire by then, and –

MW: We had this big box in – what’s the area called, the factory?

AW:

Eynsham?

MW: No, in America.

AW:

In America, oh in New Jersey in – in Carteret.

MW: Carteret, New Jersey.

AW:

New Jersey, but –

MW: We owned a block of land in one of these industrial estates and – with this
factory on it and we expanded and it was very useful to own the whole thing.

AW:

And it is also easier to sell to Americans if it’s a piece of equipment that they

need to work all the time, it’s easier to sell to them if it’s made in their country and
they know where to come from service immediately and it’s still going as a – what we
call a cold farm, magnet – Siemens Magnets, although we’re no longer making
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magnets, they’re shipped to this factory and it’s a cold farm, they stay cold there until
they’re ready for delivery.

MW: It’s a strange way of earning your money but if you’re wanting to run a
magnet – MRI magnet factory so these things churned off, so many a week and then
they’ve got to be shipped off somewhere and we make quite a lot of money now by
having these what we call magnet farms where these can just come in on their own,
good technical service people who could keep them cold and look after them and so
on until the customer actually wants it. So we’re a sort of buffer between the
consumer and the manufacturer, which is boring as hell but it’s actually very
important in a thing like this.

[22:45]

I guess I’m interested as well and you’ve talked about what sounds like a, you know, a
very busy decade in the 1980s with MRI so I was wondering how you managed to
keep up with, you know, the R&D side of this as well with what sounds like quite a bit
of emphasis on just making electromagnets for MRI machines.

AW:

These superconducting magnets, but the … I think – having to develop all the

time because there were always problems and people wanted them larger or smaller or
higher field and so on and I think we did – all through our history we’ve done a
certain amount of our R&D on our customers [laughs] and – and –

MW: Yeah, I think I could put it – encapsulate that in a way of saying it’s we’re
making things, that the people who do our manufacturing are often involved in the
development too, they know what’s new to come and if they’re making something
and they see that they should develop something slightly better and newer like
contacts, or I don’t know what, they would start doing this on the manufacturing
process. They’d – almost without telling the boss they’d develop a new form of
contact and try it out on a machine that’s going to be sold and if it worked let it go, if
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it didn’t work they’d have a standard one they’d send it to and develop this thing a
little bit more and put it on the next one.

AW:

Not very efficient but [laughs] that’s how things were then.

MW: Well [laughs] it was a very cheap way of doing it, we didn’t – we never run –
or hardly ever run a specific research department –

AW:

Well we do now, yes [laughs].

MW: Development department ‘cause we did a lot of development in the process of
testing what we were selling anyway.

[24:27]

AW:

So the big development that was so good was the active shield, on the outside

of magnets, a great big magnet like that it’s – it’s – you need it away from metal and
things like that in a room that’s carefully enclosed with metal sheeting all over the
place to prevent the stray field going and so on and they often had the building outside
a hospital and not inside because it was so difficult to place it.

MW: You put – had a machine like this on say the third floor of a big hospital and it
upset all the instrumentation in two or three floors above and below and I think what
you’re going to say comes next.

AW:

Yeah, what I’m going to say is what we developed is a magnet that the

windings go one way for the main field, for the field that you need, a high – high –
fairly high homogametic, and then we did another magnet on the outside carefully
designed with very careful computer programs of course, wound in the opposite
direction to cancel out the external field. And although they managed to cancel out
the external field it didn’t have a lot of effect on the field in the middle because it’s
the windings near to the middle that are most important.
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MW: It’s made the whole system I should say probably ten, fifteen per cent more
expensive, a bit larger, but that we got position before is that they put a magnet in, all
our magnets in a lab, it interrupted the equipment, one or two floors above and below
the site and that became intolerable.

Where did Oxford Instruments get the idea for active shielding from?

AW:

I think they probably developed it themselves, yeah.

MW: Oh yeah, I had customers ringing back and saying, ‘We can’t use your magnet
because Professor so and so’s apparatus two doors away isn’t working anymore,’ you
know, we had to absolutely buckle down within a week and do it.

AW:

And in some companies, Siemens when they first started, was it Siemens who

made that one with a huge iron cage around it.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Which weighed tonnes, their magnet – active shield was much more effective

and a better solution.

And were there any key people within the company involved with that?

MW: No, the same people who designed the magnet, they just stayed on an extra
quarter of an hour and designed the one to cancel it outside.

AW:

I mean our people probably were experts in superconducting magnets and so

they’d been thinking about them for years and years, so they probably could think up
these things more easily than other people.

MW: No, we got such a – the design team was very close to the –
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AW:

Production team.

MW: Production, yes, so that if you wanted a mod you’d just say to the design
people you want something just a bit different, the next morning you’d have the
design there and they’d make it and if it worked – it was very closely knit and they
were all friends, different departments, you know, working there so it –

[27:45]

AW:

They were always trying things out like the support – it’s always difficult, the

supports inside the cryostat for the magnet ‘cause it’s a jolly heavy thing the magnet
and yet you want the lightest most insulating supports you can get. [Moving around
in background]. And yes Martin’s going to produce one for you to show you [all
laugh]. The sort of fibreglass thing, and they developed these over quite a period.

My gosh. Would you mind describing what, a) what that looks like for people who
obviously aren’t going to have it in front of them and b) what it is.

MW: Well you’ve got a magnet, the inner magnet, copper wire, weighs perhaps two
or three tonnes, sometimes more, sometimes less. And outside you’ve got a thing that
looks like – well you’ve probably seen it in our books, a metal –

AW:

Everyone knows what they look like, MRI machines.

MW: Yes. And then between the outer thing that’s at room temperature and the
magnet thing is at low temperatures and you’ve got to support, you’ve got this thing
that weighs perhaps five tonnes, got to be supported by supports that don’t take away
much heat. And they’ve got to go through and this is one of the supports, it’s actually
smashed there, which is why I got hold of it. Where this bit is screwed into something
in the magnet itself and this is supported on the outside of the frame and you go from
lets say two degrees to 250 degrees here, and you want to lose as little heat down this
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rod as possible. So we had in this particular case two stations, this would be held, if
this was at two degrees it’s a very low – it’s broken the thing and – but it’s a – a very
high thermal resistance connection to this which would have been probably at about –

AW:

That’s a collar on it.

MW: Five degrees, held at something like five degrees, this would be held at –

AW:

Another collar, yeah.

MW: Fifty degrees and this might be getting up to room temperature, and these
supports from the magnet because you’ve got to think weighing up to five tonnes with
these several different systems around it and you’ve got to be able to pick it up by a
crane and put it on a ship and sent across to America on a – it’s got to be held very
rigidly and yet have very low thermal conduct, so the – easier the heat could come
down here into this the more helium it’s going to boil off and so on. It’s a very
interesting design ‘cause there are two quite contrasting things. You’ve got the
strength, physical strength with very low thermal conductivity, and this was screwed
into the magnet thing and this was screwed at the outside, and I forget quite what
these were for.

AW:

And they have to sort of cross them so that they don’t wobble from side to

side.

So sort of a bracing strut for either side?

AW:

Yes.

MW: Yes, you’d have another one going out there and two more down below too.

Would you mind just – assuming that someone who’s listening to this – I’m not sure
they’ll have an idea of what that looks like and what we’ve talked about, they may
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understand the principles behind it but could you just describe what – just what it
looks like?

MW: Yes, well you’ve got a rod here which is made of fibreglass because fibreglass,
you want something that takes tension but without conducting too much heat because
one end of the rod is at room departure and the other end is at helium temperature
minus 270 degrees. And within the thing I’ve got in my hand that’s about fifteen
inches long. And it’s designed with fibreglass which is glass fibre and resin which
has in itself got a very low thermal conductivity, it’s very strong actually but it’s got –
doesn’t conduct heat. Coupled with one or two places on it where [sighs] – I can’t
really describe those …

AW:

Can you lose heat on those?

MW: Yes, you want a minimum amount of heat to go from the place it’s attract –
held at room temperature to the place where it’s held on the magnet and these are
somehow connected to a refrigerator that cools this and cools that, independent
machine comes along so that is fixed at – at room temperature. This place is already
cooled by an external refrigerator and this is also cooled so that the absolute minimum
gets down to the bottom.

So sort of again like a temperature gradient over the whole length of it then?

MW: Yes yes, so it’s going from 200 and something degrees to four degrees.

AW:

Very big gradient.

MW: Precisely, and is strong enough to hold something that weighs – I mean they’re
probably in a big magnet they would be at one end these would be supported like that
and the other end probably four of these, and holding the whole magnet, and then the
leads would come in quite independently just taking the weight of the magnet.
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And this is the sort of thing that your engineers would be innovating just in the course
of designing –

MW: Yes yes.

AW:

Yeah.

Semi-conductor magnets, superconductor magnets.

MW: It’s not desperately difficult to calculate, but in detail but it comes slightly – I
mean these would probably be at an angle so that it not only is supporting it vertically
but it’s supporting it and stopping it move sideways or axially. And the – we’ve got
this to the stage now where we can cool the thing down when it’s finished, test it and
if it works we leave it cold and export it to China or something cold, ‘cause it’s so –
just – I think it’s organised so that on the way out if it needs a bit of nitrogen tipped in
in these big ships, they’ve got all these support things. So they keep it cold because
it’s so much more use when it gets to the other end if it’s already cold, it’s – it’s way –
it’s a massive great waste if you’ve got to heat it up just to transfer it, so we transport
them cold.

[34:15]

AW:

Do you remember what company it was that John Woodgate shipped

something like a dozen magnets to? Suddenly, this company was getting into trouble
with US – I don’t know, customs or something like that but it was an – after a certain
date it wasn’t going to receive anything again for quite a long time until it sorted the
problem out. So John Woodgate hired a big Russian transport plane and put a dozen
of these magnets in it [both laugh], MRI magnets in it and shipped it off to the States,
I forget which company it was [laughs].

MW: I’d forgotten that, yes yes.
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AW:

Yes [both laugh].

MW: You’ve got to be fairly innovative in your thinking.

[35:00]

Sort of in innovative thinking as well I was struck so much in our earlier sessions of
you talking about very close links to people at the Clarendon and I was wondering did
those links keep up in the 1980s, did you still –

MW: Oh yes, they were always kept up. All my links with the Clarendon were kept
up.

AW:

And other universities too, we had a lot of links with Cambridge and of course

the Rutherford Laboratory in Harwell and places like that.

MW: These sort of pure scientists love to have their knowledge, their experience
used in something practical they can visualise.

Were there any sort of university people –

MW: I mean when it’s done I know – one shouldn’t talk too much about it but if
they say we don’t – we would say from the company, ‘What do we need to pay?’ and
they’d say, ‘Don’t pay us, we need such and such an instrument,’ and we’d buy the
instrument and give it to, you know. There are lots of these things so that, you know,
the head of the research lab doesn’t know anything about it. It takes six months for
him to buy something and he hasn’t got any money, you’ve got to apply for money for
it and they do these little deals.

Are there any other sort of, you know, scientists in universities who were important to
Oxford Instruments in the ‘80s and ‘90s who you’d highlight?
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MW: Scientists employed by the university who contributed to Oxford Instruments?

Yes yes.

MW: Yes, I’m sure there were, let me think.

AW:

I can’t remember who but I’m sure there were, yeah.

MW: Ah.

AW:

I mean we have such – there’s a lot of contacts with different scientists, hmm.

MW: If I think of one I’d suddenly come up with it [all laugh]. I think it varies, you
– sometimes you get a very proper head of a department and he likes to have
everything on paper and you sometimes have a more entrepreneurial person who says,
you know, goes in for swapping things. I know there was a very good man in
Birmingham University, I can’t remember what his name was, we were always doing
things for him, in return for which –

AW:

I’m sure he gave us a lot of advice on –

MW: Yes yes, there was a lot of trade with Birmingham University, just because of
the guy concerned.

[37:20]

I was wondering as well to ask, you know, you sort of become heads of this – well you
become closely involved with the development of this big British scientific company, if
either of you end up on any government advisory councils and that sort of thing.

AW:

Martin did, yes certainly [laughs], lots of them. What we were on.
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MW: Not lots of them, there was one.

AW:

Well I should think there were about [laughs] – I can remember four or five.

MW: There was the Council for Cryogenic Research wasn’t there.

AW:

There was the – what do they call that, the Cryogenics – in fact you led that

one and you wrote the report didn’t you?

MW: Which one?

AW:

On the cryogenic, what was it called, I’m sure I’ve got – I could lay my hands

on [laughs] the report and ‘cause you chaired that one.

MW: Yeah.

AW:

And then there was the government – the one that advised Maggie Thatcher,

that advised the Prime Minister, scientific committee that you said was quite fun to go
on ‘cause they were fun people but she never took any notice of the advice at all [both
laugh]. Wasn’t that so?

MW: Yes, yes it was.

AW:

And then there were the ones for the –

MW: I can’t think where the reports are on the names of these councils.

AW:

Well I expect they’re somewhere in the study.

I think the Advisory Council of Science, Science and Technology was one I saw
mentioned in the book if that’s any help.
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AW:

Yeah, Advisory Council –

MW: That would be a sort of overriding one I think.

AW:

Was that the – was that the prime minister’s one?

MW: I can’t remember.

AW:

I’ve forgotten what that was, it was a cabinet one, I think it had cabinet in the

name but not sure, but –

Well I just wonder, you know, that sort of meeting, perhaps not a specific one but in
general what are they like?

MW: What is what like?

AW:

These councils? Some of them are quite fun.

Government committee meetings, that sort of thing?

MW: The ones that I was on or connected were very down to ground, not very large,
and what one said went in verbatim into the things, there was – there was a man died
of cancer –

AW:

John Fairclough?

MW: Yes, John Fairclough.

AW:

Yes, he was on the board at one time.

MW: Yes, he was on our board and was very high up, he was much –
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AW:

The Science Research Council.

MW: Much appreciated by Maggie, he reported to her with all sorts of things.

AW:

Science Research Council is that?

MW: Yes, Science Research Council. He used to – occasionally he used to say,
‘Are you happy if this goes to the Council?’ and so it was all open amongst us, we
knew what was happening but he – he was a senior scientific man, he knew what to
report. And a lot of things we thought should be done got straight through to Maggie
Thatcher so we were really rather pleased to have this man – so often you know you
report to a committee and you never know whether it’s going or not, this particular
man, what was his name you said?

AW:

John Fairclough.

MW: John Fairclough, oh.

AW:

And he joined the board.

MW: Yes, he was on a –

AW:

There’s pictures of it out on –

MW: Some special small committee appointed by Maggie Thatcher, he’d got about
ten members of it, he chaired it and that’s the way things get done, I mean he reported
to her, she said, ‘Oh, go and do this,’ or that or the other and it was very undemocratic
and efficient.

[41:15]
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I was wondering as well as Oxford Instruments becomes this larger company that
sounds almost like it’s running itself to some extent, would that be fair to say?

MW: No no no [all laugh].

AW:

Never runs itself, never run themselves [laughs].

MW: No, got a very – very strict system of command now in the company.

AW:

Well now it’s fine, when you’re saying not running itself, I mean now it’s

being very efficiently run but people’s personalities are all – all different, they have
different strengths, different weaknesses and one always gets some, we always
probably suffer from people’s weaknesses. I think in the ‘80s Peter Williams was the
– took over the chair – no it wasn’t – we had a funny man didn’t we, we had that older
man who’d retired from something for two or three years as chairman.

MW: Oh yes.

AW:

What was he called, Austin Pearce.

MW: That was no good at all.

AW:

Sir Austin Pearce, he really didn’t know the company at all.

MW: Nice guy.

AW:

But he’s alright, but he didn’t know the company really well enough and I

don’t think he was at all active in things.

MW: We thought for a limited period that we ought to have a voice of a senior
respected man as our chairman, who could talk at various institutional meetings
whether we’d be listened to or not, but he didn’t do us any good actually.
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AW:

And then Peter Williams who was the – had become chief executive, when we

– just before we floated actually, he – ‘cause Barry Marsden became now – I suppose
he was non executive chairman by then wasn’t he?

MW: Probably.

AW:

Yes, and Peter Williams took over as chief executive and Peter Williams

who’s a brilliant person couldn’t always manage to get done, he did too many things I
think, he chaired the Science Museum for instance and he chaired PPARC you know
what PPARC is. It’s the – the A is for Astronomy, it’s the Science Research
Council’s division on astronomy and – and big machines and things like that. And he
chaired that for a while. And I think probably Oxford Instruments suffered a bit
because he did too many other things.

MW: He’s now deputy secretary of the Royal Society.

AW:

Deputy – deputy –

MW: Deputy president.

AW:

President, yeah.

MW: Yeah, deputy president of the Royal Society.

AW:

Of the Royal Society, yes.

MW: He’s very good on etiquette, very good speaker, get up and introduce this, say
that.

AW:

Gives wonderful lectures.
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MW: But he’s not a top rating – top ranking science or technologist, but he does –

AW:

He’s not bad on science.

MW: He’s not bad, he’s very good at speaking and getting different aspects of the
work in front of people’s consciousness.

AW:

He’s a good friend but I think things suffered a bit because he was too busy

thinking about other things and when he – to begin with he was both chairman and
chief executive which is I think a bad idea but Austin Pearce had said that’s going to
be okay. So they’d accepted it and then he – he took on – someone who was already
working in the company became – called Andrew Mackintosh who’s now also
working for the Royal Society [laughs] and he’s a brilliant person, he became chief
executive, brilliant person but I think he – not a leader of men, they’re not all are they,
they’ve got their strengths, they’ve got their weaknesses. And I think he also is no
entrepreneur and I think the company needed to jump out of the situation it was in
then and forge ahead and in fact you had – it was later than this that this happened
wasn’t it in the ‘90s I think you had this –

MW: Yes, I think we’ve got a very good system now and I think it’s because when
that next man came along, Peter Williams, no not Peter Williams.

AW:

Andrew Mackintosh?

MW: No, the present chief exec.

AW:

Jonathon Flint.

MW: Yes, was – is – you know, is capable of putting your head down and doing
detailed research, he’s also very good at looking at all the research going on and
coordinating for the company’s benefit, he’s very good at both those things.
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AW:

He’s very good at looking at the world and seeing what they’re going to need.

MW: I’ll tell you another thing I learnt, he taught me the other day which I thought
was very interesting ‘cause I looked it up, he asked me if I’d recommend him for
some engineering institute as a member or a –

AW:

Royal Academy of Engineering.

MW: Royal Academy of Engineering I think it was and I –

AW:

‘Cause Martin’s an honorary member.

MW: And I read that what they required of their people and I read what he’d done,
he gave me a very detailed analysis and it suddenly dawned on me that he’d done
about ten different jobs each lasting about – no, ten’s too many, I think about –

AW:

No, it’s more like five –

MW: Six.

AW:

Five or six.

MW: Five or six, each of which had lasted for about a couple of years, before he
came to us and he’s been with us seven or eight now I should think. And I read it
quite recently, I was interested, I forget how it fell into my hand and I asked him
about it later, I said, ‘It seems to me you’ve worked for – dived into so many
institutions and probably thought you would be there with them for ages and then you
left them, you’ve done that about half a dozen times,’ and sort of being – you know, I
felt, you know, he’s not playing the game quite. And he said, ‘Well I did that quite
deliberately, so I went on and on and on trying different parts of engineering,’ he’s
very very clever, a very shrewd man, ‘and I learnt from each of them what I was good
at doing and what I wasn’t good at doing, what I liked doing and it wasn’t until I came
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to Oxford Instruments and it all came together and I realised that this combined all the
things I wanted,’ he’s been with us six or seven years ago. He said, ‘I did it quite
deliberately,’ and he didn’t do it deliberately, but he said, ‘I tried different things and
when there was something definitely wrong I didn’t stay because I felt I wanted
something different, I went on there, and then when I came here it all came together
and I’m now happy,’ and he stood out with lots and lots of jobs over about two years
and now he’s been with us eight or ten.

AW:

No, it’s not quite that long.

MW: It’s not far short of that, it’s longer than I thought, but –

AW:

Six or seven. The first five year plan, we got through his first five year plan

which was to double the turnover and double profit and things like that.

MW: He’s very good at analysing himself this man, what he’s good at and what he
enjoys doing, which I don’t think I could ever do.

AW:

We’re on the second plan which is three year plan now.

MW: Of his, yeah?

AW:

Of his, yeah.

MW: Well we’re dancing about a bit, I don’t know if we’re doing what you’re …

[48:55]

Yes, I had sort of questions about, you know, key people who, you know, were in the
organisation and this is definitely ticking that box without me having to ask the
questions so it’s a [all laugh] –
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AW:

Right, yes.

But I guess we’ve talked quite a bit about, you know, the 1980s, could you just give
me an idea of how the company developed after that point?

AW:

Well at the end of the 1980s, 1989 we – MRI fell over a cliff, in the

company’s MRI fell over a cliff because everyone else learned how to make the
things. And we knew that the small company in – in a small island off Europe wasn’t
going to be able to supply the world with MRI magnets forever so we’d always
known this was going to happen and we tried to keep ahead technically. And we’d
got this active shield and things like that. But GE had been buying all their stuff from
us and they started making their own magnets and that was really when the rot set in
wasn’t it?

MW: Yeah, and Japan too.

AW:

And we were left with Siemens.

MW: And the Japanese started making their own.

AW:

Yes, and Phillips made their own and all sorts of people were making their

own, Hitachi, Toshiba. And Siemens, they were making half their own and buying
the other half from us and they were talking about taking it all back to Germany. And
that’s one thing Peter Williams did that was very good, Peter and John between them
went over to Germany to negotiate and said how much it was going to cost to make
the magnets for them, you know, and they knew how much it was cost – they were
buying them for and suggested a joint venture in Oxford. And when they looked at
the figures and realised how much cheaper our magnets were to make than the ones
they were making in Germany they decided to do it in Oxford. And also became they
reckoned this was the superconducting capital of the world [laughs] as you might say.
And so they –
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MW: As they said, actually that was –

AW:

That was much more recently wasn’t it?

MW: Siemens said that later to me.

AW:

Yes, Siemens said they thought it was the superconducting capital of the world

and so they shut their factory in Germany down, it was terribly expensive their factory
in Germany, their design anyway was – was a monster of a thing. You know what,
Germans over engineer things and this was very much over engineered and too
complicated, they didn’t work very well and so they – we did this joint venture with
Siemens in ’89 and – and of course being Siemens and us being small Oxford
Instruments they had fifty-one per cent and we had forty-nine per cent. But it worked
very well, it was supposed to be for fifteen years and at the end of fourteen years we
decided we wanted to pull out because in fact, I mean I don’t know if it was their
accountants getting onto it but anyway we were – the joint venture was making much
less profit, I think partly because the formulae at the end was going to [laughs] help or
something. But anyway we – we sold out fully to them after fifteen – fourteen years.

[52:20]

AW:

And they actually – they put in a lot of investment into it from Siemens and

since they had it entirely their own they put an enormous amount of investment.

MW: ‘Cause they pressed for buying it over because they felt that if they want to
compete in the world not just do as – as they had been up to that time they needed to
put a staggering investment in so they could make these things cheaper, as cheap as
the Chinese and so on. And –

AW:

And they employ a lot of people now.
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MW: There’s no way we could have put in half what was required so they bought up
the whole thing so we had no financial connections with them but a lot of very good
technical and –

AW:

Because a great many of the people there are Oxford Instruments old people

[laughs].

MW: And we go to them for advice if we – on quite frequently and we find that
they’ve worked out the absolutely optimum way of making a joint or doing this and
tell us immediately, it’s very – it’s worked out very well that.

AW:

But while it was still a joint venture they went through a – an exercise in

seeing if they could make a certain number of magnets which they had to make in a
year and they worked out on everything just in time and all the different techniques
and – and it was brilliant, it works beautifully and that was while we were still a joint
venture and our people running it as you might say. They – the chief exec now is an
Oxford Instruments person [laughs], ex Oxford Instruments person.

MW: And they said that the boss of the whole thing now, a German, though I think
he’s virtually English, he lives here with his family, said they recognised Oxford
Instruments – Oxford – Oxfordshire was the low temperature production area of the
world.

AW:

And superconducting, hmm.

MW: For the question – if they’d got to set up there, ‘cause their salaries were
higher in Germany and they got to go – get all the young people coming in and all the,
whereas here, it was all so easy and it was just much better to –

AW:

A lot of people – of course this cluster business, because we have clusters of

companies all really – not all – all spinning out from Oxford Instruments but they’re
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probably because we were here, there are a lot of trained people in the area who
understand this.

MW: And they said that they’d have no difficult about finding a German person, and
his wife and children who were happy to come over here for three or five years –

AW:

Acting as chair ‘cause they’re not chief exec are they?

MW: Yes.

AW:

I thought it was one our old people who was the chief –

MW: No, now it’s the German chief exec. And that they – it’s a way, you know the
relationship between England and Germany is very close and tight on this sort of
thing and the fact that the families like – that bring up their children in word perfect
English and experience in terms – it goes very easily. I sometimes wonder if it would
go with France but France and Germany don’t get on as well as we do, I don’t think.

AW:

They did in Grenoble didn’t they, they had joint things in Grenoble, yes.

MW: Yes, but it works very well in Oxfordshire anyway.

[55:55]

I guess we’ve spent quite a bit of time talking about what Oxford Instruments is doing
in the ‘80s and ‘90s, what about you two as people, what were you actually doing
yourselves?

AW:

Well I didn’t think I was going to have enough to do when I stopped being a

director [laughs] and I became a governor of a school, a community governor, they
didn’t have anyone there who knew anything about business or industry, this was a
sort of comprehensive school and then I – I went on the council of the local Wildlife
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Trust and did a lot of fundraising for them and worked for them. And what else did I
do, oh yes I went to silvers mithing classes which I enjoyed [laughs], I liked doing
things with my hands. Lasted a year or two, it’s the slowest thing you’ve ever ever
met, I think if I did another hobby I’d do – I’d do pottery, it’s quicker [laughs]. But
anyway it’s quite fun. And of course Oxford – what Oxford Instruments did for us
was to enable us to invest in other small companies ‘cause once it floated we had
funds available and we were – even before that people had been asked us about –
about, you know, where – for advice on other small companies. Lots of people asked
us for advice on small companies through – through the years, and from other small
companies asked us. And we had invested in one or two while we were still living in
Oxford, but after Oxford Instruments floated we had funds available and we helped
quite a lot of small companies get going and so on. And some are successful, some
are not.

Can you give me –

AW:

One – a couple are brilliant. Well we did actually set up a company called

Oxford Seedcorn Capital Limited with four other friends, three other friends.

MW: Who was that?

AW:

That’s people, you know, it’s Anthony Costley-White and John Laurie and

Jonathon Welfare to begin with.

MW: Yeah.

AW:

Yes, and you as a director and I was – I didn’t want to be a director.

MW: This was a group company just to start up other companies.
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AW:

Yes, and the very first one they invested in and we’d – we agreed to invest in

after they’d had a good look at it was a company called Sophos, have you heard of
Sophos? [Pause]. In virus protection.

Internet security company?

AW:

Yes, virus security, it didn’t start that way, it started in encryption. And there

were just two people, two very clever scientists from the university.

MW: Very clever with their money.

AW:

And they – they had invented the first laptop and they took it along to a

computer company and showed it to the company and they said – the computer
company said, ‘That’s not a computer, a computer looks like this,’ you know, going
back there and like this. And so they put it in a cupboard ‘cause they really were a bit
fed up of trying to flog it and they started this – this encryption company, they were
very good at IT. And we put in – how we worked this thing was that we put the
money directly into the company, because if you do it through the other company you
have two lots of capital gains tax or whatever, you know, it’s not easy. So we put the
money directly into the company that Seedcorn Capital found for us and we gave
them money to monitor and run the company and we gave them – I forget what
percentage, twenty per cent I think it was we gave them on top of that to run it. And
those two – as I say they moved – they were in encryption and as soon as viruses
started to arrive ‘cause there weren’t viruses before that, they moved smartly into
antivirus software, and started selling quite well. And this was – they didn’t need
anymore investment that company [laughs] and we sort of turned the handle, we
always used to think wouldn’t it be nice if it was sort of Oxford Instruments where
you could just the turn and handle and things come out and it was a lot of work
obviously on designing and the software and so on but once you got it designed you
know your – well nowadays discs, it used to be discs, discs go all over the place to all
your customers, once a month it used to be and now it’s entirely on the web. But
they've done extremely well.
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But why did you decide to back them?

AW:

Well they seemed a good bet.

MW: How did we get to know them?

Who were they as two people as well?

AW:

They were – well you’ll find them in the rich list nowadays [laughs]. Peter

Lammer.

MW: Sophos, if you look out Sophos in –

AW:

Yeah, Peter Lammer and Jan Hruska.

MW: Yes, S-o-p-h-o-s.

AW:

They’re still associated with it but they – they have now sold out – well sold

mostly out I think, I don’t know if they’ve completely sold out.

MW: But our tiny majority, tiny investment –

AW:

Tiny minority investment, yes.

MW: Became worth an awful lot.

AW:

Hmm.

[1:01:30]

MW: That was one, two companies we went into which –
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AW:

The other one was a – that was later, that was a family – that was a – a nephew

by marriage of mine who set up a company called Healthcare at Home, and he – he
had no relations, I think he had very few relations anyway but none who seemed to
know anything about business at all and so he came to us for help and I think – used
to sit in here for hours listening to him [laughs].

MW: Evenings after evening, teaching him how a company works.

AW:

Anyway we gave him, we did invest in him and helped him buy out his partner

who was doing absolutely nothing but –

MW: And he did incredibly well in his company.

AW:

Yes, I mean he did far better than we ever thought he’d do [laughs], he did

brilliantly and –

MW: What was he called?

AW:

Charles – Charlie – Charlie, oh what’s his other name –

MW: What was the company called?

AW:

Charlie and [laughs] – Healthcare at Home.

MW: Healthcare at Home.

AW:

Charlie Walsh.

But why did you decide to go into helping little companies at all?
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AW:

We’ve always wanted to do this, I mean Martin always used to say along the

years, ‘There should be lots more Oxford Instruments with all this wealth of
information and – and research results in the university, there should be far more
small companies coming out of the university.’

MW: It was just the other day that the head of the university, what’s he called, the
…

AW:

Vice chancellor?

MW: Vice chancellor said – oh I should get his quote from somewhere, he said, ‘We
ought to study a greater variety of small companies because as soon as we started
studying companies we got onto Oxford Instruments and all our effort has been fully
taken up.’

AW:

Studying them.

MW: ‘Studying ramifications of Oxford Instruments, it was the first company, it is
now the biggest company from Oxford,’ he said, ‘the excuse for this is that it was the
first company that came out of the university, it surely became the biggest, is now the
biggest, it’s got the most ramifications, but there are lots of other ones who that are
interesting that we ought to be doing them but Oxford Instruments seems to have
taken up all the time available for study.’ And he asked why without answering it and
I think the answer is that … erm … to a large extent industries don’t sort of – way of
operating and running and planning and industry is different from that is the
university research lab. And so the two – you don’t automatically get one – people
going from one side to another and I think we’re the exception in that we’re very
interested in the research side, and to a large extent understand how it works but are
not very good at operating it, I wouldn’t like to operate in a department doing this, I
like to – being on my own and doing what we are interested in. So it’s – it’s a
combination of having the – the facilities of a big university and you get the – the
ability to build something quite independently, but we’re getting on with them, I mean
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a lot of our success to be honest is we’ve – we’re quite nice people [both laugh], or
rather I think it’s that we’re not ultra clever people, there are really clever people who
are often rather difficult, we’re not, we’re sort of middling somewhere but we get on
with both sides.

AW:

It’s also that we hadn’t, didn’t start a company with the idea of becoming very

rich, you know, we wanted to do something because it was there and needed doing, it
was a gap that needed filling. And Martin had always had a desire to start a company
and show how it could be better done. And –

MW: More interested in that than making money or spending money.

[1:06:05]

AW:

But we do like – we’re very interested in the process of small companies

starting up, I mean and ourselves, and that’s really why we started the Oxford Trust as
much as anything, to help other small companies get going.

When does the Oxford Trust get set up?

AW:

’85. And … and they’ve got to do quite a lot of this too, they’ve got all sorts

of things have happened in the Oxford Trust, they started with two – two sides, one
was to sort of – from an education point of view because you’ve got to be – as a
charity you’ve got to [laughs] fulfil charitable purposes, to sort of help the small
companies from an educational point of view. And the other was real education,
schools education and – and in trying to get more children to study science. And have
– have little sort of hands-on centres and things like that.

So –

AW:

And currently the Oxford Trust is proposing to set up a big science centre,

they’ve got the site, it’s right next to the Castle Mound in the middle of Oxford but
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it’s going to cost is something like thirty-five million [laughs]. We’ve got the design
done, they’ve got Foster and Partners doing the design and it’s going to be – it’s not
all hands-on science centre, it’s – half of it is an innovation centre for young
companies and that’s where we’re different, we encourage entrepreneurialism as well
as encouraging science. And that’s where we’re different from other science centres.

And when does the idea of that actually come to you?

AW:

I think we wanted to see more – it was very hard to find premises for Oxford

Instruments at the beginning, we were very lucky in finding an old stables and
slaughterhouse when we moved out of our garden shed, and we had – after Oxford
Instruments left the stables and slaughterhouse and moved down to the boathouse, we
kept it on – we rented it from – we rented it from the butcher who’d by then retired
and whose father used to have animals in there in the stables and slaughterhouse. But
we’d done it up for Oxford Instruments and we kept it on ‘cause it was such a nice
little cosy incubator. We kept it on and had a series of four or five companies went
through that. I used to look after them and sort of ask for the rent occasionally and I
used to go to the – to the butcher occasionally and say, ‘Look, I think we ought to be
paying you a bit more rent for that,’ [laughs], it was a wonderful easygoing
arrangement all around. And they didn’t have a license, I mean they could go when
they wanted as you might say, they weren’t stuck with a lease. It was leases that were
the trouble, people had to take long term leases and they really sunk companies if they
– and we wanted to do that again on a bigger scale, so we set up – the Oxford Trust
set up what it called it’s science slum down in an old packing – packing buildings that
Oxford Instruments had had down on Osney Mead and we had –

MW: There were quite a lot of – called the science parks were being set up.

AW:

Were just beginning to be set up.

MW: So we decided to set up a science slum.
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AW:

Well we only called it a science slum later Martin [laughs], I sort of forget

what we called, it incubation centre, I don’t know. It was – it was the STEP Centre
we called it, the Science and Technology Enterprise Project, that’s right.

MW: What people wanted, the companies starting, they wanted something cheap,
quick and if they went bust they hadn’t got something around their necks, you know,
they –

AW:

And they could try something out with it and then leave if they wanted to.

And we used to have a system where we charged – we didn’t charge a lot and it
covered everything, you know, phones and everything like that, but if they – the
second year was alright but after two years they had to start paying more, ‘cause if
they were on their feet after two years they needed to get better – proper premises.
We had ten very small units one of which was called the dark hole ‘cause it didn’t
have actually any windows except for in the roof [both laugh], and a lot of companies
went through there. And eventually the Oxford Trust – the Oxford Trust had its main
– there was one big room which we used as a meeting room and the Oxford Trust, the
last chapter in the book is about the Oxford Trust because they – the assessors asked
me to write another – a chapter on it so I did, although it’s not really part of the
Oxford Instruments story. But this big room where we used to have meetings and we
– we had a sort of inaugural meeting and Martin got one of his high powered
scientific friends from London to come down and speak and all the great and the good
poured in, it was wonderful [laughs]. And it was sort of established then as being,
you know, a proper organisation.

Who was the high powered scientific friend?

AW:

It was that – it’s in the book and I’ve forgotten his name [laughs].

MW: It wasn’t that –

AW:

It’s in the book, I can find it [laughs].
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I think it may be Robin Nicholson is it?

AW:

That’s right, Robin Nichols I think it is, is it Nicholson?

MW: Nicholson.

AW:

Yeah, I think it was Robin Nicholson.

MW: It was him, it was him.

AW:

Yes it was him, yes that’s right, yes.

[1:11:35]

How did you know Nicholson?

AW:

Oh one of these committees wasn’t it? I expect it was on committees?

MW: I think he ran the committee very directly under Mrs T, for stimulating small
companies and we got to know each other three and I got to meet Mrs Thatcher a bit,
and we all got on rather well. I remember – do you remember that occasion in the
meeting in one of those colleges in Oxford where –

AW:

No, I remember you talking about it, I wasn’t there.

MW: I had a … conflict with Mrs T –

AW:

Yes, she was trying to turn everything over to – to practical research, you

know, and aimed at a product rather than blue skies research.
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MW: And I said you must have this rather formal research and I remember it was a
very tense moment, it was in a room in …

AW:

Maudlin?

MW: No, in the college which doesn’t have undergraduates?

AW:

Oh, St – All Souls?

MW: All Souls, yes, in the All Souls building and it was a very long room and I was
right at the back and there was some moment [laughs], I was terrified, I was at the
back standing up and she was at the right far end and we had quite a little argument,
she said, ‘I think you’re wrong,’ and I said, ‘No no, I'm not,’ or something and there
was a dead silence [both laugh] ‘cause she usually got the better of these arguments. I
said something which was rather clever I think, I don’t often say it and she backed
down and said, ‘Yeah, I think you may be right,’ [laughs] and it was one of the few
moments where –

AW:

You may have said Oxford Instruments came out of blue skies research.

MW: Yes, something like that.

AW:

Something like that, yes.

[1:13:40]

I’m interested in the idea of the Oxford Trust, how much of it is – it’s sort of you
creating an environment for small businesses and how much are you sort of
personally involved and helping out along the way?

AW:

Oh we’re on the committee, we don’t call ourselves trustees, they call us

patrons but we – ‘cause we set it up, with Oxford Instruments shares [laughs] yes and
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we go to the committee meetings and how much are we involved, not very much at
the moment ‘cause we’re supposed to be fundraising for this huge new project. But
it’s –

MW: The magnet.

AW:

It has split fairly fifty/fifty between schools education, they do a lot of

outreach work, they do a lot of work for the various government committees and run
the courses that run things for them. And at the moment they’re in rented premises,
they had premises they owned which they’ve sold and that’s bought the site [laughs]
but they’re in rented premise. And they’ve got – they have got a hands-on centre for
small kids but it’s a bit – it’s not very well placed, this is bottom of Headington Hill in
an old car showrooms, it’s got nice big plate glass windows and you can sort of put
things behind it alright but it’s not right in the middle of town.

MW: It’s going very well but it can’t expand anymore.

Just thinking about sort of hands-on practical advice as well and talking about the
example you gave me about nephew –

AW:

Oh the nephew, yes.

And helping out, was it, you know –

AW:

Yes, and you became a director of that company.

MW: What company?

AW:

Healthcare at Home, you were a director for some years.

MW: Yes, I was.
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Were you always so personally involved helping out?

AW:

Was I?

Well either of you –

AW:

Well you – being a director you, yes you kept telling them to have better

agendas and things like that [laughs] didn’t you. But actually the business itself, he
knew the business. Sophos we weren’t on the board but we used to go to – we used to
meet them fairly often and give them quite a lot of advice, like, ‘For goodness sake
it’s time you did better on [laughs] sales.’ Sales is always the weakness in small
companies, they make beautiful products often and they’re not very good at selling
them. And if they come from universities they’re not used to a selling atmosphere,
you know, filthy lucre and all the rest of it [laughs]. But – but those two – the – the
Oxford Trust, it – it had these premises which did very well and then later it – it
bought – bought some other premises and moved a little bit, a bit nearer into Oxford.

MW: Which other premises now, I got – I’ve lost you.

AW:

The Oxford – Centre for Innovation, along Mill Street.

MW: Yes.

AW:

Mill Street premises and that was a lot bigger and they had a big innovation

centre there and lots of companies which helped support them, support their income.
They still had the same system, they still only had science and technology companies,
they may have stretched a bit occasionally if they were short of tenants, but it worked
extremely well. And in fact the Oxford Trust owned that building and when the
Oxford Trust sold that building – I didn’t say that Oxford Trust spun off a company, it
was a company called Oxford Innovation with Martin was the first chair of which was
part of the Oxford Trust, it was a subsidiary of the Oxford Trust and they were –
because we were getting a bit close to the wind on charitable objectives and so they –
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we spun that off as – because charities are allowed to have subsidiaries which make
money. And they were doing all this sort of work that the Oxford Trust had been
doing helping small companies and running innovation centres and things like that.
And I mean Oxford Innovation got up to about twelve innovation centres all over the
place and now they’re doing all sorts of work for – all over the country actually. But
some years back they merged with a Cambridge company called SQW which was in
the same sort of thing except that it was consultancy much more than actual work on
the ground like running innovation centres. And – they were doing much better than
– than Oxford Innovation when we merged but now it’s the other way around because
[laughs] consultancy has gone right down with the recession. But they – Oxford
Innovation still runs a lot of innovation centres and –

MW: I’ve forgotten who – about who was on the board of Oxford Innovation?

AW:

You’re not anymore, you were.

MW: Yes.

AW:

For a long time.

MW: Who runs it now?

AW:

Well it’s Ian – Ian what’s he called?

MW: Lang?

AW:

Lang, yes. And he’s the chairman, he’s the chairman of the whole thing,

SQW, it comes under SQW now although it’s still got its separate name with Oxford
Innovation.

MW: And is doing well?
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AW:

No, well not very ‘cause they – SQW went down so far but Oxford

Innovation’s doing well ‘cause it’s got contracts. Because it’s good at helping small
companies and it’s not just the providing premises, it’s providing advice and helping
them get going, helping entrepreneurialism and that’s very much in the wind at the
moment. And so – so they’ve done quite well because they’ve got all these contracts
around the company ‘cause they’ve got a big track record of doing this for small
companies.

Shall we take a short break as we’ve been nattering on for –

AW:

Good idea, would you like some tea [all laugh]?

[End of Track 9]
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Track 10

How were the 1990s?

AW:

Well we had – there was that long recession at the beginning of the ‘90s, we

never seemed to come out of, seemed to go on for ages [laughs]. I suppose tail end of
the ‘90s was alright but the earlier parts of it cert – certainly not very happy.

Hmm.

AW:

And the company along with a great many other companies was suffering.

What do you think actually sort of took it through that difficult period?

AW:

We got quite a lot of substance, and oh went on making things. Research –

we’re lucky in that we’ve got both industrial and research markets. Research markets
tend to be rather long term, they take so long to apply for money that, you know, they
– they get the money before the recession comes on [laughs] and we’ve often found
that haven’t we?

MW: Yes yes.

AW:

That the bounce of the different sorts of market helps quite a lot. For instance

in this current recession in 2009 our industrial equipment sort of did a nose dive but
the research equipment didn’t at all [laughs]. I don’t think – I'm not sure about the
equipment at – at the Plasma Tech, or so Plasma Technology.

MW: Don’t know.

AW:

But certainly the people in High Wycombe who were, you know, testing these

things they – their sales went right down.
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[01:39]

I think one of the other things I wanted to talk about which you’ve mentioned along
the way was Martin’s work with Japan, and I guess this has come up a few times but I
was just wondering if you could tell me a bit more about it and what it involves?

MW: Well fundamentally involves selling Oxford Instruments equipment. But
selling anything in Japan is a bit different from anywhere else ‘cause you can’t – no
hope of the language and the Japanese we meet often speak English but the Japanese
more than fifty kilometres from Tokyo often don’t. And there are some – I suppose
probably fifty per cent of what we sell is in the Tokyo area but then we had a lot of
very important places otherwise to which I used to visit and I used to trail all around, I
went all over Japan and that really I don’t think I’ve ever been into a lab where they
couldn’t find somebody who could speak English but I’ve often sat down at a table
with three or four people and one people translating for you. A lot of the companies
were very slow in getting going on exporting to Japan and … we – when did Tony
Ford go to Japan first?

AW:

Oh I can’t remember exactly but we did – to begin with we had these agents

who sort of chose us as you might say in that they were selling our things, buying
them from us and selling them on in Japan for quite a while, producing their own
catalogues from our catalogue and that sort of thing. And when we were hunting for
an agent that time we were talking about we eventually decided to go with them
permanently and so we went with them for some time. And then eventually the man
who was running it he got very old didn’t he and he was retiring so we decided then
we needed our own company.

MW: I think one of their – one of the people who had been selling for us become
one of our agents.

AW:

Agents or someone in our new – our own company, in our company.
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MW: In our own.

AW:

And one of the executives went out there for a year, Paul Brankin wasn’t it?

MW: Yes.

AW:

Went out there for a year and to see what – or six months or a year, to see how

– how to set it up and go and talk to other companies and talk to the Embassy and
everything like that, and in the end we set it up, we had this Englishman who went to
–

MW: Our own company, we set up our own company.

AW:

And Oxford Instruments KK it’s called [laughs], KK being the limited sort of

thing. And Tony Ford then went out, he was a project engineer in Oxford and he went
out to set it up ‘cause I think the main things we sell in Japan are on the science side,
on the – the cryogenic and magnet side and he went out to get it set up, Tony Ford and
eventually they chose a chief exec – a Japanese chief exec. And they were just
beginning to be willing to become an executive in an overseas company because
before that everyone used to want to work for one of the big Japanese companies, you
know, the salary man and all the rest of it. But with the new – with new feelings
coming along that it was alright to work for a foreign company, I forget who he’d
worked for before, had he worked for anyone from overseas before, I think he
probably had, Jiro Kitaura he was called. And he – he was there for a long time and
he did us very well I think and the company grew and they sold a lot and – but there
came a time – when would you say – when did you start this – the Japanese prize
giving, the prizes, there came a time –

[05:50]

MW: It’s quite separate from the company in fact.
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AW:

The prize giving?

MW: Yes.

AW:

I know, but the reason that Tony sort of got it going really was because we’d

gone – we were into a bad period when we were not getting things out on time, we
were not shipping them on time, they weren’t – they didn’t always work properly, it
was a bad period at – I should say some time in the ‘90s, towards late ‘90s. And we
wanted to pick up our reputation, I think we were improving then in how to make
things but nobody believed us. And so Tony set up this prize and got a committee
together called The Millenium Committee actually and they – this was a committee of
very eminent Japanese –

MW: About a dozen senior Japanese scientist – physics department chairman,
former group [ph].

AW:

In our area of physics which is what they nowadays call condensed matter.

And they set this up and they were to have a prize each year to – it was going to be to
a young physicist which means up to forty, including forty, because most prizes in
Japan are given to people at the end of their life or their working life and there are
very few of these prizes, surprisingly few in Japan. And this really took off
marvellously, it was a very eminent committee and they sort of had these papers
coming in on people sort of saying, the work they’d done, and the British Embassy
sort of let us have a reception there and the ambassador used to come and say a few
words and I suppose the company paid for the food but [laughs], you know, there was
a reception there with all sorts of important people. In fact I think the – the sort of
minister for science came or the minister for education, I forget which came, you
know, to this thing and the Embassy was terribly pleased because they needed to get
closer to these people and found it very difficult, either commercially or in science.
And this worked extremely well and it’s had ten years now hasn’t it?

MW: Twelve I think.
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AW:

Twelve.

MW: Hmm.

AW:

It becomes a bit expensive of the company when they decide that two are the

same and decide to award it to two people at once, but never mind [laughs]. It’s
worked well.

MW: It’s quite a good prize, it pays for him and his wife, if he’s got one, that wants
to come to England for a week.

AW:

Give three lectures at – three or four lectures at different universities.

MW: It’s really trying to bring Oxford Instruments into the scientific community
and vice versa so these people – he’s got to come for – usually – it’s meant to be a
week, it’s sometimes less and give lectures in English in Oxford, London and one
other university.

AW:

Cambridge.

MW: Cambridge.

AW:

It’s sometimes more than that, it depends where – which universities are

studying that particular area particularly. But – and he gets a bit of money too but the
main – what they all want is the advancement in their careers by giving these lectures.
And that works very well, we have them here every summer, the prize winner comes
here and we give them a drink or something and take them around. You see in Japan
nobody has gardens this size except the prince or someone like that [laughs] and so
they’re all amazed always [laughs].

[09:30]
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Well I guess we’ve talked so much about Oxford Instruments I was wondering when –
how much are you both actually involved today?

AW:

We’re involved as shareholders, I mean for instance I got a bit frightened the

other day when the shares seemed to be going up almost too fast and I – I emailed the
chief exec saying, ‘What’s happening, is there a bid or anything, I hope not,’ and he
wrote back saying, ‘No, there’s not a bid but there has been sort of comment in the
press that you might be popular to – for other company,’ you know, a target for other
companies, ‘I hope it doesn’t,’ ‘cause the last thing we want is for the company to be
taken over. I mean it’s rather nice that it’s still going strong, here we are fifty-three
years from its foundation, and not many British companies last that long and we’re in
the 350 too so we’re sort of –

MW: There was a nice article – did you keep it the one about Oxford in the Oxford
Times?

AW:

I expect so somewhere, I’m not quite sure where [laughs].

MW: Well there’s – talking about Oxford Instruments saying it was the first spin out
company from the university, the biggest and remained independent and was sort of
taking a bit of pride in the company I think.

AW:

So many of these spin outs get taken over much too early, often by the

Americans.

MW: So many of them want to be taken over too.

AW:

Hmm.

And why do you think Oxford Instruments has been the success it has been?
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AW:

Oh gosh, there’s lots of answers to that I think. Luck is one of the things.

MW: We make products which are – have very wide appeal in the research field
which is very stable, it doesn’t depend on some particular aspect of the economy
being popular for a year or two.

AW:

Not often, it was in the ‘70s.

MW: Always required and always has been and always will be, and [sighs] the
Japanese go on wanting them, we produce new things and the Japanese buy them,
they’re –

AW:

But the whole company, and also we have – we have diversified from time to

time. In the beginning of the ‘70s there was a period Martin when no one seemed to
be ordering magnets and things ‘cause it was – the situation in England was pretty
grim in the ‘70s. And then we went into this medical electronics thing which was an
innovation, it was cassette tape recorders, it was the first ambulatory monitoring with
real ambulatory monitoring ‘cause it was with cassette tape recorders, little tiny things
that were geared up to run for twenty-four – or geared down to run for twenty-four
hours and you wore it in a pocket.

MW: You wore something about that size [indicates size], a little bit thicker with a
tape and some mechanism for –

Sort of wallet size then?

MW: Yes.

AW:

It was a real recorder with little wheels going around in it [laughs]. Nowadays

it’s all done with …

MW: Electronics.
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AW:

Solid state, yes. But then we had these recorders, people wore on their belts

and then they handed them in at the end of twenty-four hours and they went through a
machine which took all this information off them which as time went on got analysed
too rather better –

MW: It was extraordinary that there were twenty-four hour tape recorders but they
weren’t somehow – weren’t fixed to the body normally were they?

AW:

Oh they went through – they had electrodes on, these people had electrodes,

either on – for the heart, mostly – I mean the heart was where we started, then we did
actually the brain, which is a great help for epilepsy and things like that, you can tell
false epilepsy or, you know, hysteria attacks or anything like that from real epilepsy
and you could find where it started. Because before that if you were in hospital you
were just sort of sitting still and attached to a machine and for maybe twenty minutes
and they could – the episodes often wouldn’t happen in that time. But it went very
well. I mean again we were scrambling to keep up with sales and we – I don’t think
we did the job all that way but we were the only ones in the field at that time. And of
course after a while that became much more commodity – commoditised, we took
over a bit of another company and – but it never got to a real critical mass I think, not
– I mean it made profits, made huge profits in the ‘70s but … it was a struggle – it
wasn’t a core product really. I mean if you’re in medical you have to be in much
more of medical than we were in I think.

[14:25]

What sort of thing, looking over the whole history of Oxford Instruments, the most
important product has been?

AW:

Well we grew on superconductivity ‘cause we took the risk, we decided to go

for it. I mean it was a question – we were – the main bit of luck we were already
making magnets, very slowly, very few, just the two of us and – with the help of a
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retired technician. But we were making – we were in the field of magnets and we
were at this magnet conference where Martin was giving a paper, he was still in the
university remember for ten years after we started Oxford Instruments and he was
giving a paper on his working in the Clarendon, but it became clear at that conference
–

MW: You know what that means by Clarendon, it’s the – that’s the physics
department [both talking at once] of Oxford University we always called the
Clarendon, it was –

AW:

Yes, and at that conference it became clear that the future for magnets lay with

superconductors, with brand new superconductors. I mean the superconductivity that
was invent – was discovered in 1911 by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes they didn’t get
through to any useful superconductor as until just before that conference really. And
so we took this onboard and thought we’d have a go at it, although it was a brand new
technology but it was for everyone and so we weren’t behind because of that. It was –
and we learnt quicker, I mean a small company can move much quicker than a big one
and – and we grew to be the leading company in applied superconductivity. Hmm.

MW: There was one bit of good luck in that time, I was working in the university
then for a department working in low temperature physics with a boss who was very
keen on seeing our company flourish and so it – we had the university as our lab if
you like and –

AW:

And you tested the first of those magnets in the university didn’t you, with

everyone watching they were –

MW: Yeah, they felt –

AW:

Just so anxious to see about it.

MW: They felt rather proud of the company in a rather British way.
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AW:

Come out of the department.

MW: Once in a blue moon we had somebody who felt we were conning the British
taxpayer by using the laboratory with all its costs and everything else for commercial
use.

AW:

But in fact once we were in superconductivity the university learnt from us

and we helped them a lot.

MW: And we helped them far more than they helped us.

AW:

Yes, and it was a very good symbiotic relationship really.

MW: Yes yes.

[17:05]

So you left – you retired from Oxford Instruments in the early 1980s, can you –

AW:

’83 when we became a public company, I mean when we went – yes, when we

went public.

When did you formally retire Martin?

MW: Well that it’s you’re talking about it.

AW:

No, you retired in 2003.

MW: Formally did I?

AW:

Yeah, from the board, I think it was 2003 anyway, it was early –
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MW: What are we talking about?

I was just wondering when you –

AW:

Stopped working in the company.

MW: I thought you were talking stopped working in the university?

AW:

Oh no.

MW: Stopped working in the company?

Oh sorry we’d moved on slightly, no I was wondering when you actually stopped
working directly with the company.

MW: You say it was in 2003?

AW:

Something like that, I don’t know exactly. But of course he’s gone on

working from the point of view of going to Japan and these things and quite often
gone around different companies in the group and ‘cause they always love to see him,
High Wycombe or Bristol –

MW: Yeah, I’m their sort of semi official or official salesman in Japan, always have
been.

AW:

Oh yes, but it’s good for – if you go around –

MW: It’s good on all sides actually, it really works very well ‘cause one funny little
aspect of it is that when I’m there I – they give me a – the Martin Wood prize and the
–
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AW:

You give that to other people the Martin Wood prize.

MW: Well they gave it to me first and then I gave it to other people.

AW:

Oh yeah, well I see what you mean, yes [laughs], you hand it over.

MW: The British Embassy thinks this is a very good way of getting Japanese into
the Embassy, they – and so we have this big event every November as a rule, this
year’s changed for some reason where they invite people from all the universities and
industries into the Embassy and wine them and dine them. And the sort of core of the
thing is we giving a prize to student, somebody under forty years old who’s –
conforms to certain things. But it gives an excuse for the Embassy to invite all and
sundry, tops of the sort of normal Japanese companies.

AW:

Scientific and educational people, yeah.

MW: And they’re very keen on it and pay for it, I mean we pay for it, I think we –

AW:

I think we pay for the dinner and I think we probably pay for the food at the

reception [laughs], I’m sure the emb –

MW: How do you know that?

AW:

Well I’m sure we – I know we pay for the food at the reception, the dinner

afterwards.

MW: That might be, yes, but in the Embassy I don’t think we pay for anything in the
Embassy.

AW:

We don’t pay for any food at the drinks party.
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MW: I’ll ask them, I don’t think we do. No, I think the Embassy thinks it’s an
excellent way of getting in touch with a branch of Japanese scientists of which they
have no other contact with that industry really, which they’re not good at.

What else –

MW: So it’s mutual benefit.

What else do you both do now?

MW: Now?

AW:

It’s these trusts take a lot of our time. And of course the investing in small

companies takes quite a lot of time, I’ve got someone to help me now.

MW: What do I do all the time?

AW:

Having sort of at one time in the past been – as you might say a finance

director although I don’t think we ever used any titles in those days of Oxford
Instruments, I learnt quite a lot about finance of small companies and the things you
had to watch and so on. So in fact I’m the one that does the – largely does the
investing, yeah. Well with Martin’s agreement that he thinks the technology and the
people are alright, yes [both laugh].

MW: We sort of fit in with a lot of organisations in the university, the … [sighs] …
various groups and meetings we help arrange and organise and give –

AW:

They always want to get you onto their fundraising committees and you’re a

bit of a sucker [both laugh].

MW: I have to think about an answer for that question.
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[21:15]

I was wond –

AW:

But with three trusts it takes quite a lot of time –

So the Oxford Trust?

AW:

There’s the Northmoor Trust, oh it’s no longer called the Northmoor Trust, the

Earth Trust which owns a lot of land around here, which we set up in – actually in
’67, but it didn’t do anything ‘cause it was endowed with Oxford Instrument shares so
it didn’t do anything until the early ‘80s and bought this place. It bought – bought the
wood actually first and then other things came and – afterwards and it’s an
environmental trust, it’s a conservation and education and things like that.

MW: We employ a person to look after that and look to his programme [ph].

AW:

There are about sort of twenty people I think, some part time working for that.

And then there’s – the latest one is the woodland one, is the wood one, not woodland,
the Sylva Foundation which is trying to improve the wood culture in this country.

MW: In the British Isles, it’s a nationwide thing that.

AW:

I mean so many people said, ‘Oh you mustn’t cut down beautiful trees,’ and in

fact if you think about it you can’t have wooden furniture without cutting down trees.
And having the wood chain properly organised and the forests better managed, they’re
very bad – a lot of woodlands, there are a lot of scrappy bits of woodland all over the
place that are badly managed. And Sylva which started much later than the other
trusts, it only started three or four years ago, and it has grown so fast but entirely on
the web it’s been growing [laughs]. And it has a very good forest – and of course it
goes around and looks at these forests as well but it’s only got three – two and two
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halves people working for it, it’s based here in the buildings outside, the Earth Trust
used to be based in our outbuildings but are now up the hill in their own premises.

MW: It’s having quite a say in world forestry affairs now, it’s extraordinary.

AW:

Yes, it has a lot of influence.

MW: Who we’ve got running it is really really good, has a very good technic –
scientifically, technically, good at writing –

AW:

Good with ideas and they have a – they have a strong educational side too, the

Duke of Marlborough gave them an oak tree and they’ve got this project called One
Oak. And all the local schoolchildren were discussing it for months before they
finally one extremely cold snowy day cut down the oak tree with the kids all there and
it’s now being turned into furniture, two years later, and all sorts of things. I mean it
was green oak, it was used much earlier but the furniture can only be made now
‘cause it’s has to dry out. But it taught them all sorts of things such as the – that in
fact trees have a life span and it was beginning to – just beginning to rot at the bottom
and it was very old wasn’t it?

MW: It was rather lucky, a lot of people was saying, ‘Why do you cut this
wonderful tree down?’ and they cut it down and you just saw it was – the but was
about that across.

About two or three feet.

MW: Just at the middle it was beginning to rot and it was cut down at the perfect
time, you know, so if people – many people don’t realise that trees need cutting down
and just as much as they need planting and growing.

AW:
–

And it was really old wasn’t it, it was much older than anyone thought, 170 or
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MW: Yeah, something like that.

AW:

Yes, hmm.

[24:35]

Just one of the big overarching questions I wanted to ask both of you was how Oxford
Instruments today actually compares to the company that you started up back in the
1950s?

AW:

[Laughs].

By contrasting the two, pointing out some similarities and differences, that would be
nice.

MW: I would say one thing that I’m basically proud of the whole thing today,
there’s no part of the company that I think is doing anything that I wouldn’t want it to
do which is nice.

AW:

I think that it’s retained the culture that we got there right at the beginning, we

met a lot of other companies that were very different cultures, and the sort of ethnical
side and helpful side, and also the egalitarian side, I mean all the staff are share – all
the employees are shareholders and I think it’s – you know it’s got very good moral at
the moment. We’ve been through bad moments when we’ve had to lay people off,
you do, I mean if you go suddenly into a deep recession like 2009 you have to lay
people off. But I think you – they think about the staff, they think about people as
people, not just as units.

MW: I think we’re quite lucky in that that – I mean there’s no way Audrey and I
could be running the company, we’ve got the chief exec of Oxford Instruments is the
– what do you call it of the society, with the chairman of Oxford Instruments and the
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chief exec of Oxford Instruments both very much follow the same ideas as we would
have done.

AW:

Yes.

MW: And I get – hear them get up and want to talk about Oxford Society and all
that, I never went once there, they’re all very good I think. I think partly because
we’ve chosen good people, and partly because they’ve learnt that it – in a way that it –
the sort of attitude we have to industry and other people that work with us, actually
works and produces a profit of the company, so they’re pursuing that much more
thoroughly than we did ourselves. So it’s – it’s a very good symbiosis.

Looking over the whole history of it, are you surprised the way it’s turned out?

AW:

I don’t think I ever looked forward as far as this, we wanted to make a success

of it and I think the striving is always interesting. You’ve got to look forward, you’ve
got to have plans but five year plans never work out ‘cause circumstances around you
change. But I mean we were – we were much too slack in the early days, well we
didn’t know anything about industry actually when we started. I went to – we both
went up to odd courses didn’t we for one day courses and things.

MW: Er –

AW:

Well I did, I can’t remember you.

MW: You ought to read the first paragraph of Audrey’s book and my first
introduction into industry.

AW:

Oh yes, I’m – yes when you were – I think we talked about – actually we

probably talked about that in the one that’s gone missing [laughs]. But …
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MW: ‘Cause I went to work in a local industry near here when I was fifteen in the
war, did you know – hear about that little event?

[28:20]

Yes, but it’s always good to record it [laughs].

MW: There were – I was in – working, let me think what to say first.

AW:

Your sister was working in this factory.

MW: My sister had been working and it was in the war and every bit of labour that
you could get – I was fifteen and my sister had hurt her – damaged her back in the
land army and came back and worked in this factory when she was will in plaster, but
when she left the foreman said – asked her if she’d got anybody else she knew who
could take on her job and she said her little brother so I went and toddled along,
fifteen. And –

AW:

This was the summer holidays wasn’t it?

MW: This is my summer holidays from school and the first thing I found, the job
that she had got was working on an enormous drilling machines, one of those things
you stand up and you pull a lever and a press comes down and – a drill comes down
and drills a hole. And the first thing I found was that you were drilling bits of wood
about this size, five holes in each bit and we put an iron thing underneath with legs up
so you got the bit of wood on top and drilled through that. Well I found – I’m not
proud of the intelligence required for doing this, that you could drill two of them at
once, and then three of them at once. So I had tripled the output in the first hour with
the – of the machine, of the – emptied the piece of land on the right of bits for me to
do, doubled the height of the mountain on the left. At the end of the first day I went
to – I was asked to go and see the foreman, it’s in the village near here, and I thought
he’s going to give me a pat on the shoulders and clever boy and – instead of which he
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never even looked up from the paper, he just said, ‘Mr Wood, you’re only fifteen,
whereas your sister was over eighteen so you only get eight pence an hour, where she
got eleven,’ and saying – and I can remember walking home and thinking [laughs],
mulling over the injustices of life, I’ve tripled production and all that and got half
back [both laugh]. One of my first lessons in industry.

AW:

It’s in the book that story [laughs].

MW: Yeah.

[30:50]

I did mean to ask about the book as well Audrey, why did you decide to write the
history of Oxford Instruments?

AW:

I’d written a short one in 1980, you know, just sort of twenty – twenty-four

pages long. And people kept getting it wrong, everyone was getting it wrong, you
know, the history. And well it’s our life work and I like writing so I felt I wanted to
get it down.

I guess –

MW: Audrey’s actually a good writer, a sort of wordsmith for sentences, I don’t
know if you’ve read anything she’s written.

AW:

Well he’s read bits of the book.

MW: You have enough words to say precisely what’s meant and not a single letter
more, it’s – and it runs off the tongue, it’s difficult to say – define it exactly but I think
a wordsmith rather than a writer is almost the –
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AW:

One of the benefits of reading English for a bit. I mean people kept saying to

me, ‘What on earth are you going to do with that combination?’ part one natural
sciences and part one English literature [laughs].

MW: And you were lucky weren’t you in the man you had in Cambridge teaching
you?

AW:

Oh quite a few of them were really brilliant at that time. This was sort of

Leavis and Era era and Swan and people like that, hmm.

Do you think – how much do you think the fact that Oxford Instruments is a success
can be put down to your complimentary skills at the start?

AW:

It’s not really for us to judge is it, it’s hard for us to judge that. I suppose we

set it on the right track, I think we did anyway.

MW: What was the question, how –

I was wondering about your complimentary skills, I think we’ve discussed before and
how important do you think that has been?

AW:

Well I think it’s been very important that. And it’s very fortunate, most

people start a company just on their own or with a partner, but you know, we could
discuss all our problems, our poor children, at breakfast, lunch and tea, and in bed if
we wanted to [laughs]. But it does help to have a second person that you can
absolutely trust.

MW: Most people who start companies are mostly youngish men, wives don’t know
the first thing about companies, not interested.

AW:

Well we didn’t know the first thing about companies either [laughs] but we

learnt together.
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MW: Well we did, I’d worked in –

AW:

Well you worked in that one, you’ve worked in the Coal Board but that’s not

quite the same thing.

MW: Well yes it – it’s a bit the same thing, and … had you worked in anything, any
company?

AW:

No.

[33:48]

MW: Audrey comes from a Methodist family and her father was a missionary in
China and we’ve talked a lot about what makes people work and what makes them not
work and what makes them fight and so on, there’s been a lot of talk of semi
intellectual talk at home always, rather than sport or –

AW:

My mother was a brilliant manager actually, she –

MW: Neither of us are the least interested in any sport, and –

AW:

I think my mother managed the church where we were or with [laughs] –

‘cause my father was a dreamer, he was a scholar and a dreamer and I think my
mother did the management side [laughs].

MW: I’ve forgotten what your question is, I can’t go on talking.

I was wondering about complimentary skills but I think my question has been well
answered.
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MW: Yeah, well Audrey’s got enough skill in her fingers so that I don’t get too
cross when she does things or makes things or whatever, she’s quite good at it.

AW:

I used to do some unskilled labour like laying up those early magnets before

superconductors came in, laying up fibreglass for their cases and things like that,
unskilled labour.

MW: And her mother – she’s been – got my mother involved in making magnets
once though.

AW:

[Laughs] Yes.

MW: It’s been quite a – and your father was the impractical one wasn’t he?

AW:

Yes, hmm.

MW: Your mother’s very good at making things and enjoyed making it and
whenever she’s – she used to came to stay she’d always say, ‘Well what’s my job?’
you know.

AW:

She was very interested in the company and its development and everything

like that, well so was my father but in a different way, my mother always wanted to
know how things happened [laughs].

[35:40]

I was wondering as well, have either of you received any awards for your work, your
–

AW:

Martin’s got lots of awards, he’s got a –

MW: Not lots, I got one in Japan didn’t I?
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AW:

You got the, yes, you got the, what’s it called now? I’ve forgotten what it’s

called, it’s a wonderful medal [laughs] with stars all around and it’s the –

MW: Oh yes.

AW:

What is it called, I’ve forgotten [laughs].

MW: I can get it, it’s upstairs. And I’ve just been given the Mendelssohn award,
Mendelssohn was one of the famous German Jewish promoters of superconductivity
and going out to collect this next month, month after next.

AW:

In May, yeah, mid May we’re going out, yeah. And that actually the

cryogenic world will be there, I mean including a lot of the companies so it doesn’t
matter if we don’t go in November this year [laughs]. But –

MW: What have you got?

AW:

You’ve been given lots of things.

MW: I’ve got – had a fair number of awards.

AW:

You’ve got an OBE and a knighthood and ten honorary degrees [laughs] and

you seen the thing is they all – when working in the university when Martin was there,
these people, they went off to man their departments in other universities and when
they were thinking of someone who they could give an award to they thought, ah, I
think Martin will do, you know, sort of thing [both laugh]. But –

Are there any of those awards that you would sort of highlight and look at and say,
‘Oh right, I’m happy with that, I’m.

AW:

Oh you quite like –
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MW: Can I take this off for a minute.

Yeah.

[Break in recording].

[37:24]

AW:

‘Cause he had something from the Royal Society, just trying to remember

what the name of it is, an award for innovation, with other people in the company, that
was for the magnets. He might remember the name of it. I’ve had an OBE but that
was not for the company at all, that was for my work with conservation [laughs],
conservation in Oxfordshire, we knew the Lord Lieutenant quite well and I think he
thought it was about my turn [all laugh].

[37:55]

And I guess we’ve talked a lot about, you know, work but are the other – what hobbies
and interests have you got outside?

AW:

Well of course the – we turn our hobbies into trusts rather [laughs]. Interests,

love travel, we travel a great deal because a lot of it on the back of work all over the
world, behind the iron curtain and all sorts of things. We enjoy travel anyway, I mean
we’ve done – sort of been to the Galapagos and we’ve been to Antarctica. We’ve –
we had a sabbatical leave in Australia in ’69 just before Martin left the university. We
were there for six months with our whole family. And we enjoyed that very much and
we’ve been since, we used to have a little house in Sydney because in one time we
thought that we were going to be spending a lot more time in – after we – we had a
new chief exec. Barry Marsden came in in 1971 and I think – don’t think he wanted
the family around really, you know [laughs] and he was going to manage alright and
we – he needed us back in later but to begin with he was doing it rather himself. And
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we – we went off with – well we went off setting up the French office really, going
around France and sort of getting business ‘cause we’ve all been a bit more on the
marketing and sales side than – well Martin was good at production but making
things, prototypes for [moving in background] –

[39:43]

AW:

That’s a clock [laughs].

It’s a rather ornate clock you have there [moving in background].

AW:

It’s going, half past five.

It’s an hour out.

MW: Rather nice bit of Japanese work.

AW:

And gets presented with these things.

MW: What?

AW:

Gets presented with these things, oh.

Do you mind if I wire you back in [sorting out microphones].

AW:

Have you found the Japanese one?

I should probably explain we’re looking at a shoebox full of medals [all laugh].

MW: That’s one which I think took a bit more earning than most, that’s the IEE,
presented typically American, a cardboard box that doesn’t fit properly.
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AW:

International Electrical Engineering something or other.

It’s very heavy, what’s it made of?

AW:

Well it’s made of a superconductor isn’t it, that Martin –

I was hoping you’d say that [laughs].

AW:

It’s made of a superconductor that isn’t it? What’s it made of?

MW: I think it probably is, yes.

AW:

Yeah.

Do any of these awards mean more to you than others or are there any you’re
particularly proud of?

MW: Well I –

AW:

The Japanese one I think.

MW: Have a look, what do you think? IEE, that’s the I triple E [ph] – that’s quite –
I think ‘cause they’d actually given it to a non American.

AW:

I wish I could remember the name of this one because – look at this.

MW: Oh yes that one, that one.

AW:

Now what’s its name Martin, I can’t remember … it’s rather – I mean they

only have the one award and they have different classes and this is third class, I think
the first class is only the Imperial family, I don’t know who second class is but much
more exalted, but this is third class.
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Not the Order of the Chrysanthemum is it or something?

AW:

Order of the … I don’t think it’s the Chrysanthemum is it, it’s order of the –

MW: I’m not sure that it isn’t, you see this is – if you look closely at that that’s a
flower, doesn’t it say what it is.

AW:

But – in Japanese but not in English [laughs].

MW: Oh … [looking at awards]. Ah that one I’m quite proud of …

And this is the –

MW: That’s the Bevin Boys for working underground [all laugh]. That’s incredibly
heavy that one.

AW:

But this is the Mullard award, this is the Royal Society one. No, it doesn’t say

that, it says the Institute of Electrical Engineers, I didn’t know you’d had one from
them. 1998, achievement medal [laughs].

I guess the real question I’m interested in is out of this massive box of medals if you
had to highlight maybe just one or two which meant something to you.

MW: … I would say the one on mining.

The Bevin Boys medal.

MW: And that one.

Japanese one, why those two?
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AW:

Japanese one is quite rare for overseas people.

MW: Yes, it’s very rare for overseas people. And that one –

AW:

Oh that’s the Bevin Boys.

MW: It’s the result of a lot of hard work that, it wasn’t just committee thinking
we’ve got this award who on earth can we give it to this year so to speak which is why
a lot of awards I think are given.

What was it for?

MW: Erm –

AW:

The Japanese one?

The Bevin Boys medal?

AW:

Oh, just for being a Bevin Boy. I mean it’s like the service medals.

MW: Do you know what a Bevin Boy means?

Miner instead of –

MW: Yes, and there were other little ones came in on the same front.

AW:

But they hadn’t included the Bevin Boys for years and years and they finally

decided they should do.

MW: What’s that?

AW:

That’s your small OBE … your knights bachelor … they’re boring [laughs].
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MW: That’s a Japanese thing I think.

And why did you get the Japanese medal as well?

MW: How what?

Why did you get the Japanese medal?

MW: [Sighs].

AW:

I think his work in Japan with – and probably the prize, I think it’s almost

certain for giving away this prize, so in fact he didn’t do much for it except [laughs] –
the company did most of the work for it, there’s your OBE, where’s my OBE? Oh
this is probably mine ‘cause it has a bow. There we are.

Are there any awards that you’ve won Audrey that you’d highlight as being of
particular significance to you?

AW:

I haven’t really won any awards [laughs], I got Queens Award for the

company mind you.

MW: Yeah, that’s very good that.

AW:

Lots of them, yes. But that’s just ‘cause I can write and sort of engage the

people I’m writing – I’m applying to.

MW: That’s the Institute of Electrical Engineers.

AW:

You know what that’s for?

MW: That’s for doing a number of things in –
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AW:

Order of the Rising Sun isn’t it? Order of the Rising Sun, third class, with

gold raise and –

MW: Which is?

AW:

Neck ribbon, your Japanese ones, the Order of the Rising Sun, it really is.

MW: Is it – you’ve got it over there? That one, yes.

AW:

With gold raise and neck ribbon, they’re all different –

MW: I suppose –

AW:

I mean they’re different classes are different.

MW: I suppose, you say which we are proud of, I suppose the Japanese and the
American ones in a way that –

AW:

You were proud of becoming a fellow of the Royal Society weren’t you?

MW: Yes, I suppose so, I don’t think pride is a very nice …

AW:

But you were pleased.

MW: Pleased. I’m pleased to be able to get – sort of contribute to them, that’s really
what it is, comes to.

[46:45]

I guess on the subject of contributing as well I was wondering how you both felt about
taking part in this interview programme?
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AW:

How we’ve felt about it? Well it’s quite fun sort of looking back and having

questions fired at us, it makes you think.

MW: It’s quite fun talking to you, the light you throw on it all.

How have you found the actual interview sessions?

MW: Very relaxing.

AW:

I’m not sure we’re very good, we keep changing the subjects and going off at

tangents [all laugh].

Tangents are what life is all about?

MW: I’m a great person for sort of working with my hands and the ones I’m
proudest of that are like the miners one is where it’s a sort of physical thing. I'm not
all that clever so I haven’t got any high degrees or anything.

AW:

You’re very clever at some things [laughs].

MW: So which of the – that’s a Japanese one. Yes, that’s fairly uncommon that,
they don’t really like giving them to foreigners, and they only give them – they’re a
scale of seven and they only give them up to a certain height.

AW:

And Martin went to a dinner, I think at the Rutherford Lab, a dinner jacket

dinner where it said medals would be worn so he decided he’d wear that, this was not
long after he got it but just for fun he was going to wear it and the next week he got a
letter saying, ‘Her Majesty is pleased to permit Sir Martin Wood to wear this foreign,’
[all laugh], ‘this foreign honour.’

I think this seems a very good place to stop.
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AW:

Right.

Thank you both very much indeed.

[End of Track 10]
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Track 11

MW: Well, I’ve got a – there’s a picture in my family – old family photograph book,
of me sitting up in the pram. I think I must have been two. I think I can remember it.
I apparently turned round and asked somebody not to make so much noise. It may all
be makeup in the years [laughs] –

AW:

If you were only two it must be apocryphal , I think [laughs].

What actually is your earliest memory, Martin?

MW: Well, that is my earliest memory.

AW:

You must have been older.

MW: But I may have put the words into my mother, I think. I can remember being
in a pram certainly on the lawn. I was born quite close to here, village of Great
Milton, and I loved being in my pram. I think they used to push me out onto the lawn
till an unusually late age [laughs].

When were you born?
MW: 19th April 1927. Slightly unusual childhood because my father was fifteen
years older than my mother and he was rather old fashioned in the nicest possible
way. And my mother was – would have joined the – what are they called, the people
who padlock themselves to the bars?

AW:

Oh, the suffragettes.

MW: Would have joined the suffragettes if she knew. That was the sort of person
she was. But they got on extremely well. There was fifteen years between them and I
had – most things they enjoyed very much together. And occasionally - like my
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mother took us off camping, the whole family off camping every summer. My father
didn’t like camping so he had old friends and went off and had holidays in France or
something, looking round old cathedrals. Wherever their tastes differed – I’ve only
just thought of this but it’s true, wherever their tastes differed they found a way of
each doing their own thing quite amicably, just going off, and my mother used to
come camping with us, whereas my father wouldn’t dream of sleeping in a tent. He’d
actually damaged his back rather badly in the middle of his life and he needed slightly
special comforts, not much but a bit.

What were your parents’ names?

MW: My father was called Arthur Henry Wood and my mother was Catherine Mary
Altham Wood, A-L-T-H-A-M. [Laughs] I can’t see this bit. There’s my mother,
Altham. She came from a family – oh, wait a minute. Yes, that’s the Althams,
Cumberlidge [ph] and Altham somewhere. I think they were involved in iron making
in Bradford, somewhere up there, not very far north. And it’s iron making rather than
steel making, which is a very different kettle of fish.

What was your mother actually like to meet?

MW: I think she was – she was quite beautiful in her way, not in a normal way but
she was a very nice looking lady. And she was very open and friendly.

AW:

She went white very early in life, didn’t she, her hair?

MW: Yes, she was quite striking.

AW:

Yes, very striking.

MW: Striking looking. She was somewhat intellectual by nature but regretted that
her father was rather conservative – a vicar and conservative and hadn’t sent her to the
university. In fact she joined the Open University when she was seventy-two. She
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was very keen on modern things but hadn’t had the basic education as a young girl to
really … follow modern literature and modern philosophy and so on. She was
interested in everything, very active, vivacious person. Am I right, going alright?

AW:

Mm, yes, yes, she was.

MW: She joined the Open University when she was about –

AW:

Oh, you said that, but she was –

MW: Seventy, but she couldn’t cope, because they used to mail out – told her to be
online or something or other at ten o’clock on the third Tuesday in August, or
something like that, and she couldn’t cope with it. She just got confused, by the age
she was taking an interest in it didn’t work out.

[05:16]

Was she keen on education for you when you were younger?

MW: Oh yes. And my father ‘cause my father was actually – he worked in the
Board of Education in London, the Ministry of Education, they called it a board for
some reason. And he was responsible for the – in his latter part of his career he was
responsible for the education of crippled children. And it was he, together with a
surgeon called –

AW:

Girdlestone.

MW: Gathorne – Dr Gathorne Girdlestone, who built – who designed and built the –
what’s it called, the –

AW:

Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre.
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MW: Nuffield Orthopaedic Hospital. My godfather, Gathorne Girdlestone. A great
man in his way. I was terrified of him. He was married to a bit of a – rather a strict
lady who didn’t sort of attempt to make life – relations easy with other children. And
they had no children, he was – to call him a religious man would give probably the
wrong education ‘cause he was actually quite a famous surgeon, but he was a keen
Christian. And I remember being hit over the head by a Bible at one stage, he came
along, uttered something, banging on the head [ph], have you all read this book or
something. No, he was –

AW:

But he –

MW: He didn’t do his duty as a godfather, he was a nice man but I was frightened of
him. He was a great man and rather stern.

AW:

But he and your father went to Nuffield, didn’t they, the person who was later

going to be Lord Nuffield?

MW: Yes.

AW:

And got something like £2 million for the hospital, which was a hell of a lot

then in those days.

MW: Yes, yes. I don’t know how that was. I think my father – he was very old in
my youth, he was fifty-five when I was born. And it must have been about that time
he was negotiating with Nuffield for £2 million to build the Nuffield Hospital in
Oxford. And he had – he was quite good at that sort of thing. He was civil service all
his life, he wasn’t phased by meeting the great Lord Nuffield and describing the
hospital and asking –

AW:

He wasn’t lord in those days.

MW: He was what?
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AW:

He wouldn’t have been Lord Nuffield in those days.

MW: No, no, more like Mr Morris.

AW:

Mr Morris.

And what was your father actually like to meet? What sort of a chap was he?

MW: I think probably – I mean, growing up, people like him, he was just a pleasant
person, very polite. He was upstanding, polite and educated. And I think he could
adapt his conversation to – he was quite varied in his experiences, he could adapt his
conversation to pretty well anything. He used to travel – he used to bicycle to the
south of France when he was young every other summer. I think I’ve got it right. He
had six weeks holiday, he was in the civil service, had six weeks a year and he used to
store up about a month of that one year, took out a little holiday, let’s say a fortnight
out of his six weeks, and the next year he had his six weeks plus a month and he’d
bicycle to the south of France. And he was a pianist, a very good amateur. He was
told he could have been professional but he wanted to do other things, but he was very
good at piano. One of my lasting memories is – he lived in a rather – I was brought
up in a rather conventional way. We had a nanny and we lived in a nursery upstairs.
And he always used to come up in the evening and for about quarter of an hour played
the piano to us all. We had a piano in our nursery. And he used to go off – I don’t
quite know how it happened, how it started, but he was very fond of France and he
used to take a lot of holidays on his own – ‘cause he married quite young and then his
wife died quite soon after they were married. He had one daughter. And then a big
gap of fifteen –

AW:

[09:38]

About fifteen years before he remarried.
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MW: Before he married again. The person he met – how he met his second wife is
rather amusing too. But anyway, he –

AW:

Well, that was the one in the pram when he first met her [laughs].

MW: Do you know that story?

The tape hasn’t heard that story.

MW: Well, he lived – his father was a vicar and so in his childhood many of their
family friends were in the church. And one day he went to visit – he was taken by his
father, who was wanting to visit a vicar nearby, and when they were talking, a child in
the garden was in the pram screaming and he was sent out to sort of take her for a
walk and quieten her down so the two – and twenty years later he married her
[laughs], the girl in the pram. He had married – he had two wives. I really don’t
know much about his first wife. I know she’s on the family tree, I had a half sister, a
charming lady, and a very – they were a big family from his first family, which we
always regarded as relations. They weren’t blood in my case but they were – we still
know them.

AW:

Full of fun and go, that lot, yes.

MW: Yes, a really good family.

What was your home like? Could you describe the building and the setup?

MW: I would say for a start it was not totally unlike this one. It was a big house in a
village about seven miles away, in a seven acre garden on the edge of a village,
typical sort of 300 person village. And they lived in this house, and my father was a
very keen gardener and he divided his time between gardening with a man who had
been his batman during the First World War, who acted as our gardener – didn’t know
much about gardening so my father did a lot with him. But we did a lot, we had a
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lovely garden. We grew our own fruit and flowers and veg and everything. And what
else, he – because he’d worked in the Board of Education, the Ministry of Education,
all his life, when he retired he retained certain activities on the board of Thame
Grammar School. He sat for a long time.

AW:

And of course the Nuffield, wasn’t it? I mean, what became the Nuffield

Orthopaedic Hospital, he stayed on the board of that, didn’t he?

MW: Yes he did, but that he wasn’t so much professional there – yes it was because
when he was in the Ministry or Board of Education he was in charge of crippled
children. There was a department for the education of crippled children. And so he
did get involved with – well now, what became an involvement in the –

AW:

Hospital, mm.

MW: What’s the hospital called, the Nuffield Orthopaedic Hospital?

AW:

Now, yes.

MW: And my godfather in fact was a man called – heavens, heavens, heavens,
heavens.

AW:

Girdlestone. We’ve talked about that, yes, yes.

MW: Who was really –

AW:

We’ve talked about him quite a bit.

MW: Yes, the brains and the practice behind the hospital in Oxford, the Nuffield
Hospital.

[13:10]
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I’ve got an idea where you’re coming from, Martin. Can I ask you questions as well
now, Audrey? When were you born and where?

AW:

I was born same year as Martin but six months later, 2nd November 1927. I

was born in Hankow in China, basically a refugee, ‘cause my parents were
missionaries and they’d gone up from their station in the Chinese countryside up to
Hankow, escaping from the Communist uprising at the time in China. It’s sort of the
time of the Long March and things like that going on. And I think all the Europeans
were advised to go up to the bigger centres. And that was quite a journey. I was born
after this journey. The journey upriver, or downriver rather, that they had, they were
in a Sampan, a flat boat with a matting cover. And my mother had bought – had had
for Christmas the year before – she’d got two pounds of plasticine to amuse – and she
took it with her to amuse the children on this boat, to try and keep them sort of not
outside the cover, you know, so that they wouldn’t be seen by the soldiers on the
banks. And then of course they – the river was low and they struck a rock and made a
hole in the bottom of the boat, and what should my mother do but mend it with
plasticine [laughs]. And that enabled them to get down to where they could sort of
beach the boat and get it mended. And they finished up in Hankow at that time and
they had a flat there. They also went down to Shanghai at some point, when Hankow
was not so healthy, but it was in the time when they were in Hankow that I was born.

What were your parents doing in China at all?

AW:

They were missionaries, they were Methodist missionaries in China. My

mother went there first, my mother was there under the last of the emperors. She
went out in 1910 and was there during the time when the Manchu dynasty was put
down by the – I suppose the Chiang Kai-shek and that lot.

Like the warlords –
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AW:

The nationalists, yes. It was a time of a great many warlords. They had – my

father had wonderful stories to tell of all the things that used to happen in China.

Do any stick in your mind in particular?

AW:

There was one time when he was in the city, he used to go round the area sort

of visiting the Christian groups in these areas and there was one time –

MW: Which meant walking along paths, something like that wide [indicates width]
between the paddy fields, not on roads at all, from – he often carried –

AW:

Sometimes in a sedan chair.

MW: Carried, a man behind, a man in front, on these very narrow – because they
used all the land for growing things, tiny paths.

AW:

Anyway, he got to this city and he was staying there and there was an army

camped in the city, a warlord army, and there was a warlord army camped outside the
city. And the one inside the city came to my father and said, ‘We want to go home,
you know. We’ve got wounded. We’re not very well and there’s disease. We want
to go home. But there’s this other lot camped outside. If you lead us out we think
we’d be safe.’ [Laughs] My poor father, somewhat trembling at his knees, walked out
in front of this army in order to help them go home. I suppose - also he spoke pretty
good Chinese. I suppose he talked to the other lot on the way. But that was a time he
was a bit frightened. And there was another time when he was on a journey with two
bearers. He was in a sedan chair that time with a bearer at each end. And there were
– some bandits waylaid them, highwaymen I suppose you’d call them except with
tracks – they weren’t exactly highways. And the highwayman, said, you know, ‘I
must have your money.’ And the bearers who spoke to the highwayman said, ‘It’s no
good. He’s only a missionary. He won’t have any money at all.’ So they let him go
[laughs].
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[17:35]

What were your parents’ names?

AW:

John Stanfield and Lillian May Stanfield. One half of the family called her

Lillian. The other half called her May. I mean, the in-laws called her one thing and
her family the other. But they were – my father was quite studious - rather
absentminded and studious. He was a very good carer for his flock. I wouldn’t say he
was a great orator in church.

MW: Well, it’d be divided very clearly for him, who was a preacher, and quite a sort
of a really study role too. He was quite a – thoroughly educated –

AW:

He studied Greek and things like that and Hebrew. But he was very much – he

empathised with people tremendously and was very good at the – looking after his
flock.

MW: Whereas Audrey’s mother was a very [coughs] practical person, she had to be
sort of in China, bringing up a family there. Apparently one of the very few families
who – she had four children in China, all of whom lived, there was so much disease
and trouble –

AW:

Survived the bugs.

MW: Almost all families, she told me, I remember, lost one or two of her children.
She kept all four.

AW:

She was a great manager. I think she managed my father. He was in debt

when she married him because he gave away so much [laughs]. But she sort of
managed everything very well. They managed to send all four of us to university on
quite small – quite low salaries, although my – I remember my sisters – in the time
before generalised grants, when everyone got grants, she – they used to go round to all
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– sort of do their research on all the little grants that were going and collect about
three or four grants to get them through university.

MW: And didn’t go to university herself because she couldn’t afford it. She was
very bright though, very bright.

AW:

Yes, she got a – she did the senior Cambridge exams, which were the same as

the A levels, the upper school exams, and on the basis of her senior Cambridge exams
she was offered a scholarship to Girton, which is my college. She was offered Girton
College, Cambridge, and she never even told her parents ‘cause, you know, they
didn’t pay for everything and she knew there was no way they could afford the rest of
it. So she became a pupil teacher and she was a teacher as a missionary and she went
to China, before she married my father, as a teacher missionary. And she became the
headmistress of a girls’ school in China. And it was from there that she got married to
my father.

I was going to ask, how did they meet, do you know?

AW:

Well, it’s not a very big community. She was in one bit of – I think at that

time she was in one bit of Hangchow and my father was doing his sort of training
time, learning his Chinese – ‘cause he went to China a bit later than she did. I think
she was a year or two older than my father but not much. But that’s where they met.
My father was – he used to sing all sorts of songs from the sort of 1900s and 1910s, I
suppose, and 1920s. At home he would occasionally sing a little bit of song. And
these were ones he said – when they were learning Chinese – there were several of
these young missionaries together in – living somewhere and someone had given
them a gramophone and a whole lot of old records, and all these songs were on the
records [laughs] and they’d stuck in his mind.

What actually took them to want to be missionaries and go to China in the first place?
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AW:

Well, my mother thought she was going to go to India but she got sent to

China by the mission house.

MW: By the mission house, was it?

AW:

Mm.

MW: Your mother?

AW:

No, my mother was sent by the mission house to China ‘cause that was where

the need was greatest.

MW: But she was a schoolteacher, she wasn’t preaching or anything.

AW:

No, but she sort of put herself up for being a teacher missionary, you know.

There were plenty of those.

MW: Were there?

AW:

Yes. And my father – I don’t know why he did that. I mean, there was a great

long tradition of being Methodist ministers in the family. My mother was descended
from – my mother’s father had been a missionary in South Africa and in Basutoland
and Bechuanaland and two of their children were born in ox wagons [laughs]. But
they started having an extensive family and in the end the mission house said it was
too expensive [laughs] having such an extensive family out there and so brought them
back to England, where my mother was born.

[22:50]

So you were born in Hankow. Where did you actually grow up?
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AW:

Mostly in Hunan Province, ‘cause we came back to England when I was two,

which I do not remember, the journey back. My parents used to take one P&O boat to
one place and then spend a month off as a holiday and then take the next P&O boat
back home. It was their way of getting a holiday without having to pay for all the
travel. And it was Italy that time, which I missed entirely, though they tell me that I
was crawling around on the floor of St Peter’s and got blessed by a cardinal who
thought I was a little boy [laughs]. But the next time round we came back by Egypt
and Palestine and then I was eight years old and I remember that. But we went back
to China when I – I had my fourth birthday on the boat going back to China. And I
remember that and I remember some of the things that happened in Hastings, where
my mother had a lot of relations living and we stayed there mostly, with my
grandmother. And I remember that. I remember my aunt peeling apples and me
eating the skins as they came off [laughs] at three. And I remember learning to swim
at three in Hastings. You see, in China there’s a lot of water around in some places
and the boat would have had a pool on it and so they thought they wanted me to learn
how to swim before we went back to China, which I did. And I had a bathing
costume with a little duckling on the front [laughs]. But yes, when we were back in
China there was one time when I fell in the swimming pool, in a – one sort of dug out
of the rocks without anyone else around in the place we went in the summers, and I
fell in there but I knew how to swim perfectly well so I swam to the edge and got out.
And my sister went back home and said, ‘I wanted to save her but I knew she could
swim’ [laughs].

Whereabouts did you live in China when you returned?

AW:

We lived first in a place called – it used to be Bah Ching. It’s now called So

Chu Yang, I think it is. And that was an old city, an old walled city, with very tight
housing all over the place.

MW: It’s Hunan Province, isn’t it?

AW:

In Hunan, yes, yes, Sau Yang.
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MW: This was south central.

AW:

And I remember living there. We lived in an old house to begin with but there

was a compound behind it where my father had a new house built for us, which was a
sort of semi bungalow, you’d call it nowadays, with a bit of upstairs, and big verandas
all round. And my mother taught us, and being a schoolteacher, of course she was
fine at that, and she taught us –she used to have this magazine, Child Education,
coming out every month from England, with lovely big pictures. She was a very good
teacher. I’m still thrilled by the scientific experiments she did, you know, surface
tension and things like that, and putting a candle in a jar and then putting something
on the top so it runs out of oxygen, all these things. And I suppose I was always
fascinated by these scientific things.

What about them do you think interested you?

AW:

I was an inquisitive little girl. I wanted to know how everything worked.

Are there any other of your mother’s experiments you remember?

AW:

The surface tension. And I remember her putting saltpeter on the back of a

little tiny boat and it whizzing across all over the place, across water. And the surface
tension, putting a piece of paper on the water and putting a penny on top and it
doesn’t drop through because the – although it doesn’t – it shouldn’t be floating, it’s
got the surface tension underneath holding it up. I can’t remember any right now.
We made a – we had a wonderful great big globe with blue – made of blue cloth,
which we put all the countries on in papier mache. I remember just before we left that
place we used it as a football all over the garden [laughs]. It was quite big. But that
was an idyllic time. I had a lovely childhood.

[27:33]
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AW:

And in the summers we used to go up the mountain in – for that we used to go

by boat down the river and then we joined the Yangtze and then we went to a place
called Jo Jang and went up to the cooling mountains, the Lo Shang Mountains it’s in,
the Lo Shang range of mountains. And there were quite a lot of Europeans from the
central part of China had compounds up there and the missions would each have a
compound and you’d rent one of the buildings for while you were there. And it was
wonderful. We were there for three months. The women and children were there for
three months. The men came up looking rather tired and pale, ‘cause of the hot
summers, for one month in the middle. And my mother, being a great organiser, used
to sort of organise things like plays and musical things for all the children, ‘cause
there were lots of children there.

I was going to say, what sort of things interested your parents?

AW:

Interested?

Interested your parents.

AW:

I think – my mother had interest in a great many things and I suppose my

father did too. I mean, he was quite interested in politics. I remember later that my
mother always voted Liberal. My father would vote Labour, because he always had a
thought for the underdog, you know. My mother later in life, when she was reading
the Daily Telegraph and my daughter was teasing her, saying, ‘Isn’t it terribly
rightwing?’ She sat up and said, ‘I am rightwing.’ [Laughs] I think that it was the
unions. She could not get over people not being willing to work, ‘cause they were
great workers, she did many things with her hands, she made things, sewed
beautifully and made a lot of our clothes and things like that.

MW: And your shoes.

AW:

Yes, she learned how to mend shoes before she went to China first. She went

to the local cobbler where she was living as a young woman and learnt about how to
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mend shoes, ‘cause she knew she wouldn’t be able to get them mended in China
‘cause they all wear these stitched cloth shoes. Cloth, lots of layers of cloth, all
stitched together as the soles of the shoes.

MW: She was very, very – my feeling about her always is a very – original in the
ideas she’d have, like – I think when they thought the Communists were coming to
the area they lived in, she – they had their money in – they kept it in gold. I don’t
know if it was coins.

AW:

No, this was the church money. It was gold bars.

MW: And they went out and buried it in the garden. And, you know, there was a lot
of –

AW:

They were back there afterwards though. This was when the Communists

came through after the war and they were in this place. And they knew the
Communists were coming through and everyone was sort of shifting their money
around. And my father was advised to buy gold bars for the church, for the church’s
money. And my mother buried it under the henhouse in the garden. The only
problem was that the house next door then caught fire and the firemen were in this
garden all over the place and the henhouse went and my mother thought, I hope I can
find it again [laughs]. She did. And after the Communists were settled there they
were all ordered to take any gold they had in and get it changed for the new currency,
which of course was worth much less. But he always did what was correct. And at
that time, which was much later of course, after the war, they had some difficulty
getting out. They were interviewed again and again separately and virtually under
house arrest, but in the end they were given permission to get out, to go down to Hong
Kong and get back to England.

What sort of other things did you do as a child in China? What are your strongest
memories perhaps?
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AW:

When we were in this place in the mountains where we had – every summer

we used to go for lots of picnics. There were lovely places around. It was one of
these places you can imagine from a Chinese scroll picture, you know, with misty
mountains poking up and beautiful trees and things like that. And we used to go to –
there was one called Dragon’s Leap and there was another called the Emerald Pool.
And these picnics were sort of fairly – there would be sort of ten, twelve, fourteen
people on them, they were friends who went – gathered together to do them. What
else did we do? We played a lot. The compound had a tennis court and it had some
rocks in it, which I remember – when I went back in 1984 the rocks had certainly
grown [laughs]. I felt they were quite big when I was a little girl.

MW: It was quite a hilly place, I’ve been there, and there was a stream coming down
and you made a pool you could swim in.

AW:

Yes, the mission had made a pool there that they –

MW: It was pretty hot in the summer.

AW:

Yes. We had a lovely time there. We were left pretty free, at least up there.

In the city of course we couldn’t go out into the streets without someone with us as
children. I remember in the streets of Bah Ching there being so many people, always
many people, a lot of beggars.

MW: Dangerous. What unwanted action could be taken against you as a child if you
were wandering the streets alone?

AW:

I don’t think action would have been taken against us, though little boys used

to run after us shouting yang waytse [ph], which means foreign devil, you know,
shouting that. And, you know, it was just felt that we need a little bit of
accompaniment at that age.

How did you feel when that was happening to you as a child?
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AW:

I don’t know that we noticed. We did speak a certain amount of Chinese, my

sister and I, with our Chinese – with other Chinese children, we could speak a bit of
Chinese.

[Phone rings]

[33:56]

Did you have much to do with everyday Chinese people?

AW:

Well, I had an amah, yang ma [ph], and there were the – we had a cook and a

houseboy. And I remember my sister and I used to – we used to go along to where
they had their kitchen, which was a sort of – outside the main house, the kitchen,
where they used to boil great big pots of rice, saucepans of rice. We used to beg for
the hard bits down the side, which we used to love to eat [laughs].

What does it taste like?

AW:

Just crisp rice, it’s quite nice. My parents used to complain that if they took us

to a Chinese feast, if we were invited to a feast, that all we would ask for is plain rice,
whereas there were all these wonderful dishes [laughs].

Did you play much with Chinese children?

AW:

They were always very shy, the Chinese children. There were one or two we

played with, yes. The next place we lived at after Bah Ching was Chang Sha, which
is a big city, that’s where Mao came from. And it was a big – there was the head of
the sort of area for the Methodist church, who’d be like the head of the – where the
bishop is in the Church of England. And we went there and there was a big
upstanding rather old building there with storages places underneath, under sort of
great columns, where we used to go in and play occasionally. And there my mother
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set up a little school in the American compound. There was an American compound
on the edge of the city called Yale. It was a mission from Yale University. And it
was – there was a big hospital there, where I’d had my tonsils out earlier, and there
were quite a lot of houses and American missionaries there and medical people. And
there was one family with four children that we knew and my mother set up a school
in their house for their four children and the two of us, that’s my next sister up and
me. I’m the youngest of four but the two older ones, poor things, were left in England
at boarding schools when we went back to China that time. Then there was another
son of another Methodist minister, who was actually living with us at the time in order
to be educated like that. So she had these seven children and we used to go by
rickshaw every day. She’d go down to the street along the river and haggle with the
rickshaw drivers for how much it was going to cost to take us to Yale. And she
seemed to have to haggle every day, I don’t know why [laughs]. But she’d walk and
the two of us would – well, I suppose three when John was there, would ride in the
rickshaw and we went to Yale. That was very nice, a nice little school she had. They
had all sorts of nice toys like climbing frames and bicycles.

Had your mother carried on teacher after she was married then?

AW:

As much as she could, yes. Well, she taught us. But, you know, they weren’t

always anywhere where there was a school. And she used to organise things. She
organised a – that was at Bah Ching, the earlier place. She organised a little
orphanage for baby girls who – girls were not valued in China then and they were
often being left at the church door and that sort of thing, just dumped. And so she had
this orphanage with two women running it for about twelve or fifteen girl orphans. I
remember going out to visit that. And I suppose she organised things like that. I
remember her organising the local school to do maypole dancing. She had them all in
nice costumes. She probably had the Chinese tailor to help make the costumes and so
on ‘cause they’re so good and quick. And so she had them – I forget if we maypole
danced. I think I was a bit young but I think Lorna, my next sister, may have been
dancing with them.
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It sounds quite a sort of lively fun sort of childhood.

AW:

Oh, it was a lovely childhood, yeah. It was very nice.

[38:36]

Were you aware that much of the problems in China at the time?

AW:

We were aware of the sort of Communist problems around because we had to

leave home very short notice once and get on a bus and go somewhere. We didn’t
have to go very far but we got all packed up and ready to go. And then the emergency
was over for some reason and so we just went back home again. But I remember in
Bah Ching there was a big fire that started in one of the local cook shops. And the
city was very tight together within its city walls, a really ancient city. And of course
this fire – you could see it from our compound, I think we were pretty safe from it, but
all the church members were bringing all their goods and dumping them on the lawn
inside our compound because they felt they would be safe there. And our parents got
us up, it was the middle of the night and they got us up to come and have a look at t
because they felt, you know, we ought to see what a big fire looked like. It was
amazing.

[39:45]

What did your father do exactly out there? Your mother was a teacher. What was
your father?

AW:

He was a minister and he was – you know, he organised quite a lot, organised

the local people. There was a missionary hospital over the hill. I remember once my
– they got my mother in to help with the operation ‘cause someone was brought in
with gunshot wounds in the middle of the night. And I think the walls were – the city
gates were closed and so they got my mother, who was just over the hill within the
city, to come and assist. But my father, he was a good carer, as I’ve said before, I
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think, and he was very good at talking to people and guiding them and so on. I mean,
ministers in those days did all the things that social workers do now. They helped
people with their problems.

MW: He was quite a scholar. He could – could he read Arabic?

AW:

Not Arabic.

MW: Sang –

AW:

I don’t know about Hebrew but he could certainly read Greek, mm.

MW: He was very well read on a lot of biblical things I know nothing about. But I
remember conversations and he’d say, but in such a book they say that – he was very
well read.

AW:

I mean, in China he probably preached pretty simply to the people. And he

could speak Chinese so he could have preached in – I remember in England, after we
were back in England in the wartime, starting the Lord’s Prayer in Chinese by mistake
[laughs], which much have surprised his congregation. But he – he was a warm
person.

MW: He could speak – I think he could speak a different language in the north and
the south somehow. I don’t know the difference between them.

AW:

Yes, he could translate between the people.

MW: Translate between the two Chinese people.

AW:

[41:50]

Mandarin and Cantonese as we used to call it, yeah.
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When did you actually leave then to come to England?

AW:

When I was eight years old. My – as I say, my older brother and sister had

been in England for four years without their parents, just living - you know, going – in
the school holidays going to grandparents. We had two sets of grandparents, which
wasn’t too bad, but I’m sure they missed their parents. And then we got back to
England then and I was eight and went to the local school round the corner, local
elementary school. And then I spent a year at the local high school. And then my
father went – yes, I know why I was there, because after elementary school – my two
sisters were at boarding school by then. This was a school endowed for the daughters
of Methodist ministers and so it was fairly reasonable. And my mother – my father
was going back to China for two years in order to help – I don’t know why he went
back then. I suppose they wanted him back very much. But she was staying in
England and so she wanted one of us left at home. So I stayed at home with her and
went to the local grammar school for a year and then I went to boarding school after
my father got back in Southport in Lancashire. And my father got back just before the
war. He’d gone through the Sino Japanese War. He was based in Chang Sha again
and the whole city was burnt down. It wasn’t by the Japanese, although they were
very close by, with soldiers – it was one of the soldiers who – it was a sort of scorched
earth policy in front of the Japanese ‘cause they thought – thought that man was later
court marshalled because an awful lot of wounded soldiers, who they’d put in the
temples when they couldn’t get away – my father only just got away and didn’t – and
lost an awful lot of his things. Someone who was a lady missionary living in the
house, somewhere else in the house at the same time, she came and knocked him up
in the middle of the night and said, ‘Come on the roof.’ And they went up and they
saw flames all round. They appeared to be nearly all round them.

MW: All wooden houses.
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AW:

And they went along – the river was still open. They went along by the river,

beside the river, and escaped to the Yale compound, this place where we’d had our
schooling.

MW: Lost a lot of their old things, papers.

AW:

Yeah. But after that he came back in 1939, just in time for the war. And in

fact he was in – his first service in his new church in England was the day war broke
out. And that was in Runcorn in Cheshire, a great upstanding rather dark church,
looking rather like St Paul’s on a smaller scale [laughs].

[45:10]

And how did you feel about living in England after all those years in China with the
occasional break?

AW:

Oh, it was fine, yes. I mean, I enjoyed my elementary school and I enjoyed

my high school. And various friends, we had – we were in Hastings again. We – my
mother bought a house – they bought a house in Hastings, which was where we were
living. When they came back in 1936 they bought the house in Hastings, just down
the – sort of half a mile away from my grandparents, or my grandmother. My
grandfather had died by then. And various aunts.

[45:57]

Having a father who was a minister, did religion feature much in your upbringing?

AW:

I suppose it sort of – we absorbed it, yes [laughs]. I mean, I think in China we

used to have morning prayers with the servants, but in England we didn’t. I suppose
my father was preaching twice every Sunday.

MW: And you would go along?
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AW:

I’d go along once [laughs].

Were you religious at all when you were younger?

AW:

You know, you took it for granted at that age. It was only when you got into

your – really when you got into your teens that you started questioning and everything
else, mm.

What did you question?

AW:

Well, when I started sort of doing a lot of science, I started questioning all

sorts of things, you know. If you’re doing science you’re thinking about, you know,
the size of things and the age – the age of the earth and things like that. It seems such
a short span that – the last 2,000 years is such a short span by global standards and,
you know, you wonder how many more worlds there are and all that sort of thing.
And you become a bit – a bit agnostic anyway, I think.

Is that how you would describe yourself now?

AW:

Probably. I mean, I have had – when my first husband died I did feel there

was a very strong outer influence outside myself sort of helping me through. And I
suppose psychologists would have explanations for that but all the time, I wouldn’t
like to – I don’t agree with Richard Dawkins. He’s a sort of extremist atheist and I
would say I was more agnostic than anything, yes. I mean, I like going to church
occasionally. I love the old hymns and I love the service and I love the time for
meditation, you know. But I wouldn’t like to say I was a very strong believer.
Though I think Christianity is a much more valuable religion than, say, Islam or –
Buddhism I think I’ve got a lot of time for. But Islam is so – it’s rather like the way
Victorians looked at Christianity in a way or the Jews, it’s so prescriptive.
Christianity has got much more of the sort of love thy neighbour as thyself, you know.
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The social aspects of Christianity I think are much better. And of course how they
treat women [laughs], I would see that.

So really what value is there in that religious outlook for you?

AW:

What value is it for me? Gosh.

Or what values do you get from it? That’s another way of looking at it.

AW:

From a Christian upbringing, I think – hmm, a sort of cultural – it’s the

background of your cultural is the Christian ethic. And I think we passed that onto the
company actually – well, the ethic anyway.

MW: It’s a sort of respect for human beings in general.

AW:

And their contributions, yes.

[49:35]

Did religion feature much in your upbringing, Martin?

MW: It did in quite a way, I think. It did in a sort of direct way in the sense my
father was a good pianist and an organist and played the organ at the church where I
was brought up, Great Milton round the corner here. We had the choir practice every
Thursday evening in our house and I used to pump the organ, you know. We were
connected with – it was a blower pump organ and I used to – I used to get involved.
But my father was very keen on Christian religion. He was quite well educated. I
think he practised it, not offensively at all. People visiting us wouldn’t know it, but
he did very much –

AW:

But he did some writing too on it, didn’t he?
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MW: Yes.

AW:

He wrote a book called The Old Testament as History, trying to get it in the

right places.

MW: Yes, he was –

AW:

And he also wrote a sort of two version bible showing the revised and the

authorised, I think, and the differences.

MW: He had – he did start off that way. I mean, brought up in a – his father was a
pastor and there was a Christian general outlook in his family, I assume. I must say, I
didn’t know much about it. I regret this a bit ‘cause I’m the last member of the family
alive, so I don’t really know too much about it. But there was a Christian atmosphere
in general. I don’t know where his father was – they lived in a vicarage. And where
we lived in Great Milton we had choir practice every night in our – every Thursday in
our house. I used to pump the organ. We were always very close to the church. Erm
… what more can I say?

What influence do you think that was on you personally?

MW: I think our – I try and our family by and large tries to hang onto Christian –

AW:

Values.

MW: Christian values in the family and how you behave and think about people and
treat them and behave yourself and so on. I had a half sister. My father’s first wife
died quite soon after and they had one child, who was a girl – my godmother she
became, she was much older than me. And it was his first child and I’m the last of his
second marriage, but we got on famously. And she actually went and became a nurse
and went and nursed in a village in Assam in North East India, which was a church
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missionary society hospital. So she wasn’t a member of the church in anyway but she
– we’ve always had a very close connection with the church somehow.

AW:

She was a lovely lady. She came and lived here for the last seven years of her

life with us. She died at ninety-nine [laughs].

[53:06]

I was going to ask you both about siblings as well. You mentioned you had three, I
think?

AW:

Three siblings, yes. My older brother, he became a clergyman. We actually

went up to Cambridge together because – and he’d been through the war. He was in
the war. He was actually in China in the war, which very few people were, and he
was –

MW: SOE.

AW:

He was in China, an SOE, doing all sorts of things with the Chinese army. He

was also in the Royal Signals so he – he was doing – setting up sort of signalling
stations on one side of the Yellow River with the Japanese the other side of the
Yellow River. And I think there was quite a price on his head. But he finished the
war. He was in Xiang when the bomb went off and he was told to go straight to
Beijing, which he did. He was the only British officer in Beijing and he actually
signed the peace treaty between – well, the surrender between the Japanese and the
Chinese, because he was the only member of the British army there. There wasn’t an
ambassador.

MW: There wasn’t a – the Chinese and the Japanese. It was the British.

AW:

It was between – it was between the Chinese and the Japanese. It was the

Japanese surrender to the Chinese that he signed.
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MW: I see.

AW:

Mm, and he’s written that up. There’s a little book on it, mm.

Did he ever talk much about what he did as an SOE or –

AW:

He does not more. He’s written it up, this journey of what he did around

China in those days. They couldn’t for a very long time, they couldn’t say anything.
But he was in all sorts of retreats and this and that and the other. He’s got quite a lot
of stories.

What about your other siblings?

AW:

The next one is Margaret, usually called Pixie. She unfortunately died of

cancer in ’87, quite a long time ago. She was a doctor and she was mostly a
paediatrician, looked after children. And then the next one, Lorna, was the closest to
me, ‘cause we were together in China so we knew each other very well. And John
and Lorna are still alive. John is now ninety two [laughs].

MW: Very fit and well.

AW:

But at the end of the war of course he came back and we went up to

Cambridge together, although there was eight years between us, which was quite fun
[laughs].

How did you all get on as –

AW:
family.

[55:57]

Oh, we all got on well, yes. I don’t think there was much squabbling in that
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How about you, Martin? You mentioned you had an older half sister?

MW: Yes. My father married – his wife died within a couple of years. I had a much
older – ‘cause I’m the baby here - and had fifteen years as a bachelor and then married
and I am now the baby of the second marriage.

AW:

Which is five children, the second marriage.

MW: Yes. I always got on well with my half sister, particularly well, I think. I
don’t know why. It just sort of –

AW:

We talked about her a bit.

MW: What?

AW:

We talked about her a bit just now.

MW: Yes, yes. She was one of the many girls who couldn’t find a man after most of
them had been killed in the First World War. She became a nurse and went to work in
Assam in North Eastern – in a mission hospital in fact, more as a – she was a trained
nurse and she went a little bit beyond that and specialised in –

AW:

Midwifery.

MW: Midwifery and in the giving of anaesthetics, which were very primitive. She
and I did a few experiments together. I mean, it was a matter of putting a wodge of
cotton wool on somebody’s nose and pouring chloroform in [laughs], holding them
down till they couldn’t fight back. It was pretty crude.

When you say you did some experiments, what do you mean?
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MW: Ah. Well, I always liked making things and I made things for her hospital,
odd little – I don’t know.

AW:

It was probably a frame to put the anaesthetic on or something [laughs].

MW: Yes, it was just – because you can imagine a whole lot of missionary nurses
out in India couldn’t do a thing. They didn’t know – practically they could do their
doctoring. She was very good. But I did make things, particularly for anaesthetics
that you could – I say make her things, it sounds ridiculous. All you’d do was put a
wodge of cotton wool over their face and hold them down and pour the chloroform
on. What was your question?

I was just wondering, when you said that you did experiments with her and made
things, I was wondering what sorts of things you made?

MW: Oh, well that was I think the only thing I did with her for her hospital that I
can remember.

AW:

Well, there was the time you wrote to the King of Norway, wasn’t there?

[Laughs]

MW: Yes, they did all their – what’s it called?

AW:

Anaesthetics?

MW: No, no. They had to –

AW:

Oh, sterilisation.

MW: Sterilisation of their equipment was done by – in a steriliser which ran on
paraffin, I think.
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AW:

It was primer stoves, wasn’t it?

MW: Primer stove under – you put a couple of primer stoves in a big container and
everything you wanted to sterilise. We did that in Africa too. And she came back,
must have been after the war, and I remember her saying that one of her problems –
that all the primer stoves they’d had for operating this steriliser were defunct and she
didn’t know how to get any more. And I suggested she wrote to the King of Sweden,
where they made, you know, the stoves.

AW:

Sweden was it?

MW: And she said, oh, I don’t know. So I did. And we got three primer stoves sent
in a lovely wooden crate with a nice letter from the King of Sweden. It said, I hope
these will help your sister’s hospital in India, very nice of him, no push and pull at all.
I think my family was a bit surprised. It just seemed to me the obvious thing to do,
they’re Swedish so write to the King and ask for [laughs] – I don’t know what he
thought about it.

Shall we take a little break at that point?

AW:

Okay, yeah.

[End of Track 11]
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Track 12

I thought I could ask you both a few questions about your hobbies when you were
growing up, perhaps starting with you Martin. What sort of things interested you?

MW: Golly … start talking to Audrey and I’ll give it a bit of thought when you’re
doing that.

Audrey, what sort of things interested you?

AW:

I was interested in nature study, you know, natural history and things like that.

I’d go out collecting flowers when I was – well, before I got to my teens more. And
we always did a lot of sewing in our family. I mean, through the war we – you know,
we altered garments [laughs], we made our own and things like that. And being the
daughter of a clergyman, of course there were bazaars. And things like that all the
time and I remember sort of coming home from boarding school and finding everyone
hard at work making stuffed toys. We had two sewing machines in the family, one
was treadle and the other was just a hand one and there was quite a competition for
the treadle one. I enjoyed that. What else? I was sort of around ten, eleven. I
enjoyed playing with my brother’s Meccano and making things with his Meccano.
He by then was way off in the war, you know [laughs]. And what else did I enjoy
doing? Walking, I used to go with my sister youth hostelling when we were a little bit
older than that. And what else?

What’s youth hostelling? Sorry.

AW:

Well, staying in youth hostels, walking between them. They’re nice cheap

places to stay. You get a bunk, you know, and you can usually get food there.
Sometimes you have to take your own food if it’s a place right in the back of beyond.
In our holidays we used to do that quite a bit.

What sort of places?
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AW:

What sort of places? At one time when I was in my teens we lived in Worksop

in Nottinghamshire and we used to walk in the Peak District and go around sort of
Castleton and along the Rushup Edge, across the edges of the hills and so on, and
walk around, stay in quite remote cottages where you had to go and get the key from a
nearby farm before you could open up the cottage for – which was the hostel, yeah.
And you had books that told you where to find these things. Youth hostelling was
very popular in those days. There’s still youth hostels around England but probably
not so primitive.

What were the conditions like inside them?

AW:

Well, that one I particularly remember was rather damp [laughs] and you had

to get a sort of iron stove going. I don’t think there was electricity in that one
[laughs]. It was quite primitive. But what other – yes, I was a keen Girl Guide. I
used to do all sorts of things with the Girl Guides, go camping and so on. And what
other hobbies did I have? I mean, sport, I was keen on sport at school. I played
hockey and swimming were the two things I did mostly. I did both of those in
Cambridge too.

What sort of things did you make with Meccano?

AW:

Oh, usually sort of things with wheels that you could push along. I don’t think

we had motors in Meccano in those days, but things with wheels or cranes or that sort
of thing.

Any particular reason why those things?

AW:

No. I mean, I think Meccano lends itself to things with wheels. I don’t know

what else you can do with it.

I’ve always wondered, you know –
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AW:

Bridges, you do bridges, yeah.

Do you actually sort of start with a plan or just –

AW:

I don’t think I did. I think I – they sort of grew [laughs], the things I made.

Did you read much?

AW:

Yes. I mean, I can remember reading under the – reading Dickens under the

bedclothes with a torch when I was quite young [laughs]. And probably ploughing
through all the descriptions too ‘cause somehow one felt obliged to read the whole
thing [laughs].

What sort of things did you like reading apart from Dickens?

AW:

Scott, I read, and Jane Austen, I suppose. And I picked things up around the

house and we – whatever anyone else was reading I’d have a look at.

So sort of classics – what, classical things?

AW:

Mostly classics, yeah. Victor Hugo. I read through a whole series of those.

But I’m a slow reader, I always have been. I like words and I like hearing the words
rather than reading them.

What do you think your strongest memories of growing up in England were as
opposed to China?

AW:

I suppose going to school, ‘cause I wasn’t used to school. I’d had my

mother’s little school, but going to the elementary school, which I enjoyed
thoroughly. And learning how to do a whip top, which – there was a great craze for
whip tops at that time. You had a whip, a stick with leather on it. You whipped your
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top and it went on going round, round the hard playground we had then, you know.
The top would go travelling around the playground.

What are tops, sorry?

AW:

It’s a thing that spins. It’s got a round at the top and it goes down to a sort of

point. And it’s balanced.

MW: What’s a top? [Laughs] You come from a different age [laughs]. What’s a
top, what a question.

[Laughs] You have to wonder, you know, how is someone going to answer that
question in a hundred years’ time.

MW: Yeah [laughs].

[06:35]

What about you, Martin? What sort of things did you get up to as a child?

MW: I was thinking while you were talking. I’ve always been interested in
production, how to produce things, more things. I actually enjoyed making one off
things. But I’ve always been interested in mechanising things and making sort of –
make quantities of them. I’m trying to think what examples I – well, I mean, in one
sense it goes from when I worked in a factory, first job in a factory. I had all sorts of
ideas about how we could speed it up and make it do better.

AW:

Have you had the story of when he worked in a factory near his home in Great

Milton in his school holidays?

I think so, yes.
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AW:

Right.

I think that one survived ‘cause we talked about it on a later recording.

MW: I had some bars I had to drill holes in, bits of wood. Have you heard of this?
[Laughs] Famous. It involved so many morals afterwards, I think. A bit of wood, just
that shape, I’ve got some upstairs. My job, I was working in a factory, I had to take a
piece of – I was in a production line. The man on my right cut out a piece of wood
that shape, I put it on an iron plate with two sort of legs that came up so that it was in
a position and I drilled through the iron, a hole in the iron and the wood. And as I
say, it didn’t take me more than a minute and a half, I suppose, to think we could drill
two of these at once, then I reckoned I could drill three of them at once. And what
started off with a great heap of bits of wood that needed drilling over that side, bits of
wood I had drilled there – and another man was making the bits of wood and this man
was taking them. I started doing them three at a time and before teatime on the first
morning there was bare floor there and a mountain here. I was very unpopular. And
when I went to collect my wages I thought, you know, I’d get a pat on the back,
you’re doing good, and all the man did – he didn’t mention this fact that I’d tripled the
production rate in my part of the – didn’t even look up from the table. He just gave
me a – he said – I took the job because my sister had worked in the factory during the
war. She got some – she’d been ill for a bit but being ill doesn’t mean you – she was
given another job in the factory but not as energetic as the other one. I took it on from
her. When she left the foreman said, ‘Do you know anybody else who’d do your
job?’ Labour was just so short and she said, ‘My fifteen year old brother’s on holiday
from school at the moment.’ So I went along there, that’s how I got the job. And
anyway, when –

AW:

You went to the foreman at the end of the day.

MW: Yes, I was called into the foreman’s office and I thought, ah, he’s going to pat
me on the back and give me half a crown or something, instead of which he said, ‘I
thought I should tell you before payday that because you’re fifteen you’ll only get
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paid sixpence ha’penny an hour whereas your sister got nine pence,’ and she’s eleven
and a half years older or something [laughs]. The whole concept of rewarding people
for what they contribute, encouraging people to be intelligent, all those things just
hadn’t dawned on the world at that time. End of story.

[10:24]

Did you make any other things when you were growing up?

MW: Make things? Oh lots of things, yes. I’ve spent my life making things, for
holding knives when you sharpen them, things for – my father was retired when I
grew up, he’d retired early, fifty-five, after the Second War.

AW:

You worked with him quite a lot.

MW: I worked quite a lot with him. I always made little things for doing a job a
little bit better or a little bit quicker. I made a thing for holding knives when you
sharpen them and for shutting doors, holding them - you know, he made a boathouse
and I made a door and it had a lock on it and that sort of thing. Always making
things, I always liked to make things. And I’d always been interested in production. I
mean, that’s one reason I was always very happy in Oxford Instruments, designing
new things and thinking about ways you could make them cheaply, productionising.
And I got my second interest, which is ninety five percent different from that, it’s
forestry. I lived – the first home I was brought up in had a lot of elm trees, which
were – at their age they were getting dangerous. I spent a lot of time cutting these
trees down and learning how to do it safely. And when I was at school I got out of
doing anything to do with the military side of school by saying – the school owned a
lot of forest and I said it really needs some work on it. The army had had it a bit and
they’d felled lots of things, it needed clearing up, and the headmaster was happy
enough to let me go and do that on my own when everybody else went square
bashing.
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AW:

But your school was actually evacuated, weren’t they, to Cornwall?

MW: Yes.

AW:

And they –

MW: This was when I went back.

AW:

Yes. But when you were in Cornwall you – you had to sort of patrol bits of

the coast, didn’t you? I don’t know if he talked about that before. No?

MW: Yes, that was – it was funny. They’d – my school, it was a public school, was
in Norfolk and they evacuated us because of the bombers that were beginning to come
over, to a place in Newquay. It turned out that the bombers went on going over
Norfolk and never dropped anything on it. Down in Newquay the Americans – if you
look at a map you find Newquay is closer to quite a lot of the bits of engineering –
France and they had tremendous – the Americans really settled in Cornwall and built
lots of radar towers and so on. And we had – the Germans were always coming in
and they were landing at night in little rowing boats and going in and blowing
something up. We had much more fun there. What had I started telling –

AW:

Because you had to patrol the coast, didn’t you?

MW: Oh yes, we had to – our school was given – we were on a bit of land that went
right out into the sea, a head, Pentire Head, and we were just given that area to patrol
day and night. We used to go out and night and patrol around and report back.

AW:

They gave you a gun, didn’t they?

MW: Yeah, they gave us a gun, a rifle. And we actually had some – we had some
landing, which we missed. The Germans landed a – they used to send a submarine
along and send up a few people on shore, land them, they’d go and blow up one of
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these American radar stations and then get back into their boat and go on. We never
caught one but we tried. They were - you know, we were just a lot of young kids in
the school and the Germans knew how to avoid being seen, I think [laughs].

How old were you?

MW: Oh, I was –

AW:

Seventeen?

MW: Hmm, well –

AW:

Sixteen, seventeen?

MW: Public school, thirteen to seventeen, something like that. Thirteen to eighteen.

You mentioned that you built a milk churning machine at home as well.

MW: I ran the milk churn. That’s in this book.

Yeah. Well, I was wondering what the back story to that was.

MW: Well, the back story is that we had a cow in the war. My mother kept a cow in
our field that provided us and our neighbours with milk, butter. We had a five acre
field, something like that, kept one or two cows there. I don’t know if you’ve made
butter in a hand churn, have you? It’s very dependent on things like temperature and
even the humidity of the air. We had a little churn about this size, a glass churn and a
thing you screwed on the top and a handle. And if you got things right you could
make butter in about ten minutes. If you got them wrong you sometimes had to go on
for half an hour or three quarters of an hour churning all that. And seeing somebody
use a hoover at the other side of the room where things were buzzing round made me
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think you could join the two up. So I made a thing that connected the – it was a
polisher, not a hoover.

AW:

A floor polisher.

MW: A floor polisher with rotating things, I made a thing with a hole there and
connections through to the milk churn. I’m not sure – I think it worked. But the fun
was making the thing.

AW:

Well I’m sure it worked, yes. Your family have told me it worked.

MW: Have they?

AW:

Yes, yes.

How did you make it?

MW: Well, I had to make – my father was an amateur carpenter in a carpentry shop
and made something that could hold the hoover, that you could put it on. Take the
polishing head off – and there was something that drove the polishing head and I
made a thing, I suppose rather like the link between a pump and a bicycle tyre,
something you screwed in. I think I actually used one of those and made it so that it
fitted into the hoover and onto the polishing machine. Yes.

What did you –

AW:

You made the rheostat, presumably.

MW: I made the rheostat, yes. There’s a photograph of it, there you saw [referring
to photograph of Martin with home made rheostat].

AW:

What’s a rheostat?
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MW: A rheostat’s a variable electrical resistance, so that if you – I had a – I plugged
the hoover into the wall to make it go and I had this variable resistance so that by
moving a handle I could make it go slower or faster, by putting a little extra resistance
in the circuit. That meant having a wire and a wooden frame and a handle and a
contact, very primitive. You saw it in there.

[17:19]

What did your parents think of you building stuff like this?

MW: Hmm, they were always cross ‘cause I was late for meals, I think [laughs].

AW:

Well, they thought you were great at – they thought you’d be an engineer

[laughs].

MW: My father did but he didn’t really understand it. He really wasn’t an engineer.
The one argument I always used to have with my father is he never sharpened his
tools properly. I’m always a great person for sharpened tools. I hate working with
blunt tools. And I always used – that’s it in here, my polishing machine.

AW:

Martin’s oldest brother was killed in the war. He was in a Destroyer which

was sunk off Greece when they were taking people, soldiers, off Greece in the retreat
from Greece. He was a –

MW: Why did you suddenly say that?

AW:

I saw a picture of him in the book.

[18:20]

How many brothers did you have altogether, Martin?
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MW: I had three – my family consisted of my elderly half sister from my father’s
first marriage. And in his second marriage I was the youngest of five, two brothers, a
sister and two more brothers and I was the youngest.

AW:

A sister in the middle.

How did you compare to your brothers?

MW: Well, we had two lots of – there were two boys and a girl and then two boys.
The oldest brother was – in some ways I was most like him except that being ten
years apart we did different things. He was very good at carpentry. He made a
caravan, which we’ve still got out there, he built a sailing boat, very good at making
things, rather professional in finishing them. And he was going in for architecture.
He got taken on by the AA in London, joined up and was killed in ’41, right at the
beginning of the war. Next brother couldn’t do a thing with his hands but became a
surgeon. He’s very old now. He was a good surgeon but he was very clumsy at doing
ordinary things around the house.

AW:

He had a lot of determination. Someone once told him, when he was being

assessed for what sort of job he should do, that the last thing he should do is be a
surgeon. So of course he was determined to be a surgeon and he made an extremely
good one.

MW: A very good surgeon.

AW:

A plastic surgeon moreover. But he was in Africa most of his life so he had to

do absolutely any sort of surgery.

MW: Here’s that machine for driving the butter churn. I showed this to you before,
didn’t I?
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AW:

Yes.

MW: That’s the butter churn with the paddles inside. You can see a paddle there.
And you turn it by running out the other side. Now I put the hoover there with the
head and it comes out –

AW:

You’ll have to describe it.

MW: Which turned the butter churn. This was a rheostat, electrical variable
resistance. You move that thing across if you wanted it to get faster or slower.

Could you describe what it looks like?

MW: Yeah, it looks like a ghostly animal you see lying on its back. I painted it.
That’s its eye and that’s its jaw. I painted it to look like a demon lying on its back
[laughs]. Very happy family, we were. I was always rather spoilt because, you know,
I was number five and they got rather fed up with looking after children so I was sort
of treated much older than I was.

What did you other two siblings do? Was it a brother and a sister?

MW: Well, my oldest brother was killed. He was going to be an architect. The next
one –

AW:

The next brother was the surgeon.

MW: The next brother was a surgeon. He was always as amazed as everybody else
because hew as very clumsy with his hands, but he was good so he became a plastic
surgeon.

AW:

Ruth, the girl, was a –
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MW: Nurse.

AW:

She was a nurse, yes.

MW: And then my next brother was the opposite. He was a doctor but the opposite
of my oldest brother, who was a great man for getting on with – what’s the word?

AW:

A very good bedside manner.

MW:

Yes, he could connect with people and be friendly. He became a plastic

surgeon.

AW:

He started the flying doctor service in East Africa, in Nairobi. I mean, he

worked from Nairobi but he did a lot of – they did a lot of free work, which he got his
rich patients in East Africa to pay for, you know [laughs], you might say.

MW: That’s my father. That’s where he [inaud].

AW:

And it’s a big organisation now. It’s the African Medical and Research

Foundation.

MW: Yes.

AW:

And then later he started something else called Farm Africa, which is getting

quite – it’s quite well known. That wasn’t so long before he died. He died in ’87.

What sort of chap was he to meet?

AW:

Oh, he was great. Funny, he –

MW: Terrific beside manner as a doctor. He was very friendly, always smiling,
almost always smiling, always got a good story to tell, a good listener. He was a –
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AW:

He was a bit of a raconteur. He was good at raising money for his charities.

But Farm Africa is going great guns and getting a lot of money.

[23:03]

What did you want to do when you were younger, Martin?

MW: Erm … I didn’t really know. I really –

AW:

I think he –

MW: What?

AW:

You wanted to be an engineer, didn’t you?

MW: Yes, I wanted to be an engineer and I liked making things but I didn’t know
what branch, what field, what country or anything for a long time. It all really rather
happened by accident, my career.

AW:

Because you went –

MW: I got called up and I suppose a little bit of wanting to be an engineer made me
– I always disliked wearing a uniform, army, navy, that sort of stuff, and one way of
avoiding that was go down the mines, which I enjoyed actually. People think I’m
actually mad to enjoy going down to minds but it was to my mind constructive, and
trying to make – I was always trying to make it more efficient down the mines. And
then I came up and I wanted to be an engineer but I still didn’t know what, but I – that
day you could choose the courses. I – my family has had long connections with
Cambridge as a university. I wrote to the college my family used to go to and said I
want to come up and I said I wanted to read engineering. I didn’t know much about it
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but that was the sort of obvious thing to say. In those days they just said yes, what
room would you like, and sent a plan of the college, you know.

AW:

And you were lucky, you got there after doing national service when it was

much easier.

Did your parents have any particular direction or hopes for you?

MW: No, gave me no direction at all, thank goodness. But I don’t think they did to
any of their children. This is – they weren’t pushed in any way at all. My eldest
brother, the one who was killed, was going to be an architect. And then the next
brother is the doctor.

AW:

And the next a doctor too.

MW: The next one was a nurse, is a nurse. Then another – my brother next to me
became a doctor.

AW:

And you became an engineer.

MW: I didn’t – I wonder when I decided –

AW:

A coalminer first. I think you’ve got quite a lot of this haven’t you? Yes.

The thing I was wondering though was – you talked about making these things when
you were younger. What did you like about making things?

MW: Well, I think that’s an impossible – it’s sort of the way I was made, I suppose.
I liked making things.
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AW:

You always liked nice shapes. When we find sort of – if we’re going round an

exhibition and find, you know, a bowl with – a wooden bowl with a lovely shape to it,
you’re always attracted by – and the seal of things you like.

MW: Yes. I’ll show you something I made that I just found earlier this week.

Hang on.

AW:

Hang on.

MW: I carved a hand in this bit of wood. That’s where I carved the hand. And then
I thought I’d make it into a thing that held pens. I drilled a hole and wrecked the –
rather nice carving, wrecked it by cutting holes all over it. Did I give it to you?

AW:

I expect so, yes. I’ve forgotten.

MW: That’s how it came to be. That’s two of my things I liked. Not a – I like
carving, though very seldom do it. I think I could be quite a good carver.

AW:

You’re really artistic. When you were at Cambridge you did various things.

You – careful.

MW: Sorry, I’ll put it down here.

I should get a picture of that before I go.

MW: A picture of what?

A picture of that.

MW: [Laughs]
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AW:

But … what was I saying? Yes, you were very artistic and you did various

courses in Cambridge at the local technical college, didn’t you, in drawing. And
actually you copied a very nice bara leaf [ph].

MW: Donatello.

AW:

You did that very well.

MW: I think I’m very much a sort of generalist. I’m not – I studied engineering at
Cambridge, I couldn’t take on an engineering job that needed clever detailed design.
I’m not very good at mathematics. Do you know what I mean by – you know what
calculus is? I did maths up to so I could –

AW:

You did calculus though.

MW: I did? Yes, up to integrating and differentiating. But then we got into a sort of
step further in the maths that I couldn’t understand at all. I’m not good at maths.

AW:

If you want to manipulate shapes in your head –

MW: Yes, I’m quite good –

AW:

Calculus beyond there, it doesn’t feel logical somehow.

MW: I can sort of – if I’m going to start and do a hand I know how to do this part
and where that’s going to be, I can do that in my head, but I’m not a mathematician.

Could I just adjust you ever so slightly? When you said you had that in the head are
you actually picturing what the end result is –

MW: I’m very good at picturing the final product in my head before I start.
Whatever I’m going to make, I can see it in my mind’s eye exactly in some detail. It
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– there’s a particular facet of engineering drawing they do where you do a – if you’re
– they teach you – drawing that, drawing it from the front and then what you would
see if you roll it ninety degrees that way or this way. And to me it was terribly easy,
that, whereas I know many of my colleagues who were cleverer than I was in
mathematical things. Never really got the hang of seeing round the corner what it
would be and so on.

AW:

This is mental manipulation of shapes, isn’t it?

MW: Yeah, that’s right. Because I can – that’s just it. I can see in my mind’s eye
what I want to make in detail and I can see what it would look like from the one side.
And I know some people can’t and I can’t understand it, but everything I look at I see
– what does that look like from the other side or something. It’s not a very useful
talent [laughs].

AW:

It’s been very useful ‘cause it’s –

MW: Oh, just here and now.

AW:

It helped you design big magnets.

MW: Yes, for engineering design it’s very useful.

[30:10]

Could we talk about your schooling a little bit? Where did you both go to school, well
in your case when you were back in England?

AW:

Yes. Well, I went to the elementary school around the corner in Hastings

when we got back, which I enjoyed very much, playing in the playground. I think I
mentioned this, the tops [laughs]. And then I went to the high school, Hastings High
School, for a year. And after that my father was back in England and so I went to a
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boarding school with my sisters. Well, one of by then had left but the other sister was
still there. And it was in a school called Trinity Hall in Southport on the Lancashire
coast. That was the beginning of the war. I know I had a very good introduction to it
because we were living in Runcorn, which was supposed to be a danger area, and as
soon as the war started, about a week later we got shipped off to school early and so I
was there for a fortnight before the term started. And I had a wonderful time because
they had – the school sort of went up against the sand hills and we used to go for
walks also down to the bigger sand hills near the sea and had terrific games round the
sand hills. I got to know the school very well, the buildings, before term started, so I
had quite an advantage my first year. Besides my big sister was there sewing
blackout curtains [laughs] in the school, and I enjoyed school very much, I loved
boarding school. I was a sort of all rounder.

What was it actually like living in boarding school in the 1940s?

AW:

What was it like? It was a bit like the school girl stories [laughs] that girls

read. It was – what was it like living in a boarding school?

What sort of things did you do on a typical day?

AW:

What do you do? Well, you get up. You have your breakfast. You have your

lessons. You have a break in the middle of the morning when you go out and run
around and drink milk. And – well, you had to drink milk there. I mean, there was a
ration of milk you were given so the school was trying to make sure you drank it
because food was – got a bit scarce. Then lessons again, then lunch, and they were
quite good at the school kitchens. I think the school got extra rations for school
lunches just like other schools did, although it was a boarding school. And they
weren’t at all bad. And we called them by awful names [laughs], you know. Spotted
dick, we’d call it dead dog or something like that [laughs], as children will. And
lessons finished at about four, I suppose. And then we probably had free time till
supper, or prep – we had – as we went up we had more and more prep.
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MW: Do you know what prep is? [Laughs] I suddenly realised, what are you –

AW:

Surely all schools have prep, don’t they?

MW: Preparation for –

AW:

Homework, only it’s called prep when you’re in a boarding school [laughs].

And you had to do that. And then supper. You’d play a bit after supper probably and
then go to bed. And you had games of course about twice a week. Two afternoons a
week you had games. You had gym at least once a week. You had singing classes
and all sorts of things that they don’t seem to do nowadays. You had drawing classes.
It was a very good school. It was a small one, had only about 120 pupils in it, but it
was – and only one class for each age group. So, you know, you were quite mixed up
in each age group. And it was – I think we were very well taught actually. The
school, it was endowed for the daughters of Methodist ministers but there were quite a
lot of other children there too.

MW: This was in the war.

AW:

This was in the war, yeah.

MW: There was one big difference about schools in the war, because most school
masters and mistresses of sort of the age, they’d be called up into the services or the
nursing or something, but all my school masters and mistresses were either very
young, but most of them were post military age. Yours were probably the same.

AW:

Some of them, yes, yes, or very young. We did have the very young ones but

I don’t think – I mean, there was a stage in the war, I think, when all women had to
sign up – younger women had to sign up.

MW: Perhaps it was more obvious in a boys’ school.
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AW:

I think it may have been more obvious in a boys’ school.

Are there any teachers you remember in particular?

AW:

Yes, I remember the one who taught us science, who probably influenced me

– taught us biology, probably influenced me to want to read biology, who – she was
great. She was – don’t know why she wasn’t in the war. She was quite young.
Maybe she didn’t – maybe some of the school teachers who were thought to be
important didn’t have to, I’m not sure. Joan Kemp. I kept up with her ever since.
There was another called – Katie K we called her, who was my music teacher. I did
music up to grade seven, piano. Then there was the games mistress, I remember. I
remember a lot of them actually.

[35:50]

What were the science lessons like?

AW:

With her they were very good. We didn’t do – the school didn’t do physics

beyond subsidiary. Those days A levels were either a principle subject or a subsidiary
subject, and we did subsidiary physics but not mains physics. So I needed that for
Cambridge and so they sent me to a boys’ school to do the physics. I used to go twice
a week to this man’s – this physics master’s home actually to do the physics with him.
And then on the Saturday morning when the boys’ school was not sitting, it was a day
school, he used to take me into the laboratory to do the laboratory experiments. And
that’s where I had to go to do the exam too. Chemistry we did do to A level.
Actually we had a school parliament and we – one of the motions we brought forward
was that we should be allowed to do chemistry at O level stage, which was then called
school certificate. And we got that through the school parliament. So the school did
lay on chemistry for – and I think we had to give up geography to do chemistry, but
chemistry we were going to need for science. And we could do it at A level anyway.
We didn’t do very much high level maths. We did just start on differentiating and so
on but not much. I enjoyed school very much.
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What was your favourite subject?

AW:

I was very much an all rounder and enjoyed everything. I enjoyed history, I

enjoyed English [laughs], I enjoyed the lot, but got somehow influenced to doing
science, particularly biology. When I was a little girl I thought I was going to be a
doctor, ‘cause my two older sisters were going to be doctors. But at school I decided
I wanted to do biology instead of being a doctor.

What about biology in particular appealed?

AW:

I’ve always been interested in natural history and collecting flowers and

looking at animals. I remember sort of – when I was about – I must have been more
like eight, eight or nine, in Hastings, sitting in our backyard sort of turning up stones
and watching the woodlice and making them curl up and all that sort of thing. I
remember that clearly, worms. I loved watching these creatures.

Are there any biology classes that stick in your mind?

Not particular classes. We used to do a lot of dissection for A level, a little bit for O
level stage. I call them A level and O level but they were actually school certificate
and higher school certificate way back then. And we did – we dissected dogfish, we
dissected rabbits. I remember that. They’d been kept in formalin and, goodness, they
made your eyes water [laughs]. And we dissected frogs and worms; all sorts of
things. I remember in my A level exam we had to dissect out some blood vessels in a
dogfish. And I managed to cut something, so I very carefully removed a similar sort
of vessel from somewhere else in the dogfish body and carefully pinned it into the
place where I’d cut one of them. But I don’t think anyone noticed [laughs]. But no, I
just – it was interest. I was interested in evolution. I was interested in how things
started and development and so on.

How did you actually do in school?
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AW:

I was usually about second in the class. There was one very bright girl. And,

as I say, I was an all rounder. I also played games. I was in the hockey team.

Had you had much thought on what you wanted to do next?

AW:

I wanted to go to Cambridge. I hadn’t had much thought past that. I was

supposing in those days – most girls who went to university – a great many of them
became teachers. So I didn’t know what I was going to do afterwards.

Why Cambridge?

AW:

‘Cause it was supposed to be better for science in those days.

How about you, Martin? Where did you go to school?

MW: Well, quite a lot of my – as I was saying, I wanted to go to Cambridge because
it was science, despite living in Oxford. What are you asking me now?

I was wondering where you went to school to begin with.

MW: I went to New College Choir School in Oxford. I wasn’t in the choir but the
choir was a minority of the boys there and they ran a whole school. I was a bit
disappointed, I was going to be sent to France for a year and the war came, so I went
to school a year early in New College. I liked the school there, it’s in the middle of
Oxford and it was a good school, a prep school. And I wasn’t a chorister. But it was
a fairly humanitarian school and we were taught well because the headmasters were
mostly people who had some sort of physical disability, often serious one, like one leg
or something like that, so they couldn’t be called up, so they became masters and
were usually very dedicated. I remember all masters all my school career I think were
very dedicated, which is – I hadn’t really thought till now but I think it’s made me …
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made me appreciate dedication to whatever you’re doing. I think that’s a thing I
thought.

AW:

But you were a bit of a rebel in your – at least in your public school, weren’t

you? You quarrelled with your housemasters, didn’t you?

MW: Oh yes, I did a bit.

Over what sort of things?

MW: Not seriously. Well, I used – I used to like exploring the countryside. It was a
bit dangerous, you know, we were on the north coast of Cornwall and so it’s a
dangerous coastline, rocks and – I don’t know if you know Cornwall but it’s very
rocky – a sandy beach and rocky headlands going out, lovely, very exciting. I think
the housemaster was – my housemaster was – he was very good. He somehow taught
people to look after themselves ‘cause he couldn’t look after them. He had quite a lot
of time off. We were within 150 yards of the sea and all over the rocks and things
like that. I don’t think anybody got hurt, certainly not killed, which they could have
done, I think, easily.

AW:

Did they not mine the beaches at all?

MW

Yes, but they mined the whole of Fistral Bay beach, which is the great surfing

beach in Newquay now, had these posts, tubular, like scaffolding posts, put right
across, so that you – you could obviously get straight through with a tank but if you
landed a – it was a perfect beach for Germans to land a lot of men but a bit difficult to
climb through and it was mined in front of the scaffolding. It was about three quarters
– it was a very long beach outside. I should think it’s well over half a mile long. And
it had this scaffolding on it, which made it quite difficult to get through, and it was
then mined in front. And there were certain markers put in the sand so you could
walk your way through and swim in the sea if you knew just the track you’d got to
follow through the minefield. So we had wonderful - you know, it’s – I never liked
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organised games, I still don’t, and that was – I had difficulties at school over that. But
down there it was easy. We had no playing fields, we used to play sort of hockey on
the beach with – on the sand, and I thought that was great fun. That’s the end of my
answer to whatever question there was.

What were your favourite subjects?

MW: My favourite subject? I liked everything actually. I had a good physics
teacher, a good chemistry teacher. You tend to like subjects – I tended to like subjects
if you felt some empathy with the teacher. We had a lot of, as I say, either crippled or
elderly or people who couldn’t go to the war on our staff, when you think of them,
and none of the sort of brash young twenty year olds who get into schools now when
they’re learning. I did a lot of construction. We did a carpentry class, which I always
liked. The man was very good at teaching and he liked having somebody like me that
liked doing it, you know. It comes the other way. So I used to go along sometimes
out of school with him and finish making something I was set to make. I … I didn’t
really like doing the classics, learning Latin and so on, but I did.

AW:

You got a prize for classics [laughs].

MW: Yes, the only prize I ever got at school was for classics, but it was for writing
an essay on something classical in English. Yes, that’s the only prize I ever got at
school. We had a rather interesting bunch of teachers because the sort of men you’d
expect, sort of twenty-five to fifty year old men, were all taken up in the war.

Are there any teachers you remember in particular?

MW: I remember quite a number of them. And most of them had some form of
disablement so they couldn’t go into the armed forces. [Phone rings] She’ll do that
will she? Yes.

Were there any who were particularly influential on you at all?
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MW: Hm?

Were there any who were particularly influential on you?

MW: I think in a way they all were because they were all good at teaching and I was
never anti school. I’ve always liked learning, reading and so on. I think I probably
picked that up at school. I had no antipathy in any way to the school … I think I had
more antipathy to the school in the last half year because I was one of – I think there
were six of us who were at the school, which – we were based in Holt in Norfolk for
about six weeks. Then the war started and we were sent home. And this was in the
autumn. By Christmas they fixed up two hotels in Newquay in Cornwall by the sea
that the school could move to. So I spent the length of the war at school in a hotel
about 150 yards from the sea in Cornwall [laughs]. It was absolutely wonderful. And
after the war I went back for about – again about another six weeks. We were sent
back to the school. And I was old enough to realise to myself how lucky I’d been.
None of the sort of – what I would call silly old fashioned rules of public schools
could be applied in the hotels down in Cornwall, and when we got back there wasn’t
time to get organised again. So I had a very free and easy time. I had a good house
master.

[48:30]

MW: Then we went back – and this was one of the other things that I was thinking
what I was interested – I’ve always been rather anti military and in terms of – when
we were down in Cornwall I managed to – I persuaded the headmaster that I could go
and do some work and we used to go and do gardening for some of the local people in
the area. A friend of mine and me used to go and do this gardening, which I said
needs to be done. I used to think, well, they haven’t got their sons or husbands here,
can’t we go and help them, that’s much more of a point than square bashing in the
school ground. And he was easy enough to say yes so we used to go off and do that.
When we got back at the school base the army had done a lot of damage – the school
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owned a lot of woodland, about two or three hundred acres of woodland, and in the
middle of which we had an out of door theatre. And the army had done a whole lot of
practising army things. Anyway, there were a lot of trees fallen into this sort of big
open space, which was a theatre, and I got permission from the headmaster to go and
start clearing that up, instead of square bashing like everybody else did, you know.
When I think of it they were fairly, to have let me do that, was quite good of them in a
way. And not only let me to but when I was seen going off there the number one in
the school corps, as we used to call it, thought that’s a good idea and he went to the
headmaster and said could he join me, and he was allowed to. And then the
headmaster suddenly thought, if we’re not careful the whole school’s going that way,
so he put an end to it. So the two of us used to go out armed with axes and saws and
clear the original theatre in the middle of the wood. It appealed to me, that.

Why did it appeal to you?

MW: I don’t know, it did.

AW:

Constructive. You’ve always liked doing things that make things better.

MW: I’ve always liked – in the house we lived in just round the corner here – well,
about seven miles away, it had a lot of elderly trees in the garden, quite dangerous,
and I spent a lot of time in my school holidays dealing with these trees. I just came to
like it, I came to enjoy it. I still do. It’s one of the reasons we bought this house. In
fact we bought that wood over there before we bought the house. You see in the –

AW:

We bought that in a trust, in the Northmoor Trust, yes. Turned it into a nature

reserve.

MW: And then this house came up for sale. It fell into place rather well.

[51:16]
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How did you do at school?

MW: I did pretty well through hard work rather than cleverness. I know there were
at least two boys at my school who did better than me but were pretty lazy but were
very clever, quite good friends. But they somehow could absorb and retain and
reproduce things that they’d read or told better than me and they always – they did
well. I haven’t kept up with them actually since. I rather enjoyed my work and I’m
prepared to spend long hours in the evening doing it, and through hard work and
determination I got where they would get by natural brainwork, put it that way. I
think that’s still true. We very seldom put our pens down, either of us, till ten or
eleven in the evening, you know, doing things.

AW:

We do other things in the evening as well [laughs]. But we do sometimes

work late but then I can – I’m an owl. I can work very late at night but I can’t get up
early in the morning.

I think we’re probably up to where we need to be up to, but as a finishing question, I
thought I’d ask you both to paint me a portrait of yourselves in your late teens, just a
sort of sketch outline.

MW: You first.

AW:

Late teens? I was fairly self confident. I’d done pretty well in school. Late

teens? I was probably head of house. I wasn’t the most clever but I was very keen to
get into Cambridge and worked extremely hard and managed to do that. Being in a
boarding school, I hadn’t met many boyfriends or anything like that, ‘cause the school
holidays – I don’t think I mixed very much with other boys, ‘cause I’d got an older
sister and so on. I did things with her mostly. And what else? What sort of thing do
you want to know about?
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I’m just wondering, if I were to meet you aged about seventeen, eighteen, towards the
end of school, what would you be like?

AW:

What would I be like? Well, slimmer than I am now [laughs]. Dark haired …

MW: Vivacious.

AW:

I was probably vivacious, yes.

MW: Yes, she was.

AW:

You didn’t know me in my late teens.

MW: In fact the whole of your family tends to be a bit vivacious, keen, enthusiastic
about things. Can easily get enthused, all your family.

AW:

I remember someone – my sister coming back saying, ‘Someone just asked

me; how is all my eager family.’ And my sister didn’t quite know how to take that
[laughs].

MW: I can see that exactly.

AW:

Yes, yes, I think we were eager, eager for experience, eager for life.

MW: That’s what it is, it’s eager for life. It’s a little bit of that in my family, not as
much as in yours. I’d like to have read 100 books, which I haven’t read and never
will, but I’d like to, and countries I’ve never been to and never will too. You’re like
that, I think, always wanting to do –

AW:

Yes, always wanted to travel and do things.

MW: New experiences.
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AW:

We have travelled a great deal.

Could you paint me a portrait of you, Martin, aged about seventeen, eighteen,
towards the end of school?

MW: I was mainly described as very overconfident, thinking I could do anything,
although inside I knew I couldn’t. I mean, I knew I’d got a lot to learn. I’d have a go
at anything and I was fairly good with my hands, so I was fairly competent at making
things or driving a tractor or whatever. Er … I think I’ve always been thought of as
enthusiastic for anything, always have a go.

AW:

He’s always trying to invent new things and start new organisations to do

some job that he sees needs doing. I think you were like that at school too. Did you
set up the Natural History Society or was that there already?

MW: That was there already. I set up the thing for avoiding doing the military
thing. I set up and got a programme out that appealed to the headmaster, who said
that’s worth doing, go and do it. That’s not very original though. Well it was
original, just rather small though. What would they have thought of me? I think I
was always very active.

AW:

You were quite handsome.

MW: Active at doing things. I don’t sit in chairs very much. Always out and doing
things.

AW:

A handsome family. The photographs of them are very good.

MW: Want to have a go.

I think that’s a good point to stop.
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[End of Track 12]

